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While designing and planning are beyond the scope
of this publication, the information
on materials and
building practices is intended to guide builders and
prospective homeowners in erecting a good house with
a minimum of maintenance. This Handbook can also
be used as a training aid for apprentices
or as a
standard by which to judge the quality of house construction.
It sets forth what are considered to be acceptable
practices in assembling and arranging the parts of a
well-designed wood-frame house. While details of construction may vary in different localities, the fundamental principles are the same. This handbook deals
essentially with established methods of construction,
and does not attempt to show new ones that are used
in various parts of the country.
Construction details for houses are given in a series
of drawings with accompanying
text, which show the
methods used in assembling the various parts.
In general, the order of presentation
conforms to
the normal sequence of constructing
the buildingfrom foundation to finish work. The fmal chapters add
information
on painting, protecting wood from decay
and fire, and maintenance. A glossary of housing terms
is also included at the back of the handbook to aid
with unfamiliar or specific word usage.2

This publication present ‘3sound principles for woodframe house contraction and suggestions for selecting
suitable materials that will greatly assist in the construction
of a good house. It is also meant as a guide
and handbook for those without this type of construction exptirience.
Many wood houses are in existence today that were
built more than 200 years ago when early settlers
arrived. The modern conventional
wood-frame house,
with wood or wood product covering -materials, is
in
economical, long lasting, and can be constructed
any location. The United States is well supplied with
timber and has a diversified industry that manufactures lumber and other wood products used in the
house. Few, if any, materials can compete with wood
framing in the construction
of houses. However, to
provide this efficient wood house, good construction
details are important as well as the selection of materials for each specific use.
Three essentials to be considered in building a satisfactory house are: (1) An efficient plan, (2) suitable
materials, and (3) sound construction. The house may
be large or small, elaborate or unpretentious,
modern
or traditional,
yet without all three of these essentials
it may be neither permanent nor satisfactory.

CHAPTER

1

N AND EXCAVATION
a high water table may require design changes from
a full basement to crawl space or concrete slab construction. If the area has been filled, the foctings 3
should always extend through to undisturbed soil. Any
variation
from standard construction
practices will
increase the cost of the fcz~r&&~~ and footings. Thus

Condition
at Site
Before excavating for the new home, determine the
subsoi! conditions
by test borings or by checking
existing houses constructed near the site. A rock ledge
may be encountered, necessitating costly removal; or
1 Maintained at Madison,
versity of Wisconsin.
2 For a list of references,

Wis., in cooperation

with the 1Jni3 Key

see p. 20%

1

words

in italics appear in the glossary, p. 210.
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it is good practice to examine the type of foundations
-used in neighboring houses-this
might in fluency the
design of the new house.
Placement

Height

of Foundation

Walls

It is common practice to establish the depth of the
excavation, and consequently the height of the foundation, on ungraded or graded sites, by using the highest
elevation of the excavation’s perimeter 9s the control
point (fig. 2). This method will insure good drainage
if suficient foundation height is allowed for the sloping of the final grade (fig. 3). Foundation
walls at
least 7 feet 4 inches high are desirable for full basements, but 8-foot walls are commonly used.

of the House

After the site is cleared, the location of the outer
walls. of the house is markecl out. In general, the
surtieyor will mark the corners of the lot after making
a survey of the plot of land. The corners of the proposed house also should be roughly marked by the
stirveyor.
Belrore the exact location of the house is determined,
check local codes for minimum setback and side-yard
requirements;
the location of the house is u.sually
determined by such codes. In some cases, the setback
may be established by existing houses on adjacent
property. Most city building regulations require that
a plot plan be a part of the house plans so its location
is determined beforehand.
The next step, after the corners of the house have
been established, is to determine lines and grades as
aids in keepin, u the work level and true. The batter
board (fig. I) is one of the methods used to locate
and retain the outline of the house. The height of the
boards is sometimes established
to conform to the
height of the foundation wall.
Small stakes are first located accurately
at each
corner of the house with nails driven in their tops to
indicate the outside line of the foundation walls. TO
assure square corners, measure the diagonals to see if
they are the same length. The corners can also be
squared by measurin, m along one side a distance in
J-foot units such as 6, 9, and 12 and along the adjoining side the same number of 4-foot units as 8, 12, and
16. The diagonals will then measure the equal of 5foot units such as 10, 15, and 20 when the unit is
square. Thus, a g-foot distance on one side and a 12foot distance on the other should result in a 15-foot
diagonal measurement for a true 90’ corner.
After the corners have been located, three 2. by
4.inch or larger stakes of suitable length are driven
at each location 4 feet (minimum)
beyond the lines
of the foundation ; then l- by 6. or 1. by 8-inch boards
are nailed horizontally so the tops are all level at the
same grade. Twiqe or stout string (carpenter
chalkline) is next :L;!G across the top of opposite board3 at
two corners and adjusted so that it will be exactly
over the nails in the cclrner stakes at either end; a
plumb bob is handy for setting the lines. Saw kerfs at
the outside edge are cut where the lines touch the
boards so that they may be replaced if broken or
disturbed. After similar cuts are located in all eight
batter boards, the lines of the house will be established.
Check the diagonals again to make sure the corners
are square. An “L” shaped plan, for example, can be
divided into rectangles, treating each separately or as
an extension of one or more sides.
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Establishing depth of excavation.
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Figure 3.-
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Finish grade sloped for drainage.

Foundation
walls should be extended above the
finished grade around the outside of the house so that
the wood finish and framing members will be adequately protected from soil moisture and be well above
the grass line. Thus, in termite-infested
SYS, there
will be an opportunity
to observe any termite tubes
between the soil and the wood and take protective
measures
before damage develops. Enough height
should be provided in crawl spaces to permit periodic
inspection
for termites and for installation
of soil
covers to minimize the effects of ground moisture on
framing members.
3

The top of the foundation wall should usually be ai
least 8 inches above the finish grade at the wall line.
The finish grade at the building line might be 41to 12
iirc:hes or more above the original ground level. In lots
sloping upward from front to rear (fig. 3), this
distance may amount to 12 inches or more. In very
steeply sloped lots, a retaining wall to the rear of the
wall line is often necessary.
For houses having crawl space, the distance between
the ground level and underside of the joist should be
at least I8 inches above the highest point within the
area enclosed by the foundation wall. Where the in.
terior ground level is excavated or otherwise below the
outside finish grade, adequate precautionary
measures
should be made to assure positive drainage at all
times.

space, if soil is stable enough to prevent caving. This
eliminates the need for forming below grade when
footings art: not required.
Excavation is preferably carried only to the top of
the footings or the bottom of the basement floor, becacse some soil becomes soft upon exposure to air or
water. Thus it is advisable net to make the final excavation for footings until nearly time to pour the
concrete unless formboards are to be used.
Excavation must be wide enough to provide space
to work when constructing and waterproofing
the wall
and laying drain tile, if it is necessary in poor drainage areas (fig. 4). The steepness of the back slope of
the excavation
is determined
by the subsoil encountered.
With clay or other stable soil, the back
slope can be nearly vertical. When sand is encountered,
an inclined slope is required to prevent caving.
Some contractors, in excavating for basements, only
roughstcke
the perimeter of the building for the removal of the earth. When the proper floor elevation
has been reached, the footing layout is made and the
earth removed. After the concrete is poured and set,
the building wall outline is then established on the
footings and marked for the formwork or concrete
block wall.

Excavation
Excavation
for basements
may be accomplished
with one of several types of earth-removing
equipment.
Top soil is often stockpiled by bulldozer or front-end
loader for future use. Excavation
of the basement
area may be done with a front-end loader, power
shovel, or similar equipment.
Power trenchers are often used in excavating
for
the walls of houses built on a slab or with a crawl

BATTER

BOARD
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KERF

WALL

FOOTING
TRENCH
SHARP
CUT OR
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M

Figure 4 .-Establishing

corners for excavation and footings.
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CHAPTER

2

CONCRETE AND MASONRY
Rapid drying lowers its strength and may injure
exposed surfaces of sidewalks and drives.

Concrete and masonry units such as concrete block
serve various purposes in most house designs, including concrete-slab
and crawl-space houses which have
poured concrete or concrete block foundation
walls
of some type. However, developments in treated wood
foundation
systems will permit all-weather construction and provide reliable foundations for crawl-space
houses.
A great amount of concrete is supplied by ready-mix
plants, even in rural areas. Concrete in this form is
normally ordered by the number of bags per cubic
yard, in addition to aggregate size and water-content
requirements. Five-bag mix is considered minimum for
most work, and where high strength or reinforcing
is
used, six-bag mix is commonly specified.

In very cold weather, keep the temperature
of the
concrete above freezing until it has set. The rate at
which concrete sets is affected by temperature,
being
much slower at 40’ F. and below than at higher temperatures.
In cold weather, the use of heated water
and aggregate
during mixing is good practice.
In
severe weather, insulation or heat is used until the
concrete has set.
Footings
The footings act as the base of the foundation and
transmit the superimposed load to the soil. The type
and size of footings should be suitable for the soil
condition, and in cold climates the footings should be
far enough below ground level to be protected from
frost action. Local codes usually establish this depth,
which is often 4 feet or more in northern sections of
the United States.

The size of gravel or crushed rock which can be
obtained varies in different locations and it may be
necessary to change the cement ratio normally recomGenerally
speaking,
when gravel size is
mended.
smaller than the normal 11/z- to l/!-inch size, it is
good practice to use a higher cement ratio. When
gravel size is a maximum of 1 inch, add one-quarter
sack of cer.rent to the S-bag mix; when gravel size
is a maximum of s/-inch, add one-half bag; and for
a/a-inch size add one bag.
Mixing

and

the

Poured concrete footings are more dependable than
those of other materials and are recommended for use
in house foundations.
Where fill has been used, the
foundations should extend below the fill to undisturbed
earth. In areas having adobe soil or where soil moisture may cause soil shrinkage, irregular settlement of
the foundation and the building it supports may occur.
Local practices that have been successful should be
followed in such cases.

Pouring

Proportions
of fine and coarse aggregate, amount
of cement, and water content should follow the recommendations of the American Concrete Institute. Mixing plants are normally governed by these quantities.
It is common practice to limit the amount of water to
not more than 71/z gallons for each sack of cement,
including that contained in the sand and gravel. Tables
of quantities for field mixing on small jobs are available. For example, one combination utilizing a l-inch
maximum size of coarse aggregate uses: 5.8 sacks of
cement per cubic yard, 5 gallons of water per sack of
cement, and a cement to fine aggregate to coarse
aggregate ratio of 1 to 2l/2 to 3l/2. Size of coarse
aggregate is usually governed by the thickness of the
wall and the spacin g of reinforcing rods, when used.
The use of 2-inch coarse aggregate, for example, is
not recommended
for slabs or other thin sections.

Wall

Footings

Well-designed
wall footings are important in preventing settling or cracks in the wall. One method of
determining
the size, often used with most normal
soils, is based on the proposed wall thickness. The
footing thickness or depth should be equal to the wall
thickness (fig. 5,A). Footings should project beyond
each side of the wall one-half the wall thickness. This
is a general rule, of course, as the footing bearing
area should be designed to the load capacity of the
soil. Local regulations
often relate to these needs.
This also applies to column and fireplace footings.
If soil is of low load-bearing
capacity,
forced footings may be required.

Concrete should be poured continuously
wherever
possible and kept practically
level throughout
the
area being poured. All vertical joints should be keyed,
Rod or vibrate the concrete to remove air pockets and
force the concrete into all parts of the forms.
In hot weather, protect concrete from rapid drying.
It should be kept moist for several days after pouring.

A few rules that apply to footing
struction are:

wider

rein-

design and con-

1. Footings must be at least 6 inches thick, with 8
inches or more preferable.
2. If footing excavation is too deep, fill with concrete-never
replace dirt.
5

3. Use formboards
tions prevent

for footings where
sharply cut trenches.

4. Place footings below the frostline.
5. Reinforce
footings with steel rods
cross pipe trenches.
6. Use key slot for better
at wall Iocation.
7. In freezing
heat.
Pier,

Post,

weather,

and

resistance

cover

Column

set in the pedestal to anchor a wood post. Bolts for the
bottom plate of steel posts are usually set when the
pedestal is poured. At other times, steel posts are set
directly on the footin g and the concrete floor poured
around them.
Footings vary in size depending on the allowable
soil pressure and the spacing of the piers, posts, or
columns. Common sizes are 24 by 24 by 12 inches and
30 by 30 by l? inches. The pedestal is sometimes
poured after the footinb.m The minimum height should
be about 3 inches abo1.e the finish basement floor and
12 inches above finish grade in crawl-space areas.
and chimneys
Footings
for 1 eplaces, furnaces,
shculd ordinarily be poured at the same time as other
footings.

soil condi-

where

they

to water entry

with straw or supply

Footings

Footings for piers, posts, or columns (fig. 5,B)
should be square and include a pedestal on which the
member will bear. A protruding steel pin is ordinarily
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Concrete footing: A, Wall footing; 8, post footing.
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Stepped

Footings
BASEMENT

Stepped footings are often used where the lot slopes
to the front or rear and the garage or living areas are
at basement level. The vertical part of the step should
be poured at the same time as, the footing. The bottom
of the footing is alway.-, placed on undisturbed soil and
located below the frostline. Each run of the footing
should be level.
The vertical step between footings should be ai
least 6 inches thick and the same width as the footings
(fig. 6). The height of the step should not be more
than three-fourths
of the adjacent horizontal footing.
On steep slopes, more than one step may be required.
It is good practices, when possible, to limit the vertical
step to 2 feet. In very steep slopes, special footings
may be required.

WALL-

‘WATERPROOF
COATING

ASPHALT
‘DRAIN

FOOTING’

‘,

/

‘2”

FELT

TrLE

GRAVEL
M

Figure 7 .-Draintile

Draintile
Foundation
or footing drains must often be used
around foundations enclosing basements, or habitable
spaces below- the outside finish grade (fig. 7 ) . This may
be in sloping or low areas or any location where it is

.
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for soil drainage at outer wall.

necessary to drain away subsurface water.
cautio.n will prevent damp basements and
Draintiie is often necessary where habitable
developed in the basement or where houses

DOORWAY.

GRADE”

COVER

This prewet floors.
rooms are
are located
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Figure 6 .-Stepped

7

footings.
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near the bottom
runoff.

of a long slope subjected

placed end to end and spaced about 1/s inch apart.
The top of the joint between the tile is covered with a
strip of asphalt felt or similar paper; 6 to 8 inches of
gravel is used over the tile. Drainage is toward the outfall or ditch. Dry wells for drainage water are used
only when the soil conditions are favorable for this
method of disposal. Local building regulations vary
somewhat and should be consulted before construction
of drainage system is started.

to heavy

Drains are installed at or below the area to be protected, and drain toward a ditch or into a sump where
the water can be pumped to a storm sewer. Clay or
concrete draintile, 4 inches in diameter and 12 inches
long, is ordinarily placed at the botttim of the footing
level on top of a 2-inch gravel bed (fig. 7). Tile are

CHAPTER 3
FOUNDATION

WALLS

tu+her
with ciips or other ties
and are frl+rd
1fig. 8). Wood sheathing boards and studs with horizontal members and braces are sometimes used in the
construction
of forms in small communities.
As in
reusable forms, formwork should be plumb, straight,
and braced sufficiently to withstand the pouring operations.
Frames for cellar windows, doors, and other openings are set in place as the forming is erected, along
with forms for the beam pockets which are located to
support the ends of the floor beam.
Reusable forms usually require little bracing other
than horizontal members and sufhcient blocking and
bracing to keep them in place during pouring operations. Forms constructed with vertical studs and waterproof plywood or lumber sheathing require horizontal
whalers and bracing.
Level marks of some type, such as nails along the
form, should be used to assure a level foundation top.
This will provide a good level sill plate and floor
framing.
Concrete should be poured continuously
without
interruption
and constantly
puddled to remove air
pockets and work the material under window frames
and other blocking. If wood spacer blocks are used,
they should be removed and not permitted to become
buried in the concrete. Anchor bolts for the sill plate
should be placed while the concrete is still plastic.
Concrete should always be protected when temperatures are below freezing.

Foundation
walls form an enclosure for basements
or crawl spaces and carry wall, floor, roof, and other
building loads. The two types of walls most commonly
used are poured concrete and concrete block. Treated
wood foundations might also be used when accepted
by local codes.
Preservative-treated
posts and poles offer many
possibilities for low-cost foundation systems and can
also serve as a structural framework for the walls and
roof.
Wall thicknesses and types of construction are ordinarily controlled by local building regulations. Thicknesses of poured concrete basement walls may vary
from 8 to 10 inches and concrete block walls from
8 to 12 inches, depending on story heights and length
of unsupported walls.
Clear wall height should be no less than 7 feet from
the top of the finish basement floor to the bottom of
the joists; greater clearance is usually desirable to
provide adequate headroom under girders, pipes, and
ducts. Many contractors pour 8-foot-high walls above
the footings, which provide a clearance of 7 feet 8
inches from the top of the finish concrete floor to the
bottom of the joists. Concrete block walls, 11 courses
above the footings with 4-inch solid cap-block, will
produce about a 7-foot 4.inch height to the joists from
the basement floor.
Poured

Concrete

AND PIERS

Walls

Poured concrete walls (fig. 8) require forming that
must be tight and also braced and tied to withstand
the forces of the pouring operation
and the fluid
concrete.

Forms should not be removed until the concrete has
hardened and acquired sufficient strength to support
loads imposed during early construction.
At least 2
days (and preferably longerj are required when temperatures are well above freezing, and perhaps a week
when outside temperatures
are below freezing.

Poured
concrete walls should be double-formed
(formwork constructed for each wall face). Reusable
forms are used in the majority of poured walls. Panels’
may consist of wood framing with plywood facings

Poured concrete walls can be dampproofed
with
one heavy cold or hot coat of tar or asphalt. It should
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Block Walls

Concrete blocks are available in various sizes and
forms, but those generally used are 8, 10, and 12
inches wide. Modular blocks allow for the thickness
and width of the mortar joint so are usually about
7Ys inches high by 157& inches long. This results in
blocks which measure 8 inches high and 16 inches
Iong from centerline to centerline of the mortar joints.
Concrete

block walls require

291

courses start at the footing and are laid up with about
:!/k-inch mortar joints, usually in a common bond
I fig. 9). joints should be tooled smooth to resist water
seepage. Full bedding of mortar should be used on
all contact
surfaces of the block. When pilasters
are required by building
(column-like
projections)
codes or to strengthen a wall, they are placed on the
interior side of the wall and terminated at the bottom
of the beam or girder supported.
Basement -loci; and window frames should be set
with keys for rigidity and to prevent air leakage
I fig. 9).
Block walls should be capped with 4 inches of solid
or concrete
reinforced
with wire mesh.
masonry
Anchor bolts for sills are usually placed through the
top two rows of blocks and the top cap. They should
be anchored with a large plate washer at the bottom
and the block openings filled solidIy with mortar or
concrete. (fig. 9).

be applied to the outside from the footings to the
finish gradeline. Such coatings are usually sufficient
to make a wall watertight against ordinary seepage
(such as may occur after a rainstorm),
but should
not be applied until the surface of the concrete has
dried enough to assure good adhesion. In poorly
drained soils, a membrane (such as described for concrete block walls) may be necessary,
Concrete
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Forming for poured concrete walls.

no formwork.
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When an exposed block foundation
is used as a
finished wall for basement rooms, the stack bond palt+~n may be employed for a pleasing effect. This consEsts of placin, m blocks one above the other, resulting
in continuous vertical mortar joints. However, when
this system is used, it is necessary to incorporate some
type of joint reinforcing
every second course. This
usually consists of small diameter steel longitudinal
and cross rods arranged in a grid pattern. The common bond does not normally require this reinforcing,
but when additional strength is desired, it is good
practice to incorporate
this bonding system into the
wall.

block wails;

JOINTS
M
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Freshly laid block walls should be protected in temperatures below freezing. Freezing of thP mortar before it has set will often result in low adhesion, low
strength, and joint failure.
joint between the
To provide a tight, waterproof
footing and wall, an elastic calking compound is often
used. The wall is waterproofed
by applying a coating
of cement-mortar
over the block with a cove formed
at the juncture with the footing (fig. 9). When the
mortar is dry, a coatin g of asphalt or other waterproofing will normally assure a dry basement.
For added protection when wet soill conditions may
be encountered,
a waterproof
membrane of roofing
10

felt or other material can be mopped on, with shinglestyle laps of 4 to G inches, over the cement-mortar
coating. Hot tar or has asphalt is commonly used over
the membrane.
This covering will prevent leaks if
minor cracks develop in the blocks or joints between
the blocks.
Masonry

Construction

for Crawl

Spaces

In some areas of the country, the crawl-space house
is often used in preference to those constructed over a
basement or on a concrete s!ab. It is possible to construct a satisfactory house of this type by using (a‘)
a good soil cover, lb J a small amount of ventilation,
and (c) sufficient insulation tc rccluce heat loss. These
details will be covered in later chapters.
One of the I)riniary advantages of the crawl-space
house over the full basrment house is, of course, the
reduced cost. LittIr or no excavation or grading is
rtlquiretl except for the footings and walls. In mild
c*lininter;. the footings are located only slightly below
tht. Iinibh gratle. Howev~=r~in the northern St?. ., where
frost pc>nrrates (leeply. the footing is often located 4
or more feet helow the finish grade. This, of course,
requires more masonry \vork and increases the cost.
The footin;:s should always be poured over undisturbed soil and never over fill unless special piers and
grade beams are used.
The construction
of a masonry wall for a crawl
space is much the same as those required for a full
basement i figs. 8 and !I), except that no excavation is
required within the walls. Waterproofing
and draintile
are normally not required for this type of construction. The masonry pier replaces the wood or steel posts
of the basement house used to support the center beam.
Footing size and wall thicknesses vary somewhat by
location and soil conditions.
A common minimum
thickness for walls in single-story
frame houses is
8 inches for hollow concrete block and 6 inches for
poured concrete. The minimum footing thickness is
6 inches and the width is 12 inches for cnncrete block
and 10 inches for the poured foundation
wall for
crawl-space
houses. However,
in weli constructed
houses, it is common practice to use Cinch walls and
16- by 8-inch footings.

exceed 8 feet on center under exterior wall beams and
interior girders set at right angles to the floor joists,
and 12 feet on center under exterior t\dll beams set
parallel to the floor joists. Exterior wall piers should
not extend above grade more than four times their
least dimension unless supported laterally by masonry
or concrete walls. As for wall footing sizes, the size
of the pier footings should be based on the load and
the capacity of the soil.
Sill Plate Anchors
In \\ood-frame construction, the sill p/a/e should be
anchored to the foundation
wall with l/z-inch bolts
hooked and spaced about 8 feet apart (fig. 10,A).
In some areas, sill plates are fastened with masonry
nails, but such nails do not have the uplift resistance
of bolts. In high-wind and storm areas, well-anchored
plates are very important. A sill sealer is often used
under the sill plate on poured walls to take care of any
irrepularitips
which might have occured during curing
of the concrete. Anchor bolts should be embedded 8
inches or more in poured concrete walls and 16 inches
or more in block walls with the core filled with concrete. A large plate washer should be used at the head
end of the bolt for the biock wali. If termite shields
are used, they should be installed under the plate and
sill sealer.
Although not the best practice, some contractors
construct wood-frame houses without the use of a sill
plate. Anchorage
of the floor system must then be
provided by the use of steel strapping, which is placed
during the pour or between the block joints. Strap is
bent over the joist or the header joist and fastened by
nailing (fig. 10,B). Th e use of a concrete or mortar
beam fill provides resistance to air and insect entry.
Reinforcing in Poured Wulls
Poured concrete walls normally do not require steel
reinforcing
except over window or door openings
located below the top of the wall. This type of construction requires that a properly designed steel or
reinforced-concrete
lintel be built over the frame (fig.
11,A). In poured walls, the rods are laid in place while
the concrete is being poured so that they are about
11/z inches above the opening. Frames should be prime
painted or treated before installation.
For concrete
block walls, a similar reinforced
poured concrete or
a precast lintel is commonly used.
Where concrete work includes a connecting porch
or garage wall not poured with the main basement
wall, it is necessary to provide reinforcing-rod
ties
(fig. ll,B 1. These rods are placed during pouring of
the main wail. Dependin g on the size and depth, at
least three $&inch deformed rods should be used at
tha
intersecti=n
nF bULI1
n-n1, IVZli. Key-ways may be used in
Ll‘b 111
“I
addition to resist lateral movement, Such connecting
walls should extend below normal frostline and be

Poured concrete or concrete block piers are often
used to support floor beams in crawl-space houses.
They should extend at least 12 inches above the
groundline.
The minimum size for a concrete block
pier shoulcl be 8 by 16 inches with a 16- by 24- by
8-inch footing. A solid cap block is used as a top
course. Poured concrete piers should be at least 10
by 10 inches in size with a 20- by 20- by 8-inch footing. Unreinforced
concrete piers shouid be no greater
in height than !Z times their least dimension. Concrete block piers should be no higher than four times
the ieast dimension. The spacing of piers should not
11
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Anchoring floor system to concrete or mcsonry walk:
A, With sill plate; B, without sill plate.

supported by undisturbed ground. Wall extensions in
concrete block walls are also of block and are constructed at the same tine as the main walls over a
footing placed below frostline.

tooled to a smooth finish to get the maximum
ante to water penetration.

re&t-

Masonry laid during the cold weather shouid be
protected
from freezing until after the mortar has
set.

Masonry Veneer Ower Frame Walls
If masonry veneer is used for the outside finish over
wood-frame walls, the foundation must include a supporting ledge or offset about 5 inches wide (fig. 12).
This results in a space of about 1 inch between the
masonry
and the sheathing for ease ;n laying the
brick. A base flashing is used at the brick course below
the bottom of the sheathing and framing, and should
be lapped with sheathing paper. Weep holes, to provide drainage, are also located at this course and are
formed by eliminating the mortar in a vertical joint.
Corrosion-resistant
metal ties-spaced
about 32 inches
apart horizontally
and 16 inches vertically-should
be used to bond the brick veneer to the framework.
Where other than wood sheathing is used, secure the
ties to the studs.
Brick and stone should be laid in a full bed of
mortar; avoid droppin g mortar into the space between
the veneer and sheathing. Outside joints should be

Notch for Wood

Beams

When basement beams or girders are wood, the wall
notch or pocket for such members should be large
enough to allow at least vz inch of clearance at sides
and ends of the beam for ventilation (fig. 13). Unless
the tvood is treated there is a decay hazard where
beams and girders are so tightly set in wall notches
that moisture cannot readily escape. A waterproof
membrane,
such as roll roc!%g, is commonly used
under the end of the beam to minimize moisture absorption I’fig. 13 ) .
Protection

Against

Termites

Certain areas of the country, particularly the Atlantic Coast, Gulf States, Mississippi and Ohio Valieys,
and southern
California,
are infested with wooddestroying termites. In such areas, wcod construction
12
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Steel reinforcing rods in concretewalls: A, Rods used over window or doorframes;
6, rod ties used for porch or garage wails.
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Wood-frame wall with masonry veneer.

over a masonry foundation should be protected by one
_ -1..
or more of i:it: Lll.
*OIIOWLI~~ itNh&t
1. Poured concrete foundation walls.
2. Masonry unit foundation wails capped with reinforced concrete.
3. Metal shields made of rust-resistant
material.
(Metal shields are effective only if they extend
beyond the masonry walls and are continuous,
with no gaps or loose joints. This shield is of
primary importance under most conditions.)
4. Wood-preservative
treatment. (This method protects only the members treated.)
5. Treatment of soil with soil poison. (This is perhaps one of the most common and effective
means used presently.)
See Chapter 29 for further details on protection
against termites.

M

Figure 13.-Notch

14

for wood beam.
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CHAPTER 4
CONCRETE FLOOR SLABS ON GROUND
Basic Requirements

The number of new one-story houses with full basements has declined in recent years, particularly
in the
warmer areas of the United States. This is due in part
to lower construction
costs of houses without basements and an apparent decrease in need for the basement space.
The primary function of a basement in the past has
been to provide space for a central heating plant and
for the storage and handling of bulk fuel and ashes.
It also houses laundry and utilities. With the wide
use of liquid and gas fuels. however, the need for fuel
and ash storage space has greatly diminished. Because
space can be compactly provided on the ground-floor
level for the heating plant, laundry, and utilities, the
need for a basement often disappears.

Certain basic requirements
should be met in the
construction
of concrete floor slabs to provide a satisfactory fioor. They are:
1. Establish finish floor level high enough above the
natural ground level so that finish grade around the
house can be sloped away for good drainage. Top of
slab should be no less than 8 inches above the ground
and the siding no less than 6 inches.
2. Top soil should be removed and sewer and water
lines installed, then covered with 4 to 6 inches of
gravel or crushed rock well-tamped in place.
3. A vapor barrier consisting of a heavy plastic
film, such as 6mil poly-ethylene,
asphalt laminated
duplex sheet, or 45-pound or heavier roofing, with
minimum of l/$perm rating should be used under the
concrete slab. Joints should be lapped at least 4 inches
and sealed. The barrier should be strong enough to
resist puncturing during placing of the concrete.
4. A permanent, waterproof, nonabsorptive
type of
rigid insulation should be installed around the perimeter of the wall. Insulation may extend down on the
inside of the wall vertically or under the slab edge
horizontally.
5. The slab should be reinforced with 6- by B-inch
No. 10 wire mesh or other effective reinforcing.
The
concrete slab should be at least 4. inches thick and
should conform to information
in Chapter 2, “Concrete and Masonry.” A monolithic slab (fig. 14) is
preferred in termite areas.
6. After leveling and screeding, the surface should
be floated wit11 wood or metal floats while concrete is
still plastic. If a smooth dense surface is needed for
the installation of wood or resilient tile with adhesives,
the surface should be steel troweled.

Types of Floor Construction
One common type of floor construction
for basementless houses is a concrete slab over a suitable
foundation.
Slopin, m heround or low areas are usually
not ideal for slab-on-ground
construction
because
structural and drainage problems would add to costs.
Split-level houses often have a portion of the foundation designed for a grade slab. In such use. the slope
of the lot is taken into account and the objectionable
features of a sloping ground become an advantage.
The finish flooring for concrete floor slabs on the
ground was initially asphalt tile laid in mastic directly
on the slab. These concrete !loors did not prove satisfactory in a number of instances, and considerable
prejudice
has been built up against this nethod of
construction.
The common complaints have been that
the floors are cold and uncomfortable
and that condensation sometimes collects on the floor, near the
walls in cold weather, and elsewhere during warm,
humid weather. Some nf these urrdesirab!e features of
concrete floors on the ground apply to both warm and
cold climates, and others only to cold climates.
Improvements
in method; of construction based on
past experience and research have materially reduced
the common faults of the slab floor but consequently
increased their cost.
Floors are cold principally because of loss of heat
through the floor and the foundation walls, with most
10~s occurring
around the exterior
walls. Suitable
insulation
around the perimeter
of the house will
help
to reduce the heat loss. Radiant ~Zoor heating
systems are effective in preventing cold floors and floor
condensation
problems. Peripheral
warm-air heating
ducts are also effective in this respect. Vapor barriers
over a gravel fill under the floor slab prevent soil
moisture from rising through the slab.

Combined

Slab cmd Foundation

The combined slab and foundation,
sometimes referred to as the thickened-edge slab, is useful in warm
climates where frost penetration is not a problem and
where soil conditions are especially favorable. Tt consists of a shallow perimeter reinforced footing poured
integrally with the slab over a vapor barrier (fig. 14).
The bottom of the footing should be at least 1 foot
below the natural gradeline and supported on solid,
unfilled, and well-drained ground.
Independent
Concrete Slab and
Foundation
Walls
When ground freezes to any appreciable depth during winter, the walls of the house must be supported
15
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Figure 15 .-Reinforced

grade beam for concreteslab. Beam spans
between concrete piers located below frostline.
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Full foundation wall for cold climates. Perimeter heat
duct insulated to reduce heat loss.
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Figure 17.-Independent
concrete floor slab and wall. Concrete block is used over poured footing which is below frostline. Rigid insulation may also be located along the inside of the block wall.

Such properties
materials :

by foundations or piers which exte:ld below the frostline to solid bearing on unfilled soil. In such construction, the concrete slab and foundation wall are usually
separate. Three typical systems are suitable for such
conditions (figs. 15,16, and 17).
Vapor

Barrier

Under

Concrete

1. X-pound
duplex

are included

in the following types of

roll roofing or heavy asphalt laminated
barriers.

2. Heavy plastic film, such as 6-mil or heavier
polyethylene, or similar plastic film laminated
to a duplex treated paper.

Slab

The most desirable properties in a vapor barrier to
be used under a concrete slab are: (a) Good vaportransmission
rating (less than 0.S perm) ; (b) resistance to damage by moisture and rot; and (c) ability
to withstand normal usage during pouring operations.

3. Three layers
asphalt.

of roofing

felt mopped

with hot

4. Heavy asphalt impregnated
and vapor-resistant
rigid sheet material with sealed joints.
17

Insulation

Requirements
for Concrete
Slabs on Ground

Floor

The use of perimeter insulation for slabs is necessary to prevent heat loss and cold floors during
the
heating season, except in warm climates. The proper
locations for this insulation under several conditions
are shown in figures 15 to 17.
The thickness of the insulation will depend upon
requirements
of the climate and upon the materials
used. Some insulations have more than twice the insulating value of others ( see Chapter 15). The resistance
(R) per inch of thickness, as well as the heating
should govern the amount redesign temperature,
are:
quired. Perhaps two p(rood general rules to foll(Jw
I. For average winter low temperatures of 0’ F. and
higher (moderate climates): the total R should
he about 2.0 and the depth of the insulation
or the width under the slab not less than 1 foot.
2. For average winter low temperatures of -20’
F.
and lower (cold climates), the total R should
be about 3.0 without floor heating and the
depth or width of insulation not less than 2 feet.

1. Cellular-glass insulation board, available in slabs
2, 3. 4, and 5 inches thick. R factor, or resistivity,
Crushing strength,
1.8 to 2.2 per inch of thickness.
approximately
150 pounds per square inch. Easily cut
and lvorked. The surface may spa11 (chip or crumble)
away if subjected to moisture and freezing. It should
be dipped in roofin g pitch or asphalt for protection.
Insulation should be located above or inside the vapor
barrier for protection from moisture (figs. 15 to 17).
This type of insulation has been replaced to a large
extent by the newer foamed plastics such as polystyrene and polyurethane.
2. Glass fibers with plastic binder, coated or uncoated, available in thicknesses of 3h, 1, ll,$, and 2
inches. R factor, 3.3 to 3.9 per inch of thickness.
Crushing strength, about 12 pounds per square inch.
Water penetration
into coated board is slow and inconsequential unless the board is exposed to a constant
head of water, in which case this water may disintegrate the binder. Use a coated board or apply coal-tar
pitch or asphalt to uncoated board. Coat all edges.
Follow manufacturer’s
instructions for cutting. Placement of the insulation inside the vapor barrier will
afford some protection.
3. Foamed plastic (polystyrene,
polyurethane,
and
others) insulation in sheet form, usually available in
thicknesses of 1/z, 1, 11/z, and 2 inches. At normal
temperatures
the R factor varies from 3.7 for polystyrenes to over 6.0 for polyurethane
for a l-inch
thickness. These materials generally have low watervapor transmission
rates. Some are low in crushing
strength and perhaps are best used in a vertical position (fig. 15) and not under the slab where crushing
could occur.

Table 1 shows these factors in more detail. The values
shown are minimum and any increase in insulation will
result in lower heat losses.
TABLE I.-Resistance
values used in determining
minimum amount of edge insulation for concrete
floors
slabs on ground for various design temperatures.
Resistance
temper-

Depth insulation
extends below

aturee

grade

“F.
-20

Ft.
2

-10

+1X

1%
1
1

+20

1

Low

________

Insulation

No floor
heating
3.0
2.5
2.0
2.0
2.0

4. Insulating
concrete. Expanded mica aggregate,
1 part cement to 6 parts aggregate, thickness used as
required. R factor, about 1.1 per inch of thickness.
Crushing strength, adequate. It may take up moistntre
when subject to dampness, and consequently
its use
should be limited to locations where there will be no
contact with moisture from any source.

(.R) factor

Floor
heating

-

4.0
3 .5
3.0
3.0
3.0

5. Concrete made with lightweight aggregate, such
as expanclecl sla g, burned clay, or pumice, using 1 part
cement to 4 parts aggregate;
thickness used as required. R factor, about 0.40 per inch of thickness.
Crushing strength, high. This lightweight aggregate
may also be used for foundation walls in place of stone
or gravel aggregate.

Types

The properties desired in insulation for floor slabs
are: 1) High resistance to heat transmission, 2) permanent durability
when exposed to dampness and
frost, and 3) high resistance to crushing due to floor
loads, weight of slab, or expansion forces. The slab
should also be immune to fungus and insect attack,
and should not absorb or retain moisture. Examples
materials considered to have these properties are:

Under service conditions there are two sources of
moisture that might affect insulating materials:
(1)
Vapor from inside the house and (2) moisture from
soil. Vapor barriers and coatings may retard but not
entirely prevent the penetration
of moisture into the
insulation. Dampness may reduce the crushing strength

of
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of insulation, which in turn may permit the edge of the
slab to settle. Compression of the insulation, moreover,
reduces its efficiency. Insulating materials should perform satisfactorily
in any position if they do not
change dimensions and if they are kept dry.
Protection

Against

Finish Floors Over Concrete Slabs
on the Ground
A natural concrete surface is sometimes used for the
finish floor, but generally is not considered wholly
satisfactory.
Special dressings are required to prevent
dusting. Moreover,
such floors tend to feel cold.
Asphalt or vinyl-asbestos tile laid in mastic in accordance tiith the manufacturer’s
recommendations
is
comparatively economical and easy to clean, but it also
feels cold. Wood tile in various forms and wood
parquet flooring may be used, also laid in mastic
I fig. 14) in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Tongued-and-grooved
wood strip flooring
251’32 inch thick may be used but should be used over
pressure-treated
wood sleepers anchored to the slab
(fig. 17). For existing concrete floors. the use of a
vaporproof
coating before installation of the treated
sleepers is gocd practice.

Termites

In areas where termites are a problem, certain precautions are necessary for concrete slab floors on the
ground. Leave a countersink-type
opening l-inch wide
and l-inch deep around plumbing pipes where they
pass through the slab, and fill the opening with hot
tar when the pipe is in place. Where insulation is used
between the slab and the foundation wall, the insulation should be kept 1 inch below the top of the slab
and the space should also be filled with hot tar I fig.
15). Further discussion of protection against termites,
such as soil poisoning. is given in Chapter 29.

CHAPTER

5

FLOOR FRAMING
Moisture content of beams and joists used in floor
framing should not exceed 19 percent. However, a
moisture content of about 15 percent is much more
desirable. Dimension material can be obtained at these
moisture contents when so specified. When moisture
contents are in the higher ranges, it is good practice
to allow joists and beams to approach their moisture
equilibrium
before applying inside finish and trim,
such as baseboard, hase shoe, door jambs, and casings.

The floor framing in a wood-frame house consist
specifically of the posts, beams, sill plates, joists, ancl
subfloor. When these are assembled properly on a
foundation,
they form a level anchored platform for
the rest of the house. The posts and center beams of
wood or steel, which support the inside ends of the
joists, are sometimes replaced with a woodframe or
masonry wall when the basement area is divided into
rocms. Wood-frame houses may also be constructed
upon a concrete iloor siab or over a crawl-space area
with floor framing similar to that used for a full basement.

Grades of dimension lumber vary considerably
by
a sespecies. For specific uses in this publication,
quence of first, second, third, fonrth, and sometimes
fifth grade material is used. In general, the first grade
is for a high or special use, the second for better than
average, the third for average, and the fourth and
fifth for more economical
construction.
Joists and
girders are usually second grade material of a species,
while sills and posts are usually of third or fourth
grade.

Factors in Design
One of the important factors in the design of a wood
floor system is to equalize shrinkage and expansion
of the wood framing at the outside walls and at the
center beam. This is usually accomplished by using
approximately
the same total depth of wood at the
center beam as the outside framing. Thus, as beams
and joists approach moisture equilibrium or the moisture content they reach in service, there are only small
difierences in the amount of shrinkage. This will minimize plaster cracks and prevent sticking doors and
other inconveniences
caused by uneven shrinkage. If
there is a total of 12 inches of wood at the foundation
wall (including joists and sill plate), this should be
balanced with about 12 inches of wood at the center
beam.

Recommended

Nailing

Practices

Of primary consideration
in the construction
of a
house is the method used to fasten the various wood
members together. These connections
are most commonly made with nails, but on occasions metal straps,
lag screws, bolts, and adhesives may be used.
Proper
materials
19

fastenin, v of frame members and covering
provides the rigidity and strength to resist

severe windstorms and o&er hazards. Good nailing is
also important
from the standpoint of normal perFormance of wood parts. For example, proper fastenirig of intersecting walls usually reduces plaster cracking at the inside corners.

STEEL
BEAM
OR
WOCD
GIRDER

w

-BOLT

The schedule in table 2 outlines good nailing practices for the framing
and sheathing
of a wellconstructed wood-frame house. Sizes of common wire
nails are shown in figure 18.

PIPE

When houses are located in hurricane areas, they
should be provided with supplemental fasteners. Details of these systems are outlined in “Houses Can
Resist Hurricanes” (see p. 209 j .
Posts and

TO
STEEL
TO WOOD

BEAM
GIRDER

COLUMN

A

OR
USE
CONCRETE
PEDESTAL
FOR
BASE

Girders

Wood or steel posts are generally used in the basement to support wood girders or steel beams. Masonry
piers might also bc: used for this purpose and are
commonly employed in crawl-space houses.
The round steel post can be used to support both
Mood girders and steel- beams and is norma!!y supplied with a steel bearing plate at each end. Secure
anchoring to the girder or beam is important I fig. 10).
Wood posts should be solid and not less than 6 by 6
inches in size for freestanding use in a basemerat. When
combined with a framed wall, they may be 4 by 6

GAGE

12b 128 11%

11!4 10%

10%

9

B
M 134 655
Figure 19.- Steel posf for wood or steel girdor: A, Connection
to beam; 13,base plate also may be mounted on and anchored
to a concretepedestal.
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30d
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M 66168
Figure 18.-Sires

of common wire nails.
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TABLE

2.-Recommended
schedule for nailing the framing and sheathing of a
well-constructed wood-frame house
Nails
Nailing

Joining

Header

to joist

Joist to sill or girder
Header

and stringer

Bridging

Size

End-nail

3

16d

Toenail

2
3

10d or
8d

Toenail

10d
each end

strip to beam, 2 in. thick

Subfloor, boards:
1 by 6 in. and smaller
1 by 8 in.
Subfloor, plywood:
At edges
At intermediate

&urnbet

Toenail

joist to sill

to joiot

Ledger

method

8d

3

16d

At each joist

2
3

8d
8d

To each joist
To each joist

8d
8d

6 in. on center
8 in. on center

joists
2

l6d

End-nail

2

16d

End-nail

2

16d

Stud to eoleplate

Toenail

4

Soleplate

Face-nail

(2 by u in., T&G)

Soleplate
Top

to stud, horizontal

plate

Doubled

to joist

or girder

assembly

to stud
to joist or blocking

Face-nail,

studs

End stud of intersecting

wall to exterior

wall stud

8d

stagger

Face-nail

16 in. on center

16d

16 in. on center

16d

16 in. on center

top plate to lower top plate

Face-nail

top plate,

Face-nail

2

Toenail

3

8d
16d

Ceiling

joist

header, two pieces,

each edge

to top wall plates

16 in. on center

10d

Upper

Continuoue

At earh stud

16d

Upper

laps and intersections

16 in. on center

2

Blind-nail (casing)
and face-nail

Suhfloor

Placement

16d
12d

12 in. on center

Ceiling

joiet laps at partition

Face-nail

4

Rafter

to top plate

Toenail

2

8d

Rafter

to ceiling

joist

Face-nail

3

10d

to valley

or hip rafter

Toenail

3

1Od

End-nail

3

10d

Toenail
Edge-nail

4
1

8d
10d

Face-nail
Face-nail

2
3

12d
8d

2

8d

2

10d
16d

Each side
12 in. on center

2Ocl

32 in. on center,

Rafter
Ridge

board

Rafter

to rafter

to rafter

through

ridge

board

Collar beam to rafter:
2 in. member
I in. member
I-in. diagonal let-in brace to each stud aud l;!ate
(4 nails at top)
Built-up corner studs:
Studs to blocking
Intersecting
stud to corner
Built-up
bers
Wall

Wall

Wall

Roof
Roof

girder8 and beams,

studs

three or more memFace-nail

sheathing:
1 by 8 in. or lees, horizontal
1 by 6 in. or greater, diagonal
sheathing, vertically
ye in. and less thick
s in. and over thick

applied

sheathing, vertically
Yz in. thick
“5-&in. thick

applied

sheathing,

Face-nail
Face-nail

Face-nail
Face-nail

8d
8d

At each stud
At each stud

6d

6 in. edge

8d

12 in. intermediate

plywood:
Face-nail
Face-nail
fiberboard:

boards, 4., 6., 8-in. width

sheathing, plywood:
N in, and less thick
s in. and over thick

2
3

each side

1 1% in. roofing

Face-nail
Face-nail

1% in. roofing

Face-nail

2

Face-nail
Face-nail

21

nail 1 3 in. edge and
nail

6 in. intermediate

8d

.4t each rafter

6d
8d

6 in. edge and 12 in. intermediate

inches to confoml to the depth of the studs. Wood
posts should be squared at both ends and securely
fastened to the girder (fig. 20). The bottom of the post
should rest on and be pinned to a masonry pedestal
2 to 3 inches above the finish floor. In moist or wet
conditions it is good practice to treat the bottom end
of the post or use a moisture-proof
covering over the
pedestal.
Roth wood girders and steel beams are used in
present-day house construction.
The standard Z-beam
and wide flange beam are the most commonly used
steel beam shapes. Wood girders are of two typessolid and built up. The built-up beam 1s preferred because it can be made up from drier dimension material
and is more stable. Commercially available glue-laminated beams may be desirable where exposed in
finished basement rooms.
The built-up girder (fig. 21) is usually made up of
two or more pieces of 2-inch dimension lumber spiked
together, the ends of the pieces joining over a supporting post. A two-piece girder may be nailed from
one side with tenpenny nails, two at the end of each
piece and others driven stagger fashion 16 inches
apart. A three-piece girder is nailed from each side
with twentypenny
nails, two near each end of each
piece and others driven stagger fashion 32 inches
apart.

ANGLE

STA ,GGER

CLEARANCE
(SIDES-END

WOOD GIRDER
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Figure 20 .-Wood
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girder; 8, base.
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Figure 21 .--Built-up
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Ends of wood girders should bear at least 4 inches
on the masonry walls or pilasters. When wood is untreated, a ?/z-inch air space should be provided at each
end and at each side of wood girders framing into
areas, these
masonry
(fig. 21). In termite-infested
pockets should be lined with metal. The top of the
girder should be level with the top of the sill plates on
the foundation walls, unless Iedger strips are used. If
steel plates are used under ends of girders. they should
be of full bearing size.
Girder-joist
Installation
Perhaps the simplest method of floor-joist framing
is one where the joists IJear directly on the wood girder
or steel beam, in Mhich case the top of the beam coincides with the top of the anchored sill (fig. 21). This
method is used wherl basement heights provide adequate headroom
below the girder. However, when
wood girders are used in this manner, the main disadvantage is that shrinkage is usually- greater at the
girder than at the foundation.
For more uniform shrinkage at the inner beam and
the outer wall and to provide greater headroom. joist
hangers or. a supporting ledger strip are commonly
used. Dependin g on sizes of joists and wood girders,
joists may be supported on the ledger strip in several
icays I fig. 22). Each provides about the same depth
of wood subject to shrinkage at the outer w.a.11and at
the center wood girder. A continuous horizontal tie
between exterior walls is obtained by nailing notched
joists together ( fig. 22,,4). Joists must always bear
on the ledgers. In figure 22.R. the connecting scab at
each pair of joists provides this tie and also a nailing
area for the subfloor. A steel strap is used to tie the
joists together when the tops of the beam and the
joists are level ( fig. 2&C). It is important that a small
space be allowed above the beam to pro\-ide for shrinkage of the joists.
When a space is required for heat ducts in a partition supported on the girder. a spaced wood girder is
sometimes necessary (fig. 23 ) . Solid blocking is used
at intervals between the two members. A single post
support for a spaced girder usually requires a bolster,
preferably
metal. with sufficient span to support the
tu o members.
Joists may be arranged with a steel beam generally
the same way as illustrated for a wood beam. Perhaps
the most common methods, depending on joist sizes,
are :
1. The joists rest directly on the top of the beam.
2. Joists rest on a \cood ledger or steel angle iron,
which is bolted Q the web (fig. 2&A).
3. Joists bear directly on the flange of the beam
(fig. 2&B I.
In the third method, wood blocking is required between the joists near the beam flange to prevent overturning.

Wood

Sill Construction

The two general types of wood sill construction used
over the foundation wali conform either to platform
or balloon framing. The box sill is commonly used in
platform construction. It consists of a 2.inch or thicker
plate anchored to the foundation wall over a sill sealer
which provides support and fastening for the joists
and header at the ends of the joists (fig. 25). Some
houses are constructed without benefit of an anchored
sill plate although this is not entirely desirable. The
floor framing should then be anchored with metal
strapping
installed during pouring operations
(fig.
10,B).
Balloon-frame
construction
uses a nominal 2-inch
or thicker wood sill upon which the joists rest. The
studs also bear on this member and are nailed both
to the floor joists and the sill. The subfloor is laid
diagonally or at right angles to the joists and a firestop added between the studs at the floorline (fig. 26 j .
When diagonal subfloor is used, a nailing member is
normally required between joists and studs at the wall
lines.
Because there is less potential shrinkage in exterior
i\Z!!S :vith bdoon
frtiiiikg
than in the platform type,
balloon framing is usually preferred over the platform
type in full two-story brick or stone veneer houses.
Floor Joists
Floor joists are selected primarily to meet strength
and stiffness requirements.
Strength requirements
depend upon the loads to be carried. Stiffness requirements place an arbitrary control on deflection under
load. Stiffness is also important in limiting vibrations
from moving loads-often
a cause of annoyance to
occupants. Other desirable qualities for floor joists are
good nail holding ability and freedom from warp.
Wood floor joists are generally of 2-inch (nominal)
thickness and of 8-, lo-, or 12-inch (nominal) depth.
The size depends upon the loading, length of span,
spacing between joists, and the species and grade of
lumber used. As previously mentioned, grades in species vary a great deal. For example, the grades genfor Douglas-fir,
erally used for joists are “Standard”
“No. 2 or No. 2KD” for southern pine, and comparable grades for other species.
Span tables for floor joists, published by the National
Forest Products
Association
(see p, 209) or local
building codes can be used as guidelines. These sizes
are of course often minimum, and it is sometimes the
practice in medium- and higher-priced
houses to use
the next larger size than those listed in the tables.
Joist

Installation

After the sill plates have been anchored to the
foundation walls or piers, the joists are located according to the house design. (Sixteen-inch center-to-center
spacing is most commonly used.)
23
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on center wood girder: A, Notched joist; B, scab tie between joist; C, Rush joist.
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construction.

are outlined in table 2.
The “in-line” joist splice is sometimes used in
framing for floor and ceiling joists. This system normally allows the use of one smaller joist size when
center supports are presen;
Briefly, it consists of
uneven length joists, the long overhanging
joist is
cantilevered
over the center support, then spliced to
the supported
joist ( fig. 28). Overhang joists are .
alternated.
Depending ou the span, species, and joist
size, the overhang varies between about I foot 10
inches and 2 feet 10 inches. Plywood splice plates are
used on each side of the end joints.4

Any joists havin, u a slight bow edgewise should be
so placed that the crown is on top. A crowned joist
will tend to straighten out when subfloor and normal
floor loads are applied. The largest edge knots should
be placed on top, since knots on the upper side of a
joist are on the compression side of the member and
will have less effect on strength.
The header joist is fastened by nailing into the end
of each joist with three sixteenpenny
nails. In addition, the header joist and the stringer joists parallel to
the exterior walls in platform construction
(fig. 27)
are toenailed to the sill with tenpenny nails spaced
16 inches on center. Each joist should be toenailed to
the siil and center beam ivith t-60 terrpenny or three
l.4,,htpenny nails; then nailed to each other with three
or four sixteenpenny
nails when they lap over the
center beam. If a nominal 2-inch scab is used across
butt-ended joists, it should be nailed to each joist with
at least three sixteenpenny
nails at each side of the
joint. These and other nailing patterns and practices

It is good practice to double joists under all parallel
bearing partition \valls; if spacing is i-eq-uired for heat
is used between the joists
ducts, solid blocking

ifig. 271.

.t Details
of this type of conatructirm
builders,
lumber
dealers,
or ar:bitrcts,
American
Plywood
Association,
Tacoma,
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can be obtained
or by contacting
Wash.
98401.

from
the
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joist system. Alternate extension of joists over the center support with plywood gusset joint allows the
use of a smaller joist size.

Figure 28.-“In-line”

At Floor

method of framing and nailing is shown in figure 29.
Joist hangers and short sections of angle iron are
often used to support headers and tail beams for large
openings. For further details on stairwells, see Chapter
23-“Stairs.”

Openings

When framing for large openings such as stairwells,
fireplaces, and chimneys, the joists and headers around
the opening should be doubled.
A recommended
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Figure 29 .-Framing
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Plywood suitable for subfloor, such as Standard
sheathing,
Structural
I and II, and C-C Exterior
grades, has a panel identification
index marking on
each sheet. These markings
indicate the allowable
spacing of rafters and floor joists for the various thickiiCSSea it hen the plywood is used as roof sheaihiIlg
or
subfloor. For example: an index mark of 32/16 indicastes that the plywood panel is suitable for a maximum
Fpacing of .32 inches for rafters and 16 inches for
floor joists. Thus, no problem of strength differences
between species is involved as the correct identification
is shown for each panel.
Normally, when some type of underlayment is used
over the ~~lvwootl subfloor, the minimum thickness of
the subfloo; fcr species such as Douglas-fir and southern pine is l/z inch when joists are spaced 16 inches on
center. and *;//s-inch thick for such plywood as western
hemlock, western white pine, ponderosa
pine, and
similar species. These thicknesses of plywood might
be used for 2.1.inch spacing of joists when a finish
t’;-,, -inrh strip flooring
is installed at right angles
::L’
c..
*i- ,“‘S’“.
:,.:-a- ““\,\c;“Cl,
u ^.......^ - ,L
II 13
:.. 1mpor:an:
:
L...,,
LIJ ,,‘C
to 111l”L
_‘I cn]‘-l
0” I”
and safe platform for workmen dJring construction of
the remainder
of the house. For this reason, some
builders prefer a slightly thicker plywood subfloor
especially when joist spacing is greater than 16 inches
on center.
Plywood can also serve as combined plywood subfloor and underlayment,
eliminating
separate underlayment because the plywood functions as both structura! subfloor and a good substrate. This applies to
thin resilient
floorings, carpeting,
and other nonstructural
finish flooring. The plywood used in this
manner must be tongued and grooved or blocGB:d with
2-inch lumber along the unsupported edges. Following
are recommendations
for its use:
Grade: Unclerlajzent,
underlayment
with exterior
glue, C-C plugged
Spacing and thickness:
(a) For species such as
Douglas-fir (coast type), and southern pine‘/! inch minimum thickness for 16-inch joist
spacing. ?4 inch for 20.inch joist spacing, and
!,i inch for 24inch joist spacing.
I bl For species such as western hemlock,
western white pine, and ponderosa pine+&
inch minimum thickness for 16.inch joist spacing, 3h inch for 20-inch joist spacing, and T/s
inch for 24inch joist spacing.
Plywood should be installed with the grain direction of the outer plies at right angles to the joists and
be staggered so that end joints in adjacent panels
break over different joists. Plywood should be nailed
to the joist at each bearing with eightpenny common
or sevenpenny threaded nails for plywood l/z inch to
sh inch thick. Space nails 6 inches apart along all
edges and 10 inches along intermediate
members.
When plywood serves as both subfloor and underlay-

Bridging
Cross-bridging
between wood joists has often been
used in house construction,
but research by several
laboratories
has questioned
the benefits of bridging
in relation to its cost, especially in normal house construction. Even with tight-fitting, well-installed bridgeing, there is no significant ability to transfer loads
after subfloor and finish floor are installed. However.
some building codes require the use of cross-bridging
or solid bridging (table 2).
Solid bridging is often used between joists to provide a more rigid base for partitions located above
joist spaces. Well-fittecl solid bridging securely nailed
to the joists will aid in supporting partitions
above
partitions
should be
them (lig. 27). Load-bearing
supported by doubled joists.
Subfloor
Subflooring
is used over the floor joists to form a
workin? platform
and base for finish flooring.
It
usually consists of ( a) square-edge or tongued-and..--, ulc:‘u3
I- . ...I. 1‘1,
__ .WlGCi
...?I .. 11
0 f . _._
<grrrtJvt-cl
ru;iii 0 111~1*a Eiiid iiOi lCi5
hii;
:I; inch thick 01 i b ) plywood l/b to :+$ inch
thick, depending on species, type of finish floor, and
spacing of joists (‘fig. 2’7).
Boards

Subfloorinp may Le applied either diagonnlly (most
common)
or at right angles to the joists. When subflooring is placed at right angles to the joists, the finish
floor should be laid at right angles to the subflooring.
Diagonal subflooring permits finish flooring to be laid
either parallel or at right angles (most common 1 to
the joists. End joints of the boards should always be
made directly over the joists. Subfloor is nailed to
each joist with two eightpenny nails for widths under
8 inches and three eightpenny nails for 8-inch widths.
The joist spacing should not exceed 16 inches on
center w hen finish flooring is laid parallel io the
joists, or where parquet finish flooring is used; nor
exceed 24 inches on center when finish flooring at
least 2& inch thick is at right angles to the joists.
Where balloon framing is used, blocking should be
installed between ends of joists at the wall for nailing
the ends of diagonal subfloor boards (fig. 26‘1.
Plywood

Plywood can be obtained in a number of grades
designed to meet a broad range of end-use requirements. All Interior-type
grades are also available with
fully waterproof adhesive identical with those used in
Exterior plywood. This type is useful where a hazard
of proIonged moisture exists, such as in underlayments
or subfloors adjacent to plumbing fixtures and for roof
sheathing
which may be exposed for long periods
during construction.
Under normal conditions
and
for sheathing used on walls. Standard sheathing grades
are satisfactory.
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Floor framing E! wall projections:A, Projection of /oists for bsy window extensions;
8, projection at right angles to joists.

Plywood locationand use

ment, nails may be spaced 6 to 7 inches apart at all
joists and blocking. Use eight- or ninepenny common
nails or seven- or eightpenny threaded nails.

Underlayment
or interior wall lining
Panel sidings and combination
subfloor underlayment
Roof sheathing, subflooring,
and wall
sheathing
(Under
wet or humid
should
be
spacing
conditions,

For the best performance,
plywood should not be
laid up with tight joints whether used on the interior
or exterior. The following spacings are recommendations by the American Plywood Association
on the
basis of field experience:

doubled.)
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Floor Frcamins at Wall

is carried to and sawed
openings. The subflooring
flush with the outer framing member. Rafters are often
carried by a header constructed in the main wall over
the bay area, which supports the roofload. Thus the
wall of the bay has less load to Fupport.
Projections at right angles to the length of the floor
joists should generally be limited to small areas and
extensions of not more than 24 inches. In this construction, the st.ringer should be carried by doubled
joists ( fig. 3C\B1. Joist hangers or a ledger will provide
good connections for the ends of members.

Projections

The framing for wall projections
such as a bay
window or first or second floor extensions beyond the
of
lower wall should generally consist of projection
the floor joists (fig. 30). This extension normally
should not exceed 24 inches unless designed specifically for greater projections,
which may require special anchorage at the opposite ends of the joists. The
joists forming each side of the bay should be doubled.
Railing, in general, should conform to that for stair

CHAPTER 6
WALL

FRAMING

The floor framing -,vith its subfloor covering has now
been completed and provides a convenient working
platform for construction
of the wall framing. The
term “wall framing” includes primarily the vertical
studs and horizontal members (soleplates, top plates,
and window and door headers)
of exterior and interior walls that support ceilings, upper floors, and
the roof. The wall framing also serves as a nailing
base for wall covering materials.
The wall framing members used in conventional
construction
are generally nominal 2. by 4.inch studs
spaced 16 inches on center. Depending
on thickness of covering material, 24.inch spacing might be
considered. Top plates and soleplates are also nominal
2 by 4 inches in size. Headers over doors or windows
in load-bearing walls consist of doubled 2- by 6.inch
and deeper members,
depending
on span of the
opening.

Ceiling height for the first floor is 8 feet under most
conditions. It is common practice to rough-frame the
wall isubfloor to top of upper
plate) to a height of
8 feet ll/i inches. In platform construction,
precut
studs are often supplied to a length of 7 feet 8sLq
inches for plate thickness of 15/s inches. When dimension material is 11,~ inches thick, precut studs would
be 7 feet 9 inches long. This height allows the use of
8-foot-high dry-wall sheets, or six courses of rock lath,
and still provides clearance for floor and ceiling finish
or for plaster grounds at the floor line.
Second-floor ceiling heights should not be less than
7 feet 6 inches in the clear, except that portion under
sloping ceilings. One-half of the floor area, how.ever,
should have at least a 7.foot 6.inch clearance.
As with floor construction,
two general types of
wall framing are commonly used-platform
construction and balloon-frame
construction.
The platform
method is more often used because of its simplicity.
Balloon framing is generally used where stucco or
masonry is the exterior covering material in two-story
houses, as outlined in the chapter “Floor Framing.”

Requirements
The requirements
for wall-framing
lumber
are
good stiffness, good nail-holding ability, freedom from
and ease of working.
Species used may
warp,
include Douglas-fir, the hemlocks, southern pine, the
spruces, pines, and white fir. As outlined under “Floor
Framing,” the grades vary by species, but it is common practice to use the third grade for studs and
plates and the second grade for headers over doors
and windows.
All framing lumber for walls should be reasonably
dry. Material at about 15 percent moisture content is
desirable, with the maxil;lum allowable considered to
be 19 percent. When the higher moisture
content
material is used (as studs, plates, and headers)) it is
advisable to allow the moisture content to reach inservice conditions before applying interior trim.

Plertform Construction
The wall framing in platform construction is erected
above the subfloor which extends to all edges of the
of platform conbuilding (fig. 31). A combination
struction for the first floor sidewalls and full-length
studs for end walls extending to end rafters of the
gable ends is commonly used in single-story houses.
One common method of framing is the horizontal
assembly (on the subfloor)
or “tilt-up” of wall sections. When a sufficient work crew is available, fulllength wall sections are erected. Otherwise, shorter
length sections easily handled by a smaller crew can
31

and braced, the remaining nailing is completed. Soleplates are nailed to the floor joists and headers or
stringers ( through the subfloor), corner braces (when
used) are nailed to studs and plates, door and window
headers are fastened to adjoining
studs, and corner
studs are nailed together. These and other recommenned nailing practices are shown in table 2 and
figure 31.
In hurricane areas or areas with high winds, it is
often advisable to fasten wall and floor framing to
the anchored foundation sill when sheathing does not
provide this tie. Figure 32 illustrates one system of
anchoring
the studs to the floor framing with steel
straps.
Several arrangements
of studs at outside corners
can be used in framing the walls of a house. Figure 31
shows one method commonly used. Blocking between
two corner studs is used to provide a nailing edge for

be used. Tbis system involves laying out precut studs,
window and door headers, cripple studs (short-length
studs): and windowsills. Top and soleplates are then
nailed to all vertical members and adjoining studs to
headers and sills with sixteenpenny nails. Let-in corner
bracing should be provided when required. The entire
section is then erected, plumbed, and braced (fig. 31 I.
A variation of this system includes fastening the
studs only at the top plate and, when the wall is
erected, toenailing studs to the soleplates which have
been previously nailed to the ffoor. Corner studs and
headers are usually nailed together beforehand to form
a single unit. Many contractors will also install sheathing before the wall is raised in place. Complete
finished walls with windows and door units in place
and most of the siding installed can also be fabricated
in this manner.
When all exterior walls have been erected, plumbed?
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Figure 31 .-Wall

framing used with platform construction.
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wall to floor framing.

interior finish (fig. 33,A). Figure
and C show
other methods of stud arrangement
to provide the
needed interior nailing surfaces as well as good corner
support.
Interior walls should be well fastened to all exterior
walls they intersect. This intersection should also provide nailing surfaces for the plaster base or dry-wall
finish. This may be accomplished by doubling the outside studs at the interior wall line (fig. 34,A). Another
method used when the interior wall joins the exterior
wall between studs is shown in figure 34$.
Short sections of 2. by 4-inch blocking are used
between studs to support and provide backing for a
l- by 6.inch nailer. A 2- by 6-inch vertical member
might also be used.
The same general arrangement
of members is used
at the intersection or crossing of interior walls. INailing surfaces must be provided in some form or another
at all interior corners.
After all walls are erected, a second top plate is
added that laps the first at corners and wall intersections (fig. 31). This gives an additional tie to the
framed walls. These top plates can also be partly
fastened in place when the wall is in a horizontal
position. Top plates are nailed together with sixteenpenny nails spaced 16 inches apart and with two nails
at each wall interesection (table 2 j. Walls are normally
plumbed and alined before the top plate is added. By
using I- by 6- or 1. by g-inch temporary braces on the
studs between intersecting partitions, a straight wall is
assured. These braces are nailed to the studs at the

top of the wall and to a 2the subfloor or joists. The
in place until the ceiling
completed and sheathing
walls.

33,B

Balloon
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by 4-inch block fastened to
temporary
bracing is left
and the roof framing are
is applied to the outside

Construction

As described in the chapter on “Floor Framing,”
the main difference between platform
and balloon
framing is at the floor-lines. The balloon wall studs
extend from the sill of the first floor to the top plate
or end rafter of the second floor, whereas the platformframed wall is complete for each floor.
In balloon-frame
construction,
both the wall studs
and the floor joists rest on the anchored sill (fig. 35).
The studs and joists are toenailed to the sill with eightpenny nails and nailed to each other with at least three
tenpenny nails.
The ends of the second-floor joists bear on a I- by
d-inch ribbon that has been let into the studs. In addition, the joists are nailed with four tenpenny nails to
the studs at these connections (fig. 35). The end joists
parallel to the exterior on both the first and second
floors are also nailed to each stud.
Other nailing details should conform in general to
those described for platform construction and in table 2.
In most areas, building codes require that firestops
be used in balloon framing to prevent the spread of
fire through the open wall passages. These firestops
are ordinarily of 2. by 4Gnch blocking placed between
the studs (fig. 35) or as required by local regulations.
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of corner stud assembly: A, Standard outside corner; 6, special corner
with lath tiller; C, special corner without lath filler.
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used as a guide for headers:

Door Framing

The members used to span over window and door
openings are called headers or Zintt& (fig. 36 j. As the
span of the openin g increases, it is necessary to increase the depth of these members to support the ceiling and roofloads. A header is made up of two 2-inch
members, usually spaced with ?h-inch lath or wood
strips, all of which are nailed together. They are supported at the ends by the inner studs of the doublestud joint at exterior walls and interior bearing walls.
Two headers of species normally used for floor joists
are usually appropriate
for these openings in normal
light-frame construction.
The following sizes might be

.~lfz.~imum
spun
(Ft.)
3!5
5
6?/2
8

Header size
(In.1
2
2
2
2

by
by
by
by

6
8
10
12

For other than normal light-frame construction,
independent design may be necessary. Wider openings
often require trussed headers, which may illso need
special design.
Location
of the studs, headers, and sills around
window openings should conform to the rough open34
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Intersection of interior wall with exterior wall: A, With doubled studs on outside wall; 6,
Partition between *outsidestuds.

Rough openin, u sizes for exterior door and window
frames might vary slightly between manufacturers,
but the following allowances should be made for the
stiles and rails, thickness of jambs, and thickness and
slope of the sili:
Double-Hung Window (Single Unit)
F?ough opening width = glass width plus 6 inches
Rough opening height = total glass height plus
10 inches

ing sizes recommended
by the manufacturers
of the
millwork. The framing height to the bottom of the
window and door headers should be based on the
doer heights, normally 6 feet 8 inches for the main
floor. Thus to allow for the thickness and clearance
of the head jambs of window and door frames and
the finish floor, the bottoms of the headers are usually
located 6 feet 10 inches to 6 feet 11 inches above the
subfloor, depending on the type of finish floor used.
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Figure 35 .-Wall

For example, the following tabulation illustrates several glass and rough opening sizes for double-hung
windows:
li%tciou glass size (mch sash)
If?rlth H&&t
(In.)
(rn.)
24
28
32
36

by
by
by
by

10
20
24
24

Doors
Rough opening
inches
Rough opening
inches

Horq$ frame openirrg
IF.idth Height
(In.)
(In.1
30
34
38
42

by
by
by
by
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framing used in balloon construction.

42
50
58
58

Casement lVin.dow (One Pair-Two
Sash,)
Rough opening width = total glass width
111h inches
Rough openin g height = total glass height
6aAq inches

width = door
height = door

End-wall

width
height

plus
plus

295
3

Framing

The framing for the end walls in platform
and
balloon construction varies somewhat. Figure 37 shows
a commonly used method of wall and ceiling framing
for platform construction
in 11/z- or 2-story houses
with finished rooms above the first floor. The edge
floor joist is toenailed to the top wall plate with eightpenny nails spaced 16 inches on center. The subfloor,

plus
plus

36
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for windows and door openings.
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soleplate, and wall framin g are then installed in the
same manner used for the first floor.
In balloon frammg. the studs continue through the
first and second floors (fig. 38). The edge joist can
be nailed to each stud with two or three tenpenny
nails. As for thy first floor, 2- by S-inch firestops are
cut between each stud. Subfloor is applied in a normal
manner. Details of the sidewall supporting the ends of
the joists are shown in figure 35.
Interior
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framing for platform construction (junction of flrst-floor ceiling with upper-story floor framing).

walls. However, most contractors use 2 by 4’s throughout. Sparing of the studs is usually controlled by the
thickness of the covering material. For example, 24
inch stud spacing will require $&inch gypsum board
for dry wall interior covering.
The interior walls are assembled and erected in the
same manner as exterior walls, with a single bottom
I sole) plate and double top plates. The upper top
plate is used to tie intersecting
and crossing walls to
each other. A single framing stud can be used at each
side of a door openin g in nonload-bearing
partitions.
They must be doubled for load-bearing walls, however,
as shown in figure 36. When trussed rafters (roof
trusses) are used, no load-bearing
interior partitions
are required. Thus, location of the walls and size and
spacing of the studs are determined by the room size
desired and type of interior covering selected. The
bottom chords of the trusses are used to fasten and

Walls

The interior walls in a house with conventional joist
and rafter roof construction
are normally located to
serve as bearing walls for the ceiling joists as well as
room dividers. Walls located parallel to the direction
of the joists are commonly nonload bearing. Studs are
nominal 2 by 4 inches in size for load-bearing
walls
but can be 2 by 3 inches in size for nonload-bearing
38
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End-wall framing for balloon construction (/unction of first-floor ceiling and upper-story floor framingl.

anchor crossing partitions. When partition walls are
parallel to and located between trusses, they are fastened t,o 2- by 4-inch blocks which are nailed between
the lower chords.

lath

Horizontal lath nailers at the junction of wall and
ceiling framing may be provided
in several ways.
Figure 39,A shows doubled ceiling joists above the
wall, spaced so that a nailing surface is provided by
each joist. In figure 39,B the parallel wall is located
between two ceiling joists. A l- by 6-inch lath nailer
is placed and nailed to the top plates with backing
blocks spaced on 3- to 4-foot centers. A 2- by 6-inch
member might also be used here in place of the I. by 6.

Nailers

During the framing of walls and ceilings, it is
necessary to provide for both vertical and horizontal
fastening of plaster-base lath or dry wall at all inside
corrrers. Figures 33 and 34, which illustrate corner
and intersecting wall construction,
also show methods
of providing lath nailers at these areas.

When the partition wall is at a right angle to the
ceiling joists, one method of providing lath nailers is
to let in 2- by 6-inch blocks between the joists (fig.
39,C). They are nailed directly to the top plate and
toenailed to the ceiling joists.
39
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Figure 39 .-Horizontal lath catchersat ceiling: A, Using ceiling joists over stud wall;
6, lath nailer between ceiling joists; C, stud wall at right angle to joist.

Ceiling

h.

ceiling joists of even lengths (10, 12, 14, and 1.6 ft.
or longer) can be used without waste to span from
exterior walls to load-bearing interior walls. The sizes
the
depend
the
wood
spacing
joists,
the
on
second
or
attic.
correct
for
conditions
be
in
tables
designated
local

Joists

After exterior
and interior
braced, and top plates added,
positioned
and nailed in
across
width
the
partitions
the
are

walls are plumbed,
ceiling joists can be
They
normally
as
the
located
that

piace.
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requirements. When preassembled trussed rafters (roof
:russes) are used, the lower chord acts as the ceiling
joist. The truss also eliminate= the need for load-bearing
partitions.
Second grades of the v;,rious species are commonly
used for ceiling joists an? rafters. This has been
more fully described in Chapter 5, “Floor Framing.”
It is also desirable, particularly
in two-story houses
and when material is available, to limit the moisture
content of the second-floor joists to no more than 15
percent. This applies as well to other lumber used
throughout the house. Maximum moisture content for
dimension material should be I9 percent.
Ceilinuh joists are used to support ceiling finishes.
They often act as floor joists for second and attic
floors and as ties between exterior walls and interior
partitions.
Since ceiling joists also serve as tension

EACH

members to resist the thrust of the rafters of pitched
roofs, they must be securely nailed to the plate at
outer and inner walls. They are also nailed together,
directly or with wood or metal cleats, where they cross
or join at the load-bearing partition
(fig. 40,A) and
to the rafter at the exterior walls (fig. 40,B). Toenail
at each wall.
In areas of severe windstorms,
the use of metal
strapping or other systems of anchoring cei!ing and
roof framing to the wall is good practice. When ceiling joists are perpendicular
to rafters, collar beams
and cross ties should be used to resist thrust. Recommended sizes and spacing of nails for the framing are
listed in table 2. The in-line joist systein as shown in
Figure 28 and described in the section on joist installation can also be adapted to ceiling or second floor
joists.
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Figure 40.-

Ceiling joist connections:A, At centerpartition with joistslapped or butted;
6, at outside wall.
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Flush Ceiling

Framing

Post and Beam Framing

In many house designs, the living room and the
dining or family room form an open “L.” A wide:
continuous
ceiling area between the two rooms is
often desirable. This can be created with a flush beam,
which replaces the load-bearing partitions used in the
remainder
of the house. A nail-laminated
beam, designed to carry the ceiling load, supports the ends of
the joists. Joists are toenailed into the beam and supported by metal joist hangers (fig. 41,A) or wood
hangers !lig. 41,B). To resist the thrust of the rafters
for longer spans, it is often desirable to provide added
resistance by using metal strapping. Strapping should
be nailed to each opposite joist with three or four
eightpenny nails.

METAL

In contemporary
houses. exposed beams are often
a part of the interior design and may also replace
interior and exterior load-bearing
walls. With post
and beam construction: exterior w-alls can become fully
glazed panels between posts. requiring no other suppJrt.
Areas below interior beams within the house can
remain open 01‘ earl be closed in with ivardrobes, cabinets. or light curtain Ivalls.
This tyfje of construction.
Lvhile not adaptable to
manv st\,les of architecture.
is simple and straightforwc?rd.- fIo\zever2 tlesiFn of the house should take
into account the need for shear or racking resistance
of the exterior jvalls. This is usually accomplished by
solid masonry walls or fully sheathed frame walls
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Figure 41 .-Flush

ceiling framing: A, Metal joist hanger; B, wood hanger.
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between open glazed areas.
Roofs of such houses are often either flat or lowpitched, and may have a conventional rafter-joist combination or consist of thick wood decking spanning
between beams. The need for a well-insulated roof
often dictates the type of construction
that might be
used.
The connection of the supporting pos..~ at the floor
plate and beam i-E important to provide uplift resistance. Figure 42 shows connections at the soleplate and
at the beam for solid or spaced members. The solid
post and beam are fastened together ;iith metal angles
nailed to the tcJlJ plate and tcJ the soleplate as well as
the roof beam ( fig. 42.A 1. The spaced beam and post
are fastened together with a :j,\-inch or thicker ply-

METAL
CORNER

A

wood cleat extending between and nailed to the spaced
members I fig. 42,R). A wall header member between
beams can be fastened with joist hangers.
Continuous headers are often used with spaced posts
in the construction of framed rvalls or porches requiring large glazed openings. The beams should be well
fastened and reinforced at the corners with lag screws
or metal straps. Figure #,A illustrates one connection
method usins metal strapping.
In lo\\.-pitch or flat roof construction for a post and
beam system, wood or fiberboard
decking is often
used. Wood decking, depending on thickness, is frequently used for beam spacings up to 10 or more feet.
However. for the longer spans, special application instructions are required (I). Depending on the type,
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Figure 42.-

Post and beam connections:A, Solid post and beam; 6, spaced post and beam.
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Post and beam details: A, Corner connectionwith continuousheader;
6, with roof decking.

2- to S-inch thick fiberboard
decking normally
limited to a beam or purlin spacing of 4 teet.

Roof Slopes

is

The architectural
style of a house often determines
the type of roof and roof slope which are best suited.
/ contemporary
design may have a flat or slightly
pitched roof, a rambler or ranch type an intermediate
slope, and a Cape Cod cottage a steep slope. Generally,
however, the two basic types may be called flat or
pitched, defined as (a) flat or slightly pitched roofs in
which roof and ceiling supports are furnished by one
type of member, and (b) pitched roofs where both
ceiling joists and rafters or trusses are required.
The slope of the roof is generally expressed as the
number of inches of vertical rise in 12 inches of horiLontal run. The rise is given first, for example, 4 in 12.
A further consideration
in choosing a roof slope is

Tongued-and-grooved
solid wood decking? 3 by 6
and 4$ by 6 inches in size: should he toe-nailed and
face-nailed directly to the beams and edge-nailed to
each other with long nails used in predrilied
holes
(fig. 43,81. Thinner decking is usually only facenailed to the beams. Decking is usually square endtrimmed to provide a good fit. If additional insulation
is required for the roof, fiberboard or an expanded
foamed plastic in sheet form is fastened to the decking
before the built-up or similar type of roof is installed.
The moisture content of the decking should be near
its in-service condition to prevent joints opening later
as the wood dries.
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Flat Roofs

Figure 44 .-Roofs

Flat or lobv-pitched roofs, sometimes known as shed
roe/s. can take a number of forms, two of which are
shown in figure .I-l,. Roof joists for flat roofs are commonly laid level or with a slight pitch, with roof
sheathing and roofing on top and with the underside
utilized to support the ceiling. Sometimes a slight roof
slope may be provided for roof drainage by tapering
the joist or adding a cant strip to the top.
The house design usually includes an overhang of
the roof beyond the wall. Insulation is sometimes used
in a manner to provide for an airways just under the
roof sheathing to minimize condensation problems in
winter. Flat or low-pitched roofs of this type require
larger sized members than steeper pitched roofs because they carry both roof and ceiling loads.
The use of solid wood decking often eliminates the
need for joists. Roof decking used between beams
serves as: (a) Supporting
members,
(b) interior
finish, and (c I roof sheathing.
It also provides a
moderate amount of insulation. In cold climates, rigid
insulating materials are used over the decking to further reduce heat loss.
When overhang is involved on all sides of the flat
roof, lookout rafters are ordinarily
used (fig. 45).
Lookout rafters are nailed to a doubled header and toenailed to the wallplate. The distance from the doubled
header to the wall line is usuallv twice the overhang.
Rafter ends may be finished with a nailing header
which serves for fastening soffit and facia boards.
Care should be taken to provide some type of ventilation at such areas

Pitched
Gable
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using single roof construction:A, Flat roof;
6, low-pitched roof.

Roofs

Roof

Perhaps the simplest form of the pitched roof, where
both rafters and ceiling joists are required because of
the attic space formed, is the gable roof (fig. 46,A).
All rafters are cut to the same length and pattern and
erection is relatively simple, each pair being fastened
at the top to a ridge board. The ridge board is usually
a l- by &inch member for 2. by 6-inch rafters and
provides support and a nailing area for the rafter ends.
A variation of the gable roof, used for Cape Cod
or similar styles, inc!udes the use of shed and gable
dormers (fig. 46,B). Basically, this is a one-story
house because the majority of the rafters rest on the
first-floor plate. Space and light are provided on the
second floor by the shed and gable dormers for bedrooms and bath. Roof slopes for this style may vary
from 9 in 12 to 12 in 12 tc provide the needed headroom.
A third style in roof designs is the hip roof (fig.
46,C). Center rafters are tied to the ridge board, while
hip rafters supply the support for the shorter jack
rafters. Cornice lines are carried around the perimeter
of the building.
While these roof types are the most common, others
may include such forms as the mansard and the Aframe (where wall and roof members are the same
members).
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TVPical construction of flat or low-pitched roof with side and end overhang af: A, Less than 3 feet; 6, mare M
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Types of pitched roofs: A, Gable; 8, gable with dormers; C, hip.

In normal pitched-roof
construction,
th
ceiling
joists are nailed in place after the interior and the
exterior wall framing are complete. Rafters should not
be erected until ceiling joists are fastened in place, as
the thrust of the rafters will otherwise tend to push out
the exterior walls.

ivaIl soleplate (fig. 4’i’,BI. With a gable (rake) overhang: a fly rafter is used be)-ond the end rafter and
is fastened with blocking and by the sheathing. Additional construction
details applicable to roof framing
are given in Chapter 10, ‘iExterior Trim and Millwork.”

Rafters
angle cut
vided for
in pairs.
nailed to

Hip

are usually precut to length with proper
at the ridge and eave, and with notches prothe top plates ifi,.u 47,A). Rafters are erected
Sttids for gable end walls are cut to fit and
the end rafter and the toppliite of the end

Roof

Hip roofs are framed the same as a gaLL 1~~1 a: :he
center ssction of a rectarqular
house. The ends are
framed with hip rafters which extend from each outside corner of the wall to the ridge board at a 45’
RIDGE

COLLAR

END

BOARD

BEAM

STUD

CEI LiNG

‘LOCK

JOI

A
Figure 47o.--Ceiling

and roof framing: A, Overall view of gable roof framing.
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Figure 47b.-Ceiling

and roof framing: g, Connection of gable end studs to end raiier; C, detail of corner of hip roof.

angle. Jack rafters extend from the top plates to the
hip rafters (fig. -17,C).
When roofs spans are lon, u and slopes are flat, it is
common practice to use collar beams between opposing
rafters. Steeper slopes and shorter spans may also
require collar beams but only on every third rafter.
Collar beams may be l- by 6-inch material. In 11/zstory houses, 2- by 4-inch members or larger are
used at each pair of rafters which also serve as ceiling joists for the finished rooms.
Good practices to be followed in the nailing of
rafters, ceiling joists, and end studs are shown in figure 47 and table 2.
Valleys
The valley is the internal angle formed by the junction of two sloping sides of a roof. The key member
of valley construction is the valley rafter. In the intersection of two equal-size roof sections, the valley rafter
is doubled (fig, 48) to carry the roofload, and is 2
inches deeper than the common rafter to provide full
contact with jack rafters, Jack rafters are nailed to
the ridge and toenailed to the valley rafter with three
tenpenny nails.

previously described. Where future expansion is contemplated or additional rooms may be built in an
attic, consideration
should be given to framing and
enclosing such dormers when the house is built.
Overhangs
In two-story houses, the design often involves a projection or overhang of the second floor for the purpose
of architectural
effect, to accommodate
brick veneer
on the first floor, or for other reasons. This overhang
may vary from 2 to 15 inches or more. The overhang should ordinarily
extend on that side of the
house where joist extensions
can support the wall
framing
(fig. 50). This extension
should be provided with insulation and a vapor barrier.
When the overhang parallels the second-floor joists,
a doubled joist should be located back from the wall
at a distance about twice the overhang. These details
n

/VALLEY

RAFl-ER

Dormers
In construction
of small gable dormers, the rafters
at each side are doubled and the side studs and the
short valley rafter rest on these members (fig. 49).
Side studs may also be carried past the rafter and bear
on a solep1a.e nailed to the floor framing and subfloor. This same type of framing may be used for the
sidewalls of shed dormers. The valley rafter is also
tied to the roof framing at the roof by a header.
Methods of fastening at top plates conform to those

RAFTER
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CEILING
JOIST
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Figure 48.-Framing

at CI valley.
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Figure 49 .-Typical

are similar
Framing.”

to those shoivn in figure 30 under

Ridge Beam

~ul)portetl by metal hangers at. the ridge beam (fig.
51B 1 and extend beyond the outer walls to form an
o\ erhany.
Fastenings should
he supplemented
by
strappin~~ or metal angles.

“FIOOI

Roof Details

In low-slope roof designs, the style of architecture
often dictates the use of a ridge beam. These solid,
glue-laminated, or nail-laminated beams span the open
area and are usually supported by an exterior wall
at one end and an interior partition wall or a post
at the other. The beam must be clesigned to support
the roof load for the span selected. Wood decking ran
serve both as supporting and sheathing. Spaced rafters
placed over the ridge beam or hung on metal joist
hangers serve as alternate framing methods. When a
ridge beam and wood decking are used (fig. 51:A):
good anchoring methods are needed at the ridge and
outer wall. Long rinpshank
nails and supplemental
metal strappine or angle iron can be used at both
bearing areas.
A combination of
ers) which ser1.e as
structural fiberboard
mi$t
be used with

631

dormer framing.

lightweight

Wood

Roof Trusses

The simple truss or trussed rafter is an assembly of
of triangular
members forming a rigid framework
shl*res
capable
of
supporting
loads
over
long spans
<I
\I-ithout i~llermedintr support. It has been greatly refined during its development over the years, and the
g!usset and other preassembled
types of wood trusses
are being used extensivelv in the housing field. They;
save material: can be erected quickly, and the house.
can be enclosed in a short time.
Trusses are nsually designed to span from one exterior wall to the other \vith IenFths from 20 to 32 feet
or more. Because no interior bearing walls are required. the entire house becomes one large workroom.
This allows increased flexibility for interior planning,
as partitions can be placed lvithout regard to structural requirements.
Wood trusses most commonly used for houses include the TV-tupe truss. the King-post, and the scissors

large spaced rafters (purlin raftbeams for longitudinal
wood or
decking is another system which
a ridge beam. Kafters can be
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Constructionof overhang at second floor.
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Figure 51 .-Ridge

beam for roof: A, With wood decking; 8, with rafters and decking.
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(fig. 52). These and similar trusses are most adaptable
to houses with rectangular plans so that the constant
only one type of truss. However,
width requires
trusses can also be used for L plans and for hip roofs
as special hip trusses can be provided for each end
and valley area.
Trusses are commonly designed for 2-foot spacing.
which requires somewhat thicker interior and exterior
sheathing or finish material than is needed for conventional joist and rafter construction
using 16-inch
spacing. Truss designs, lumber grades, and construction details are available from several sources includine the American Plywood Association.
W-Type

UPPER

Truss

The W-type truss (fig. 52,A) is perhaps the most
popular and extensively used of the light wood trusses.
Its design includes the use of three more members
than the King-post truss, but distances between connections are less. This usually allows the use of lower
grade lumber and somewhat greater spans for the same
member size.

B

King-post truss.-The
King-post is the simplest form
of truss used for houses, as it is composed only of
upper and lower chords and a center vertical post
I fig. 52,B). Allowable spans are somewhat less than
for the W-truss when the same size members are used,
because of the unsupported length of the upper chord.
For short and medium spans, it is probably more
economical than other types because it has fewer pieces
and can be fabricated faster. For example, under the
same conditions,
a plywood gusset King-post truss
with 4 in 12 pitch and 2-foot spacing is limited to
about a 26.foot span for 2. by 4.inch members, while
the W-type truss with the same size members and
spacing could be used for a 32.foot span. Furthermore,
the grades of lumber used for the two types might
also vary.
Local prices and design load requirements
(for
snow, wind, etc.) as well as the span should likely
govern the type of truss to be used.
Scissors

c
M

Figure 52 .-light
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members but also in stronger
connections.
Consequently, all conditions must be considered before the
type of truss is selected and designed.
.A great majority of the trusses used are fabricated
with gussets of plywood (nailed, glued, or bolted in
place) or with metal gusset plates. Others are assembled with split-rin, m connectors. Designs for standard
W-type and King-post trusses with plywood gussets are
usually available
through
a local lumber dealer.
Information on metal plate connectors for wood trusses
is also available. Many lumber dealers are able to
provide the builder or homeowner
with completed
trusses ready for erection.
To illustrate the design and construction of a typical
wood W-truss more clearly. the following example is
given :
The span for the nail-glued gusset truss (fig. 53) is
26 feet, the slope 4 in 12, and the spacing 24 inches.
Total roof load is 40 pounds per square foot, which is
usually sufficient for moderate
to heavy snow belt
areas. Examination
of tables and charts (2) shows
that the upper and lower chords can be 2 by 4 inches
in size, the upper chord requiring
a slightly higher
grade of material. It is often desirable to use dimension material with a moisture content of about 15
percent with a maximum of 19 percent.
Plywood gussets can be made from 5.6. or l/&inch

Truss

and
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wood trusses: A, W-type; B, King-post;
c, scissors.

The scissors truss (fig. 52,C) is a special type used
for houses in which a sloping living room ceiling is
desired. Somewhat more complicated than the W-type
truss, it provides good roof construction for a “cathedral” ceiling with a saving in materials over conventional framing methods.
Design

CHORD

Fabrication

The design of a truss not only includes snow and
windload considerations
but the weight of the roof
itself. Design also takes into account the slope of the
roof. Generally, the flatter the slope, the greater the
stresses. This results not only in the need for larger
51

standard plywood with exterior glueline or exterior
sheathing
grade plywood.
The cutout size of the
gussets and the general nailing pattern for nail-gluing
are shown in figure 53. More specifically, fourpenn)
nails should be used for plywood gussets up to :<,kinch
thick and sixpemly for plywood */L to T(, inch thick.
Three-inch spacin p should be used when plan-ood is no
more than :($ inch thick and 4 inches for thicker plywood. When Mood truss members are nominal
i
inches wide, use two rows of nails kvith a s/A-inch edge
distance. Use three ro\vs of nails when truss members
are 6 inches wide. Gussets are used on both sides of
the truss.
For normal conditions and Mhere relative humidities in the attic area are inclined to be high. such as
might oc(‘ur in the southern and southeastern States. a
resorcinol g1u.e should be used for the gussets. In dq
and arid areas ~\here conditions are more favorable,
a casein or similar glue might be considered.
Glue should be spread on the clean surfaces of the
<<usset
and truss members. Either nails; or stnplrs might
Ihe used to supply pressure until the Flue has set,
although only
nails are recommended
for plv\%.ood
$i inch and thicker. Use the nail spacing pre;iously
outlined. Closer or intermediate
spacing may be used
to insure “squeezeout”
at all visible edges. Gluing
should be done under closely controlled temperature
SPACE

NAILS

conditions. This is especially true if using the resorcino1 adhesives.
Follow the assembly
temperatures
recommended by the manufacturer.
Handling

In handling and storage of completed trusses, avoid
placing unusual stresses on them. The>- uere designed
tl) (*al-r\- roofloads in a vertical position, and it is important. that the,- be lifted and st(Jred in an uplight
position. If they must be handled in a flat position,
enough men or supports should be used along their
length to minimize bending deflections. Never support
them only at the center or only at each end when in a
flat position.
Erection

One of the important details in erecting trusses is
the method of nnchoring. Because of their single member thickness and the presence of ply~~ood guessets at
the \+allplates. it is usually desirable to use some type
of mcta! caonnector to 5upplemPnt the toenailings. Plate
anchors are available commerciall!~ or can be formed
from sheet metal. Resistance to uplift stresses as \\Tell
as thrust must be considered.
Many dealers supply
trusses \vith a 2- by J-inch sofFit return at the end of
each upper chord to provide nailing areas for the
soffit.

3” O.C.

NAILS

Figure 53.-

3”

Constructior;of a a&foot W truss: A, Bevel-heel gusset; 6, peak gusset; C, upper
chord intermediate gusset; D, splice of lower chord; E, lower chord intermediate gusset.
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CHAPTER
WALL

SHEATHING

Wall sheathing is the outside covering used over
the wall framework of studs, plates, and window and
door headers. It forms a hat base upon which the exterior finish can be applied. Certain types of sheathing
and methods of application can provide great rigidity
to the hous,e, eliminating the need for corner bracing.
Sheathing serves to minimize air infiltration and. in
certain forms, provides some insulation.
Some sheet materials serve both as sheathing and
siding. Sheathing is sometimes eliminated from houses
in the mild climates of the South and West. It is a
versatile material and manufacturers
produce it in
many forms. Perhaps the most common types used in
c.onstruction are: b oar d R. plywood, structural insulating boar-cl. and gypsum sheathing.

and thicker, especially when the exterior finish must
be nailed to the sheathing. The selection of plywood
thickness is also influenced somewhat by standard
jamb widths in window and exterior door frames.
This may occasionally require sheathing of lb&inch or
greater thicknesses. Some modification
of jambs is
required and readily accomplished
when other plywood thicknesses are used.
Structural

Sheathing

Wood sheathing is usually of nominal l-inch boards
in a shiplap, a tongued-and-grooved,
or a square-edge
pattern. Resawn lr,,iti-inch boards are also allowed
under certain conditions. The requirements
for wood
sheathing are easy working, easy nailing, and moderate
shrinkage. Widths commonly used are 6, 8, and 10
inches. It may be applied horizontally
or diagonally
(fig. S&A). Sheathing is sometimes carried only to
the subfloor (fig. 54,B ). but when diagonal sheathing
or sheet materials are placed as shov;n in figure 54.C,
greater strength and rigidity result. It is desirable to
limit the wood moisture content
to 15 percent
to
minimize
openings between matched boards
when
shrinkage occurs.
Some manufacturers
produce random-length
sideand end-matched boards for sheathing. Most softwood
species, such as the spruces, Douglas-fir, southern pine,
hemlock. the soft pines, and others, are suitable for
sheathing. Grades vary between species, but sheathing
is commonly used in the third grade.
Refer
Plywood

to the chapter

on “Floor

Insulating

Board

Sheathing

The three common types of insulating board tstructural fiberboards)
used for sheathing include regular
densily, intermediate density, and nail-base. Insulating
board sheathings
are coated or impregnated
with
asphalt or given other treatment to provide r, waterresistant product. Occasional wetting and dryin: that
occur during construction will not damage the sheathing materially.
Regular-densitv
sheathing is manufactured
in r&
and ~~{3,-inrh thicknesses and in 2. by 8., 4. by 8.,
and 4- by O-foot sizes. Intermediate-density
and nailbase sheathing
are denser products
than regulardensity. Th ey are regularly
manufactured
only in
$&inch thickness and in 4. by 8. and 4. by G-foot sizes.
While 2. by 8.foot sheets with matched edges are used
horizontally, 3- by B-foot and longer sheets are usually
installed w.ith the long dimension vertical.
Corner bracing is required on horizontally applied
sheets and usually on applications of */L-inch regulardensity sheathing applied vertically. Additional corner
bracing is usually not required
for regular-density
insulating
board sheathing *$$s inch thick or for
intermediate-density
and nail-base
sheathing
when
properly applied t fig. 55) with long edges vertical.
n’aturally fastenings must be adequate around the
perimeter and at intermediate
studs, and adequately
fastened
tnails, staples, or other fastening system).
Nail-base sheathing also permits shingles to be applied
directly to it as siding if fastened with special annulargrooved nails. Galvanized or other corrosion-resistant
fasteners are recommended for installation of insulating-board sheathing.

‘hype; cf Skeaiking
Wood

8

Framing.”

Sheathing

Plywood is used extensively for sheathing of walls,
applied verticallv. normally in 4. by S-foot and longer
sheets t fig. 55). This method of sheathing eliminates
the need for diagonal corner bracing; but, as with all
sheathing materials. it should be well nailed (table 2).
Standard
sheathing
grade
is commonly
used
for sheathing. For more severe exposures, this same
plywood is furnished with an exterior glueline. While
the minimum plywood thickness for 16.inch stud spacing is ?{e inch, it is often desirable to use +/H inch

Gypsum

Sheathing

Gypsum sheathin p is r/z inch thick, 2 by 8 feet in
size. and is applied horizontally
for stud spacing of
2-1. inches or less I fig. 56). it is composed of treated
gypsum filler faced on two sides with water-resistant
paper. often having one edge grooved, and the other
with a matched V edge. This makes application easier,
adds a small amount of tie between sheets, and provides some resistance to air and moisture penetration.
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end-matched boards are used, no two adjoining boards
Corner Bracing
should
have end joints over the same stud space and
The purpose of corner bracing is to provide rigidity
each
board
should bear on at least two studs.
to the structure and to resist the racking forces +.-r
T~vo
arrangements
of floor framing and soleplate
wind. Corner bracing should be used at all external a
may
be
used
which affect wall sheathing apilocation
corners of houses where the type of sheathing used
,;
lication.
The
first
method
has the soleplate set In
does not provide the bracing required (figs. 31 and
f;,
m
the
outside
wall
line
so
that the sheathing is
54s1A). Types of sheathing
that provide
adequate
fl& with the floor framing ( fig. 5&B\. This does not
bracing are: (,a) Wood sheathing. w-hen applied diagopro&e
a positive tie between wall and floor framing
nally; (b) ply wood, when applied vertically in sheets
and
i+.
high
wind areas should be supplemented with
4 feet wide by % or more feet high and where attached
\i
metal
sirapping
(fig. 32) placed over the sheathing.
with nails or staples spaced not more than 6 inches
The
secoad
method
has the sill plate located the thickapart on all edges and not more than 12 inches at
ness
of
th:a
sheathing
in from the edge of the foundaand I c’) structural insulating
intermediate
supports;
Wh
tion
wall
(
Sg.
54.C
1.
en vertically applied plywood
board sheathing 4 feet wide and 8 feet or longer
or
diagonal
wood
sheathing
is used? a good connec(25$?-inch-thick regular c+rrade and r/&inch-thick intertion
between
the
wall
and
floor
framing is obtained.
mediate-densitv
or nail-base grade) applied with long
This
method
is
usually
preferred
where good wall-toedges vertical with nails or staples spa+ceci 3 inches
floor-to-foundati.bn
connections
are
desirable.
along all edges and 6 inches at intermediate
studs.
Wood
sheathin?
I
fig.
54,A ) is commonly applied
Another method of providing the required rigidity
horizontally
becau:.e
it
is
easy to apply and there is
and strength for lvall framing consists of a r/;-inch
less
lumber
waste
thsn
w:th
diagonal sheathing. Horipl\.~vood panel at each side of each outside corner and
zontal
sheathing.
however.
requires
diagonal corner
‘L-inch
regular-density
fiberboard
at intermediate
bracing
for
wall
framework.
areas. The plywood must be in 4-foot-wide sheets and
Diagonal sheathing (fig. 54,A) should be applied
applied vertically with full perimeter and intermediate
at
a 4#5’ angle. This method of sheathing adds greatly
stud nailing.
to
the rigidity of the wall and eliminates the need for
Where
corner bracin? is required. use l- h! &inch
rorner
bracing. Th ere is more lL,nber waste than w-ith
or \vider members let into the outside face of the studs.
horizontal
sheathing because of angle cuts, and appliand set at an angle of $5’ from the bottom of the
catinn
is
somewhat
more difficult. End joints shou!d
soleplate to the top of the wa!!p!ate or corner stud.
be
made
over
studs.
This method is often specified in
Where window openings near the corner interfere
hurricane
areas along the Atlantic Coast and in
with 45’ braces, the angle should be increased but the
Florida.
full-length
brace should cover at least three stud
spaces. Tests conducted at the Forest Products LaboraStructural
Insulating
Board,
Plywood,
and
tory showed a full-length brace to be much more effecOther Sheathing in 4foot
and Longer Sheete
tive than a K-brace: even though the angle was greater
Vertical application of structural insulating board
than that of a -l5’- K-brace.
(fig. 55) in 4. by 8.foot sheets is usually recommended
Installation
of Sheathing
by the manufacturer
because perimeter
nailing is
Wood
Sheathing
on local building
regulations,
possible. Depending
The minimum thickness of wood sheathing is generspacing nails 3 inches on edges and 6 inches at interally 3h inch. However, for particular uses, depending
mediate framing members usually eliminates the need
on exterior
coverings,
resawn boards of rl/,a-inch
for corner bracing when ZshQ-inch structural insulating
thickness may be used as sheathing. Wiclths commonly
board sheathing or ?&inch medium-density
structural
used are 6, 8, and 10 inches. The 6. and 8-inch widths
insulating board sheathing is used. Use 13/b-inch galwill have less shrinkage than greater widths, so that
vanized roofing nails for the 23i2-inch sheathing and
smaller openings will occur between boards.
I$&-inch nails for the $&-inch sheathing (table 2). The
manufacturers
usually recommend
$&inch spacing
The boards should be nailed at each stud crossing
with two nails for the 6. and R-inch widths and three
between
sr-ee+a
i‘ ..I.“. Joints
are centered
on framing
members.
nails for the lo- and 12.inch widths. When diagonal
sheathing is used, one more nail can be used at each
Plywood used for sheathing should be 4 by E feet
stud; for example. three nails for 8.inch sheathing.
or longer and applied vertical!y with perimeter nailing
Joints should be placed over the center of studs (fig.
to eliminate the need for corner bracing (fig. 55).
(tongued-and-grooved)
Sixpenny nails are used for plywood Yg inch or less
54,-4 ) unless end-matched
in thickness. Use eightpenny nails for plywood l/z inch
boards are used. End-matched
tongued-and-grooved
and more in thickness. Spacing should be a minimum
boards are applied continuously,
either horizontally
of 6 inches at all edges and 12 inches at intermediate
or diagonally, allowin g end joints to fall where they
framing members (table 2).
may, even if between studs (fig. 54,A). However, when

k
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Figure 54 .-Application

of wood sheathing: A, Horizontal and diagonal; B, started at subfloor;
C, started at foundation wall.
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Figure 55.-

Vertical application of plywood or structural insulating board sheathing.

Insulating Roard
by &-foot Sheets

but
Plywood may also he applied horizontally,
not being as efficient from the standpoint of rigidity
and strength, it normally requires diagonal bracing.
However, blocking between studs to provide for horiand
zontal edge nailing will improve the rigidity
usually eliminate the need for bracing. When shingles
or similar exterior finishes are employed, it is necessary to use threaded nails for fastening when plywood
thick. Allow r/x-inch edge
is only r)$s or :$inch
spacing and r/ru-inch end spacing between plywood
sheets when installing.

and Gypsum

Sheathing

in 2-

Gypsum and insulating board sheathing in 2- by
B-foot sheets applied horizontally
require corner bracing (fig. 56). Vertical joints should be staggered.
The zs$Z- inch board should be nailed to each crossing
stud with lyJ-inch
galvanized
roofin, w nails spaced
inches
apart
(six
nails
in the 2-foot height).
about Jr,5
The ‘h-inch gypsum and insulating board sheathing
should be nailed to the framing members with 11/zinch galvanized roofing nails spaced about 31/l inches
apart (,seven nails in the 2-foot height).
When wood bevel or similar sidings are used over
plywood sheathing less than ‘:& inch thick, and over
insulating board and gypsum board, nails must usually
c

Particleboard,
hardboard,
and other sheet materials
may also be used as I sheathing. However, their use
is somewhat restricted because cost is usually higher
than the sheet materials previously mentioned.
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entry of direct moisture. Materials such as 15-pound
asphalt felt. rosin, and similar papers are considered
satisfactory.
Sheathing paper should have a “perm”
value of 6.0 or more. It also serves to resist air
infiltration.

be located so as to contact the stud. When wood
shingles and similar finishes are used over gypsum and
regular density insulating board sheathing, the walls
are stripped with ?- by 3-inch horizontal strips spaced
to conform to the shingle exposure. The wood strips
are nailed to each stud crossing with two eightpenny
or tenpenny threaded nails, depending on the sheathing
thickness (fig. 561. Nail-base sheathing board usually
does not require stripping when threaded nails are use.
Sheathing

134 703

application of 2-by I-foot structuralinsulating board or gypsum sheathing.

Sheathing paper should be used behind a stucco or
masonry veneer finish and over wood sheathing. It
should be installed horizontally starting at the bottom
of the wall. Succeeding layers should lap about 4
inches. Ordinarily. it is not used over plywood, fiberboard, or other sheet materials that are water-resistant.
However, Cinch or wider strips of sheathing paper
should be used around window and door openings to
minimize air infiltration.

Paper

Sheathing paper should be water-resistant
but not
vapor-resistant.
It is often called “breathing”
paper
as it allows the movement of water vapor but resists
57

CHAPTER 9
OF SHEATHI
i(ooj shadzing
is the covering over the rafters or
trusses and usually consists of nominal l-inch lumbz
or plywood. In some types of flat or low-pitched roofs
Mith post and beam ccJnStrU(:tiOnt
wood roof planking
or fiberboard roof decking might he used. Diagonal
wood sheathing on flat or low-pitched roofs provides
racking resistance tvhere areas Mith high winds demand added rigidity. Plywood sheathing provides the
same desired ripitlitv and bracing effect. Sheathing
shoultl be thic-k twou;rh t(J sl)an IJetheerl
supports aricl
lir~,vitl6~a solid I,aw fl)r Fastenin, 11the rclc,finp material.
the third
boards
are generally
Roof sheathing
the
grades of species such as the pines, redltood,
hemlocks, western larch, the firs: and the spruces. It is
important that thoroughly
seasoned material be used
wood will dry
\t ith asphalt shingles. Unseasoned

out and shrink in ivldth causing buckling or lifting of
the shingles. along the length of the board. Twelve
lwwent is a desirshle masimum moisture content for
\t ood sheathing in nlfJ5t parts of the country. Plywood
for roofs is commonlv standard sheathing grade.
Lumber
Closed

Sheathing

Sheathing

Roard Jieathirig to be used untler such roofing as
asphalt shinFIeF. mtQl-&ret IXJOfiIlf. or other materials
that rerluirr contirluciu5 rul)l)ort should Iw laid c,losed
( without qjac’ing 1 ( fi;. .57). Wood Phinglee can also
Boards should be
ht- uGe(l ovw such sheathin?.
rnat~.hed. shipIal~l~e~1.or square-rd;lecl Mith joints made
over thr c*enter of rafter-a. .\ot more than t\$o adjacent

/-,
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CLOSED
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Figure 57.-Installation

of board roof sheathing, showing both closed and spaced types.
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nail or livepenny threaded nail should be used for
I .
z’rci- and :!h-Inch plywood, and eightpenny common or
sevenpenny threaded nail for greater thicknesses. Unless ply\vood has an exterior glueline. raw edges should
not be exposed to the weather at the gable end or at
the cornice: but should be protected by the trim. Allow
a r/k-inch edge spacing and ?(a-inch end spacing
between sheets w-hen installing.

boards should have joints over the same support. It is
preferable to use boards no wider than 6 or 8 inches
to minimize problems which can be caused by shrinkage, Boards should have a minimum thickness of
3h inch for rafter spacin, m of 16 to 24 inches, and be
nailed with two eightpenny. common or sevenpenny
threaded nails for each board at each bearing. Endmatched tongued-and-,, nrooved boards can also be used
and joints made between rafters. However, in no case
should the joints of adjoining boards be made over
the same rafter space. Each board should be supported
by at least two rafters.
Use of long sheathing boards at roof ends is desirable to obtain good framing anchorage, especially in
gable roofs where there is a substantial rake overhang.
Spaced

Plank Roof Decking
Plank roof decking, consisting of 2-inch and thicker
tongued-and-grooved
wood planking, is commonly used
in flat or low-pitched roofs in post and beam construction. Common sizes are nominal 2. by 6., 3. by 6-,
and 4 by 6-inch V-grooved members, the thicker
planking being suitable for spans up to 10 or 12 feet.
Maximum span for 2.inch planking is 8 feet when
continuous over two supports, and 6 feet over single
spans in grades and species commonly used for this
purpose. Special load requirements
may reduce these
allowable spans. Roof decking can serve both as an
interior ceiling finish and as a base for roofing. Heat
loss is greatly reduced by adding fiberboard or other
rigid insulation over the wood decking.
The decking is blind-nailed through the tongue and
also face-nailed at each support. In 4- by B-inch size,
it is predrilled
for edge nailing
(fig. ~13,R). For
thinner decking, a vapor barrier is ordinarily installed
between the top of the plank and the roof insulation
when planking does not provide sufficient insulation.

Sheathing

When wood shingles or shakes are used in damp
climates, it is common to have spaced roof boards
( fig. 57). Wood nailing strips in nominal l- by 3- or lby 4-inch size are spaced the same distance on centers
as the shingles are to be laid to the weather. For example, if shingles are laid 5 inches to the weather and
nominal (surfaced) 1- by 4-inch strips are used, there
would be spaces of 194 to 11, inches between each
board to provide the needed ventilation spaces.
Plywood

Roof Sheathing

When plywood roof sheathing is used, it should be
ldid with the face grain perpendicular
to the rafters
(fig. 58). Standard sheathing grade plywood is commonly specified but, where damp conditions occur, it
is desirable to use a standard sheathing grade with
exterior glueline. End joints are made over the center
of the rafters and should be staggered by at least one
rafter 16 or 24 inches, or more.
For wood shingles or shakes and for asphalt shingles, 5is- inch-thick plywood is considered
to be a
minimum thickness for IO-inch spacing of rafters.
When edges are blocked to provide perimeter nailing,
3/&inch-thick plywood can be used for 24-inch rafter
spacing. A system which reduces costs by eliminating
the blocking is acceptable in most areas for +&-inch
plywood when rafters are spaced 24 inches on center.
This is with the use of plyclips or similar H clips
between rafters instead of blocking.
To provide better penetration for nails used for the
shingles, better racking resistance, and a smoother roof
appearance, it is often desirable to increase the minimum thicknesses to 3/f and 1,~” inch. U.S. Voluntary Standard
PS 1 provides that standard
grades
be marked for allowable spacing of rafters. For slate
and similar heavy roofing materials, l/z-inch plywood
is considered minimum for 16.inch rafter spacing.
Plywood should be nailed at each bearing, 6 inches
on center along all edges and 12 inches on center
along intermediate
members.
A sixpenny common

Fiberboard

Roof Decking

Fiberboard
roof decking is used the same way as
wood decking, except that supports are spaced much
closer together. Planking is usually- supplied in 2- by 8.
foot sheets with tongued-and-grooved
edges. Thicknesses of the plank and spacing of supports ordinarily
comply with the following tabulation :
\finimum

fhickn~s.s

\fu.rimum

joist

(In.)

(fn.)

1 !,Q
2
3

2s
32
48

spacing

Manufacturers
of some types of roof decking recommend the use of l?&inch thickness for 48.inch spacing
of supports.
Nails used to fasten the fiberboard to the wood members are corrosion-resistant
and spaced not more than
5 inches on center. They should be long enough to
penetrate the joist or beam at least 11/z inches. A
built-up roof is normally used for Hat and low-pitched
roofs having wood or fiberboard decking.
Extension

of Roof Sheathing

at Gable

Ends

Method of installing board or plywood roof sheathing at the gable ends of the roof is shown in figure 59.
Where the gable ends of the house have little or no
59

-STUD
Figure 58.-

Application of plywood roof sheathing.
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Board roof sheathing at ends of gable.

extension (rake projection),
roof sheathing, is placed
flush with the outside of the wall sheathing.
(See
Chapter 10. “Exterior Trim and ;Ilill~vo&.” I
Roof sheathing that extends beyond end walls for a
projected roof at the gables should span not less than
three rafter spaces to insure anchorage to the rafters
and to prevent sa gging I fig. 59). When the projection
is greater than 16 to 20 inches, special ladder framing is used to support the sheathing, as described in
Chapter 10. “Xxterior Trim and Millwork.”
Plywood extension beyond the end wall is usually
governed by the rafter spacing to minimize w’aste.
Thus, a 16-inch rake projection
is commonly used
when rafters are spaced 16 inches on center.
Butt
joints of the plywood sheets should be alternated so
they do not occur on the same rafter.

Sheathing

at Chimney

Where chimney openings occur
the roof sheathing and subfloor
awe
of :I 1 inch from the finished
(fig. GO, sec. A-AI. Rafters and
opening should have a clearance
masorirv for fire protection.

Sheathing

at Valleys

Wood or plywood sheathing
should be installed to provide
be securely nailed to hip and
This will provide a solid and
flashing.
61
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Openings
within the roof area,
should have a clearmasonrv on all sides
headers around the
of 2 inches from the

and Hips

at the valleys and hips
a tight joint and should
valley rafters (fig. 60).
smooth base for metal

ROOF
EIOARDS
OR
PLYWOOD

RIDGE
‘BOARD

=/“I CLEARANCE
SECTION
Figur? 60 .-Board

A-A

roof sheathing detail at valley and chimney openings. Section A-A
masonry.
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CHAPTER
EXTERIOR

TRIM

10

AND MILLWORK

Exterior trim is usually; considered
as being that
part of the exterior finish other than the wall covering. It includes such items as window and door trim,
cornice moldings, facia hoards and solhts. rake or
gable-end trim. and porch trim and moldings.
Contemporary
house designs with simple cornices and
mcidings will contain little of this material.
while
traditionally
designed houses will have considerably
more. Much of the exterior trim, in the form of finish
lumber and moldings, is cut and fitted on the job.
Other materials or assemblies such as shutters, louvres,
railings, and posts are shop-fabricated
and arrive on
the job ready to he fastened in place.

the roof and sidewalls. In gable roofs it is formed on
each side of the house, and in hip roofs it is continuous around
the perimeter. In flat or low-pitched roof
d esipns, it is usually formed by the extension of the
ceiling joists which also serve as rafters.
The three general cornice types might be considered
to be the box, the close (no projection),
and the open.
The box cornice is perhaps the most commonly used
in house design and not only presents a finished appearance, but also aids in protecting the sidewalls from
rain. The close cornice with little overhang does not
provide as much protection. The open cornice may be
used in conjunction
with exposed laminated or solid
beams with wood roof decking and wide overhangs in
contemporary
or rustic designs or to provide protection to side walls at a reasonable
cost in low-cost
houses.

Material
Used for Trim
The properties
desired
in materials
used for
trim are good paintin, m and weathering characteristics,
easy working qualities, and maximum freedom from
warp. Deca, resistance is also desirable where materials may absorb moisture in such areas as the caps
and the bases of porch columns, rails, and shutters.
Heartwoocl of the cedars, cypress, and redwood has
high decay resistance. Less durable species may be
treated to make them decay resistant.
Many manufacturers
predip at the factory such
materials as siding, window sash, window and door
frames, and trim using a water-repellent preservative.
On-the-job dippin g of end joints or miters cut at the
building site is recommended when resistance to water
entry and increased protection are desired.
Fastenings used for trim, whether nails or screws,
should preferably
be rust-resistant,
i.e., galvanized,
stainless steel, aluminum, or cadmium-plated.
When a
natural finish is used, nails should be stainless steel
or aluminum to prevent staining and discoloration.
Cement-coated nails are not rust-resistant.
Siding and trim are normally fastened in place with
a standard siding nail, which has a small flat head.
However, finish or casing nails might also be used for
some purposes. If not rust-resistant,
they should be
set below the surface and puttied after the prime coat
of paint has been applied. Most of the trim along the
shingle line, such as at gable ends and cornices, is
installed before the roof shingles are applied.
Material used for exterior trim should be of the
better grade. Moisture
content should be Jpproximately 12 percent, except in the dry Southwestern States,
where it should average about 9 percent.

Narrow

Box

Cornice

The narrow box cornice is one in which the projection of the rafter serves as a nailing surface for the
soffit board as weli as the facia trim (fig. 61). Depending on the roof slope and the size of the rafters, this
extension may vary between 6 and 12 or more inches.
The soflit provides a desirable area for inlet ventilators. (See Chapter 16, “Ventilation.“)
A frieze board or a simple molding is often used
to terminate the siding at the top of the wall. Some
builders slope the soffit slightly outward, leaving a
!b-inch open space behind the facia for drainage of
water that might enter because of snow and ice dams
on the overhang. However, good attic ventilation and
proper cornice ventilators, in addition to good insulation, will minimize ice dams under normal conditions.
Wide

Box

Cornice

(With

Lookouts)

A wide box cornice normally
requires additional.
members for fastening the soffit. This is often supplied
by lookout members which can be toenailed to the
wall and face-nailed to the ends of the rafter extensions 1fig. 62 I. Soffit material is often lumber, plywood. paper-overlaid
plywood, hardboard,
medium.
density fiberboard,
or other sheet materials. ‘thicknesses should be based on the distance between supports, but :!k-inch plywood and l/.-inch fiberboard are
often used for 16-inch rafter spacing. A nailing header
at the ends of the joists will provide a nailing area
for sofht and facia trim. The nailing header is sometimes eliminated in moderate cornice extensions when
a rabbeted facia is used. Inlet ventilators, often narrow

Cornice Construction
The cornice of a building is the projection
of the
roof at the eave line that forms a connection between
63
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wide overhangs ( fi;. 63. The soffit material is nailed
directI!- to the underside of the rafter extensions. In
gable houses. this sloping soffit extends around the
roof extension at each gable end. Except for elimination of the lookout members. this type of cornice is
much the same as the wide bos cornice previously
described.
Inlet ventilators.
singl\- or a continuous
screened slot. are installed in the sollit area.

continuous slots. can be installed in the soffrt areas.
This type cornice is often used in a hip-roofed house.
The projection of the cornice beyond the \~a11should
not be so great as to prevent the use of a narrow
frieze or a frieze molding above the top casing of the
windows. A combination
of a steeper slnpe and wide
projection will brin g the soffrt in this type of cornice
too low, and a box cornice, without the lookouts,
should be used.
Boxed

Cornice

Without

628

Open

Lookouts

Cornice

The open cornice i-s much the same structurally
as
the wide bos cornice without lookouts (fig. 631. except
that the sofht is eliminated. It might be used on post

A wide boxed cornice without lookouts provides a
sloped soffit and is sometimes used for houses with
64
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box cornice (with horizontal lookouts)

and beam construction in which spaced rafters extend
beyond the wall line. In widely spaced rafters, the roof
sheathing may consist of wood decking, the underside
of which would be visible. When rafters are more
closely spaced, paper-overlaid
plywood or V-grooved
boards might be used for roof sheathing at the overhanging section. This type of cornice might also be
used for conventionally
framed low-cost houses. utility
buildings, or cottages, with or without a facia board.
Close

MOLDING

convenient area for inlet ventilators. Appearance can
be improved somewhat by the use of a formed wood
gutter.
Ruke or Gable-end

Finish

The rake se&on is the extension of a gable roof
beyond the end wall of the house. This detail might be
classed as being ( a ) a close rake with little projection
or (b) a boxed or open extension of the gable roof,
varying from G inches to 2 feet or more. Sufficient
projection
of the roof at the gable is desirable to
provide some protection to the sidewalls. This usually
results in longer paint life.

Cornice

A close cornice is one in which there is no rafter
projection
beyond the wrall (fig. 65). Sheathing
is
often carried to the ends of the rafters and ceiling
joists. The roof is terminated only by a frieze board
and shingle molding. While this cornice is simple to
build, it is not too pleasin g in appearance and does not
provide much weather protection to the sidewalls or a

When the rake extension is only 6 to 8 inches, the
facia and soffit can be nailed to a series of short lookout blocks (fig. 65,A). In addition, the facia is further
secured by nailin g through the projecting roof sheath65
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box cornice (without lookouts1

ing. A frieze board and appropriate moldings complete
the construction.
In a moderate overhang of up to 20 inches, both the
extending sheathing and a fly rnfler aid in supporting
the rake section (fig. 65.B). The fly rafter extends
from the ridge board to the nailing header which connects the ends of the rafters. The roof sheathing
boards or the plywood should extend from inner rafters to the end of the gable projection
to provide
rigidity and strength.
The roof sheathing is nailed to the fly rafter and
to the lookout blocks which aid in supporting the rake
section and also serve as a nailing area for the soffit.
Additional
nailing blocks against the sheathing are
sometimes required for thinner soffit materials.
Wide gable extensions (2 feet or more) require rigid
framing to resist roof loads and prevent deflection of
the rake section. This is usually accomplished
by a
series of purlins or lookout members nailed to a fly
rafter at the outside edge and supported by the end
wall and a doubled interior rafter (fig. 66,A and B).

This framing is often called a “ladder” and may be
constructed
in place or on the ground or other convenient area and hoisted in place.
When ladder framing is preassembled, it is usually
made up \vith a header rafter on the inside and a fly
rafter on the outside. Each is nailed to the ends of the
lookouts lvhich bear on the gable end wall. When the
header is the same size as the rafter, be sure to provide
a notch for the wall plates the same as for the regular
rafters. In moderate
width overhangs,
nailing the
header and fly- rafter to the lookouts with supplemental
toenailing
is usuallv sufficiently strong to eliminate
the need for the metal hangers shown in figure 66,B.
The header rafters can be face-nailed directly to the
end rafters with twelvepenny nails spaced 16 to 20
inches apart.
Other details of soffit, facia, frieze board, and moldings can be similar to those used for a wide gable overhang. Lookouts should be spaced 16 to 24 inches apart,
depending on the thickness of the soffit material.
A close rake has no extension beyond the end wall
66
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Cornice

other than the frieze board and moldings. Some additional protection
and overhang can be provided by
using a 2- by 3- or 2- by G-inch facia block over the
sheathing
(fig. 66.C). This member acts as a frieze
board, as the sidin g can be butted against it. The
facia, often 1 by 6 inches, serves as a trim member.
Metal roof edging is often used along the rake section
as flashing.

625

cornice.

Return

The cornice return is the end finish of the cornice
on a gable roof. In hip roofs and flat roofs. the cornice
is usually continuous around the entire house. In a
gable house, however. it must be terminated or joined
with the gable ends. The type of detail selected depends to a great extent on the type of cornice and the
projection
of the gnl)le roof beyond the end wall.
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gable-end extensions: A, Narrow overhang; 6, moderate overhang.

A close rake (a gable end with little pro- jection) maybe used with a narrow box cornice or a close cornice.
In this type, the frieze board of the gable end, into
which the siding butts, joints the frieze board or
facia of the cornice (fig. 67,C).
While close rakes and cornices with little overhang
are lower in cost, the extra material and labor required
for good gable and cornice overhangs are usually justified. Better sidewall protection and lower paint maintenance costs are only two of the benefits derived from
good roof extensions.

A narrow box cornice often used iin houses with
Cape Cod or colonial details has a boxed return when
the rake section has some projec:ion
(fig, 67,A ) . The
facia board and shingle molding of the cornice are
carried around the corner of the rake projection.
When a wide box cornice has no horizontal lookout
members (fig. 63), the sofht of the gable-end overhang
is at the same slope and coincides with the cornice
soffit (fig. 67,B). Th’IS is a simple system and is often
used when there are wide overhangs at both sides and
ends of the house.
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Special gable-end extensions: A, Extra wide overhang; B, ladder framing for wide overhang; C, close
rake.
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ROOF COVERINGS
porches, or entryways. Joint< should be tvatertight and
the deck properly
flashed at the juncture with the
house. Nails should be of the same metal as that used
on the roof, except that rvith tin roofs, steel nails may
be used. All exposed nailheads in tin roofs should be
soldered with a rosin-core solder.

Roof coverings should provide a long-lived waterproof finish that will protect the buiiding and its
contents from rain, snow. and wind. Many materials
have withstood the test of time and have proved satisfactory under $ven service conditions.
Materials

Wood

Materials used for pitched roofs are wood, asphalt,
and asbestos shingles, and also tile and slate. Sheet
materials such as roll roofing. galvanized iron, aluminum, copper. and tin are also used. Perhaps the most
common CcJverinK
for flat or low-pitched roofs is the
built-up roof with a gravel topping or cap sheet. Plastic
lilms. often backed with an asbestos sheet, are also
being applied on low-slope roofs. While these materials
are relatively new, it is likely that their use will increase. especially for roofs with unusual shapes. HOWever, the choice of roofing materials is usually influhouse
rnced by first cost, local code requirements,
design, or preferences based on past experience.

Shingles

Wood shingles of the types commonly
used for
house roofs are No. 1 grade. Such shingles (5) are
all-heartwood, all-edgegrain, and tapered. Second grade
shingles make good roofs for secondary buildings as
well as excellent sidewalls for primary
buildings.
Western redcedar and redwood are the principal commercial shingle woods, as their heartwood has Eigh
decay resistance and low- shrinkage.
Four bundles of 16-inch shingles laid 5 inches “to
the weather” will cover 100 square feet. Shingles are
of random widths, the narrower shingles being in the
lower grades. Recommended exposures for the standard shingle sizes are shown in table 3.

In shingle application,
the exposure
distance is
important and the amount of exposure generally depends on the roof slope and the type of material used.
This may vary from a 5-inch exposure for standard
size asphalt and wood shingles on a moderately steep
slope to about 31/z inches for flatter slopes. However,
even flatter slopes can be used for asphalt shingles
with double underlay and triple shingle coverage.
Built-up construction
is used mainly for flat or lowpitched roofs but can be adapted to steeper slopes by
the use of special materials and methods.

TABLE 3.-Recommended

Shingle
length

exposure for wood shingles’
~-__
Maximum exposure

Shingle thirkneRn
(Green)

Slope
II3382
thitr1

-...--

__---..

..~.._

-

In.
16
18
24

Roof underlay material usually consists of 15- or
30-pound asphalt-saturated
felt and should be used in
moderate and lower slope roofs covered with asphalt,
asbestos, or slate shingles, or tile roofing. It is not
commonly used for wood shingles or shakes. In areas
where moderate to severe snowfalls occur, cornices
without proper protection will often be plagued with
ice dams (fig. 68,A). These are formed when snow
melts, runs down the roof, and freezes at the colder
cornice area. Gradually, the ice forms a dam that backs
up water under the shingles. Under these conditions,
it is good practice to use an undercourse
(36-in.
width) of 45-pound or heavier smooth-surface
roll
roofing along the eave line as a flashing (fig. 68,B).
This will minimize the chance of water backing up
and entering the wall. However, good attic ventilation
and sufficient ceiling insulation
are of primary
importance in eliminating this harmful nuisance. These
details are described in Chapter 16, “Ventilation.”
Metal roofs (tin, cclpper, galvanized iron, Gr aluminum) are sometimes used on flat decks of dormers,

5 butt8 in 2 in.
5 butts in 2% in.
4 butts in 2 in.

__

4 in 1.2

Slope
5 in 12
and
over
__-

In.

In.

3?,$
4f.i
5:q

s
59;
7z.i
---

1 AR recommended
by the Red Cedar Shingle
Shake Bureau.
2 Minimum
slope for main roofs-4
in 12.
Minimum slope for porch roofs-3
in 12.

and Handsplit

Figure 69 illustrates the proper method of applying
a wood-shingle roof. Underlay or roofing felt is not
required for wood shingles except for protection in
ice-dam areas. Spaced roof boards under wood shingles are most common, although spaced or solid sheathing is optional.
The following general rules should be followed in
the application of -wood shingles:
1. Shingles should extend about 11,G inches beyond the eave line and about $4 inch beyond the rake
(gable) edge.
2. Use two rust-resistant nails in each shingle; space
them about 3h inch from the edge and 11/z inches
above the butt line of the next course. Use threepenny
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and ice dams: A, Ice dams often build up on the overhang of roofs and

in gutters, causing melting snow water to back up under shingles and under the facia
board of closed cornices. Damage to ceilings inside and to paint outside results. 8, Eave
protection for snow and ice dams. lay smooth-surface 45-pound roll roofing on roof sheathing over the eaves extending upward well above the inside line of the wall.
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Installation of wood shingles.

tance is usually 71/z inches for l&inch shakes, 10
inches for 24inch shakes, and 13 inches for 32-inch
shakes. Shakes are not smooth on both faces, and because wind-driven snow might enter, it is essential to
use an underlay between each course. An l%inch-wide
layer of 30-pound asphalt felt should be used between
each course with the bottom edge positioned above the
butt edge of the shakes a distance equal to double the
weather exposure. A 36.inch wide starting strip of the
asphalt felt is used at the eave line. Solid sheathing
should be used when wood shakes are used for roofs in
areas where wind-driven snow is experienced.

nails for 16. and l&inch shingles and fourpenny for
24-inch shingles in new construction. A ring-shank nail
(threaded)
is often recommended
for plywood roof
sheathing less than l/z inch thick.
3. The first course of shingles should be doubled.
In all courses, allow l/a- to l,-inch space between each
shingle for expansion when wet. The joints between
shingles should be offset at least 11/z inches from the
joints between shingles i-r the course below. Further,
the joints in succeeding courses should be spaced so
that they do not directly line up with joints in the
second course below.
4. When valleys are present, shingle away from the
valleys, selectin g and precutting wide valley shingles.
5. A metal edgin g along the gable end will aid in
guiding the water away from the sidewalls.
6. In laying No. 1 all-heartwood edge-grain shingles
no splitting of wide shingles is necessary.
Wood shakes are applied much the same as wood
shingles. Because shakes are much thicker (longer
shakes have the thicker butts), long galvanized naiis
are used. To create a rustic appearance, the butts are
often laid unevenly. Because shakes are longer than
shingles, they have a greater exposure. Exposure dis-

Asphalt

Shingles

The usual minimum
recommended
weight
for
asphalt shingles is 235 pounds for square-butt strip
shingles. This may change in later years, as 210
pounds (weight per square) was considered a minimum several years ago. Strip shingles with a 300pound weight per square are available, as are locktype and other shingles weighing 250 pounds and
more. Asphalt shingles are also available with sealtype tabs for wind resistance. Many contractors apply
a small spot of asphalt roof cement under each tab
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nails for each strip when tabs are sealed.
penetrates a crack or knothole, it should
the hole sealed, and the nail replaced in
otherwise, it will gradually work out and
in the shingle above it.

after installation of regular asphalt shingles to provide similar protection.
The square-butt
strip shingle is 12 by 36 inches.
has three tabs, and is usually laid with 5 inches exposed to the weather. There are 27 strips in a bundle.
and three bundles will cover 100 square feet. Bundles
should be piled flat for storage so that strips will not
curl when the bundles are opened for use. The method
of laying an asphalt-shingle
roof is shown in figure
70,A. A metal edging is often used at the gable end
to provide additional protection
(fig. 70,B).
Data such as that in table 4 are often used in determining the need for and the method of applying
underlayment for asphalt shingles on roofs of various
slopes. Underlayrnent is commonly 15.pound saturated
felt.

Built-up

-

Ilinirnurn
roof slope
-~---- -~~---__--__--~~~I )cHrt,le cmvrragr
shingle

\:(,t reqiliretl
Single
ihhh-

.---

-.

7 in 12
?4in
12
2 in 12
--._-.-

’

Triple

rover-ape
shingles

Roofs

Built-up roof coverings are installed by roofing companies that specialize in this work. Roofs of this type
may have 3. J9 or 5 layers of roofer’s felt, each mopped
down with tar or asphalt, with the final surface coated
with asphalt and covered with gravel embedded in
asphalt or tar, or covered with a cap sheet. For convenience? it is customary to refer to built-up roofs as
lo-, 15% or 20-year roofs, depending upon the method
of application.
For example, a 15-year roof over a wood deck (fig.
71:A ) may have a base layer of 30-pound saturated
roofer’s felt laid dry, with edges lapped and held down
with roofing nails. All nailing should be done with
either (a) roofing nails having a/s-inch heads driven
through l-inch-diameter
tin caps or (b) special roofing
nails having l-inch-diameter
heads. The dry sheet is
intended to prevent tar or asphalt from entering the
rafter spaces. Three layers of 15-pound saturated felt
follow, each of which is mopped on with hot tar rather
than being nailed. The final coat of tar or asphalt may
be covered with roofing gravel or a cap sheet of roll
roofing.
The cornice or eave line of projecting
roofs is
usually finished with metal edging or flashing, which
acts as a drip. A metal gravel strip is used in conjunction with the flashing at the eaves when the roof
is covered with gravel (fig. 71,B). Where built-up
roofing is finished against another wall, the roofing is
turned up on the wall sheathing over a cant strip and
is often also flashed with metal (fig. 71,C). This flashing is generally extended up about 4 inches above the
bottom of the siding.

‘I’.I~sI.EI.-l~ntlerlayment
requirements for asphalt
shingles
/ ll;~arilap for single coverage of underlayment
should
1~ 2 irrc,hrs and for double coverage 19 inches.‘)

1 I,,tlr&vr,*(.nl

When a nail
be removed,
sound wood;
cause a hump

’

?4 in 12
33 in I2
2in
12
~~~ ~--.----~

’ I )oul,le
c*c,veragc* for a 12- by 3h-in.
Hhingle is usually
an
vxporiure of about .i in. and ahout ,I, in. for triple ccwwage.
2 Rlay he 3 in 12 for porch roof6
3 Uav
he 2 in 12 for porch roofs.

An asphalt-shingle roof can also be protected from
ice dams by addin g an initial layer of 45-pound or
heavier roll roofing. 36 inches wide, and insuring good
ventilation and insulation within the attic space i fig.

683 ‘).

A course of wood shingles or a metal edging should
be used along the eave line before application of the
asphalt shingles. The first course of asphalt shingles is
doubled; or. if desired. a starter course may be used
under the first asphalt-shingle course. This first course
should extend downward beyond the wood shingles
(or edging) about 1,h inch to prevent the water from
backing up under the shingles. A l/z-inch projection
should also be used at the rake.
Several chalklines on the underlay will help aline
the shingles so that tab notches will be in a straight
line for good appearance. Each shingle strip should be
fastened
securely
according
to the manufacturer’s
directions. The use of six l-inch galvanized roofing
nails for each 12- by 36-inch strip is considered good
practice in areas of high winds. A sealed tab or the
use of asphalt sealer will also aid in preventing wind
damage during storms. Some contractors
use four

Other Roof Coverings
Other roof coverings, including asbestos, slate, tile,
metal and others, many of which require specialized
applicators, are perhaps less commonly used than wood
or asphalt shingles and built-up roofs. Several new
materials,
such as plastic films and coatings, are
showing promise for future moderate-cost
roof coverings. However, most of them are more expensive than
the materials now commonly being used for houses.
These newer materials, however, as well as other new
products, are likely to come into more general use
during the next decade.
Finish at the Ridge and Hip
The most common type of ridge and hip finish for
wood and asphalt shingles is known as the Boston
ridge. Asphalt-shingle squares (one-third of a 12- by
74
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the shingles are nailed in place so that exposed
trimmed edges are alternately
lapped. Pre-assembled
hip and ridge units are available and save both time
and money.
A metal ridge roll can also be used on asphaltshingle or wood-shingle roofs (fig. 72&I. This ridge
is formed to the roof slope and should be copper.
galvanized iron. or aluminum. Some metal ridges are
formed so that thev provide an outlet ventilating area.
However, the design should be such that it prevents
rain or snow blowing in.

36-inch strip) are used over the ridge and blind-nailed
(fig. 72,A j. Zach shingle is lapped 5 to 6 inches to
give double coverage. In areas where driving rains
occur, it is well to use metal flashing under the shingle
ridge. The use of a ribbon of asphalt roofing cement
under each lap will also greatly reduce the chance of
water penetration.
A wood-shingle
roof (fig. 72.B) also should be
finished in a Boston ridge. Shingles 6 inches wide are
alternately lapped, fitted, and blind-nailed. As shown,
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RIDGE
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Figure 72.-Finish
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at ridge: A, Boston ridge with asphalt shkgles; 6, Boston ridge with wood shingles; C, metal ridge.
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WINDOWS,

AND DOORS

but may also be an important part of the architectural design. Some variation may occur: but normally
in habitable rooms the glass area should be not less
than 10 percent of the floor area. Natural ventilation
should be not less than 4 percent of the floor area
in a habitable room unless a complete air-conditioning system is used.

Windows, doors, and their frames are millwork
items that are usually fully assembled at the factory.
Window units, for example, often have the sash fitted
and weatherstripped,
frame assembled, and exterior
casing in place. Standard
combination
storms and
screens or separate units can also be included. Door
frames are normally assembled ready for use in the
buildin:. All such wood components are treated with
a water-repellent
preservative
at the factory to provide protection
before and after they are placed in
the walls.
Windows are mainly to allow entry of light and air,

Types of Windows
Windows are available in many types, each having
types are double-hung,
advantages.
Th e principal
casement, stationary, awning, and horizontal sliding.
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inps or the blind stops at ‘the sides. Where nails are
exposed, such as OrI the crasin?. USP the c.orrosionresistant type.
14inc-lo\%P inrludrs
the
Hardware
for double-hung
sash lifts that are fa5trned to the hottom rail. although they are somr>times eliminated t)y providing
a finger groove in the rail. Other hardlvare consists
of sash locks or fasteners located at thr meeting rail.
They not only lock the windon. but tlraw the sash
together to provide a *‘windtight” fit.
Double-hung windows can be arranged in a numher of ways-as
a single unit. doubted I (Jr mullion I
or in groups of three or more. One or two
type,
double-hung windoHs on each Hide of a large stationary insulated window are often used to effp1.t a window wall. Such large openings must be framed \\ith
headers large enough to carry roofloads.

They may be made of wood or metal. Heat loss
throuph metal frames and sash is much greater than
through similar wood units. Glass blocks are sometimes used for admitting light in plares where transparency or ventilation is not required.
Jnsulatetl glass, used both for stationary and moveable sash,consists of two or more sheets of spaced
edges. This type has
glass with hermetically-sealed
more resistance to heat loss than a single thickness
and is often used without a storm sash.
Wood sash and door and window frames should
he made from a clear grade of all-heartwood
stock
of a decay-resistant
wood species or from wood whicil
is given a preservative treatment.
Species commonly
us~tl inc*lude ponderosa and other pines, the cedars,
cypress, redwood, and the spruces.
‘l’ahlvs showing glass size, sash size, and rough
?ize an= available at lumber dealers, so that
1l~)f’111l1;1
the stall ol)rnings can he framed accordin$y.
Typical
r)l)t7lin,:s for double-hung windows are shown in the
r,hal,trr “Wall Framing.”
Double-hung

Casement

Windows

Casement windows consist of side-hinged
sash.
usually designed to swing outward i fig. 'iA)hecause
this type can he made IrKJre \veathel tight than the inswinging style. Screens are 1oca;ed inside these outswinging windows and winter protection is obtained
with a storm sash or b, using insulated glass in the
sash. One advantage of the casement window over the
double-hung type is that the entire window area can
be opened for ventilation.
Weatherstrippil.., 1~ is also provided for this tylje of
window. and units are usually received from the
factory entirely assembled with hartlwure in place.
Closing hardware c.onsist5 of a rot:lry operator and
sash lock. As in the double-hung
units. c.ascAment
sash can be used in a number of waya-as
a pair or
in combinations
of two or mort- pairs. Style variations are achieved by divided lights. Snap-in muntins
provided
a small, multiple-pane
appearance for traditional styling.
Metal sash are sometimes
used but, because of
low insulating
value, should be installed carefully
to prevent condensation
and frosting on the interior
surfaces during cold weather. A full storm-window
unit is sometimes necessary to eliminate this problem
in cold climates.

Windows

window is perhaps
the most
‘l’hr tlouhle-hung
funliliur Hindow tvpe. It consists of an upper and
i,,k,or sash that Flide vertically in separate grooves
i:I ttjc*5idr jambs OI in full-width metal weatherstril)l)iug I fig. 7.3 I. This type of window provides
il rnasimum face opening for ventilation of one-half
111r total window area. Each sash is provided with
‘!iririgs, balances? or compression
weatherslripping
to tioltl it in place in any IoLation. Compression
weatherstripping,
for example, prevents air infiltration, provides tension, and acts as a counterbalance;
Fcveral types allow the sash to he removed for easy
painting or repair.
The jambs (sides and top of the frames) are made
of nominal l-inch lumber;
the width provides for
use 13ith dry-wall or plastered interior finish. Sills are
made from nominal 2-inch lumber and sloped at
about 3 in 12 for good drainage (fig. 73,D’l. Sash
are normally 1:$A inches thick and wood combination
storm and screen windows are usually 11/s inches
thick.
Sash may be divided into a number of lights by
small wood members called muntins. A ranch-type
house may provide the best appearance with top and
bottom sash divided into two horizontal
lights. A
colonial or Cape Code house usually has each sash
clivided into six or eight lights. Some manufacturers
provided preassembled
dividers which snap in place
over a single light, dividing it into six or eight lights.
This simplifies painting and other maintenance.
Assembled frames are placed in the rough opening
over strips of building paper put around the perimefer to minimize air infiltration. The frame is plumbed
and nailed to side studs and header through the cas-

Stationary

Windows

Stationary
windows used alone or in combination
bith double-hung
or casement windows usually consist of a wood sash with a large single light of insulated glass. They are designed to provide light, as
well as for attractive appearance,
and are fastened
permanently
into the frarne (fig. 75). lIecause of
their size. (sometimes 6 to 8 feet wide I 13/i-inchthick sash is used to provide strength. Tht: thickness
is usually required because of the thickness of the
insulating glass.
Other types of Ftationary
windorvs may be used
78
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Outswinging casement sash. Cross sections: A, Head iamb; 6, meeting stiles; C, side iambs; D, sill.
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window. Cross sections: A, Head jamb; B, sill.

without a sash. The glass is set directly into rabbeted frame members and held in place with stops.
As with all window-sash units, back puttying
and
face puttying of the glass (with or without a stop)
will assure moisture-resistance.
Awning

‘JSE

Jambs are usually lfd (; inches or more thick bewhile the sill is at least
cause they are rabbeted,
111rj inches thick when two or more sash are used in
a complete frame. Kach sash may also be provided
with an individual
frame, so that any combination
in width and height can be used. Awning or hopper
window units may consist of a combination
of one
or more fixed sash with the remainder
being the
operable type. Operable sash are provided with hinges,
pivots, and sash supporting
arms.
Weatherstrippin, u and storm sash and screens are
usually provided. The storm sash is eliminated when
the windows are glazed with insulated glass.

Windows

An awning window unit consists of a frame in
which one or more operative sash are installed (fig.
76). They often are made up for a large window wall
and consist of three or more units in width and
height.
Sash of the awning type are made to swing outward at the bottom. A similar unit, called the hopper
type, is one in which the top of the sash swings inward. Both types provide protection from rain when
open.

Horizontal-sliding

Window

Units

Horizontal-sliding
windows appear simi!ar to casement sash. However, the sash (in pairs) slide hori81
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window. Cross sections: A, Head jamb; g, horizontal mullion; C, sill.

zontally in separate tracks or guides located on the
sill and head jamb. Multiple window openings consist of two or more single units and may be used
when a windcw-wall effect is desired. As in most
modern window units of all types, weatherstripping,
water-repellent
preservative
treatments,
and sometimes hardware are included in these fully factoryassembled units.

is 3 feet wide and the side or rear service door 2
feet 8 inches wide.
The frames for these doors are made of I’/; inch
or thicker material, so the rabbeting of side and
head jambs provides stops for the main door (fig.
7’7’). The wood sill is often oak for wear resistance,
but when softer species are used, a metal nosing and
wear strips are included. As in many of the window
units, the outside casings provide space for the 11/ginch combination
or screen door.
The frame is nailed to studs and headers of the
rough opening through the outside casing. The sill

Exterior Doors and Frames
Exterior doors are 13/4 inches thick and not less
than 6 feet 8 inches high. The main erltrance door
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door and frame. Exterior-door and combination-door (screen and storm)
cross sections:A, Head jamb; 6, side iamb; C, sill.
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with raised wood or plywood
lower panels. For
methods of hanging doors and installing hardware,
see Chapter 21. “interior Doors. Frames? and Trim.”
Exterior
flush doors should be of thp solid-core
type rather
than hollow-core to minimize \\.arpin=
during the heating season. i Warping is caused h\- a
difference in moisture content on thy exposed and
unexposed faces. I
Flush doors consist of thin pjyh’cJd
faces over a
framework
of wood with a woodblock or particle
board core. Manv combinations
of designs can he
obtained, ranging from plain flush doors tn others
with a variety of panels and glazed openings ifi?.
78,R I.
Wood combination
doors (storm
and
screen 1 are
available in several styies ifig. XC I. Panels which
include screen and storm inserts are normally located
in the upper portion of the door. Some types can
be obtained
with self-storing
features.
similar
to
window combination
units. Heat loss through metal
combination
doors is Freater than throu7-h similar
type wood doors.
Weatherstripping
of the l:sJi-inch-thic,k exterior
door will reduce both air infiltration
and frosting of
the glass on the storm door during cold weather.

must rest firmly on the header or stringer joist of the
‘”
which commonly
must be trimmed
floor framing,
with a saw and hand ax or other means. After
finish flooring is in place. a hardwood or metal threshold with a plastic lveatherstop
rovers the joints between the Roor and sill.
The exterior
trim around the main entrance door
can vary from a simple casing to a molded or plain
pilaster with a decorative
head casing. Decorative
designs should always Se in keeping with the architecture of the house. Many combinations of door and
entry designs are used with contemporary
houses, and
manufacturers
have millwork which is adaptable to
this and similar styles. If there is an entry hall, it is
usually desirable to have glass included in the main
door if nn other light is provided.
Types of Exterior

Doors

Kxtcrior
dO(JrS
and
outside
combination
and
htorrn doors can he obtained in a number of designs
IO fit the ytylr of almost any house. Doors in the
traditicmal pattern are usually the panel type (fig.
7:./l 1. Thev c(Jn!iiSt
of stifps (solid vertical members).
I-nils (solid CrOSS members).
and filler panels in a
l~lIriil)t?r
of rlesiyw. Glazed upper panels are combined

I

c

M

Figrue 78 .-Exterior

doors: A, Traditional panel; 8, flush; C, combination.
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COVERING5
in pither manner if adequate nailing areas are IJrOvi&d. Follo\vinp are descriptions; of each of the genera1 types.

Because siding and other types of coverings used
for exterior walls have an important influence on the
appearance as well as on the maintenance of the house.
a careful selection fJf the pattern should be made. The
homeowner
now has a choice of many wood and
wood-base materials
kvhich may be used to cover
exterior
walls. Masonry. veneeers, metal or plastir:
siding, and other non\vood materials are additional
choices. Wood siding can be obtained in many differpnt patterns and can be finished naturally. stained. or
painted. Wood shinpIe
plyb-ood, wood siding or
paneling, fib er I)oard, and hardhoard are some of the
types and as exterior
coverings.
Many prefinished
sidings are available. and the coatings and films applied
to several types of base materials presumably eliminate
the need of refinishing for many years.
Wood

Bevel

Siding

Plain bevel sidin: can be obtained in sizes from
l/z bv 4 inches to I!,
,_ bv_ 8 inches, and also in sizes
of ‘7; bv 8 inches and :!i by 10 inches (fig. 71 i.
“Anzac” siding I fig. 79 I is 8/1 by 12 inches in size.
I~suallv the finished lvidth of bevel siding is about
?G inch less than the size listed. One side of bevel
titling has a smnoth planed surface, while the other
has a rough resawn surface. For a stained finish. the
rough or sawn side is exposed because wood stain is
most su(:ceFsfuI and InnFer lasting on rough wood
surfaces.
Dolly

Siding

Varclen

Siding

J)nllv Varden sidin g is similar to true bevel siding
except that shiplap edges are used. resulting in a constant exposure rlistance ! fig. 70). Recause is lies flat
against the studs. it is sometimes used for garages and
similar huil(lings without sheathing. Diagonal bracing
is then nerdrd tn prnvide racking resistancbe to the
\Vall.

One of the materials most characteristic
of the extrriors of American Fquses is wood siding. The essential pi-nperties requir4
for siding are good painting
c*h:;rncteristics. easy \vorking qualities, and freedom
from \varp. Suceh .properties
are present to a high
degree in the cedars, eastern white pine, suFnr pine.
western lvhite pine. cypreF;s. and redwood: to a good
tle,nrre in western hemlock.
ponderosa
pine. the
spruces. and yellow-poplar:
and to a fair degree in
Dou$as-fir,
western larch. and southern pine (5 I.
Material used for exterior siding which is to he
painted. should preferabl\
he (Jf a high grade and
free from knots. pitch pockets. and wanev edges. Vertical grain and mixed Frain f both vertical and flat I
are available in some species such as redlvond and
western redcedar.
The moisture content at the time of application
should be that which it would attain in service. This
would be approximately
10 to 12 percent except ir, the
dry Southwestern
States Ithere the moisture content
should average about 8 to 9 percent. To minimize seasonal movement due to changes in moisture content,
vertical-grain
(edge-grain 1 siding is preferred. While
this is not as important for a stained finish, the use of
edge-grain siding for a paint finish n-ill result in longer
paint life. A 3-minute dip in a water-repellent preservative i Federal Specification TT-W-572 ) before siding is
installed will not only result in longer paint life. but
also will resist moisture entry and decay. So.ne manufacturers supply siding with ihis treatment. Freshly cut
ends should be brush-treated on the job.
Horizontal

13

Other

Horizontal

Sidings

RrFular drop sidings can be obtained in several
pattrrnl;. tij I) of whic.h are &own in fi~urr 70. This
sic1in<=, iiith matched or shiplap edges. can be ohtained in I- by 6- and I - by 8-incmh sizes. This type is
wmmonlv
used for lnrver cost dwellings and for
garages. ‘usuallv ivithout benefit of sheathing. Tests
rnnducted
at thr Forest Products
Laboratory
have
shoivn tiiat the tongued-and-grooved
(matched)
patterns have Freater resistance to the penetration
of
wind-driven rain than the shiplap patterns, when both
nre treated with a water-repellent
preservative.
Fihrhonrd
and hardboard
sidings are also available in various forms. Some have a backing to provide
rigidity and strength while others are used directly
over sheathing. Plywood horizontal
lap siding. with
medium density overlaid surface, is also avaiable as
an exterior covering material. It is usually “& inch
thick and 12 and 16 inches wide. It is applied in much
the same manner as wood siding, except that a shingle
wedge is used behind each vertical joint.
Sidings

Sidings

for

Horizontal
Applications

or Vertical

A number cf siding or paneling patterns can be
used horizontally
or vertically
(fig. 79). These are
manufactured
in nominal l-inch thicknesses and in

Some wood siding patterns
are used only horizontally and others only vertically. Some may be used
85
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DROP
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PANELING
(WC
130)

1x4
TO
I x 12

PANELING
(WC
140)

ix4

VERTICAL

TO
I x I2

APPLICATION
M

Figure 79 .-Wood

widths from 4 to 12 inches. Both dressed and matched
and shiplapped edges are available. The narrow and
medium-width patterns will likely be more satisfactory
when there are moderate moisture content changes.
Wide patterns are more successful if they are vertical
grain to keep shrinkage to a minimum. The correct
moisture content is also important when tongued and
grooved siding is wide, to prevent shrinkage to a point
where the tongue is exposed.
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riding types.

Treating the edges of both drop and the matched
and shiplapped sidings with water-repellent
preservative usually prevents wind-driven raiil from penetrating the joints if exposed to weather. In areas under
wide overhangs, or in porches or other protected sections, this treatment is not as important. Some manufacturers provide sidin g with this treatment applied at
the factory.
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Sidings for Vertical

times required around doors and window frames when
this system is used. It is good practice to use a building
paper over the sheathing before applying the vertical
siding.

Applicution

A method of siding application,
popular for some
architectural
styles, utilizes rough-sawn boards and
battens applied vertically.
These boards can be arranged in several ways: (a j Board and batten: (b)
batten and board, and (c) board and board (fig. 80).
As in the vertical application of most siding materials,
nominal l-inch sheathing boards or plywood sheathing
3& or ah inch thick should be used for nailing surfaces.
When other types of sheathing materials or thinner
plywoods are used, nailing blocks between studs commonly provide the nailing areas. Nailers of 1 by 4
inches, laid horizontally
and spaced from 16 to 24
inches apart vertically, can be used over nonwood
sheathiup. 1-iowever,
.I
special or thicker casing is some-

Sidings with Sheet Materials
A number of sheet materials are now available for
use as siding. Th ese include plywood in a variety of
face treatments
and species, paper-overlaid
plywood.
and hardboard.
Plywood or paper-overlaid
plywood
is sometimes used without sheathing and is known as
panel siding with a/g-inch often considered the minimum thickness for such use for 1Qinch stud spacing.
However, from the standpoint of stiffness and strength,
better performance
is usually obtained by using l/zor rys-inch thickness.

TYPE
BOARD

AND

BATTEN

-SINGLE
NAILING

BATTEN

AND

BOARD

SPACE
16” VERTICALLY
WHEN
WOOD
SHEATHING
IS USED

DOUBLE

NAILING

BOARD

NOTE

:

NAIL

FOR

FIRST

NAIL

FOR

SECOND

BOARD
BOARD

AND

-

8d
-

BOARD

OR

9d

12d
M

Figure 80 .-Wmtical
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board siding.
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These 4. by 8-foot and longer sheets must be applied
vertically with intermediate
and perimeter nailing to
provide the desired rigidity.
ltiost other methods of
applying sheet materials require some type of sheathing beneath. When horizontal joints are necessary: the)
should be protected by a simple flashing.
.4n exterior-grade
plywood should alivays be used
for siding. and can be obtained in such surfaces as
grooved. brushed. and saw-textured. These surfaces are
usually finished Itith some type of stain. If shiplap or
matched edges are not provided. some method of
providing
a waterproof
joint should be used. This
often consists of calking and a hatter1 at each joint and
a hatten at each stud if closer spacing is desired for
preappearance. An edge treatment of water-repellent
ser\,ativca \vilI also aid in reducing moisture penetration. Allrnr l,;,;-inc*h edge and end spacing when
installing pl!-~voorl in sheet form.
might also be conExterior rrrrarle particleboard
Gderrd for panel siding. FHA Material Use Bulletin
No. 32 lists the requirements
when this material
is used. Normaliv 5&-inch thickness is required for
I O-iwh stud spaGirrp and 45 inch for 2&inch stud
hpwing. Th P fInisi
:I must he with an approved paint.
:III~ the stud lvall behind must have corner bracin;.
I’r~pc~r-ol~c~rlai(~plywood has many of the advantages
of ~111 \\ood Lvith the addition of providing a very satoverlaid
iGfac?ory base for paint. A medium-density.
I)I~Nowl is most commonly used.
Hardhoard
sheets used for siding are applied the
same way as plywood. that is. by using battens at
vertic,al points and at intermediate
studs. Mediumdensitv fiberboards might also be used in some areas
as exterior coverings over certain types of sheathing.
Many of these sheet materials resist the passage of
\+.ater vapor. Hence. when they are used. it is important
that a good vapor barrier. well installed, be employed
on the warm side of the insulated walls. These factors
are described in Chapter 15. “Thermal Insulation and
Vapor Barriers.”
Wood
Grades

and

Shingles

and

Shakes

Species

Wood shingles and shakes are desirable for sidewalls in many styles of houses. In Cape Cod or
Colonial houses. shingles may be painted or stained.
For ranch or contemporary
designs, wide exposures
of shingles or shakes often add a desired effect. The?
are easily stained and thus provide a finish lvhich is
long-lasting
on those species commonly
used for
shingles.
Western redcerlar is perhaps the most available species, although northern white-cedar, baldcypress,
and
redwood are also satisfactory.
The heartwood of these
species has a natural decav resistanr- tvhich is desirable if shingles are to remain unpainted or un>tained.

Western redcedar shingles can be obtained in three
grades. The first-grade i No. 1 I is all heartwood. edge
prain, and knot free: it is primarily intended for roofs
but is desirable in double-course
sidewall application
ivhere much of the face is exposed.
Second-grade shingles I 30. 2) are most often used
in single-course
application
for sidewalls. firwe only
three-fourths
of the shinple length is blemish-free.
A l-inch width of sapwood and mixed vertical and
flat grain are permissible.
The third-grade shingle (No. 3) is clear for 6 inches
from the butt. Flat grain is acceptable. as are greater
widths of sapwood. Third-grade
shingles are likely to
he somewhat thinner than the first and second grades:
they are used for secondary buildings and sornetirnes
as thr undewourse in double-course application.
A Iower grade than tLe third grade. kno\vn as
under-coursing
shingle. is wed nnly as the under and
side~~~all
completely (*overed course in double-wurse
application.
Shingle

Sizes

Wood shingles are available
in three standard
lengths-16.
18. and 24 inches. The !6-inch length is
perhaps the mtist popular. having five butt thicknesses
per 2 inches ithen green (designated a 5/2i. These
shingles are packed in bundles \vith 20 courses on each
side. Four bundles itill cover 100 square feet of wall
or roof with an exposure of 5 inches. The 18- and 24inch-length shingles have thicker butts. five in 2l,/i
inches for the l&-inch shinpIes and four in 2 inches for
the 2-l-inch lengths.
Shakes are usually available in several types, the
The sawed
most popular being the split-and-resawn.
face is used as the back face. The butt thickness of
each shake ranges between 3A and l?LL inches. They
are usually packed in bundles ( 20 sq. ft. I. five bundles
to the square.
Other

Exterior

Finish

Nonwood materials, such as asbestos-cement siding
and shingles. metal sidings, and the like are available
and are used in some types of architectural
design.
Stucco or a cement plaster finish. preferably over a
wire mesh base, is most often seen in the Southwest
and the West Coast areas. Masonry veneers may be
used effectively with tvood siding in various finishes
to enhance the beauty of both materials.
favor an exterior
covering
Some homebuilders
\rhirh requires a minimum of maintenance.
While
some of the nonwo.,d materials are chosen for this
reason, developments by the paint industry are prolong- life coatings for wood-base
viding comparable
materials.
Plastic films on wood siding or plywood
are also promising. so that little or no refinishing is
indicated for the life of the building.

One system used to determine the siding exposure
width so that it is about equal both above and below
the window sill is described below:
Divide the overall height of the window frame by
the approximate
recommended
exposure distance for
the siding used (4 for 6-inch-wide siding, 6 for 8.inch
siding, 8 for lo-inch siding, and 10 for 12-inch
siding j . This will result in the number of courses between the top and bottom of the window. For example.
the overall height of our sample window from top of
the drip cap to the bottom of the sill is 61 inches.
If 12-inch siding is used, the number of courses would
be 61/10 = 6.1 or six courses. To obtain the exact
exposure distance, divide 61 by 6 and the result would
be 10%; inches. The next step is to determine the
exposure distance from the bottom of the sill to just
below the top of the foundation
wall. If this is 31
inches, three courses at 10*/s inches each would be
used. Thus, the exposure distance above and below the
window would be almost the same ifig. 81).
When this system is not satisfactory because of big
differences in the two areas, it is preferable to use an
equal exposure distance for the entire wall height and
notch the siding at the window sill. The fit should be
tight to prevent moisture entry.
Siding may be installed starting with the bottom
course. It is normally blocked out with a starting
strip the some thickness as the top of the siding
board I fig. 81). Each succeeding
course overlaps
the upper edge of the lower course. Siding should
be nailed to each stud or on 16-inch centers. When
plywood or wood sheathing or spaced tvood nailing
strips are used over nonwood sheathing. sevenpennv
or eightpenny nails I 2*,$ and 214 in. long) may be
used for s/a-inch-thick siding. However: if gypsum or
fiberboard
sheathing is used, the tenpenny nail is
recommended
to penetrate into the stud. For ILL-inchthick siding, nails may be l/! inch shorter than those
used for :‘La-inch siding.
The nails should be located far enough up from
the butt to miss the top of the lower siding course
(fig. 82). This clearance distance is usually l/a inch.
This allow for slight movement of the siding due to
moisture changes without causing splitting. Such an
allowance is especially required for the wider sidings
of 8 to 12 inches wide.
It is good practice to avoid butt joints whenever
possible. Use the longer sections of siding under
windows and other long stretches
and utilize the
shorter lengths for areas between windows and doors.
If unavoidable,
butt joints should be made over a
stud and staggered between courses as much as practical (fig. 81).
Siding should be square-cut
to provide a good
joint at window and door casings and at butt joints.
Open joints permit moisture to enter, often leading
to paint deterioration.
It is good practice to brush

Installation
of Siding
One of the important
factors in successful performance of various siding materials is the type of
fasteners used. Nails are the most common of these,
and it is poor economy indeed to use them sparingly.
Corrosion-resistant
nails, galvanized or made of aluminum, stdinless steel, or similar metals, may cost more,
but their use will insure spot-free siding under adverse
conditions.
Two types of nails are commonly used with siding,
the finishing najl having a small head and the siding
nail having a moderate-size flat head. The small-head
finishing nail is set (driven with a nail set) about 1/1,;
inch below the face of the siding, and the hole is filled
with putty after the prime coat of paint is applied.
The flathead siding nail, most commonly
used, is
driven flush with the face of the siding and the head
later covered with paint.
Ordinary steel-wire nails tend to rust in a short time
and cause a disfiguring stain on the face of the siding.
In some cases, the small-head nails will show rust spots
through the putty and paint. Noncorrosive
nails that
will not cause rust are readily available.
Siding to be “natural finished” with a water-repellent preservative or stain should be fastened with stainless steel or aluminum nails. In some types of prefinished sidings, nails with color-matched
heads are
supplied.
In recent years, nails with modified shanks have
become quite popular.
These include the nnnularl~
threaded shank nail and the helically threaded shank
nail. Both have greater withdrawal
resistance than
the smooth shank nail and. for this reason, a shorter
nail is often used.
Exposed nails in sidin g should be driven just flush
with the surface of the wood. Overdriving
may not
only show the hammer mark, but may also cause objectionable
splitting and crushing of the wood. In
sidings with prefinished surfaces or overlays, the nails
should be driven so as not to damage the finished
surface.
Bevel

Siding

The minimum lap for bevel siding should not be
less than 1 inch. The average exposure distance is
usually determined by the distance from the underside
of the window sill to the top of the drip cap (fig. 81).
From the standpoint of weather resistance and appearance, the butt edge of the first course of siding above
the window should coincide
with the top of the
window drip cap. In many one-story houses with an
overhang, this course of siding is often replaced with
a frieze board (fig. 62). It is also desirable that the
bottom of a siding course be flush with the underside
of the window sill. However, this may not always be
possible because of varying window heights and types
that might be used in a house.
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1. by G-inch siding and 71, inches for l- by 8.inch
or ninesiding. Normally, one or two eightpenny
penny nails should be used at each stud crossing,
depending
on the width (fig. 82 I. Length of nail
depends on type of sheathing used, but penetration
into the stud or through the wood backing should
be at least lJ&z inches.
Horizontally
applied matched paneling in narrow
widths should be blind-nailed
at the tongue with a
corrosion-resistant
finishing nail (fig. 32). For widths
greater than G inches. an additional nail should be
used as shown.

or dip the fresh-cut ends of the siding in a waterrepellent preservative
before boards are nailed in
place. Using a small finger-actuated
oil can to apply
the water-repellent preservative
at end and butt joints
after siding is in place is also helpful.
Drop

134

Installation of bevel siding.

Sidings

Drop siding is installed much the same as lap siding except for spacing and nailing. Drop, Dolly
Varden, and similar sidings have a constant exposure
distance. This face width is normally 51, inches for
90
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Nailing of siding.

Vertical

Other materials such as plywood. hardboard.
or
medium-density
fiberboard.
which are used horizontally in widths up to 12 inches. should be app!ied in
the same manner as lap or drop siding. depending on
the pattern. Prepackage,1
siding should be applied
according to manufactllrers’
directions.

Sidings

Vertically applied matched and similar sidings having interlapping joints are nailed in the same manner
as when applied horizontally.
However, they should
be nailed to blocking used between studs or to wood
or plywood sheathing. Blocking is spaced from 16 to
91

with a water-repellent
preservative
prior to nailing.
Metal corners I tig. 8;5.:7 I are perhaps more commonly used than the mitered
corner and give a
mitered effect. They are easily placed over each corner
as the siding is installed. The metal corners should
fit tightly without openings and be nailed on each
side to the sheathing or corner stud beneath. If made
of galavanized
iron. thev should be cleaned with a
mild acid wash and primed with a metal primer before the house is painted to prevent early peeling af
the paint. Weathering of the metal will also prepare
it for the prime paint coat.
Corner boards of various types and sizes may be
used for horizontal sidings of all types I fig. 83,C).
They also provide a satisfactory
trrmination
for plywoocl and similar sheet materials. Vertical applications of matched paneling or of boards and battens
are terminated by lapping one side and nailing into
the edge of this member, as well as to the nailing
members beneath. Corner boards are usually l$hor la,&-inclr material and for a distinctive appearance
might be quite narrow. Plain outside cas,ing comItIoIlt~ ~secl ftir wiridow and door frames car1 be
adapted for corner boards.
Prefinished
shingle or shake exteriors
sometimes
are used with color-matched
metal corners. They can
a!so be lapped over the adjacent corner shingle, alternating each course. This is called “lacing.” This type
of corner treatment usually requires that some kind
of flashing be used beneath.
Wh en siding returns against a roof surface, such
as at a dormer. there should be a clearance of about
2 inches ( fig.
Siding cut tight against the
shingles retains moisture after rains and usually results in paint peeling. Shingle flashing extending well
up on the dormer wall will provide the necessary
resistance to entry of wind-driven rain. Here again, a
water-repellent
preservative
should be used on the
ends of the siding at the roofline.
Interior corners (fig. 83,Ei are butted against a
square corner board of nominal l$!!- or la/&-inch
size, depending on the thickness of the siding.

24 inches apart. With plywood or nominal
1-inoh
board sheathing, nails should be spaced on l&inch
centers.
When the various combinations
of boards and
battens are used, they should also be nailed to blocking spaced from 16 to 24 inches apart between studs.
or closer for wood sheathing.
The first boards or
battens should be fastened with one eightpenny
or
ninepenny nail at each blocking, to provide at least
For wide under-boards,
two
l$$-inch
penetration.
nails spaced about 2 inches apart may be used rather
than the single row along the center ( fig. 801. The
second or top boards or battens should be nailed with
twelvepenny nails. Nails of the top board or batten
should always miss the under-boards and not be nailed
through them I fig. 80). In such applications, double
nails should be spaced closely to prevent splitting if
the board shrinks. It is also good practice to use a
sheathing paper. such as 15 pound asphalt felt. under
vertical siding.
Plywood

and Other

Sheet

Siding

Exterior
grade plywood, paper-overlaid
plywood,
and simi!ar sheet materials
used for siding
are
usually applied vertically. When used over sheathing,
plywood should be at least $!! inch thick, although
s<,; and $J&inch will normally provide a more even
surface. Hardboard
should be r/a inch thick and materials such as medium-density
fiberboard should be
1;~ inch.
All nailing should be over studs and total effective
penetration
into wood should be at least 1*/z inches.
For example, z/&inch plywood siding over ah-inch
wood sheathing would require about a sevenpenny
nail, which is 21/r. inches long. This would result in a
11/8-inch-penetration
into the stud, but a total effective penetration of 178 inches into wood.
Plywood
should be nailed at 6.inch
intervals
around the perimeter and 12 inches at intermediate
members. Hardboard
siding should be nailed at 4and 8-inch intervals.
All types of sheet material
should have a joint talked with mastic unless the
joints are of the interlapping
or matched type or
battens are installed. A strip of IS-pound asphalt felt
under untalked joints is good practice.
Corner

83,D).

Material

Transition

At times, the materials used in the gable ends and
in the walls below differ in form and application.
The details of construction
used at the juncture of
the two materials should be such that good drainage
is assured. For example, if vertical boards and battens are used at the gable end and horizontal siding
below, a drip cap or similar molding might be used
(fig. 84,). Flashing should be used over and above
the drip cap so that moisture will clear the gable
material.
Another method of material transition might also
be used. By extending the plate and studs of the
gable end out from the wall a short disiance, or by

Treatment

The method of finishing wood siding or other materials at exterior corners is often influenced by the
overall design of the house. A mitered corner effect
on horizontal siding OI- the use of corner boards are
perhaps the most common methods of treatment.
Mitering corners (fig. 83,A) of bevel and similar
sidings, unless carefully
done to prevent openings,
is not always satisfactory.
To maintain a good joint,
it is necessary that the joint fit tightly the full depth
of the miter . It is also good practice to treat the ends
92
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is simply laid over the other as lap siding is applied.
The shingles can be second grade because only onehalf or less of the butt portion is exposed (fig. 86).
Shingles should not bit soaked before application but
ehould usually be laitl up with about l,<q to l/! inch
space between adjarent shingles to allow for expansion during rainy weather. When a “siding effect”
is desired, shingIes should be laid up so that they are
only lightly in contact. Prestained or treated shingles
provide the best results for this system.
In a double-course
system, the undercourse
is ap-

the use of furring strips: the gable siding will project
beyond the wall siding and provide good drainage
(fig. 35).
lnstaiiution

of

Wood

776

details: A, Miter corner; B, metal corners; C, corner boards;
D, siding return at roof; E, interior corner.

Shingles

and

Shakes

Woo< shingles and E;hakes are applied in a singleor double-course
pattern. They may be used over
wood or plywood sheathing. If sheathing is ~&-inch
plywood, use threaded nails. For nonwood sheathing.
l- by 3- or l- by a-inch wood nailing strips are used
as a base. In the single-course
method, one course
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plied over the wall and the top course nailed directly
over a IA- to r/,:! -inch projection of the butt (fig. 87).
The first course should be nailed only enough to
hold it in piace whiie the outer course is being applied. The first shingles can be a lower quality, such
as third grade or the undercourse
grade. The top
course, because much of the shingle length is exposed, should be first-grade shingles.
Exposure distance for various length shingles and
shakes can be guided by the recommendations
in
table 5.

TABLE

Double coursing
Length

Single
coursing

- .---_
Shingles
Shakes

(hand

and resawn)

split

No. 1

No. 2

grade

grade

In.

In.

ZR.

In.

16

7%

12

18

8%

14

10
11

24
18
24
32

11%

8?4
111%
15
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transition).

As in roof shingles. joints should be “broken” so
that butt joints of the upper shingles are at least
1% inches from the under-shingle
joints.
Closed or open joints may be used in the application of shingles to sidewalls at the discretion of the
builder (fig. 86 I. Spacin g of ‘/A to 1% inch produces
an individual effect, while close spacing produces a
shadow line similar tc bevel siding.
Shingles and shakes should be applied with rustresistant nails long enough to penetrate into the wood
backing strips or sheathing.
In singie coursing,
a
threepenny
or fourpenny
zinc-coated “shingle” nail
is commonly used. In double coursing, where nails
are exposed, a fivepenny
zinc-coated
nail with a
small flat head is used for the top course and threepenny or four-penny size for the undercourse.
Use
building paper over lumber sheathing.
Nails should be placed in from the edge of the
shingle a distance of :y~ inch (fig. 86). Use two
nails for each shingle up to 8 inches wide and three
nails for shingles over 8 inches. In single-course
applications, nails should be placed 1 inch above the
butt line of the next higher course. In double coursing, the use of a piece of shiplap sheathing as a guide
allows the outer course to extend fh inch below the
undercourse.
producing
a shadow line (fig. 87).
Nails should be placed 2 inches above the bottom of
the single or shake. Rived or fluted processed shakes,

5.-Exposure
d’ytances for wood shingles
and shakes on sidewalls
__Maximum exposure

Material

(material

16
14
14
__-_--__
20
------._____________--
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(VERTICAL

BOARDS

SHEATHING

SUBFLOOR--+

‘,

>

SHEATHING

M

Figure 85 .-Gable-end

usually
factory-stained,
tinct effect when laid
double-course
pattern.

are available
with closely

Nonwood
Asbestos-Cement

and
fitted

projection (material

&mat-Plaster

have a disedges in a
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transitionl.

Finish

Stucco
and similar
cement-mortar
finishes,
most
commonly
used in the Southwest,
are applied
over
a coated expanded-metal
lath and, usually,
over some
type of sheathing.
However,
in some areas
where
local building
regulations
permit,
such a finish
is
applied
to metal lath fastened
directly
to the braced
wall framew-ork.
Waterproof
paper
is used over the
studs before the metal lath is applied.
When a plastered
exterior
is applied
to two-story
houses,
balloon
framing
is recommended
(fig. 35).
for one-siory
houses
If piarform
framing
is used
(fig. 311, shrinkage
of joists and sills may cause an
unsightly
bulge
or break
in the cement-plaster
at
those
points
unless
joists
have
reached
moisture
equilibrium.
This stresses
the need for proper
moisture content
of the framing
members
when this type
of finish is used.

Coverings

Shingles

Asbestos-cement
shingles
and similar
nonwood
exterior
coverings
should
be applied
in accordance
with the manufacturer’s
directions.
They
are used
over wood or plywood sheathing
or over spaced nailing strips.
Nails are of the noncorrosive
type and
usually
are avaiiable
to match
the color
of the
shingies.
Manufacturers
also supply
matching
color
corners.
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Figure

Masonry

86 .--Single-coursing

of

sidewalls

Veneer

(wood

delay

applying

framing

Brick or stone veneer is used for all or part of the
exterior
wall finish for some styles of architecture.
The use of balloon
framing
for brick-veneered
twostory houses Gil prevent
cracks due to shrinkage
of
floor joists.
It is good practice,
when possible,
to

until

moisture
backing
on

the

figure
96
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Figure 87 .-Double-coursing

of sidewalls

(wood

It is desirable,
when framing
a house,
to iimit
cutting
of framing
members
for installation
of plumb.
mg lines 2nd &er
utilities.
A littie
planning
befzx
framing
is started
will reduce
the need for cutting
joists and other members
This is more easily accomplished
in one-story
houses,
however,
than in twostory houses.
In a single-story
house, many
of the
connections
are made in the basement
area;
in twostory houses they must be made between the first-floor
I

GO9

shingles-shakes).

ceiling joists.
Thus, it is sometimes
necessary
to cut
or notch joists, but this should be done in a manner
!CG detri~i~;ntd
to their strength.

Plumbing Stack Vents
One wall of the bath, kitchen,
or utility
room is
normally
used to carry the water, vent, and drainage
lines. This is usually the wall behind
the water closet
where connections
can be easily made to the tub or
97

shower and to the lavatory.
When 4-inch cast-iron
bell
pipe is used in the soil and vent stack, it is necessary
to use 2- by 6. or 2- by 8-inch plates to provide
space
for the pipe and the connections.
Some contractors
use a double
row of studs placed flatwise so that no
drilling
is required
for the horizontal
runs (fig. 88,A).
regulations
in some areas allow the use
Building
of 3inch
pipe
for venting
purposes
in one-story
houses. When this size is used, 2- by ,4-inch plates and
studs may be emplo,-ed.
However.
it is then necessarj
to reinforce
the top plates, which have been cut, by
using a double scnb (fig. 88&).
Scabs are well nailed
on each side of the stack and should extend over two
studs. Small angle irons can also be used.

M

Figure

89 .-Framing

for
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bathtub.

Bathtub Framing
A bathtub
full of water is heavy:
so floor joists
must 1~ arranged
to carry the load without excessive
dell W!i<El . Too g-i-rat a tlerqection will sometimes
cause
an opening
ahovr the edge of the tub. Joists should be
rloublerl at the outer edge (fig. 89). The intermediate
joist should be s;paced to clear the drain. Metal hangers
or ~vood biocking
support the inner edge of the tub at
the wall line.

pass ‘& lb,

*
s::met,:mas

s::&

are required.
alterations
Joists or other structural
members
should then be reinforced by nailin g a reinforcing
scab to each side or
by- adding an additional
member.
Well-nailed
plywood
scabs on one or both sides of aitered joists ah
provide a good method of reinforcing
these members.
Notching
the top or bottom of the joist should only
be done in the end quarttr
of the span and not more
than one-sixth
of the depth. When greater alterations
are required,
headers and tail beams should be added
around
the altered
area. This may occur where the
closet bend must cross the normal
joist locations.
In
other words. it should be framed out similar to a stair
opening
(fig. 28).
When
necessary,
holes may be bored in joists
if
the diameter
is no greater than 2 inches and the edge
of the hole is not less than 255 to 3 inches from the
top or bottom edge of the joists (fig. 90). This usually
limits the joist size to a 2 by 8 or larger member.

Cutting Floor Joists
F’loor joists should be cut: notched!
or drilled
onl!.
where the effect on strength
is minor.
While
it is
aI\\ a! s desirable
to prevent
rutting
joists
whenever

B
M
Figure

88 .-Plumbing

stacks: A,

B, 3-inch

pipe

4-inch

for

cast-iron

134
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s!ark;

Figure 90.-Drilled

vent.

98

holes in joists.

SucJl a method
of installation
is suitable
where
direction
changes
and the pipe can be iilserted
such as from the plumbing
the long direction,
to a iub on the second floor.
plum:ling
can normally
be
drilling

joist
from
wall

Connections
for first-floor
made without
cutting
01

of joists.

Alterations

for Heating

Ducts

A number
of systems are used to heat a house.
a multi-ccntrolled
hot-water
system to a simpie

from
floor

or wall furnace.
Central
air conditioning
combined
with the heating
system is becoming
a normal part of
house construction.
Ducts and piping
should be laid
out so that framing
or other structural
parts can be
adjusted
to accommodate
them. However,
the system
which requires
heat or cooling
ducts and return
lines
is perhaps
the most inportant
from the standpoint
of framing
changes
required.
Supply

and

Cold

Air

Return

,
L~l?c.CE

FUR 2UCT
M

Ducts

Figure

The installation
of ducts for a forced-warm-air
or
~ir.onn&t;nn;n,r
c,ratc=m um~~ll.r
the removal
“.-.A”, requires
..a.
QV.. IsA”..-. LcI “,“.““’
of the soleplate
and the subfloor
at the duct location.
Supply ducts are made to dimensions
that permit them
to he placed between studs. When the same duct system
is used for heating
and cooling,
the duct sizes are
generally
larger than when they are designed
for heating alone. Such systems often havr two sets of registers ; one near the floor for heat and one near the
ceiling for more efficient cooling.
Both are furnished
with dampers
for controi.

91 .-Spaced

joists for

supply
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ducts.

more usable space in the room and improve
appearance by the installation
of a decorative
grill. Such
framing
usually
requires
the addition
of a doubled
header
to carry
the wall load from the studs above
tfg. 931. Size of $e headers depends on the span and
should be designed
the same as those for window
or
The sizes in the tabulation
listed under
door openings.
in Chapter
6. “Wall
framing
window
and
door
should
be used to determine
the correct
Framing”.

Walls and joists are normally
located so that they
do not have to be cut when heating
ducts are installed.
This is especially
true when partitions
are at right
angles to the floor joists.
When
a load-bearing
partition
requires
a doubled
parallel floor joist as well as a warm-air
duct, the joists
can be spaced apart to allow room for the duct (fig.
911. This will eliminate
the need for excessive cutting
of framing
memberc or the use of intricate
pipe angles.
Cold-air
returns
are generally
located in the floor
between
joists or in the walls at floor level (fig. 92).
They are sometimes
located in outside walls, in which
case they should be lined with metal. Unlined
ducts
in exterior walls have been known to be responsible
for
exterior-wall
paint
failures,
especially
those from a
second-floor
room.

COLD-AIR

The elbow from the return
duct below the floor is
usually placed between floor joists. The space between
floor joists, when enclosed
with sheet metal, serves as
a cold-air
return.
Other cold-air
returns
may connect
with the same joist-space
return
duct,

AEGISTE

SHEET

MET

Framing for Convectors
Convectors
and hot-water
or steam radiators
are
sometimes
recessed
partly
into the wall to provide

M

Figure 92.-&Id-air

99

return.
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sizes. Because only 15/a inches of space in the wall is
available
for Insulation,
a highly
efficient
insulation
(one with a low “k” value)
is sometimes
used.

Wiring
House wiring for electrical
services is usually started
some time after the house has been closed in. The
initial phase, of it. termed “rvughing
in:” includes
the
installation
of conduit
or cable and the location
of
switch,
light, and outlet boxes with wires ready
to
connect.
This roughing-in
work is done before
the
plaster base or dry-wall
finish is applied,
and before
the insulation
is placed in the walls or ceilings.
The
placement
of the fixtu-es,
the switches,
and switch
plates is done after plastering.
Framing
changes for wiring
are us,ually of a minor
nature
and, for the most part, consist of holes drilled
in the studs for the flexible
conduit.
Although
these
holes are small in i:iameter,
they should comply
with
locations
shown in figure 90. Perhaps
the only area
which
requires
some planning
to prevent
excessive
cutting
or drilling
is the location
of wall switches
at
entrance
door frames. By spacing the doubled
framing
studs to allow for location
of multiple
switch boxes,
little cutting
will be required.
Switches
or convenience
outlet boxes on exterior
~valls must be sealed to prevent
water vapor
move-

VAPOR

SHEATHING

LASTER
OR DRY

LF

BASE
WALL

PLATE
“_

__,/’

,_’

I

,/’

_*l

‘-SUBfx00R

M

Fipure 93 .-Framing
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for a convector recess.

ment. Sealing
of the vapor barrier
around
the box is
important
and wih be discussed
further in Chapter
15,
“Thermal
Insulation
and Vapor Barriers.”

CHAPTER
ERMAL INSULATION

BARRIER

15

AND VAPOR ‘BARRIERS

Most materials
used in houses have some insulating
value. Even air spaces between studs resist the passage
of heat. However,
when these stud spaces are filled or
partially
filled with a material
high in resistance
to
heat transmission,
namely thermal
insulation,
the stud
space has many times the insulating
value of the air
alone.
The inflow of heat through
outside walls and roofs
in hot weather or its outflow during cold weather have
important
effects upon
(a) the comfort
of the occupants
of a building
and (b) the cost of providing
either heating
or cooling
to maintain
temperatures
at
acceptable
limits for occupancy.
During cold weather,
high resistance
to heat flow also means a saving
in
fuel. While the wood in the walls provides good insulation, commercial
insulating
materials
are usually
incorporated
into exposed walls, ceilings,
and floors to
increase
the resistance
to heat passage.
The use of
insulation
in warmer
climates
is justified
with air
conditioning,
not only because
of reduced
operating

costs blut also because
units of smaller
capacity
are
required.
Thus, whether
from the standpoint
of thermal insulation
alone in cold climates
or whether
for
tho benefit
of reducing
cooling
costs, the use of 2
inches or more of insulation
in the walls can certainly
be justified.
Average
winter low-temperature
zones of the United
States are shown in figure 94. These data are used in
determining
the size of heating
plant required
after
calculating
heat loss. This information
is also useful
in selecting
the amount
of insulation
for walls, ceilings, and floors.

Insulating

Materials

Commercial
insulation
is manufactured
in a variety
of forms and types, each with advantages
for specific
uses. Materials
commonly
used for insulation
may be
grouped
in the following
general
classes:
(1) Flexible
insulation
(blanket
and batt ) ; (2 ) loose-fill insulation;
(3) reflective
insulation;
(4) rigid insulation
(struc100

Figure 94.-

Average

outside

design

temperalure

rones

of the United States.

insulation
may be found in “Thermal
insulation
from
Wood
for Ruildinps:
Effects
of Moisture
ant1 Its
Control.”

tural and nonstructural
) : and (5 I miscellaneous
types.
The thermal
properties
of most building
materials
#are known,
and the rate of heat flow or coefficient
of
transmission
for most combinations
of construction
can be calculated
(4). This coefficient,
or P-value,
is
a measure
of heat transmission
between
air on the
warm side and air on the cold side of the construction unit. The inL:ulatill;:
value of the wall will vary
with different
types of construction,
with materials
used in construction,
and with different
types and
thickness
of insulation.
Comparisons
of U-values
may
be made and used to evaluate
different
combinations
of materials
and insulation
based on overall heat loss,
influence
on comfort,
and inpotential
fuel savings,
stallation
costs.
Air spaces add to the total resistance
of a wall section to heat transmission,
but an air soace is not as
effective
as it would be if filled with 3n insulating
material.
Great importance
is frequently
given to deadair spaces in speakin, u of a wall section. Actually,
the
air in never dead in cells where there are differences
in
temperature
on opposite
sides of the space, because
the difference
causes convection
currents.
Information
regarding
the calculated
U-values
for
typical
constructions
with various
combinations
of

Flexible Insulation
Flexible
insulation
is manufactured
in two types,
biunket
and butt. Blanket
insuiation
(fig. 95,A)
is
furnished
in rolls or packages
in widths suited to 16and 24-inch
stud and joist spacing.
Usual thicknesses
are 11/z, 2, and 3 inches. The body of the blanket
is
made of felted mats of mineral
or vegetable
biers,
such as rock or glass wool, wood fiber, and cotton.
Organic
insulations
are treated to make them resistant
to fire, decay, insects, and vermin.
Most blanket insulation is covered
with paper
or other sheet material
with tabs on the sides for fastening
to studs or joists.
One covering
sheet serves as a vapor barrier
to resist
movement
of water vapor and should always face the
warm side of the wall. hiLI;linum
foil or asphalt
or
plastic laminated
paper are commonly
used as barrier
materials.
Batt insulation
(fig. 95.R) is also made of fibrous
material
preformed
to thicknesses
of J: and 6 inches for
16- and 25-inch
joist spacing.
1; is supplied
with or
One friction
type of fibrous
without
a vapor barrier.
101

‘VAPOR

BARRIER

E
Figure 95 .-Types

of hdation:

A, Blanket; 8, b&t;

glcss batt is supplied
without
a covering
and is designed to remain
in place without
the normal
fasten:,lg
methods.

j
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bales, and placed by pouring,
blowing,
or packing
by
hand. This includes
rock or glass wool, wood fibers.
shredded
redwood
bark,
cork, wood pulp products,
vermiculite,
sawdust,
and shavings.
Fill insulation
is suited
for use between
first-floor
ceilinw b joists
in unheated
attics.
It is also used in
sidewalls
of existing
houses
that were not insulated

loose Fill Insulation
Loose fill insulation
(fig. 95,C
of materials
used in bulk form,

C, fill; D, reflective (one type), E, rigid.

is usually composed
supplied
in bags or

102

during
construction.
Where no vapor barrier
was
staller! during
construction,
suitable
paint coatings.
described
later in this chapter.
should
be used
vapor barriers
when blown insulation
is added to
existing
house.

inas
for
an

Roof insulation
is nonstructural
and serves mainl)
to provide
thermal
resistance
to heat flow in roofs. It
is called “slab” 3r “block”
insulation
and is manufactured in rigid units I,,$ to 3 inches thick and usual11
2 by 4 feet in size.
In house construction:
forms of rigid insulation
coverings
in sheets or in
is made iI, thicknesses
of
or impregnated
with an
water resistance.
Sheets
for horizontal
application
for vertical
application.

Reflective Insulation
Most materials
reflect some 13diant heat. and some
materials
have this propert!
LO a very high degree (4).
Materials
high in reflective
properties
include
aluminum foil, sheet metal
with tin coating,
and paper
products
coated with a reflective
oxide composition.
Such materials
can be used in enclosed
stud spaces.
and
in
similar
locations
to
retard
heat transin attic?.
fer bv radiation.
These reflective
insulations
are effective c!nly when used where the reflective surface
faces
an air space at least 24 inch or more deep. Where a
reflective surface contacts
another
material,
the reflective properties
are lost and the material
has little or
no insulating
value.

perhaps
the most common
are sheathing
and decorative
tile squares.
Sheathing
board
l/T and 25G2 inch. It is coated
asphalt compound
to provide
are made in 2. by &foot size
and 4- by S-feet or longer

Miscellaneous

Insulation

Some insulations
do not fit in the classifications
previously
described.
such as insulation
blankets
made
up of multiple
layers of corrugated
paper. Other types.
such as lightweight
vermiculite
and perlite aggregates.
are sometimes
used in plaster as a means of reducing
heat transmission.

Reflective
insulations
are equally effective regardless
of whether
the reflective
surface
faces the warm or
cold side. However,
there is a decided
difference
in
the equivalent
conductance
and the resistance
to heat
flow. The difference
depends on (a) the orientation
of
the reflecting
material
and the dead air space. (b) the
dirertion
of heat flow (horizontal,
up, or down).
and
(c) the mean summer
or winter temperatures.
Each
possibility
requires
separate
consideration.
However,
reflective
insulation
is perhaps
more effective
in preventing
summer
heat flow through
ceilings and walls.
It should
likely be considered
more for use in the
southern
portion
of the United
States than
in the
northern
portion.

Other
materials
are foamed-in-place
insulationswhich include sprayed and plastic foam types. Sprayed
insulation
is usually inorganic
fibrous material
blown
against a clean surface which has been primed with an
adhesive coating.
It is often left exposed for acoustical
as well as insulating
p.operties.
Expanded
polystyrene
and urethane
plastic
foams
may be molded
or foamed-in-place.
Urethane
insulation may also be applied by spraying.
Polystyrene
and
urethane
in board form can be obtained
in thicknesses
from l/z to 2 inches.
Values in table 6 will provide
some comparison
of
the insulating
value of the various
materials.
These
and
are expressed
a9 “k” values or heat conductivity
are defined
as the amount
of heat, in British thermal
units, that will pass in 1 hour through
1 square foot
of material
1 inch thick per lo F. temperature
differ-

Reflective
inadlation
of the foil type is sometimes
applied to blankets and to the stud-surface
side of gypsum lath. Metal foil suitably
mounted
on some supporting
hase makes an excellent
vapor barrier.
The
type 9f reflective
insulation
shown
in figure
95,D
inclu&
reflective surfaces
and air spaces between
the
outer sheets.

6.-Thermal
conductivity
insulating
materials
--..__
-..

T.ABLE

Inwlntion
.-____~

Rigid Insulation

General

Rigid
insulation
is usually
a fiberboard
material
manufactured
in sheet and other forms
(fig. 95,E).
However,
rigid insulatinns
are also made from such
materials
as inorganic
fiber and glass fiber, though Ijot
commonly
used in a house in this form. The most common types are made from proLc-ssed wood, sugarcane,
Structural
insulating
or other
vegetable
products.
boards,
in densities
ranging
from 15 to 31 pounds
per cubic foot, are fabricated
in such forms as building boards,
roof decking,
sheathing,
and wallboard.
While they have moderately
good insulating
properties, their primary
purpose is structural.

values

group
Specific

type

Reflective
(2 sides\
Rigid
Foam

0.25
.28
.45

Standard materials
Vermiculite

.-

.35 .42 .19 .I5 .60 .~~-- ----.-- ____

Insulating fiberboard
Sheathing fiberboard
Polystyrene
Low density

..__

1 Innulating
vahle is equal to sliphtly
more than
flexible insulation. (Kesktanr I*, “1~” = 4.3)

203

range

0.27
.30
.48

(‘1

Urethane
Wood

“k”

(conductivity)
-_-

Flexible

Fill

of some

.36
.%I
.29
.17
.65

1 inch

of

stripped
to prevent
heat loss. Walls
adjoining
an
also be insulated.
unheated
r‘Tarage or porch should
In houses with flat or low-pitched
roofs ( fig. 96,D) ~
insulation
should
he used in the ceiling
area with
suflicient
spare aliol+ed above for clear unobstructed
ventilation
between
the joists.
Insulation
should
be
used along the perimeter
of houses built on slabs. A
vapor barrier
should he included
under the slab.
In the summer.
outside
surfaces
exposed
to the
direct
rays of the sun may attain
temperatures
of
.SO” F. or more above shade
temperatures
and, of
c’ourse. tend to transfer
this heat toward
the inside
of the house. Insulation
in the bvalls and in attic areas
retards
the flow of heat and. consequently,
less heat
is transferred
through
such areas,
resulting
in improved summer
comfort conditions.
Where air-conditioning
systems are used, insulation
should be placed in all exposed
ceilings
and walls in
the same manner
as insulating
against
cold-weather
heat loss. Shading
of glass against
clirec.: rays of
the s.111 and the use of insulated
glass will aid in
reducing
the air-conditioning
load.

ence between
faces of the material.
Simply expressed,
“k” represents
heat loss;
the lower this numerical
value, the better the insulating
qualities.
Insulation
is also rated
on its resistance
or “R”
value, which is merely
another
expression
of its insulating
value. The “R” value is usually expressed
as
the total resistance
of the uall or of a thick insulating
blanket
or batt, whereas
thickness.
For example.
sulation

is 0.25.

Then

“k” is the rating per inch of
a “k” value of 1 inch of in1
the resistance,
“R” is or
0.25

4.0. If there is three inches
of this insulation.
the
total “R” is three times 4.0, or 12.0.
The “U” value is the overall heat-loss
value of all
materials
in the wall. The loher this value: the better
the insulating
value. For comparison
with table 6, the
“U” value of window glass is:

(2a.w
Single
Kkmble
Ineulated, with j,~-irdl air hpc*e
Stnrm sash over Ring& glazed Winston

Ventilation
of attic and roof spaces is an impor[ant adjunct
to insulation.
Without
ventilation,
an
attic space may become very hot and hold the heat
for many
hou.rs.
I See Chapter
16, “Ventilation.”
I
ObviousI!.
more heat will be transmitted
through
the
ceiling
Mhen the attic temperature
is 150’ F. than
if it is 100’ to 120’ F. Ventilation
methods
sugagainst
cold-weather
condenqfestrd for protection
isation
apply
equally
well to protection
against
excessive !lot-weather
roof temperatures.

Where to Insulate
To reduce
heat loss from the house during
cold
\*eather
in most climates.
all walls, ceilings.
roofs.
and floors that separate
heated from unheated
spaces
should be insulated.
Insulation
should
be placed
on all outside
walls
%.A
).
In
houses
involving
and in the ceiling
I fig.
unheated
crawl spaces.
it should
be placed
between
the floor joists or around
the wall perimeter.
If a
flexible type of insulation
( blanket
or batt)
is used.
it should
be well-supported
between
joists
by slats
and a galvanized
wire mesh, or by a rigid board with
the vapor
barrier
installed
toward
the subflooring.
Press-fit
or friction
insulations
fit tightly
between
joists
and require
only a small amount
of support
to hold them in place. Reflective
insulation
is often
used for crawl spaces,
but only one dead-air
space
should be assumed
in calculating
heat loss when the
crawl
space
is ventilated.
A ground
cover
of roll
roofing
or plastic
film such as polyethylene
should
be placed on the soil of crawl spaces to decrease
the
moisture
content
of the space as well as of the wood
members.

The use of storm windows
or insulated
glass will
great11 reduce heat 105s. Almost tlvice as much heat
loss occurs
through
a single
glass as through
a
windo\% glazed with insulated
glass or protected
by a
storm sash. Furthermore,
double
glass will normally
prevent
surface
condensation
and frost forming
on
inner
glass surfaces
in winter.
When excessive
condensation
persists. paint failures
or even decay of the
sash rail or other parts car? occur.

How to Install insulation
Blanket
insulation
or batt insulation
with a vapor
barrier
should
be placed between
framing
members
so that the tabs of the barrier
lap the edge of the
plates.
This
studs as well as the top and bottom
method
is not often popular
with the contractor
because it is more difficult
to apply the dry wall or
rock lath (plaster
base’). However,
it assures a minimum amount
of vapor loss compared
to the loss when
tabs are stapled to the sides of the studs. TO protect
the head and soleplate
as \\ell as the headers
over
good
practice
to
use
narrow
strips
of
openings.
it is
vapor barrier
material
along the top and bottom
of
these areas ‘are not
the ivaIl I fin. O7.A ). Ordinarily.
covrred
too well I,! the harrier
on the blanket
or

In llL?-story
houses.
insulation
should
be placed
along all walls. floors. and ceilings
that are adjacent
to unheated
areas
(fig. 06.B I, These include
stairways, dwarf
I kneel
lvalls, and dormers.
Provisions
should be made for ventilation
of the unheated
areas.
Where
attic space is unheated
and a stairway
is
included,
insulation
should be used around
the stairway as well as in the first-floor
ceiling
(fig. 964).
The door
leading
to the attic should
be weather104
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Figure 96 .-Placement
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of insulation: A, In walls, floor, and ceiling; B, in 1 J/s-story house;
C, at attic door;
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D, in flat roof.
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hatt. A hand stapler is commonly
used to fasten the
insulation
and the barriers
in place.
For insulation
without
a barrier
(press-fit
or friction type),
a plastic film vapor barrier
such as 4mil
polyethylene
is commonly
used to envelop the entire
exposed
wall and ceiling
(fig. 0i.B I. It covers the
openings
as well as window
and door headers
and

TOP

VA POR

edge studs. This system is one of the best from the
standpoint
of resistance
to vapor movement.
Furthermore. it does not have the installation
inconveniences
encountered
when tabs of the insulation
are stapled
over the edge
of the studs. After the dry wall is
installed
or plasterin,?
is completed.
the film
is;
trimmed
around the window and door openings.

PLATES-’

BARRIE

jj-

PvlaApsoTdC
II

Fk’RMIER

(ENVELOPING

1
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- ----
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#.-

JOIST
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Figure 97.-Application

of insulation:

6, wall section with “press-fit”

A, Wall

section with blanket type:

insulation; C, ceiling with full insulation.
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Reflective
insulation,
in a single-sheet
form with
two reflective surfaces. should be placed to divide the
space formed by the framing
members
into two approximately
equal spaces. Some reflective insulations
with nailin?
include
air spaces and are furnished
tabs. This type is fastened to the studs to provide
at
least a :!,‘r-inch spa(‘e (III each side of the reflective
surfaces.
Fill insulation
is c~ommonly used in ceiling
areas
and is poured
or blo\+n into place ( fig. (37-C). A
vapor barrier
should be used on the wa-m side (the
bottom. in case of ceiling joists 1 before insulation
is
placed. A leveling board I as sh0w.n) will give a constant insulation
thickness. Thick batt insulation
is also
areas. Batt and fill insulation
might
used in ceiling
also he combined
to obtain the desired thickness
\+ith
the vapor barrier against the back face of the ceiling
insulation
6 or more inches
thick
finish
Ceiling
greatly reduces heat loss in the winter and also provides summertime
protection.

Precautions in Insulating
Areas over door and \vindo\z
frames and along
sit!e arlti heat1 jambs also require
insulation.
Because
these area9 are filled with small sections of insulation.
a vapor !sarrier must be used around
the opening
as
well as over the header
above
the openings
I fir.
the entire
\\a11 eliminates
the
‘XL/1 1. Enveloping
nretl for this type of vapor harrier
installation.
In 1*/L- and Z-story houses 2nd in basements,
the
area at the joist header at outside
walls should
be
insulated
and protected
with a vapor barrier
I fig.
%.B I.

ST

Insulation
should be placed behind
electrical
outlet boxes and other utility
connections
in exposed
walls to minimize
condensation
on cold surfaces.

BARRIER

Vapor Barriers

M 134

Some discussion
of vapor
barriers
has been included
in the previous
sections
because
vapor barriers are usually
a part of flexib!e insulation.
However: further information
is included
in the following
paragraphs.

Figure 96.-Precautions

in insulating:

A,

Around

603

opening%

6, joist space in outside walls.
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Most building
materials
are permeable
to water
vapor. This presents
problems
because
considerable
water vapor is generated
in a house from cooking.
dishwashing,
iaunderinp,
bathing,
humidifiers,
and
other s’>Erres. In cold climates
during
rnld weather,
this vapor may pass through wall and ceiling materials
and condense
in the wall or attic space; subsequently.
in severe cases: it may damage
the exterior
paint
and interior
finish. or even result in decay in structural
members.
For protection.
a material
highly
resistive
to vapor transmission,
called a vapor
barrier, should be used on the warm side of a wall or
below the insulation
in an attic space.

asphalt
films.

the

effective

laminated
Most

vapor-barrier
aluminum

papers.

blanket

and

batt

materials
are
foil. and plastic

insulations

are provided

with a vapor

barrier
on one side. some of them with
aluminum
foil.
Foil-backed
gypsum
b od...J 3 ale d.-]-zu aVi?ii&b!C
and seryc
or g! pum

paper-backed
iath

as excellent

vapor

barriers.

The perm
values
of vapor
barriers
ordinarily
it is good practice to use those
values

less than

I/!, perm

*,i I 8.25)

is considered

perm.

adequate,

effectiveness
of some materials.
Some types of ‘lexible blanket
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Although
aging
and

batt

vary,
but
which have
a value
reduces

of
the

insulations

have a barrier
material
on one side. Such flexible
insulations
should be attached
with the tabs at their
sides fastened
on the inside
(narrow i edges of the
studs, and the blanket should be cut long enough
so
that the cover sheet can lap over the face of the soleplate at the bottom and over the plate at the top of
the stud space. However. such a method of attachment
is not the common
practice
of most installers.
When
a positive
seal is desired,
wall-height
rolls of plasticshould
be appiied
over studs,
film vapor
barriers
plates, and window and door headers.
This system.
called “enveloping,”
is used over insulation
having
no vapor
barrier
or to insure
excellent
protection
when used over sny type of insulation.
The barrier
should be fitted tightly around outlet boxes and sealed
if necessary.
A ribbon
of sealing
compound
around
an outlet or switch box will minimize
vapor loss at
this area. Cold-air
returns
in outside
walls should
consist of metal ducts to prevent vapor loss and subsequent
paint probiems.
Paint coatings
on plaster may be very effective as
lapor
barriers
if materials
are properly
chosen and
applied. They do not however, offer protection
during
thr period of construction,
and moisture
may cause
paint blisters
on exterior
paint
before the interior
paint can be applied. This is most likely to happen
in buildings
Ifrat are constructed
during periods when

outdoor temperatures
are 25” F. or more below inside
temperatures.
Paint coatings
cannot
be considered
a
substitute
for the membrane
types of vapor barriers.
hut the\- dn proI.ide some protcctioii
for houses where
other t;.pes of vapor barriers
were not installed
during construction.
Of the various types of paint. one coat of aluminum
primer
folloi\ed
1~1 two decorative
coats of flat wall
or lead and ail paint is quite effective.
For rough
plaster
or for buildings
in very cold climates,
two
coats of the aluminum
primer
may be necessary.
A
primer and sealer of the pigmented
type, followed by
decorative
finish coats or two coats of rubber-base
paint.
are also effective
in retarding
vapor
transmission.
Because no type of vapor barrier
can be considered
100 percent
resistive,
and some vapor leakage
into
the wall may be expected.
the flow of vapor to the
outside should not be impeded
by materials
of relatively high vapor resistance
on the cold side of the
vapor barrier.
For example.
sheathing
paper should
be cf a type that is waterproof
but not highly
vapor
resistant.
This also applies
to “permanent”
outer coverings
or siding.
In surh cases, the vapor
barrier
should have an equally low perm value. This
will reduce the danger of condensation
on cold surfaces within the wall.

CHAPTER 16
VENTILATION
Condensation
of moisture
vapor may occur in attic
spaces and under flat roofs during cold weather. Even
where vapor barriers
are used, some vapor will probably work into these spaces around
pipes and other
inadequately
protected
areas and some through
the
vapor barrier
itself. Although
the amount
might be
unimportant
if equally
distributed,
it may be s&iciently concentrated
in some cold spot to cause damage. While wood shingle and wood shake roofs do not
resist vapor movement,
such roofings as asphalt shingles and built-up roofs are highly resistant.
The most
practical
method
of removing
the moisture
is by
adequately
ventilating
the roof spaces.
A warm attic that is inadequately
ventilated
and
insulated
may cause formation
of ice dams at the
cornice.
During cold weather
after a heavy snowfall,
heat causes the snow next to the roof to melt (fig. 68).
Water running
down the roof freezes on the colder
surface
of the cornice,
often forming
an ice dam at
the gutter which may cause water to back up at the
eaves and into the wall and ceiling. Similar dams often
form in roof vaiieys. Ventilation
thus provides part of

the answer to the problems.
With a well-insulated
ceiling and adequate
ventilation,
attic temperatures
are
low and melting
of snow over the attic space will be
greatly reduced.
In hot weather, ventilation
of attic and roof spaces
offers an efiective
means
of removing
air and
thereby
materially
iowering
the temperature
in these
spaces. Insulation
should be used between ceiling joists
below the attic or roof space to further retard heat flow
into the rooms below and materially
improve comfort
conditions.
It is common
practice
to install louvered
openings
in the end walls of gable roofs for ventilation.
Air
movement
through
such openings
depends primarily
on wind direction
and velocity,
and no appreciable
movement
can be expected when there is no wind or
unless one or more openings face the wind. More positive air movement
can be obtained
by providing
openings in the soil3 areas of the roof overhang
in addition to openings
at the gable ends or ridge. Hip-roof
houses are best ventilated
by inlet ventilators
in the
soffit area and by outlet ventilators
along the ridge.
hot
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ventilators
is based on the projected
ceiling area of
the rooms below
ifig. 99). The ratio of ventiiator
openings
as shown are net areas: and the actual area
must lx increased
to allow for any restrictions
such
as louvers and wire cloth or screen. The screen area
should
be double
the specified
net ared shown in
figures 39 to 101.
To obtain
extra area of screen without
adding
to
the area of the vent, use a frame of required
size to
hold the screen away from the ventilator
opening. Use
as coarse a screen as conditions
permit.
not smaller
than No. 16. for lint and dirt tend to clog fine-mesh
screens. Screens should be installed
in such a way that
paint brushes
will not easily contact
the screen and
rlose the mesh with paint.

The differences
in temperature
between the attic and
the outside
will then create an air movement
independent
of the wind, and also a more positive movement when there is wind.
Where there is a crawl space under house or porch.
ventilation
is necessary
to remove moisture
vapor rising from the soil. Such vapor may otherwise condense
on the wood below the floor and facilitate
decay. A
permanent
vapor harrier s?n the
the
spare
greatly
reduces
the amount
of ventilating
area required.
Tight
construction
(including
storm window
and
storm doors)
and the use of humidifiers
have created
potential
moisture
problems
which must be resolv-ed
thrccgh
plannin g of adequate ventilation
as well as the
proper use of vapor barriers.
Riocking of ventilating
areas, for example. must be avoided as such practices
will prevent
ventilation
of attic spaces. Inadequate
ventilation
will often lead to moisture
problems which
can result in unnecessary
costs to ccrrect.
‘nil

of

craw!

Gable Roofs
Louvered
openings
al:e generally
provided
in the
end walls of gable roofs and should be as close to the
ridge as possible
(fig. 99./l).
The net area for the
openings
should
be 1,000
of the ceilin?
area (fig.
(NJ).
For ssample:
where the ceiling
area equals
1.200 square feet: the minimum
total net area of the
ventilators
should be -1,square feet.
As previously
expla ined. more positive
air move-

Area of Ventilators
Types of ventilators
and minimum
recommended
sizes have tieen generali?
established
for various types
of roofs. Tli~ minimum
net area for attic or roof-space
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SECTIONS_

SIDE
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RATIO
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AREA
TO CEILING
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Figure 99 .-Ventilating

areas of gable

roofs: A, louvers

C, louvers at end walls with additional

in end walls; 6, louvers in end walls with additional
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openings in s&it area;

openings ut eaves and dormers. Cross section of C shows free opening

between roof boards and ceiling insulation of attic room.

)

for

air movement

or for bracing
over bearing
partitions
if its use prevents the air circulation.
Perhaps the most common type of flat or low-pitched
roof is one in ivhich the rafters
extend beyond
the
wall, forming
an overhang
(fiy. 1Ol.A).
When soflits
are used. this area can contain
the combined
inlet.
outlet ventilators,
preferably
a continuous
slot. W%en
single ventilators
are used, they should be distributed
1,.
evenly1.. alUng
the overhang.
A parapet-type
wall and flat roof combination
may
be constructed
with the ceiling joists separate from the
roof joists or combined.
When members
are separate,
the space between
can be used for an airway
(fig.
101,R j. Inlet and outlet vents are then locat.ed as
shown, or a series of outlet stack vents can be used
along the centerline
of the roof in combination
with
the inlet vents. When ceiling joists and flat rafters dre
servecl by one member in parapet
construction,
vents
may be located as shown in figure 101,C. Wall inlet
ventilators
combined
with center stack outlet vents is
another variable
in this type of roof.

ment
can be obtained
if additional
openings
are
provided
in the sofiit area. The minimum
ventilation
areas for this method are shown in figure 99,B.
Where
there are rooms in the attic with sloping
ceilsngs under the roof, the insulation
should follow
the roof slope and be so placed that there is a free
opening of at ieast If!, inches between the roof boards
and insulation
for air movement
(fig. 0O.C).

Hip Roofs
Hip roofs should
have air-inlet
openings
in the
soffit area of thz eaves and outlet openings
at or near
the peak. For minimum
net areas of openings
see
figure 100,/I. The most efficient type of inlet opening
is the continuous
slot, which should provide
a free
opening
CJf
not less than 3/a inch. The air-outlet
opening near the peak can be a globe-type
metal ventilator
or several
smaller
roof ventilators
located near the
ridge. They can be located below the peak on the rear
slope of the roof so that they will not be visible from
the front of the house. Gabled extensions
of a hip-roof
house are sometimes
used to provide
efficient cJutkt
ventilators
(fig. 100,B 1.

Types and location of Outlet Ventilators
Various styles of gable-end
ventilators
a.re available
ready for installation.
Many
are made with metal
louvers and frames, while others may be made of wood
to fit the house design more closely. However: the most
important
factors are to have suficient
net ventilating
area and to locate ventilators
as close to the ridge as
possible
without
aifecting
house
appearance.
One of the types commonly
used fits the slope of the
roof and is located near the ridge (fig. 10’2:A ). It can

Flet Roofs
A greater
ratio of ventilating
area is required
in
some types of flat roofs than in pitched roofs because
the air movement is less positive and is dependent
upon
h-ind. It is important
that there be a clear open space
above the ceiling insulation
and below the roof sheathing for free air movement
from inlet to outlet openings. Solid blocking
should not be used for bridging

END

ELEVATIONS

CROSS

SECTIONS

SIDE

ELEVATIONS

RATIO
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MINIMUM
VENTILATOR
TO
CEILING

TOTAL
NET
AREA
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B
M

Figure 1OO.-

Ventilating

areas of hip roofs: A, Inlet openings beneath eaves and outlet vent near peak;
B, inlet openings beneath eaves and ridge outiets.
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END

ELEVATIONS

CROSS

SECTIOI\;S

SIDE

ELEVATIONS

RATIO
OF
MINIMUM
VEIUTILATOR
a
CEILING

TOTAL
NET
AREA
AREA

AIRWAY

Ty

q-i’

A

B

-!900

ET7
C
Figure 101 .-Ventilating

M

area of flat roofs: A, Ventilator openings under overhanging

B, for roof with a parapet where roof and ceiling joists are separate;

C, for roof with a parapet where roof and

combined.

Figure

102 .--Outlet

ventilators: A, Triangular; B, typical cross section;

C, half-circle: D, square; E, vertical; F, sofftt.
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eaves where ceiling and roof joists are combined;
ceiling joists are

be made of wood or metal; in metal it is often adjustable to conform
to the roof slope. A wood ventilator
of this type is enclosed in a frame and placed in the
rough opening much as a window frame ( fig. 102J3).
other
forms of gable-end
ventilators
which might be
used are shown in figures 102,C, D, and E.
A system of attic ventilation
which can be used on
houses with a wide roof overhang
at the gable end
consists of a series of small vents or a continuous
slot
located on the underside
of the soffit areas i fig. 102,F).
Several large openings
located near the ridge might
also be used. This system is especially
desirable
on
low-pitched
roofs where standard
wall ventilators
may
not be suitable.

It is important
that the roof framing
at the
line does not block off ventilation
areas to the
area. This might be accomplished
by the use
“ladder”
frame extension.
A flat nailing
block
at the wall line will provide
airways
into the
( fig. 66,R). This can also be adapted to narrower
sections
by providin, m ventilating
areas to the

Small, well-distributed
slot in the soffit provide

ventilators
or a continuous
inlet ventilation.
These small

( five;,

Lx

‘\
INLET

VENTILATOR

A

SOFFIT

\

Es
Figure

103.-Inlet

attic.

Types and Location of Inlet Ventilators

NAILING

,,

wall
attic
of a
used
attic
rake

ventilators: A, Small insert ventilator; 8, slot ventilator.
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Crawl-space Ventilation
louvered
and screened vents can be obtained
in most
lumberyards
or hardware
stores and are simple
to
install.
8nly small sections need to be cut out of the soffrt;
these can be sawed out before the soffit is applied.
It
is more desirable
to use a number
of smaller
welldistributed
ven til2toiS
thin
se~ieral
large ones (fig.
103,A).
Any blocking
which might be required
between rafters at the wall line should be installed
so as
to provide
an airway into the attic area.
A continuous
screened slot, which is often desirable,
should be located near the outer edge of the soffit near
the facia (fig. 103,Bj.
Locating
the slot in this area
will minimize
the chance of snc,w entering.
This type
may also he used on the extensi,m
of flat roofs.

and Soil Cower

The crawl space below the floor of a basementless
house and under
porches
should
be ventilated
and
prolected
from ground
moisture
by the use of a soit
cover i fig. 104). The soil cover should be a vapor
barrier
with a perm value
of less than 1.0. This
includes
such barrier
materials
as plastic films, roll
roofing. and asphalt laminated
paper. Such protection
will minimize
the effect of ground
moisture
on the
wood framing
members.
High moisture
content
and
humidity
encourage
staining
and decay of untreated
members.
Where there is a partial basement
open to a crawlspace area, no lvall vents are required
if there is some
type of operable
window. The use of a soil cover in
the crawl space is still important,
however. For craw1

FIF?J!S!-!
FLOOR

/

,POR

INSULATION

IAFFLOOR

-

SOIL
(VAPOR

COVER
BARRIER

JOIST

1
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Crawi-space

ventiiator

and

soil cover.
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ventilating
area
required
with a ground
cover
is
1,/1600 of the ground
area, or for the 1,200.squarefoot house, an area of O.‘i5 square foot. This should
be divided
between
two smal! ventilators
located on
opposite
sides of the crawl space. Vents should be
covered ( fig. 10s) with a corrosion-resistant
screen of
No. 8 mesh.
The use of a ground cover is normally
recommended
under all conditions.
It not only protects wood framing
members from ground moisture but also allows the use
of small, inconspicuous
ventilators.

spaces with no basement
area, provide
at least four
foundation-wall
vents near corners
of the building.
The total free (net) area of the ventilators
should be
equal to l/160
of the ground area when no soil cover
is used. Thus, for a ground area of 1,200 square feet,
a total net ventilating
area of about 8 square feet is
required,
or 2 square feet for each of four ventilators.
More smaller ventilators
having the same net ratio is
satisfactory.
ground
cover is used, the
When a vapor barrier
required
ventilatin, 0 area is greatly reduced. The net

CHAPTER 17
SOUND INSULATION”
Development
of the “quiet”
home or the need for
incorporating
sound insulation
in a new house is becoming
more and more important.
In the past, the
reduction
of sound transfer
between rooms was more
important
in apartments.
motels, and hotels than in
private
homes.
However,
house
designs
now often
incorporate
a family room or “active” living room as
well as “qui*t” living room. It is usually desirable
in
such designs to isolate these rooms from the remainder
of the house, Sound insulation
between the bedroom
area and the living area is uscally
desirable,
as is
isolation
of the bathrooms
and lavatories.
Isolation
from outdooisounds is also often advisable.
Thus,
sound control has become a vital part of house design
and construction,
and will be even more important
in
the coming years.

mate effectiveness
of walls with varying
is shown in the following
tabulation:
STC

How

does

sound

a wall

or

house,

such

as loud

create

sound

waves

source

through

or ceiling.

These

travel,

and

floor?

Airborne

how

conversation
which

radiate

the air until
surfaces

is it transferred
noises

inside

or a barking

they

outward
strike

are set in vibration

a

dog,

from

a wall,

the
floor,

by the

fluctuatina ,, pressure
of the sound
wave in the air.
the wall vibrates,
it conducts
sound to the

Because
other

side

in varying

degrees,

depending

F$jhhhmess

ilormai speech can be underslood
Loud
%fust
Some
Loud

quite easily
si>ttech audible but not intel!igib!e
strain to hear loud speech
loud tspeech barely audible
speech not audible

Sound
travels
readily
through
the air and also
through some materials.
When airborne
sound strikes
a conventional
wall. the studs act as sound conductors
unless they are separated
in some way from the covering material.
Electrical
switches or convenience
outlets
placed back-to-back
in a wall readily
pass sound.
Faulty construction,
such as poorly fitted doors, often
allows sound to travel through.
Thus, good construction practices
are important
in providing
soundresistant
walls, as well as those measures
commonly
used to stop ordinary
sounds.
Thick walls of dense materials
such as masonry can
stop sound. But in the wood-frame
house, an interior
masonry
wall results in increased
costs and structural
problems
created by heavy walls. To provide a satisfactory sound-resistant
wall economically
has been a
problem.
At one time, sound-resistant
frame construction for the home involved significant
additional
costs
because it usually
meant double walls or suspended
ceilings. However, a relatively
simple system has been
developed
using sound-deadening
insulating
board in
conjunction
with a gypsum board outer covering. This
provides
good sound-transmission
resistance
suitable
for use in the home with only slight additional
cost.
A number
of combinations
are possible with this system, providing
different STC ratings.

How Sound Travels

through

.Vo.

2.5
3.5
.45
48
50

STC numbers

on the wall

construction.
The resistance
of a building
element,
such as a
wall , to the passage of airborne
sound is rated by its
Sound
Transmission
Class (STC).
Thus, the higher
the number. , +I.&SIC:
better the sound barrier. The approxi-

Wall

Construction

As the preceding
STC tabulation
shows, a wall providing sufficient
resistance
to airborne
sound transfer

‘Data and information contained in this chapter were obtained in part from literature references (p. ‘209).
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likely has an STC rating
of 45 or greater. Thus, in
construction
of such a wall between the rooms of a
house, its cost as related to the STC rating shouid be
considered.
As shown in figure 105, details A, with
gypsum
wallboard,
and B, with plastered
wall: are
those commonly
used for partition
walls. However.
the hypothetical
be obtained
in
ratin g of 45 cannot

WALL

this construction.
An e-inch concrete
block wall (fig.
105,C) has the minimum
rating, but this construction
is not always practical
in a wood-frame
house.
Good STC ra t’mgs can be obtained
in a wood-frame
~111 by using the combination
of materials
shown in
figure 105.D and E. One-half-inch
sound-deadening
board nailed
to the studs, followed
by a lamination

DETAIL

STC
RATING

DESCRIPTION

I/;?” GYPSUM

WALLBOARD

32

!%e” GYPSUM

WALLBOARD

37

A
3/e”

GYPSUM
PLUS
k2”
WITH

LATH
GYPSUM

(NAILED
1
PLASTER

WHITECOAT
(EACH

SIDE

FINISH

39

)

-

8”

CONCRETE

1/z” SOUND
BOARD

BLOCK

DEADENING
(NAILED

1/z” GYPSUM
WALLBOARD
(LAMINATED
1
(EACH

SIDE

1

RESILIENT
CLIPS
TO
3/8” GYPSUM
BACKER
BOARD

‘4”

FIBERBOARD
(LAMINATED)
( EACH

Fiuure 105
. .-Sound

insulation of single walls.

SIDE

1

45

1
46

of $&inch
gypsum
wallboard,
will provid.e an SX
value of 46 at a relatively
low cost. A slightly better
rating can be obtained
by using ?&inch gypsum ~vallboard
rather
than IA-inch.
A very satisfactory
STC
rating of 52 can be obtained
by using resilient
clips
to fasten gypsum backer boards to the studs. followed
iry adhesive-laminated
r/L-inch fiberhoard
(fig. 1 O5,E) .
This method further isolates the rvall covering from the
framing.
A similar isolation system consists of resilient channels nailed horizontaily
to 2- by 4-inch studs spaced
16 inches on center. Channels
are spaced 24 inches
apart
vertically
and ?L-inch
gypsum
wallboard
is
screwed to the channels.
An STC rating of 47 is thus
obtained
at a moderateiy
low cost.
The use of a double wall, which may consist of a
2 by 6 or wider plate and staggered
2- by &inch
studs. is sometimes
desirable.
One-half-inch
gypsum

wallboard
vn each side of this wall (fig. 106,A)
results in an STC value of 45. However,
two layers
of *i/
,,s-inch gypsun
wallboard
add little, if any, additional
sound-transfer
resistance
‘fig, 106,B).
When
IILL-inch blanket
insulation
is added to this construction (fig. 106,C I : the STC rating increases to 49. This
insulation
may be installed as shor3.n or placed between
studs on one wall. j\ single wnli with 31/z inches of
insulation
will show a marked
improvement
over an
open stud space and is low in cost.
The use of l/z-inch sound-deadening
board and a
lamination
of gypsum
wallboard
in the double wall
will result in an STC rating of 50 (fig. 106,D).
The
addition
of blanket insulation
to this combination
will
likely provide an even higher value, perhaps 53 or 54.

Floor-Ceiling
Sound

insulation

Construction

between

an

upper

floor

WALL

DETAIL

DESCRIPTION
--

1/2,,

GYPSUM

%‘e” GYPSUM
(DOUBLE
EACH

STC
=tATING
--

WALLBOARD

45

WALLBOARD
LAYER
SIDE
1

45

B

b’2” GYP.SL’r\.‘l
I I/i’

c

‘BETWEEN
“WOVEN”

FIBROUS

W4LLBOARD

49

INSULA.TlON

OR
-~

‘12” SOUND
BOARD

DEADENING
(NAILED
1

1/2” GYPSUM
WALLBOARD
(LAMINATED
1

Figure 106 .-Sound

insulatisn of double walls.
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and

the

A method
of measuring
impact
noise has been
developed
and is commonly
expressed
as the Impact
Noise Ratings
iZNR) .li The greater the positive value
of the INR. the more resistant
is the floor to impact
nnise transfer.
For example, an INR of -2 is better
than one of -17,
and one of 4-S INR is a further
improvement
in resistance
to impact noise transfer.
Figure
107 show
STC and approximate
INR(db)
__.
--

ceiling of a lower floor not only involves resistance
of
airborne
sounds but also that of impact noises. Thus,
impact noise control
must be considered
as well as
the STC value. Impact noise is caused by an object
striking
or sliding along a wall or floor surface, such
as by dropped objects: footsteps,
or moving furniture.
It may also be caused by the vibration
of a dishwasher,
bathtub.
food-disposal
apparatus,
or other
equipment.
In all instances,
the floor is set into vibration by the impact or contact and sound is radiated
from both sides of the floor.

fi

ratings
in
of IIC
Impact

pubhtions
hulation

are
ratings.

abandoned
See

ESTIMATED
VALUES
STC

DESCRIPTION
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?ATING
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314”
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GYPSUM

Y4”

FIBERBOARD
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PLASTER

impact and sound transfer in floor-ceiling combinations

(2- by 8-h.

joists).

in

values for several types of floor constructions.
Figure
a minimum
floor
assembly
with
107,A ~ perhaps
tongued-and-grooved
floor and ?&-inch gypsum
board
ceiling,
has an STC value of 30 and an approximate
IKR value oi -18.
This is improved
somewhat
by
the construction
shown
in figure
107$.
and still

further
107,c.
The
gypsum
clips is
52 and

by

the

combination

of

materials

in

figure

value of isclating
the ceiling
joists
from a
lath and plaster ceiling by means of spring
illustrated
in fig,ure 108,A. An STC value of
an approximate
INR value of -2 result.

ESTIMATED
VALUES

t------

STC

DESCRIPTION

DETAIL

?ATING

1PPROX.
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joists).

t5

45

WALLBOARD

impact and sound transfer in floor-ceiling combinations
l2-
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Foam-rubber
padding
and carpeting
improve
both
the STC and the INR values. The STC value increases
from 31 to 4.5 and the approximate
INR from -17
to 3- 5 (fig. 108,B and C). This can likely be further
improved
by using
an Wated
ceiling
finish
Mith
spring clips. The use of sound-deadening
board and a
lamination
of gypsum hoard for the ceiling would also
improve
resistance
to sound transfer.
An economical
construction
similar to I but an improvement
over ,I figure ICXK’, with a STC value of
48 and an approximate
INR of A-18, consists of the
(a’) A pad and carpet over 9Y-inch tonguedfollowing:
and-grooved
plywood underlayment,
(b) 3-inch fiberbatts
between
joists.
glass insulating
( c ) resilient
channels
spaced 25 inches apart, across the bottom of
the joists. and Ed J ?$-inch
,ypsum
hoard screwed to
the bottom
of the channels
and finished
with taped
joints.
The use of separate floor joists with staggered
ceili n rTTjoists brltrw provides
reasonable
values but adds a
costs. Separate
jo?sts with
;I#rood deal to construction
insulation
between
and a sourtdboard
between
subfloor ant1 finish provide
an STC rating of 53 and an
tiq~proaimnte
INR value of --3.

Sound Absorption
I ksipl
of the “quiet” house can incorporate
another
system of sound insulation,
namelv. sound absorption.
Sound-absorbing
materials
ran minimize
the amount

of noise by stoppin, w the reflection
of sound back into
a room. Sound-absorbing
materials
do not necessarily
have resistance
to airborne
sounds. Perhaps the most
commonlv
used soun(I! absorbing
material
is acoustic
tile. Wood fiber or similar
materials
are used in the
manufacture
of the tile, which is usually processed
to
provide some fire resistance
and designed with numerous tiny sound traps on the tile surfaces, These may
consist of tiny drilled or punched
holes, fissured surfaces. or a combination
of both.
Acoustic
tile is most often used in the ceiling and
areas where it is not subjected
to excessive mechancial
clamage:
such as above a wall wainscoating.
It is
normally
manufactured
in sizes from 12 by 12 to I2
by 48 inches. Thicknesses
vary from r/z to y! inch,
and the tile is usually- factory finished ready for application. Paint or other finishes which fill or cover the
tiny holes or fissures for trapping
sound will greatly
reduce its efficiency.
Acoustic
tile may he applied
by a number
of
methods-to
existing
ceilings
or any smooth surface
\rith a mastic adhesive
designed
specifically
for this
purpose,
or to furrin g strips nailed to the underside
of the ceiling
joists. Nailing
or stapling
tile is the
normal
application
method in this system. It is also
used with a mechanical
suspension
system involving
small
“II,”
“Z:” or -7”
members.
Manufacturers’
recommendations
should be followed
in application
and finishing.

CHAPfER
BASE

18

T ROOMS

Many houses are now designed so that one or more
of the rooms in lower floors are constructed
on a concrete slab. In multilevel
houses, this area may include
a family room, a spare bedroom,
or a study. Furthermore. it is sometimes
necessary
to provide a room in
the basement
of an existing
house. Thus, in a new
house or in remodelin g the basement
of an existing
one, several
factors should
be considered,
including
insulation,
waterproofing,
and vapor resistance.

from ground
moisture
(fig. 109).
Providing
these
essential
details, however,
is somewhat
more difficult
in existing
construction
than in new construction.
The installation
of a vapor barrier
over an existing
unprotected
concrete slab is normally
required
when
the floor is at or below the outside ground level and
some type of finish floor is used. Flooring
manufacturers often recommend
that preparation
of the slab
for wood strip floorin, u consist of the following steps:
1. Mop or spread a coating of tar or asphalt mastic
followed by an asphalt felt paper.
2. Lay short lengths of 2- by 4-inch screeds in a
coating
of tar cr asphalt, spacing
the rows about 12
at the
inches apart, startin, u at one wall and ending
opposite
wall.
3. Place insulation
around
the perimeter,
between
screeds,
where the outside
ground
level is near the
basement
floor elevation.

Floors
In the construction
of a new building
having hasement rooms. provision
should be made for reduction
of heat loss and for prevention
of ground
moisture
movement.
As previously
described
in Chapter 4, “Concrete Floor
Slabs on Ground?”
perimeter
insulation
reduces heat loss and a vapor barrier
under the slab
will prevent problems caused by a concrete floor damp
119
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tloor details for new construction.

wood

barrier,
serves as a base for the tile. An adhesive
recommended
by the flooring
manufacturer
is then
used over the vapor barrier,
after which the wood tile
is applied.
It is important
that a smooth vapor-tight
base he provided
for the tile.
It is likely that such floor cc qstruction
should be
used only under favorable conditions
where draintile
is
placed at the outside footings
and soil conditions
are
favorable.
When the slab or walls of an existing house
are inclined
to be damp, it is often difficult to insure
a dry basement.
Under such conditions,
it is often advisable to use resilient tile or similar finish over some
type of stable base such as plywood.
This construction is to be preceded by installation
of vapor barriers
and protective
coatings.

This system can be varied somewhat
by placing
a
conventional
vapor barrier
of good quality
dL.ectly
over the slab. Two- by four-inch
furring strips spaced
12 to 16 inches apart are then anchored
to the slab
with concrete nails or with other types of commercial
anchors.
Some leveling
of the 2 b;l 4’s might be required.
Strip floor+
is then nailed to the furring
strips after perimeter
insulation
is placed (fig. 110 J.
If a wood block flooring is desired under these conditions: a plywood subfloor may be used over the furring
strips. Plywood, $5 or ?’,s inch thick. is normally
used
if the edges are unblocked
and furring
strips
are
spaced 16 inches or more apart.

Walls

When insulation
is not required
around the perimeter because of the height of the outside grade above
the basement
floor. a much simpler
method
can be
used for wood block or other type of tile finish. An
asphalt
mastic
coating,
followed
by a good vapor

The use of an interior finish over masonry basement
walls is usually desirable for habitable
rooms. Furthermore, if the outside wall is partially
exposed,
it is
advisable
to use insulation
between the wall and the
120
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wall finish, with furring strips.

the size of the ceiling tile (fig. 113).
A suspended
ceiling may also be desirable.
This can
consist of a system of light metal angles hung from the
ceiling
joists. Tiles are then dropped
in place. This

will also aid in decreasing
sound transfer
from the
rooms above. Remember
to install ceiling lights, heat
supply and return ducts: or other utilities before finish
is applied.
122
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wall finish, without furring strips.
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WALL AND CEILING FINISH

Interior
finish is the material
used to cover the
interior
framed areas or structures
of wails and ceilings. It should be prefinisbed
or serve as a base for
paint or other finishes including
wallpaper.
Depending
on whether
it is wood, gypsum
waIlboard,
or plaster,

size and thickness should generally
comply with recommendations
in this handbook.
Finishes
in bath and
kitchen
areas should have more rigid requirements
because
of moisture
conditions.
Several types of interior finishes are used in the modern home, mainIy:
123

A

/JOIST

M

Figure

I a) Lath and plaster,
t b I wood panelin?.
or plywood.
and ici gypsum wallboard.
Types

of

1 13.-Installation

fiberboard:

Finishes

Though
lath and plaster
finish is widely used in
home construction,
use of dry-wall materials
has been
Dry wall is often selected by builders
beincreasing.
cause there is usually
a time saving in construction.
A plaster finish, being a wet material,
requires
drying
time before other interior
work can be started-drywall finish does not. However,
a gypsum
dry wall
demands
a mor’erately
low moisture
content
of the
framing
members to prevent
“nail-pops.”
These result
when frame members dry out to moisture equilibrium,
causing
the nailhead
to form small “humps”
on the
surface
of the board. Furthermore,
stud aiinement
is
more important
for single-layer
gypsum finish to prevent a wavy. uneven appearance.
Thus, there are advantages
to boih r>laster anrd gypsum dry-wa!! finishes
and each should be considered
along with the initiai
cost and future maintenance
involved.
A plaster
finish requires
some type of base upon
which to apply the plaster.
Reek lath, is perhaps
the
most common. Fiberboard
lath. is also used, and wood
lath, quite common
many years ago, is permitted
in
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of ceiling tile.

some areas.
Metal lath or similar
mesh forms are
normally
?Ised on!y in bathrocms
afid as rcinforcement, but provide a rigid base for plaster finish. They
usually cost more, however, than other materials.
Some
of the rigid foam insulations
cemented
to mascnry
walls also serve as plaster bases.
There are many types of dry-wall
finishes, but one
of the most widely used is gypsum
board in 4- by
&foot sheets and in lengths up to 16 feet which are
used for horizontal
application.
Plywood,
hardboard,
fiberboard,
particleboard,
wood paneling,
and similar
types, many in prefmished
form, are also used.

lath and Plaster
Plaster

Base

A plaster
finish requires
some type of base upon
which the plaster is applied. The base must have bonding qualities
so that plaster adheres, or is keyed to the
L,,,,
..I..,l. I..“”
cr’l.- .TLIICII
llC3 L.-,
:2==11igstcned to the fraziii;g members.
One of the most common types of plaster base, that
may be used on sidewalls or ceilings,
is gypsum lath,
which is 16 by S8 inches and is applied horizontally
across the framing
members.
It has paper faces with
a gypsum filler. For stud or joist spacing of 16 inches
is used. For 24-inch onon center, V,8- inch thickness
1.24

l,$inch
thickness
is required.
This
center
spacing,
meaterial car: be obtained
with a foil back that serves
If the foil faces an air space, it
as a vapor barrier.
also has reflective insulating
value. Gypsum lath may
be obtained
with perforations,
which, by improving
the bond, would lengthen
the time the plaster WOUND
l oscd to firs. The building
codes
rema::: intact when CXY
in some cities require such perforation.

,GYPSuM

LATH

STUD
-

Insu.luting
fiberbocrrd
lath in $&-inch thickness
and
16 by 48 inches in size is also us.pd as a plaster base.
It has greater
but horizontal
metal clips.

insulating
value than thf gypsum
joints must usually be reinforced

lath,
with

Metal lath
in various forms such as diamond
mesh.
flat rib. and wire lath is another
type of plaster base.
I: is usuaily 27 bv 96 inches in size and is galvanized
or painted to resist rusting.

Installation

of

Plaster

Bke

horizontaily
with
Gypsum
lath should b e applied
Vertical
joints
should
be
joints broken
(fig. 114).
made over the center of studs or joists and nailed with
1% or 1%gase gypsum-lathing
nails 11/z inches long
and with a :$.-inc h flat head. Nails should be spaced
.5 inches c)r: center, or four nails for the IS-inch height.
and used at each stud or joist crossing.
Some manufacturer?
specify the ring-shank
nails with a slightly
rrreater spacing.
Lath joints
over heads of openings
Should not occur at the jamb lines ifig. 114).
Insulating
2s c”ypsum

lath

should

be installed

l”hL
LUL”) ovco.rr+
L ,%‘A,” that

much

&&+l..
c~~~~~ !OIlgCr

the

same

bl*Ucd iii21
‘1S

M

:igure

i 14.-Application
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of gypsum I&k.

door openings
(fig. 116,A ). A strip about 10 by 20
inches is placed diagonally
across each upper corner
of the opening
and tacked in place.
Metal lath should also be used under flush ceiling
beams to prevent plaster cracks ifig. 116.BJ, 0n xood
drop beams extendin, m below the ceiling line. the metal

should be used. .4 special Materproof
facing is provided
on one type of gypsum board for use as a ceramic tile
base when the tile is
with an adhesive.
npF!iPc!

&?etai
lath is often used as a plaster base around tub
recesses and other bath and kitchen areas (fig. 115).
It is also used when a ceramic
tile is applied over a
plastic base. It must be backed
with water-resistant
sheathing
paper over the framing.
The metal lath is
applied horizontally
over the waterproof
backinp
with
side and end joints lapped. It is nailed with No. 11
and No. 12 roofing nails long enough to provide about
II/!-inch
penetration
into the framing
member
or
blocking.

Planter

Reinforcing

Because
some dryin,:
usuallv
takes nlace in wood
framing
members
after a house is completed.
some
shrinkage
can be expected;
in turn, this may cause
plaster
cracks
to develop
around
openings
and in
corners.
To minimize.
if not eliminate,
this cracking.
expanded
metal lath is used in certain key positions
over the plaster-base
material
as reinforcement.
Strips
of expanded
metal lath ma)- be used over tvindow and

M

Figure

125

115.-Application

of metal lath.
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!34

117 .--Reinforcing
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of plaster at corners:

A, Outside; B, inside.

738

At door

6, under flush beams.

lath is applied with self-furring
nails to provide space
for keying of the plaster.
Corner
beads of expanded
metal lath or of perforated metal should be installed
on all exterior
corners
(fig. 117). They should be applied plumb and level.
The bead acts as a leveling edge when walls are plastered and reinforces
the corner
against
mechanical
damage. To minimize
plaster cracks, inside corners at
the juncture
of walls and of ceilings should also be
reinforced.
Metal lath or wire fabric (comerites)
are
tacked lightly in place in these areas. Cornerites
provide a key width of 2 to 2Yz inches at each side for
plaster.
Plaster

LATH

Grounds

Plaster
grounds
are strips of wood used as guides
or strike-off
edges when plastering
and are located
around
window and door openings
and at the base
of the walls. Grounds
around
interior
door openings
are often full-width
pieces nailed to the sides over the
studs and to the underside
of the header (fig. 118,A ) .
They are 51/ inches in width, which coincides
with

standard
jamb widths for interior
walls with a plaster
finish. They are removed after plaster has dried. Narrow strip grounds might also be used around these inter-ior openings
(fig. 118,B).
In window
and exterior
door openings,
the frames
are normally
in place before plaster is applied. Thus,
the inside edges of the side and head jamb can, and
often do, serve as grounds.
The edge of the window
sill might
also be used as a ground,
or a narrow
ya-inch-thick
ground strip is nailed to the edge of the
2. by 4-inch sill. Narrow ys- by l-inch grounds might
also be used around window and door openings
i fig.
118,C). These are normally
left in place and are covered by the casing.
A similiar
narrow ground
or screed is used at the
bottom of the wall in controlling
thickness of the gypsum plaster
and providing
an even surface
for the
baseboard
and molding
(fig. 11&A). These strips are
also left in place after plaster- has been applied.
Plaster

Materials

and

Method

of Application

Plaster for interior
finishing
is made from combinations
of sand. lime. or prepared
plaster and water.
Waterproof-finish
wall materials
(Keen-e’s cement)
126
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Plaster grounds: A, At doorway and floor; 8, strip ground at doorway;
C, ground

at window.

are available
and should be used in bathrooms,
especially in showers or tub recesses when tile is not used.
and sometimes
in the kitchen weinsrot.
Plaster
shou!d be applied in three-coat
Or
two-coat
double-up
work. The minimum
thickness
over :!i-inch
gypsum lath should be about ?& inch. The first plaster
coat over metal lath is called the scratch coat and is
scratched,
after a slight set has occurred:
to insure a
good bond for the second coat. The second coat is
called the brown or leveling coat. and levelifq
is done
cJ f tl,L
d uring the application
. . . .. rv>&*
...
The double-up
work. combining
the scratch
and
brown coat, is used on gypsum or insulating
lath, and
leveling
and plumbin g of walls and ceilings are done
during
application.
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The final or finish coat consists of two general types
and the putty finish. In the sand-float
-- the sand- IU~~t
fl
finish, iime is mixed with sand and results in a textured tinish, the texture depending
on the coarseness
of
the sand used. Putty finish is used without sand and
has a smooth finish. This is common
in kitchens and
or enamel
finish is
bathrooms
where a c40s~ paint
used, and in other rooms where a smooth finish is
desired. Keene’s cement is often used as a finish plaster in bathrooms
because of its durability.
The plastering
operation
should
nrJt
be done in
freezing
weather
without constant
heat for protection
In normal
construction.
the heating
from freezing.
unit is in place before plastering
is started.
Insulating
plaster, consisting
of a vermiculite,
per-

lite, or other aggregate
w-ith the plaster
be uued for \:a11 and ceiling finishes.

Dry-wall

mix. may

TAXX

alsca

Finish

8.--Gypsllm

board

InntaIled
long
dirfrtion
of
sheet

Dry-wall
finish is a material
that requires
little. if
More specifically.
dry-wall
any: water for application.
finish includes pypsurn board. plywood, fiberboard,
or
similar
sheet material.
as well as wood paneling
in
various thicknesses
and forms.
The use of thin sheet materials
such as gypsum
board or plywood requires that studs and ceiling joists
have good alinement
to provide a smooth. even surface.
Wood sheathing
will often correct misalined
studs on
exterior walls. A “strong back” provides for alining of
ceiling
joists of urifini&ed
attics
(fig. 119-A)
and
can be used at the center of the span when ceiling joists
are uneven.
Table
i lists thicknesses
of wood material+* commonly u,ed for interior
covering.

thickness

(single

layer)

YIaximum spacing of
supportfi (on crnter)

Ilinirnurrl
thirknrss

-----

-___
Walls

In.

In.
Parallel
10
framing
1n~~tt111ws

9,;;

Tn.

I6
2,l
2’4
Ib
24
24
- ~----

2
46
!i
54

Right angles lo
framing
members

Ceilings

I6
16
Iii
24
24
-

-~-

Gypsum
board is a sheet material
composed
of a
gypsum
filler faced with paper. Sheets are normally
4 feet w-ide and 8 feet in length, but can be obtained
in lengths up to 16 feet. The edges along the length
are usua!ly tapered. although
some types are tapered
on all etlges. This allows for a filled and taped joint.
This material
may also be obtained
with a foil back
which serves as a vapor barrier
on exterior
walls. It
is also available
ivith vinyl or other prefinished
sur-

onlv moderate
contact should be made between edges
of ;he sheet.
Fivepenny
cooler-type
nails
(1.v~ in. long)
should
be used with lh-inch gypsum, and fourpenny
(1Rh in.
long)
material.
Ring-shank
w+th the :rh-inch-thick
nails. about I,& inch shorter:
can also be used. Some
manufacturers
often recommend
the use of special
screws to reduce
“bulgitig”
of the surface
(“nailpops.‘ caused by drying out of the frame members).
If moisture
content
of the framing
members
is less
than 15 percent when gypsum board is applied, “nailpops” will be greatly reduced. It is good practice, when
framing
members
have a high moisture
content,
to
allow them to approach
moisture
equilibrium
before
application
of the gypsum
board.
Nails should
be
spaced 6 to 8 inches for sidewalls
and 5 to 7 inches
for ceiling
application
(fig. 119,R).
Minimum
edge
distance is !/s inch.
The horizontal
method of application
is best adapted
to rooms in which full-length
sheets can be used, as it
minimizes
the number of vertical joints. Where joints
are necessary,
they should
be made at windows
or
doors. Nail spacin, m is the same as that used in vertical
application.
When studs are spaced 16 inches on center. horizontal
nailing
blocks between studs are normally not required
when stud spacing is not greater
than 16 inches on center and gypsum board is 34 inch
or thicker.
However,
when spacing
is greater,
or an

faces.

impact-resistant

TABLE i. -~-.l!inirnurn
thicknesses
for plywood.
fiberhonrd, and wood paneling.
_.___~~
~- ---~~-~
Thickness
---

Fralnin,o spwetl
(irirhea~

Pl~WOOCl

I (1
20
2:t

In.

ln.

‘3
3;

1 :,
7
94
34

34
I
2
%;

Board

In new construction.
for single-la)-er

ply

applications.

The

?k-inch

16-inch

sparing

specified

Table

3 lists

for

while

sheets

spaced
24

covers

16 inches

inches.

Edges

member

system

applied

on the walls after the ceiling
application

In laminated
sheets

considered

of gypsum

are

is recomtwo-

are

be used

minimum

for

na:ed

spacing

for

the

method
applied
lengths.

an

vertically
with

either

applied

in ribbons.

trowel.

The

manufacturer’s

has been covered.

be followed

Vertical

Kails

stud spaces when studs are
on center. and two when spacing
is
be centered

on

studs.

driven

and
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may

in

application

and

of

nailed

or is spread

(lamiTq-inch

in place.

horizontally,

an adhesive.

board.
or horizontally

blocks

undercourse

is applied

is used, the a-foot-wide

vertically

nailing

of gypsum-board

$!A-inch sheet

room-size

three

should

is required,

two-ply I includes

mattrial
finish

joint

( fig. 119,C).

Another

used.

in single-layer
applications.
is
repair
and remodeling
work.

the single-layer

gypsum

thickness

:‘A-inch-thick

maximum

thicknesses

When

$&inch
application.

two

thickness-

stud

normally
various

Paneling

in.

3d

Gypsum

mended

kYherhoard

This

The

usually

in

adhesive

is

with a notched

recommendations

should

in all respects.
the

finish

tvith the heads

crowned

head

in the

wallboard

gypsum
slightly

of the hammer
(fig.

1204).

wallboard
below

should

the surface.

will form a small
A nail

be
The

dimple

set should

not
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Figure

119 .-Application

of gypsum

board finish: A,

Strong back; 8, vertical application;
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C, horizontal application.
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taping joint; C, taping at inside corners; D, alternate finish at ceiling.

be used, and care
the paper face.

should

be taken

to avoid

breaking

2. Press the tape into the recess with the putty knife
until the joint cement is forced through
the perforations.

Joint cement. “spackle,”
is used to apply the tape
over the tapered edge joints and to smooth and level
the surface.
It comes in powder
form and is mixed
with water to a soft putty consistency
so that it can
be easily spread with a trowel or putty knife. It can
also be obtained
in premixed
form. Th,: general
prncedure for taping (fig. 12O,B) is as follows:
1. Use a wide spacklin
the cement in the tapered
the wall.

3. Cover the tape with additional
the outer edges.

cement,

feathering

4. Allow to dry. sand the joint lightly:
and then
apply the second coat, feathering
the edges. A steel
trowel is sometimes
used in applying
the second coat.
For best results, a third coat may be applied, feathering beyond the second coat.

g knife 15 in.) and spread
edges, starting at the top of

5. After the joint cement is dry, sand smooth
electric hand vibrating
sander works well).
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6. For hiding hammer
indentations,
fill with joint
cement and sand smooth when dry. Repeat with the
second coat when necessary.
Interior
corners may be treated with tape. Fold the
tape down the center to a right angle (fig. 120.C 1
and (1) apply cement at the corner.
(2) press the tape
in place, and 1.3) finish the corner w.ith joint cement.
Sand smooth when dry and apply a second coat.
The interior
corners between walls and ceilings may
also be concealed
with some type of molding
(fig.
120,O).
When moldings
are used. taping this joint is
not necessary.
Wallboard
corner beads at exterior corners will prevent damage to the gypsum board. They
with the joint
are fastened
in place and covered
cement.

form must be 1,” inch thick Ivhen frame members are
spaced 16 inches on center and 3/4 inch when 2-Linch
spacing is used. as previously
outIined.
The casin? or
finishing
nails must be slightly longer than those used
for ply~vood or hardboard:
spacinp is about the same.
Fiberhoard
is also used in the ceiling as acoustic tile
an d may be nailed to strips fastened
to reilinF joists.
It is also installed in 12- by 12.inch or larger tile forms
on wood or metal hangers
which are hung from the
ceiling
joists.
is called
a “suspended
Th is system
ceiling.”
Wood

Various
types and patterns
of woods are available
for application
on walls to obtain
desired decorative
effects. For informal
treatment.
knotty
pine. whitepocket Douglas-fir.
sound wormy chestnut.
and peck!
cvpress. finished natural or stained and varnished.
ma!
be used to cover one or more sides of a room. Wood
paneling
should be thoroughly
seasoned to a moisture
content
near the average
it reaches
in service
(fig.
121 ), in most areas about 8 percent.
Allow the material to reach this condition
by placing
it around
the
wall of the heated room. Boards may be applie ’ horizontallv
or vertically.
but the same Feneral methods
of application
should pertain
to each. The followinp
may be used as a guide in the application
of matched
wood paneling :

Plywood
Prefinisned
plywood
is available
in a number
of
for accent
species, and its use should not IJC overlooked
walls or to cover entire room wall areas. Plvwoocl for
interior
covering
may be used in 4. by [!-foot and
Ionper sheets. The!. may be applied vertically
or horizontally.
but with solid backing
at all edges. For 16.
r/i-inch
thickness
is coninch frame-member
spacing,
sidered minimum.
For 20. or 2.Linch spacing, a/-inch
plywood
is the minimum
thickness.
Casing or finishing (tails 11/J to 11/d inches long are used. Space them
8 inches apart on the walls and 6 inches apart on ceilings. Edge nailing distance should be not less than a<<
inch. Allow I$.,-inc h end and edge distance
between
sheets when installing.
Most wood or wood-base
panel
materials
should be exposed to the conditions
of the
room before installation.
Place them around the heated
room for at least 24 hours.
Adhesives
may also be used to fasten prefinished
plywood and other sheet materials
to wall studs. These
panel adhesives
usually
eliminate
the need for more
than two guide nails for each sheet. rPuplication
usually
conforms
to the following procedure:
(a) Position
the
sheet and fasten it with two nails for guides at the
top or side, I bl remove plywood and spread contact
or similar
adhesive
on the framing
members.
icl
press the plywood in place for full contact using the
(d‘l pull the plywood away from
nails for positioning9
the studs and allow adhesive to set, and (el press plywood against
the framing
members
and tap lightly
with a rubber
mallet for full contact. Manufacturers
of adhesives supply full instructions
for application
of
sheet materials.
Hardboard

Paneling

1. Apply over a vapor barrier
and insulation
\vhen
application
is on the exterior
wall framinp or blocking
(fig. 122‘1.
2. Boards should not be wider than 8 inches except
when a lonp tongue or matched edges are used.
3. Thickness
should be at least a& inch for 16.inch
spacing of frame members,
$$ inch for 20.inch spacing. and 9/s inch for 2‘1.inch spacing.
for nailing should
4. Maximum
spa&, m of supports
be 24 inches on center (blocking
for vertical applications 1.
5. Nails should
be fivepenny
or sixpenny
casing
or finishing
nails.
Use two nails for boards 6 inches or less wide and
three nails for 8.inch and wider boards. One nail can
be blind-nailed
in matched paneling.
Wood paneling in the form of small plywood squares
can also be used for an interior
wall covering
(fig.
123). When used over framing
and a vapor barrier,
blocking
should b e so located that each edge has full
bearing.
Each edge should be fastened with casing or
finish nails. When two sides are tongued and grooved.
one edge (tongued
side) may be blind-nailed.
When
crosses studs. it
paneling
(16 by 48 in. or larger)
should
also be nailed at each intermediate
bearing.
Matched
I tongued-andgooved)
sides should be used
when no horizontal
blocking
is provided
or paneling
is not used over a solid backing.

and Fiberboard

Hardboard
and fiberboard
are applied the same way
as plywood. Hardboard
must be at least l/b inch when
used over open framing
spaced 16 inches on center.
Rigid backing
of some type is required
for */a-inch
hardboard.
Fiberboard
in tongued-and-grooved
plank or sheet
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over studs.

CHAPTER 20
COVERINGS

I

practical
properties,
perhaps
durability
and maintenance ease are the most important.
However? initial
cost. comfort.
and beauty or appearance
must also be
considered.
Specific
service
requirements
may call
such as resistance
to hard wear
for special properties.
in warehouses
and on loadin
platforms,
or comfort
to users in offices and shops.
There is a wide selection of wood materials that may
be used for flooring.
Hardwoods
and softwoods
are
available
as strip flooring in a variety of widths and
thicknesses
and as random-width
planks
and block
fIooring.
Other
materials
include
linoleum.
asphalt,
rubber. cork, vinyl, and other materials
in tile or sheet

The term “finish
flooring”
refers to the material
used as the final wearing surface that is applied to a
floor. Perhaps
in its simplest
form it might be paint
over a concrete
floor slab. One of the many resilient
tile floorings
applied directly
to the slab would likely
be an improvement
from the standpoint
of maintenance,
but not necessarily
from the comfort
standpoint.

Flooring Materials
Numerous
flooring
used over a variety
property
that adapts

materials
now available
may be
of floor systems.
Each has a
it to a particular
usage. Of the
133

Perhaps
the most widely used pattern is a 25/h,- by
21/i-inch
strip fboring.
These strips are laid lenpthwise in a room and normally
at right angles to the
floor joists.
Some type of a subfloor
of diagonal
hoards or pl!\+ood
is n:,rmally
used under the finish
floor. Strip flooring of this type is tongued-and-grooved
and end-matched
I fig. 12.1). Strips are random length
and may vary from 2 to 16 feet or more. End-matched
strip fiooring in gs:$Y-inch thickness is generally hollow
hacked
(fig. 12-M. I. The face is slightly wider than
the bottom so that tight joints result when flooring is
laid. The tongue fits tightly into the groove to prevent
movement
and floor “squeaks,”
All of these details
are designed
to provide beautiful
finished floors that
require a minimum
of maintenance.
Another
matched
pattern
may be obtained
in :$&by 2-inch size I fig. 124,B I. This is commonly
used
for remodeling
pork or when subfloor is edge-blocked
or thick enough to provide very little deflection under
loads.
Square-edged
strip flooring
(fig. 124,C) might also
be used occasionally.
It is usually
?& by 2 inrhes in
size and is laid up over a substantial
subfloor.
Facenailing
is required
for this type.
Wood-Mock flooring (fig. 125) is made in a number
of patterns.
BI oc k s may vary in size from 4 by 4
inches to 9 by 0 inches and larger. Thickness varies by
blocking or plywood
type from “s>Z inch for laminated

forms. Tile flooring is also available
in a particleboard
which is manufactured
with small wood par,ticles combined with resin and fabricated
under high pressure.
Ceramic tile and carpeting
are used in many areas in
ways not thought
practical
a few years ago. Plastic
floor coverings
used over concrete or stable wood subfloor are another
variation
in the types of finishes
available.

Wood-strip Flooring
Softwood
finish flooring costs less thar most hardwood species and is often used to good advantage
in
bedroom
and closet areas where traffic is light.
It
might also be selected to fit the interior
decor. It is
less dense than the hardwoods,
less wear-resistant,
and
shows surface abrasions
more readily. Softwoods most
are southern
pine,
commonly
used for
flooring
Douglas-fir,
redwood, and western hemlock.
Table O lists the grades and description
of softwood
Softwood
flooring
has tongued-andstrip
flooring.
goovcd
edges and may be hollow-backed
or grooved.
Somtz types are also end-matched.
Vertical-grain
flooring pi
~~enerallv has better wearing
qualities
than flatflooring
under hard usage.
Ffardwoods
most commonly
used for flooring
are
red and white oak, beech. birch, maple, and pecan.
Table 9 lists grades. types, and sizes. Manufacturers
supply both prefinished
and unfinished
flooring.
;rrilirl

TABLE

!).---Grade

and description

of strip flooring
Size

Species

Grain
orientation

~~

of several

~~___

Thickness

Width

tn.

In.

species and grain

orientation

First

Second

grade

grade

Third
grade

c:

D

SOFTWOODS
Douglas-tir
and hemlock

Edge grain
Flat grain

Southern

Edge grain
and
Flat grain

pine

B and Better

l’//s-5>b

If/s-s>4
lt$-5:/s

B and Better

C, C and
Better

Clear

Select

D (and No. 2)

HARDWOODS
Oak

Edge grain
Flat grain

Beech, birch,
maple, and
peacau *

3:
;5$2
,832
3532
/
31

/8

?/?

I?$-3%

1:a, 2
11/2,2

>

19--3)/4

1% 2y4
1%

2%

Clear

Select

No. 1 Common

First grade

Second grade

Third

I
--___

t Special

grades are available

in which uniformity

of color is a requirement.
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HOLLOW
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END
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WIDTH

M
Figure

124 .-Types

758

of strip flooring: A, Side- and end-matched-25/32-inch;

B, thin flooring strips-matched;

C, thin flooring strips-square-edged.

6
Figure 125 .-Wood
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block flooring:

A, Tongued-and-grooved;

135

M
B, square-edged-splined.
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sive deflection.
(b I sleepers over concrete slabs are not
held down tightly.
(c I tongues
arc loose fitting.
or
Id ) nailin?
is poor. Adequate
nailing
is an important
means of minimizing
squeakr;.and another is to apply
the finish floors only after the joists have dried to 12
percent
moisture
content
or less. A much better job
results
when it is possible
to nail the finish floor
through
the subfloor into the joists than if the finish
floor is nailed
oniy
to the subfloor.
Various
types of nails are used in nailing different
thicknesses
of flooring.
For 2~~~Z-inch flooring,
it is
best to use eightpenny
floe-in?
nails: for l,G-inch, sixpenny : and for X/,-inch fourpenny
casing nails.
(All
the foregoing
are blind-nailed.)
For thinner
squareedge floorin?.
it is best to use a l?$-inch
flooring hrad
and face-nail
everv i inches with two nails, one near
each edge of the strip. into the subfloor.
Other types of nails. such as the ring-shank
and
Fcrew-shank
t\pe, have been developed
in recent years
for nailing
oi floorin?.
In using them: it is well to
check 1%ith the floor manufacturer’s
recommendations
as to sizr and diameter
for specific
uses. Floorin?
brads are also available
with blunted points to prevent
r;plitting of the tongue.
Figure
126-R shows the method of nailing the first
strip of flooring placed 1/z to ck inch away from the
fall. The space is to allow for expansion
of the flooring Ivhen moisture content increases.
The nail is driven
straight
down through
the board at the groove edge.
The nails shou!r! by driven
into the joist and near
enough
to t!le edge so that they will be covered by
the base or shoe molding.
The first strip of flooring
can also bo nailed through
the tonpue. Figure
127.A
show
in detail how nails should be driven into the
tongue of the floori ‘Y at an angle of 45” to 50’. The
nail should not he driven quite flush so as to prevent
damagingr
the ed?e by the hammerhead
(fig. 127&J.
The nail can be set with the end of a large-size
nail
set or hy laying the nail set flat\vise against the flooring (fig: 12’i.n).
Nailing devices usin? standard
flooring or special nails are often used by flooring
contractors.
One blow of the hammer
on the plunger
drives and set5 the nail.
To prevent
splitting
the flooring.
it is sometimes

to l,Jq-inch stabilized
veneer.
block tile (fig. 125J)
Solid wood tile is often made up of narrow
strips of
wood splined or keyed together in a number
of ways.
Edges of the thicker tile zre tongued and grooved. but
thinner
sections
of wood are usually
square-edFed
( fig. 125.8).
Plywood
blocks rnay be 54 inch and
thicker
and are usually
tongued-and-grooved.
&Ian)
block floors are factory-finished
and require only waxing after installation.
While stabilized
veneer squares
are still in the development
stage, it is likely that research
will produce
a low-cost wood tile which can
even compete
with some of the cheaper
nonwood
resilient
ti!e now available.
Installation

of Wood

Strip

Flooring

Flooring
should be laid after plastering
or other
interior
\\a11 and ceiling finish is completed
and dried
out. windows and exterior doors are in place. and most
of the interior
trim, except base. casincr, and jambs.
are applied. so that it ma); not he damaged by wetting
or hv construction
activity.
Hoard subfloors should be clean and level and covrred with a deadenin?
felt or heavy buildinp
paper.
This felt or paper will stop a certain amount
of dust.
will somewhat deaden sound, and. where a cra\jl space
is used. will increase the warmth of the floor by preventing
air infiltration.
To provide
nailing
into the
joists wherever possible.
location
of the joists should
be chalklined
on the paper as a guide. PlyFvood subfloor does not normally
require building
paper.
Strip flooring should normally
be laid crosswise
to
dethe floor joists
tfig. 126-A 1. in conventionally
signed houses. the floor joists span the width of the
building
over a center supporting
beam or ~vall. Thus.
the finish flooring of the entire floor area of a rectangular house will be laid in the same direction.
Flooring with “L” or “T” shaped plans will usually
have
a direction
change at the \\ings.
depending
on joist
direction.
As joists usually
span the short way in a
living room. the flooring
will be laid len$hwise
to
the room. This is desirable
appearance-wise
and also
will reduce shrinkage
and swellin? effects on the flooring during seasonal changes.
Flooring
weather

should
and

available

stored

in

moisture

be

the

content

varies

somewhat

States.

The

in the
house.

for
in

moisture

these

recommendations.

livery

to the house

causes

of open

pear

after

Floor

one board
because:

content

and

during

dr!

driest

place

recommended
at time

different

sections
map

from

of the

absorbed

is one

of the most

of the heating

United
outlines

after

strips

de-

Floor

joists

are too light.

normal

conditions.

tightly.

Crooked

them

into

that

ends

of the

ap-

season.

causing

the wall, select pieces

common

squeaks are usually
caused by movement
of
against another.
Such movement
may occur
(a)

to predrill
through
the tongue, especially
at
of the strip. For the second course of flooring

be well separated

( fig. 1211

flooring

desirable
the ends

average

of installation

AIoisture
between

months

only

warmest

The

flooring

site

joints

several

delivered

exces-

so that

from those
each
pieces

alir..ement

board
may

should

require

or may

be cut

will

Under

be driven

wedging
and

up

to force

used

at the

flooring.
the wall

course or in closets. In completing
the
space is provided
between
a I,!,,_ to G/.-inch
,h
and the last flooring
strip. Because of the

closeness

of the wall. this

strip

so that the base or shoe covers
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the butt joints

in the first course.

is usually

face-nailed

the set nailheads.
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Application of strip flooring: A, General application;

Figure 126.-

Installation
Concrete

of Wood
Slabs

Installation

of wood

described

briefly

on Ground”
one

Flooring
floor

and

illustrated

of the important

factors

ante is the use of a good
slab to resist the movement
vapor.
during

over

in the chapter

The vapor
construction.

Over
concrete

“Concrete

in figure

slabs
Floor

in satisfactory

barrier
is placed under
However,
an alternate

760

must be used when the concrete
is already
in place
ifip. 110.)
Another system of preparing
a base for wood flooring when there is no vapor barrier
under the slab is
shown in figure 128. To resist decay: treated l- by 4
inch furring
strips are anchored
to the existing slab,
when necessary
to provide
a level base.
shimming
Strips should be spaced no more than 16 inches on
center.
A good waterproof
or water-vapor
resistant
coating
on the concrete
hefore the treated strips are
applied
is usually
recommended
to aid in reducing

was
Slabs

15. As outlined,
perform-

vapor barrier
under
of ground
moisture

134

B, starting strip.

the
and

the slab
meth.od
137

moisture
movement.
A vapor barrier:
such as a .I-mil
polyethylene
or similar
membrane.
is then laid ovel
the anchored
l-bv -I-inch good strips and a secon~l
set of 1 by .l’s nailed to the first. ‘Ci’se lr,$-inch-lonp
apart in a staF;‘erecl
nails spaced
1,o to 16 inches
pattern.
The moisture
content
of these second
members should
be about the same as that of the strip
Aooring to be applied
(6 to 11 lx?.. fig. 121 I. Strip
flooring cran then be installed
as prcvic~uslv de+cribecl.
suI.11 iib ;i rebilieiii
WhCll
dl‘3
1) [Jt2" Uf
hlli511
hOI.:
tile, are used, plywood
base.

is placed

over the 1 hp 4’s as a

Wood and Particleboard Tile Flooring
Wood and particlehoard
tile are. for the most part.
applied
with adhesive
on a piyb'OfJCi
Or
similar
base.
The exception
is “z$-- inch wood block floor. which has

tongues
on two edges and grooves
on the other two
edges. If the base is wood. these tiles are commonly
nailed throu$
!he tongue into the subfloor. However.
\\ood blr~ck
mav be applied
on concrete
slabs with
an atlhe~ive.
kood
block
flooring
is installed
hy
c-hanpinpthe prain direction
of alternate
blocks. This
minimizes
the effect5 of shrinking
and s\+elling of the
WcJOd.
One tylw of good floor tile is made up of a number
of uarruh
slats Lu form i- 1~) -l-inch and larger squares.
Fonr Or more of these squares.
with alternating
grain
direction.
form a block. Slats, squares: and blocks are
held together
with an easily removed
membrane.
Adhe?;i\,e is spread on the concrete
slab or undrrlayment
u ith a nntchetl
tro\\el and the blocks installed
fmmediatel!.. The membrane
is then removed and the blocks
tamlJecl in place for full adhesive
contact.
Manufar-

FLOORING

LOORING

NAIL

IL

LOCATION

M

Figure 127.-

Nailing of flooring: A, Nail angle; 8, setting of nail.
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Figure 128 .--Base

for wood flooring an concrete rbb

turer’s recommendations
for adhesive
and method
of
application
should
always
be followed.
Similar
tile
made up of narrow strips of wood are fastened together
with small rabbeted
cleats, tape or similar
fastening
methods.
They too are normally
applied with adhesive
in accordance
with manufacturer’s
directions.
Plywood
squares
with tongued-and-grooved
edges
are another
popular form of wood tile. Installation
is
much the same as for the wood tile previously
described. Usually, tile of this ty-pe is factory-finished.
A wood-base
product used for finish floors is particleboard
tile. It is rommody 9 by 9 by 3/a inches in
size with tongued-and-grooved
edges. The back face
is often marked with small saw kerfs to stabilize
the
tile and provide a better key for the adhesive.
Manufacturer’s
directions
as to the type of adhesive
and
method of installation
are usually very complete;
some
even include
instructions
on preparation
of the base

(without cm under!ying wp~r

upon which the tile is to be laid.
be used over concrete.
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Lxwierl.

This

tile should

not

Base for Resilient Floors
Resilient

floors

a board

or

wood-baaed
and

panels

such

plywood,

is widely
(fig.

plywood

a range

of thickness

se!ected

for

sheets

239

The

used

for

from

3/i

to

of untempered
of i/i- or s/a-inch

work

of

particleboard,
suspended

or particleboard
3h

inch,

use in new construction.

or particieboard
volved.

as

over

grade

floor

129A).

by g-foot

remodeling

directly

Underlayment

hardboard

or larger

not be installed

subfloor.

applications
Four-

should

plank

because

underlayment

of the
grade

panels,
are generally

Four-

hardboard,
thickness
floor

in

by Gfoot
plywood,
is used in

thicknesses

in-

of particleboard

is

RESILIENT

FLOORING

NDERLAYMENT

DIAGONAL

SUBFLOOR

, ‘/a” RESILIENT

FLOORING
‘%s”

B

Figure 128 .-Base

FLOORING

‘SUBFLOOR

\
?4;

.STR!P

UNDERLAYMENT

M
for wood flooring

and

concrete slab (without

a standard
product and is available
from many producers. Manufacturer’s
instructions
should be followed
in the care and use of the product.
Plywood
underlayment
is also a standard
product
and is available
in interior
types, exterior
types, and interior
types
with an exterior
glueline.
The underlayment
grade
provides
for a sanded
panel
with a C-plugged
or
better
face ply and a C-ply or better immediately
under the face. This construction
resists damage
to
the floor surface
from concentrated
loads such as
chair legs, etc.
Generally,
underlayment
panels
are separate
and
installed
over structurally
adequate
subfloors.
Combinati=:: subfloor-undcriayment
panels of p1yw00d
construction
find increasing
usage. Panels for this duai
purpose
use generally
have tongued-and-grooved
or

an underlying

vapor

134
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barrier).

blocked
edges and C-plugged
or better faces to provide a smooth,
even surface
for the resilient
floor
covering.
The method of installing
plywood combination
subfloor and underlayment
has been covered in the section on Plywood
Subfloor.
Underlayment
should be
laid up as outlined
in that section with ?G:!-inch edge
and end spacing. Sand smooth to provide a level base
for the resilient
flooring. To prevent nails from showing on the surface of the tile, joists and subfloor should
have a moisture
content near the average value they
reach in service.
The thickness
of the underlayment
will vary somewhat: depending
on the floors in adjoining
rooms.
The instaiiation
of tile in a kitchen area, for example,
is usually
made over a qh-inch
underlayment
when
140

living or dining
areas
finish floors in the adjoinin?
are ~~~/:Z-incl~ strip) flooring
( fir. 12O.R I. When thinner

include la);ing out a base line at or near the center of
the room and parallel to its length. The center or near
center. tlepencliny
c$n how the tile will finish at the
edges. is used as a starting
point. This might also he
uirtl as a point in quarterin p the room with a srronfl
wideline
at exact right angles to the first. The tile
ris then laid in quarter-room
sections after the adhesive
ir spread.

wood floors are used in adjoinin?
rooms. adjustments
are made in the thickness of thr underlayment.
CorlCi,ete
for rr?iiient
floors should be pWp~llI?d
klS
shown in fi~urrs
l-1,. 15. or 16. \+ith a good vapor
barrier
installed
somewhere
between the soil and thr
just tinder the slab. Corwrete
finish floor. preferal,ly
should 1~~ leveled carefullv
whet1 a resilient
floor is
to be used directly on the Flab to minimize
dips and
waves.
Tile should not hr laid on a concrete 5ldJ mtii
it
has completely
dried. One method which may he used
to d&ermine
this i5 to place a small square of polyethylwe
or other !c:w-perm material
on thp slab covernight.
If thr unrlt=rsitle is dry in the mornin?.
the
sial) i- u~unll~ c~~,nsirleretl tlr\- enou$
for thp installalion of tht* lil(a.

Yeamlees
A liquid-appliecl
seamless
flooring.
c*onsisting
of
resin chips combined
Mith a urethane
hinder.
is a
relativelv
new development
in floor coverings.
It is
applied in a 2-day cycle and can be used over a ronc.rete base or a plvwood
subfloor.
Plvwood
in ne\\
(.cinslructiori
shoulcl .be at least a C-C piugped exterior
yade
in 5;.irwh
thickness.
or “k-inch
plywood
ovet
existing
floors. This type of floor cn\ering
can 1~~
easilv renewed.

Types of Resilient Floors
.
Carpe?ing
Carpeting
mmv , areas
of a home flof?l living
room
to kitchen and bath is becoming
more popular as npw
c.arpeting
materials
are dewloned.
The rnnt. however.
1
ma) be considerably
higher
than a finished
\\ood
floor. and the life of the carpeting
before replacement
would be much less than that of the \ioocl floor. Jlan!,
wise home builders
will specify oak floors even though
they expect to carpet some areas. The resale value of
the home is then retained
even if the carprting
is
removed.
However.
the advantage
of carpeting
in
sound absorption
and resistance
to impact ~houlcl be
considered.
This is particularly
important
in multifloor apartments
where impact noise reduction
is an
extremei?
important
phase of c*onstruction.
If carpptirig
is to be used. subflonr can consist of 5&-inch iminimum)
;onyetI
and grooved
plywood
(over 16-inch
joist spacing).
Top face of the plywood should be C
plugged
pracle nr better. Mastic
adhesives
are also
being used to advantage
in applying
ply\cood to floor
joists. Plywood.
particleboard.
or other underlayments
are also used for a carpet base when installed
over a
subfloor.

;~r~tl ztat1t~. u-u;l!l!
irr C~Ioot-wide rolls. It should not
1~. laitl or1 (YJll(‘Wte slabs on the pround.
Manufxtlli.ci.'i
iTi?Fi.tiOii:.
Ghiiuld be follo\ved.
After the linoleum is laid. it is usuall!- rolled to insure romplet?
ndhe~ion
to the floor.
Asphah

Tile

i2sphalt tile is one of the loser cost resilient
co\‘erings and mav be laid on a concrete slab which is in
contact
with the ground.
Holtever.
the vapor barrier
under the slab is still nec’essarv.
Asphalt tile i5 about
I,& inch thick and usuallv 9 bv 9 or 12 bv 12 inches
in size. Because most tvpes are damaged
bv grease
and oil. it is not wet1 in kitchens.
,4sphalt rile i.~ ordinarily
installed
with ar, adhesive
spread with a notched trowel. Both the type of adhesive and sizr of notches are usually rernmmendd
hy
the manufacturer.
Other

Tile Forms

Vinyl,
vinvl asbrstos..
ruhher,
cork. and similar
coverings
a& manufactured
in tile form. and several
ivpes are available for installation
in 6-foot-wide
rolls.
These materials
are usually
laid over some type of
underlayment
and not directly
on a concrete
slab.
Standard
tile size is 9 by 9 inches but it may also he
obtained
in 12- bv 12-inch size and larger. Decorative
strips may be used to outline or to accent the room’s

Ceramic Tile
Ceramic
tile and similar
floor coverings
in many
size.; and patterns
for bath, lavatory.
and entry areas
may be installed
by the cement-plaster
method or b!
the use of adhesives.
The cement-plaster
method
requires
a concrete-cement
setting
bed of 1’1; inches
minimum
thickness
i fig. 1301. Joints are chamfered
I beveled ) and cleats used to support
waterproof
plyT-1.
1 lie
sd
,,
OOi
or
forms
cut
bet\veeti
tile
joisis.
b-ood _. 1-q
cement base is reinforced
lvith wo\.en wire fabric or
expanded
mrtal lath.

periizeter.

In installing
all
tile. it is important
\A*.jt~*

the

;,-.;.,[L.
,““&
3

,.F
“1

types of
that the
it,,.
,111.

square
or rectangular
joints do not coincide

.v-+-1
-..-a-.
“,,L
CllayIIICJIL.

l

For

this

reas,c,i
?

.

it is recommended
that a layout
be made
before
tile is laid. Normally.
the manufacturer’s
directions
141
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Figure 130.-
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Cement base for ceramic floor tile.

Tile shrrl:ld he soaked before it is installed.
It is
pressed firmly in place in the still plastic setting bed,
mortar
is compressed
in the joints,
and the joints
tooled the same day tile is laid. Laying tile in this
manner
normally
requires
a workman
skilled in this
system.
It should then be covered
with waterproof
paper for damp curing.
Adhesive
used for ceramic
floor tile should be the
type recommended
by the manufacturer.,
When
installed over wood joists, a waterproof
plywood s/h-inch

thick with perimeter
and intermediate
nailing provides
a good base. Before installing
tile. a waterproof
sealer
or a thin coat of tile adhesive
is applied to the plywood. Tile should be set over a full covering of adhesive using the “floating method”
with a slight twisting
movement
for full embedment.
“Butterinp”
or using
small pats of adhesive on each tile is not acceptable.
Tile should
not be grouted
until volatiles
from the
adhesive have evaporated.
After grouting.
joints should
be fully tooled.

CHAPTER 21
llNTERlOR DOORS, FRAMES, AND TRIM
Interior
installed
built-in

trim.
after

the

bookcases

millwork
time.

doorframes,

Some

units

finish
and

are

contractors

also

and

doers

are

floor

is in place.

fireplace

mantels,

placed
may

and

install

normally
Cabinets,
and

secured

the interior

other
at

this
door-

frames before the finish floor is in place. allowing
for
ZY flooring at the bottom of the jambs. This is usually
done wht.7 the jambs act as plaster grounds.
However,
because excessive moisture
is present and edges of the
jambs are often marred, this practice
is us~~ally undesirable.

feet 8 inches
are sometimes

Decorative Treatment
The decorative
treatment
for interior
doors, trim,
and other millwork
ma) be paint or a natural
finish
with stain, varnish,
or other non-pigmented
material.
The paint or natural
finish desired for the woodwork
in various
rooms often determines
the type of species
of wood to be used. Interior
finish that is to be painted
should be smooth. close-grained.
and free from pitch
streaks. Some species having these rerluirements
in a
high degree
include
ponderosa
pine, northern
w-bite
pine, redwood.
and spruce.
When hardness
and resistance
to hard usage are additional
requirements.
are despecies such as birch. .gum. and yellow-poplar

Interior

The flush interior
door is usually
made up with a
hollow core of light framework
of some type with thin
plywood
or hardboard
(fin. 132.A 1. Plywood-faced
flush doors may be obtained
in gum. birch? oak, mahogan y. and woods of other species, most of which
are suitable
for natural
finish. Nonselected
grades are
usually painted
as are hardboard-faced
doors.
The panel door consists of solid stiles (vertical side
memhers) _ rails (cross pieces),
and pnnel filters of
various
types. The five-cross panel ancl the Colonialtype panel doors are perhaps the most common of this
door
(fig.
style (fig. 132,B and C) . The louvered

Trim Parts for Doors and Frames
Doorframe67
Rough openings
in the stud walls for interior
doors
are usually framed out to be 3 inches more than the
door height and 21/z inches more than the door width.
This provides
for the frame
and its plumbing
and
Interior
doorframes
are made
leveling in the opening.
up of two side jambs and a head jamb and include
stop moldings
upon v;hich the door closes. The most
common
of these jambs
is the one-piece
type (fig.
131.A). Jambs may be obtained
in standard
51h-inch
widths for plaster walls and 4’i’G-isch widths for walls
with l/&inch dry-wall finish. The two-and three-piece
adjustable
jambs are also standard
types (fi,e. 131.B
and Cl. Their principal
advantage
is in being adaptable to a variety of wall thicknesses.

heights

are

popular
it

because
for

folding

doors.

132,E).

Such

Hinged
sible.
doors.

are
flush

doors

Doors

with

or louvered

a blank

should

never

sliding
thick.

whenever

by other

be hinged

or
(fig.

in the direction

wall

not be obstructed

for

Large

doors

11/q inches

open or swing

against

used

ventilation.

finished

are usually

should

should

is commonly
some

or with

entry,

and

and

provides

wardrobes

doors

of natural

pos-

swinging

to swing

into

a

hallway.
Doorframe
When

and

doors
should

ing through

the notch

sevenpenny

or eightpenny

openings
and

using

the height

(fig.
four

are

not

the head

are then

assembled

be fabricated

coated

jamb

nails

will cover

wedges used between

the side jamb

wedged

is now fastened

131,A).

in the rough

of the frame.

doorstop

with three

(fig.

One jamb

is plumbed

or five sets of shingle

at each

and

by nail-

fastened

133.A).

are used
jamb

into

frames

by shingle

the stud

leveled

143

and

Installation

the side jambs

The assembled

6

Trim

the frame

prefitted,

Common
minimum
widths for single interior
doors
are: (a) Bedroom
and other habitable
rooms. 2 feet
6 inches;
(b) bathrooms.
2 feet 4 inches:
(c) small
closet and linen &sets.
2 feet. These sizes vary a
great deal, and slidinK doors. folding door units. and
similar
types are often used for wardrobes
and ma)be 6 feet Or more in width. However,
in most cases.
the jamb, stop. and casine parts are usea in some manner to fratne and finish the opening.
door

132,O i is also
closets
openings

Some manufacturers
produce
interior
doorframes
with the door fitted and piehung,
ready for installing.
Application
of the casing
completes
the job. When
used with two- or three-piece
jambs, casings can even
be installed
at the factory.

exterior

Doors

AS in exterior
door sty-les, the two general interior
types are the flush and the panel door. Novelty doors,
such as the folding
door unit, might ha flush or louvered. Most standard
interior
doors are 13/s inches
thick.

The recommended
moisture
content
for interior
finish varies from 6 to 11 percent:
depending
on the
c*limati~ conditions.
The areas of varying
moisture
l.otltent in the 1Inited States are shown in figure 121.

and

doors

Casing is the edge trim around
itlterior
door openings and is also used to finish the room side of Iyindolts and exterior
door frames. Casings usually \.;tties
in width from 2!/, to 31/h inches.
dependin;:
on the
style. Casing rnily be obtained
in thicknesses
from 142
ill marlv
to $i inch, although
1!‘i,; inch is siarldartl
of the narrow-line
patterns.
Two common rJatternS
are
shown in figure 131,O and E.

For natural finish treatment,
a pleasing figure, hardness, and uniform
color are usually desirable.
Species
with these requirements
include
ash, birch, cherry,
Some require
staining
for
maple. oak. and walnut.
best appearance.

interior

6-inch

Casing

sirable.

Stilndard

for first floors? but 6-foot
used on the upper floors.

Two eightpenny
area.

wedges

finishing

one driven
with shingle

for
nails

so khat the

it (fig. 133-A ). The opposite
in place

and

wedges

side
and

IL - SIDEJAMB
TO
HEADJA

#MB

-NOTCH

-SlDEJAMB

I.2

Figure

131 .-Interior

E

M 134
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door parts: A, Door jambs and stops; B, two-piece iamb;

C, three-piece jamb; D, Colonial casing; E, ranch casing.

li
Ip1

Figure 132.-

B

E
M

interior doors: A, Flush; 6, panel (five-cross); C, panel (Colonial);

144

D, louvered; E, folding

(louvered).

134 753

finishing
nails,
ing a uniform
Casings are
ing studs or
distance from
ish or casing

using the first jamb as a guide in
width.
nailed to both the jamb and the
header,
allowing
about a 3,/1,-inch
the face of the jamb
ifig. 1334
nails in sixpenny
or sevenpenny

keep-

depending
on the thickness
of the casing: are used to
nail into the stud. Fourpenny
or fivepenny
finishing
nails or 11/z-inch brads are used to fasten the thinner
edge of the casing
to the jamb.
In hardwood,
it is
usually advisable
to predrill to prevent splitting.
Nails
in the casing are located in pairs
(fig. 133,,4)
and

framedge
\ Finsizes,

STUDS
PiASTER

\

GROUND

NAii’
SHINGLE

NAIL

BEVEL

WEDGE

-

CUT,

,NAli7
CAS

M

Figure 133 .--Doorframe
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and trim: A, Installation; B, miter joint for casing; C, butt joint for casing.

145

spaced about 16 inches apart along
the opening and at the head jamb.

the full height

of

Casing with any form of molded shape must have
a mitered joint at the corners
i fig. 133,B) When casing is square-edged,
a butt joint may be made at the
junction
of the side and head casing (fig. 133C).
lf
the moisture
content of the casing is well above that
recommended
in figure 121, a mitered joint may open
slightly
at the outer edge as the material
dries. This
can be minimized
by using a small glued spline at
the corner
of the mitered
joint. Actually,
use of a
spline joint under any moisture
condition
is considered
good practice,
and some prefitted
jamb,
door, and
casing units are provided
with splined joints. Nailing
into the joint after drilling
will aid in retaining
a
close fit (fig. 133,B and C) .
The door openin, 0 is now complete except for fitting
and securing
the hardware
and nailing
the stops in
proper
position.
Interior
doors
are normally
hung
.J inch loose-pin butt hinges. The
with two 31/l- by ?I’/-(loor is fitted into the opening
with the clearances
shown in figure 134. The clearance
and location
of
hinges,
lock set, and doorknob
may vary somewhat.
accepted
by craftsmen
and
hut thev are generally
conform
to most millwork
standards.
The edge of
the lock stile should be beveled slightly to permit the
door to clear the jamb
when swung open.
If the
do01 is to swing across heavy carpetinp,
the bottom
clearance
may he slightly
more.

A-HINGE

l/8”
KNOB

i
36”-38”
/HINGE

!

Thresholds
are used under exterior
doors to close
Weather
strips
the space
allowed
for
clearance.
around
exterior
door openings
are very effective in
reducing
air infiltration.

L-

‘/2” OR

MORE
M

Figure

In fitting doors, the stops are usually temporarily
nailed in place until the door has been hung. Stops
for doors
in single-piece
jambs
are generally
T/l{;
inch thick and may be 3/ to 2r/, inches wide. They
are installed
with a mitered
joint at the junction
of
the side and head jambs. A 45’ bevel cut at the bot1 to l’/!, inches
above the
tom of the stop, about
finish floor, will eliminate
a dirt pocket and make
cleaning
or refinishing
of the floor easier I fig. 133,A)

134.-Door
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clearances.

Hinges
Usin?
three hinges for hanging
l+i-inch
exterior
doors and tit.0 hinges for the lighter interior
doors
for
is common
practice.
Th ere is some tendency
exterior
doors to warp during
the winter because
of
the difference
in exposure
on the opposite sides. The
three hinges
reduce this tendency.
Three hinges
are
also useful
on doors that lead to unheated
attics
and for eider
and heavier
doors that may be used
tvithin the house.

Some manufacturers
supply
prefitted
door jambs
and doors with the hinge slots routed and ready for
installation.
A similar
door buck of sheet metal with
formed stops and casing is also available.

Loose-pin
butt hinges should be used and must be
of the proper
size for the door they support.
For
lya-inch-thick
doors. use 4- by 4-inch butts;
for 13/e
inch doors, 31/L- by 3t,h-inch butts. After the door is
fitted to the framed opening,
with the proper
clearances.
hinge
halves
are fitted
to the door.
They
are routed into the door edge with about a 3/1,-inch
back distance
(fig. 135,A I. One hinge half should
be set flush with the surface
and must be fastened
square
with the edge of the door. Screws
are included
with each pair of hinges.

Installation of Door Hardware
Hardware
for doors may be obtained
in a number of finishes,
with brass, bronze,
and nickel perhaps the most common.
Door sets are usually classed
as: (a) Entry
lock for exterior
doors,
1b) bathroom set (inside lock control with safety slot for opening from the outside),
(c) bedroom
lock
(keyed
lock), and (d) passage set (without lock).
146
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Figure 135.-

Installation

of door hardware:

A, Hinge; 8, mortise lock; C, bored lock set.
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is much easier to install as it retype (fig. 135,C)
quires only one hole drilled
in the edge and one in
the face of the door.
Boring
jigs and faceplate
markers
are available
to provide accurate installation.
The lock should be installed
so that the doorknob
is 36 to 38 inches ahove the floorline.
Most sets come
with paper
templates
marking
the location
of the
lock and size of the holes to be dril!ed.

The door is now placed in the opening and blocked
up at the bottom for proper
clearance.
The jamb is
marked
at the hinge
locations,
and the remaining
hinge half is routed and fastened in place. The door is
then positioned
in the opening
and the pins slipped
in place. If hinges have been installed
correctly
and
the jambs
are plumb.
the door will sM-ing freely.
Locks

Strike

Types of door locks differ with regard
to instalIation,
first cost, and the amount
of labor required
to set them. Lock sets are supplied
with instructions
that should be followed
for installation.
Some types
require
drilling
of the edge and face of the door
of the edge to accommodate
the lock
and routing
set and faceplate
t fig. 135.C 1. A more common bored

Plate

The strike
plate, ;:hich
is routed
into the door
jamb, holds th e door in place hy contact with the
latch. To install,
mark the location
of the latch on
the door jamb
and locate the strike plate in this
\r.ay. Rout out the marked outline
with a chisel and
also rout for the latch I fig. 136.A).
The strike plate

FRAMING

SIDEJAMB

-

STOP.

NAILS
S’TRIKE
PLATE
(ROUT)

DOOR
HINGE

SIDE

LOCK

PLAN

SIDE

VIEW

B

M 134
Figure 136 .-Door

details: A, Installation of strike plate; 6, location of stops.
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should be flush
the door jamb,
should be flush

with or slightly
below the face of
When the door is latched.
its face
\\ith the edye of the jamb.

Doorstop8
Thr stops whic:h havfb been wt temporarilv
during
of the hardware
fi ttin;r of thr door an-l installation
now be nailed
in ]jIaw
permanentlv.
Finish
ma\
nails Or brads. 11 2 iwllt~l; Ion;. +lloultl be &ed. Thr
atop at the lock si(ltJ shoul~l hc nailrd
lir5t. settin?
it
tight against the door face \+hrn the door is latched.
Space the nails 16 inched afJart in pairs (fig. 136.A I.
The stop behind the hinge kidc is nailed next. and
a Iii?- inch clearance
from the door face should
hr
a:10wet1 ( IiF. 1.33.C ) to prevrnt
ic,rnpinp as the door
is olwnerl.
The head-jamb
ytop is then nailed
in

OUTSIDE

place.
Remember
that
when
painted.
wme of the clearancrs

door
will

and
trim
are
lye taken up.

Wood-trim Installation
Thr c.a*irrlrr al.OUllfl
thr
\\ indo\v
frames
l.~n the
intt-rior
of the houw
~houltl be the yame pattern
as that r~,+tl arountl
ttw intrrior
door frames. Other
trim 1rhic.h is used for a double-hung
window frame
irwlu(lv+ lhtb i;Ai stol).+. stool. nrlcl apron I fig. lSi..4 I.
\rtothrr
mrtho(l
of using trim around
\\indo~-s
has
the entire openin, (I enclosed Lvith rasing
( fig. 137,B).
The .+tool is then a lillrr member between the bottom
>ahll rail and the hOtkJU1 casin?.
The stool
is the horizontal
trim member
that laps
thr \\intlon~ ~;ill and extend-; brvond
the casing at the
.+i(lrs. \I ith rach end notched
against
the plastered

CASING

PARTING

STRIP
. .a. . LPLASTER

SASli

+CASING
.

‘:

&TOP

SNAIL

‘NAIL

STOOL

TO

SII LL

-

/JAMB

STOOL

-CASING

-STOP

CASING
RROW

STOOL

B
M

Figure 137 .-Installation

of window

trim: A, With stool and apron; 6, enclosed with casing.
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sr1-ve5 as a finish member
belou.
wall.
I‘hr
II[MOR
‘I‘hr 11inrlciu
Qool is the first pifxe
of
the llt,ol.
and is notched
and
\virl,lr)it
trinl
!o 1~ installed
\itt.rr! ;y;rinht
the edge of thr jamb and the plaster
liur. 11ith the: r,utyirlr erl~e being iiwh qainst
Ihe
Jsottr>ln ~-ail c&f thr ~~incIo\t .Gash I 1;~. 13i..3J. The
;tc,ol i* I~lir~tl~r~ailrid at the rnrl~ PO that the rasin?
.1r1(1 the *toi, \\ ill ! 1.11
vr thv rlailhrack
l’r-edrilling
is
wc’msiiir\
to f)re\ rilt
5Idiltirr~.
The
stoc,l
udl;lII\
shoultl also 11e nailed at midpoint
to the sill and to
to the
ihe aI)rwr b ith fini.Ghin;r nails.
Face-nailincr
\vith
sill is sometinre5
substituted
or ~upplemen~ecl
toenailirrF
of the c#utrr edge to the sill ( fig. 13iTA
I.
for
l’he rxsing is applietl arid nailed as described
tioorfriimes
( ii~. 1.%3..4 1_ esrqt
that the inner edge
i? flu.41 \\ith thr inner face of the jambs so that the
CIOI) \\ill I’O\ c’r the joint
‘I’ll?

\I illriO\\

th;rl

tht:

\\c~dtller

bet\\een

the jamb

and casirlp.

StcJps

\z indow
st ril)pinp

arc thrn nailed to the jambs
so
sash slide5 smoothly.
Channel-type
often

includes

full-width

metal

BASE

.~uLjamhs into i;.!lich the upper and loiver sash slide.
rvplavirrp the partin;r 3iri;r. 5toI)a are Iwatt
;i=aind
these incteatl of the sash to pwvirle
a ?;mall amount
of pressure.
The apron is cut to ;1 Irli;th tytlai trj
the (outer width of the vasing line I fig. 1X7.,4 I, !t is
nailed
to the wirrclol+ sill ant? to the Z- I)t. I-inch
framing
iill below.
U’heri casirr;
is uwtl to tirri.Gh the hottcm~ of the
N indow frame as rveII a.> the .-;idrs a114 tO]J. the II;LI
roL$ stool butts against the side 1%indow jamb.
Casing is then mitered at the hottom wrners
I fig. 13i,B I
nritl nailed as previousI!,
rlrwrihed.

Base and Ceiling Moldings
Base

Mohlings

Basr molding serves a5 a Iiniah betneen the finished
rtall arid floor. It is available
in +r\rral
i\ idths anti
forrrx TN o-piece base consists of n I-webonrcl topfwd
bvith a ~mtrll base c’ap 16~. 13~4 I, B’hcn pla>ter
i< not straight
and true. thr anall ba+e molding
fill

CAP

BASE
SHQE

CORNER

COPE

:onform
more closely to the variations
than will the
xider base alone. A r’ornmon
size for this type of
nr wider. One-piece
laseboard
is 5s by 31,; inches
)ase varies in size from yIH b\ 21:; inches to l/z by
s ‘/I inclles and \<iflrr ( fig. I~G’J? and C) . Although
1 wood mernher
ii desirable
at the junction
of the
Nail and c~arptltin- (r to serve as a [JrOtective “bumper”.
4 I& trim ir .~ornctirnes elirl~inatetl entirely.
,h!lJSt ba~ehoards
are finiiherj
with a base shoe,
)‘L by yt inch in size ( hp. 138.,4. 8. and C ) . A singlejase molding
without
the shoe is sometimes
placed
it the call-floor
junction.
especiallv
where carpeting
night he uietl.
lnetallation

of Base

BtiTT
FIRST
PIECE
AGAINST
V.‘ALL

olding

Squarr-edged
ba&l)ard
4~ould be installed
with a
>utt joint at illside (‘(Irriers and a mitered
joint at
,uthi&f
( oruers
IfiF. I ‘GLDI. It should be nailed to
Aac:h stud \+ ith t\l o eightpennv
finishing
nails. Molded
;irl,zlr-l)it~~f~ Le.
base
rnoidings.
and
base
shoe
~hc~ultl ha\.c ;I I,oprd joint
at inside corners
and a
riilYrc*(l jc,iiIl at outFi&
c‘orners. A coped joint
is
me irl !\hi~h the. first flit??
is square-cut
against
the
,Instrl- or base and the second molding
coped. This
1s ac~c~c~ln~~lish~~tl
I,\ lait ing a 1.S” miter cut and with
1 c’opill; SIN trimming
the molding
along the inner
inr of thr miter I fig. 138.E).
The base shoe should
w nailec-I into the subfloor
with long slender
nails
md not into the baseboard
itself. Thus. if there is a
small amount
of shrinkage
of the joists. no opening
fill occur untlrr the shoe.

Ceiling

M

Figure 139.-Ceiling

moldings; A,

Installation
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(inside corner); 8,

crown molding; C, small crown molding.

corners
should
also be cope-jointed.
This insures
a
tight joint and retains a good fit if there are minor
moisture
changes.
A cutback edge at the outside of the molding
will
partially
conceal
any unevenness
of the plaster and
make painting
easier where there are color changes
dry-wall
construction,
a
I fig. 13!), BI. For gypsum
small simple moldin, u might be hesirable
(fig. 139.C 1.
Finish
nails should be driven
into the upper wallplates
and
also into the ceiling
joists
for large
moldings
when possible.

oldings

Gilirlz
moldings
are sometimes
used at the junction of wall and c4linF
for an architectural
effect or
to terminate
dry-\\all
panrlinp
of gypsum
board
or
wnnd I fig. 1.?0..4 I. 4s in the base moldings.
inside

22

Milizoorli. as a general
term. usually includes
most
of those Ivood materials
and house components
which
require
manufacturing.
This not only covers the interior trim. doors. and other items previously
described.
but also such items as kitchen cabinets, fireplace mantels. china cabinets.
and similar
units. Most of these
units are produced in a millwork
manufacturing
plant
and are ready to install in the house. They differ from
some other items because
they usually
require
only
fastening
to the wall or floor.
While many units are custom made, others can be

ordered
directly
from stock.
For example.
kitchen
cabinets
are often stock items which may he obtained
usually
hepinning
at
in S-inch-width
increments,
widths of 12 or 15 inches
and on up to 48 inch
widths.
As in the case of interior
trim, the cabinets,
shelving, and similar
items can be made of various wood
species. If the millwork
is to be painted,
ponderosa
pine, southern
pine, Douglas-fir,
gum, and similar
species may be used. Birch, oak, redwood, and knotty
pine, or other species with attractive
surface varia151

tions: are some of the woods that are finished
with
varnish
or sealers.
Recommended
moisture
content
for book
cases
ancl other interinr
millwork
may vary from 6 to 11
percent in different parts of the country. These areas,
together with the moisture
contents.
are shown on the
moisture-content
map
t fig.
121 I _

Kitchen Cabinets
Tile kitchen
u-;uallv contains
more millwork
than
the rest of the rooms combined.
This is in the form of
lvall and base cabinets. broom closets. and other items.
An efficient 1Jh
with properly
arranzecl cabinets
will
not only reduce work and save steps for the housewife.
but will often reduce cost.< because of the need for a
smaller area. Location
of the refrigerator.
sink. dish\vacher. and range. together
with the cabinets.
is also
important
from the standpoint
of plumbing
and elecGood lighting.
hoth natural
and
Lric,al ronnections.
artificial.
is also important
in designing
a pleasant
kitc,hen.
Kitc.hvn cabin&.
both base and wall units. should
I),% c.on+tr.uc+erl to a standard
of height and depth.
Figure
140 shows
common
base cabinet
counter
hei$t~
and depths as well as clearances
for wall cabinets. While the counter
height limits range from 30
to 38 inches. the standard
height is usually 36 inches.

Wall cabinets
vary in height depending
on the type of
installation
at the counter.
The tops of wall cabinets
are located at the same height. either free or under a
cabinet.
Wall
12. to l-l-inch
droll
ceilin, cr or storage
cabinets
are normall\,
:j(l inches high. but not Inure
than 21 inches I\ hen a ranpe or sink i* located under
them. Wall cabinets
can aIt; l)e obtained
in 12-. 1%
wall cabinet5
1::-. and 2-J-inch height+. The shorter
arp usualI\
placed over rt:fri;reratnrs.
Narrokj wall cabinets are furnished
l$ith single doors
and the wider ones i\ith double doors (fig. 141,A 1.
Base cabinets
may be obtained
in full-door
or fulldrawer
urlits or with both drawers
and doors
(fig.
141.B I. Sink fronts or sink-base
cabinets.
corner cabinets: broom closets. and desks are some of the special
units which may be urerl in planning
the ideal kitchen.
Cabinets are fastened to the wall through cleats located
at the back of each cabinet. It is good practice to use
long screws to penetrate
into each wall stud.
Four basic layouts are commonly
used in the design
of a kitcahen. The C-type lvith the sink al the bottom
of the U and the range and refrigerator
on opposite
side+ is very eficient
( fig. 142..4 1.
The L-type (fie. 142-B 1. with the sink and range
on one leg and the refrigerator
on the other. is sometimes used with a dinin g space in the opposite corner.
The *‘parallel wall” or pullmun
h-it&en plan (fig.
142.C) is often used in narrow
kitchens
and can be
quite efficient with proper
arrangement
of the sink.
range. and refrigerator.
The sGIeu&
type ifig. 142.D)
usually is preferred
for small apartments.
All cabinets.
the sink. range,
and refrigerator
are located along one wall. Counter
space is usuall!
somewhat limited in this design rvhen
kitchens are small.

WALL

30”

MAX.

Iii”

MIN.

4
,,,,

7

-““‘-’

Closets and Wardrobes

CABINET

The simple clothes closet is normally
furnished
with
a shelf and a rod for hanging clothes. Others may have
small low cabinets for the storage of shoes and similar
items. Larger wardrobes
with sliding or folding doors
may be combined
with space for hang+
clothes as
a dresser
complete
with drawers
well as containing
and mirror.
Many built-in
combinations
are possible,
all of which reduce the amount
of bedroom furniture
needed.

24” M’N.- $~E~,~~NGE
15” MIN.-

STANDARD

I-L

”

I

Linen
closets may be simply- a series of shelves
behincl a flush or panel door. Others may consist of an
open cabinet with doors and dra\\ers
built directly into
a notch or corner of thp wall located near the bedrooms and bath.

7
BASE

CABINET

Mantels
/
M

Figure 140.-Kitchen
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The type of mantel used for a fireplace depends on
the stjle ancl design of the house and its Interior
finish. The contemporar!fireplace
may have no mantel

751

cabinet dimensions.

152

M

Figure 14 l.-

above

the opening.

and framing

studs

shelf. should
Mantels
above

Another
millwork
item often incorporated
in the
dining room of a formal or traditional
design is the
china case. It is usually designed to fit into one or two
corners
of the room. This corner
cabinet
often has
glazed doors above and single- or double-panel
doors
below (fig. 144). It may be i’ ieet or more high with
a drop ceiling
above with a face width of abou; 3
feet. Shelves are supplied in both the upper and lower
cabinets.
China cases or storage shelves in dining rooms of
contemporary
houses may be built in place by the
contractor.
A row of cabinets or shelves may act as a
separator
between dining room and kitchen and serve
as a storage area for both rooms.

be at least 123/z inches

are fastened

772

China Cases

at ail, or at best a simple v;ood molding
used as a
transition
between
the masonqand the wall finish.
However,
the colonial
or formal
interior
usually
has
a well-d&g red
,
‘mantel t?ilc~los;ii~~
the fireplace
opening. This may vary- from a simple mantel (fig. 143),
to a more elaborate
unit combining
paneling
and
built-in
cabinets
along the entire wall. In each design,
however,
it is important
that nu good or other combustible
material
be placed within 3*,& inches of the
edges of the fireplace opening.
Furthermore,
any projection more than l!!, inches in front of the fireplace,
such as the mantel

134

Kitchen cabinets: A, Wall cabinets; B, base cabinets.

to the header

and on each side of the fire-

place.
153

M

Figure 143.-Fireplace
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mantel.
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Figure 142.-
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Kitchen layouts A, U-type; B, l-type;

C, “parallel

wall”

M

type; D, sidewall type.
Figure 144.-Corner

154

chine case.
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CHAPTER 23
STAIRS
Stairways
in houses should be designed
and constructed
to afford safety and adequate
headroom
for
of
the occupants
as Hell as space for the passage
furniture.
The two types of stairs commonly
used
in houses are (a) the finished
main stairs leading to
the second floor or split-level
flours and I b I the basement or service
stairs ieading
to the basement
or
are designed
to progarage
area. Th-c: main stairs
vide easy ascent and descent and may be made a feature of the interior
design. The service stairs to basement areas are usually someu hat steeper and are constructed
of less expensive
materials,
altho-ugh safet)
and convenience
are still prime factors in their design.

Construction
Most finish and service stairs
are constructed
in
tvith prefabriplace. The main stairs are assembled
cated parts,
which include
housed
stringers,
treads,
and risers. Basement stairs may be made simply of 2by 12-inch carriages
and plank treads. In split-level
design or a midfloor
outside entry, stairways
are often completely
finished
with plastered
walls. handrails, and appropriate
moldings.

stairijaay, such as ok a 5rair to the basement.
This Iandinp. as KC:‘,;as middle landings,
should not be less than
2 feet 6 inches long ( fig. 117.B 1.
Sufficient
headroom
in a stairHay
is a primary
requisite.
For main stairways,
clear vertical
distance
should not be less than 6 feet 8 inches
(fig. 14&A).
Basement
or service stairs should
provide
not less
than a 6-foot 4-inch clearance.
The minimum
tread width and riser height must
also be considered.
For
closed
stairs,
a g-inch
tread width and an 81h-inch
riser height should be
considered
a minimum
even for batement
stairways
(fig. 14&B). Risers with less height are always more
desirable.
The nosin g projection
should be at least
ll,/, inches;
however,
if the projection
is too much
Freater.
the stairs will be al:kward
and difficult to
climb.

Ratio of Riser to Tread
There is a definite
relation
between
the height of
a riser and the width of a tread, and all stairs should
be laid out to conform to well-established
rules governing these relations.
If the combination
of run and rise
is too g-eat. there is undue strain on the leg muscles
and on the heart of the climber;
if the combination
is
too small. his foot may kick the riser at each step and
an attempt to shorten stride may be tiring. Experience
has nroved that a riser 7%,_ tn
-- 73/ inche.s hiuh with
appr’Opriate
tread
width combin:;
both safsy
and
comfort.

Wood species appropriate
for main stairway
components
include oak, birch, maple, and similar
hardwoods. Treads and risers for the basement
or service
stairways
may be of Douglas-fir,
southern
pine, and
similar species. A hardwood
tread with a softwood or
lower grade hardwood
riser ma)- be combined
to provide greater resistance
to wear.

A rule of thumb
between the height
tread is:

Types of Stairways
Three general
types of stairway
runs most commonly used in house construction
are the straight
run
(fig. 14.5,A), the long “L” I fig. 115.B) ? and the narrow “U” (fig. 1-16,A I. Another
type is similar to the
Long “L” except that Qinders”
or “pie-shaped”
treads
(fig. 146J)
are substituted
for the landing.
This type
of stairs is not desirable and should be avoided jvhenever possible because it is obviously
not as convenient
or as safe as the long “L.” It is used where the stair
run is not sufficient for the more conventional
stairway
containing
a landing.
In such instances,
the winders
should be adjusted to replace the landings
so that the
width of the tread, 18 inches from the narrow
end,
will not be less than the tread width on the straight
run (fig. 14.7,A ). Thus if the standard
tread is 10
inches wide, the winder tread should be at least 10
inche- wide at the 18-inch line.

which sets forth a good relation
of the riser and the width of the

The tread width multiplied
by the riser height in
inches should equal to 72 to 75. The stairs shown in
figure
118.6 would conform
to this rule-9
times
8$!! = i-k'/!. If the tread is 10 inches, however, the
riser should be 7*,C, inches, which is more desirable
for common
stairways.
Another
rule sometimes
used
is: The tread width plus twice the riser height should
equal about 25.
These desirable
riser heights should,
therefore,
be
used to determine
the number of steps between floors.
For example,
1S risers are commonly
used for main
stairs betlveen the first and second floors. The 8-foot
ceiling height of the first floor plus the upper-story
floor joists.
subfloor,
and finish
floor result in a
floor-to-floor
height
of about
105 inches.
Thus,
14%
divided into 105 is exactly 73” inches, the height of
each riser. Fifteen
risers used for this height would
result in a 7-inch riser height.

Another basic rule in stair iayout concerns the ianding at the top of a stairs when the door opens into the
155
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Figure 145.~Common

types of stair runs: A, Straight; 8, long “1.”
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stairs:‘A,
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8, winder.
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Stair layout: A, Winder treads; B, landings.
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Figure 148 .-Stairway

dimensions: A, Minimum
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headroom;

E, closed stair dimensions.
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LOAD-BEARING
OR
5EAM

STAIRWAY

WAL L ._

OPENING

DOUBLE

WALL

OR

TRIMMER

JOIS TS

FOUNDATION

A

DOUBLE

DOUBI-E

TRIMMER

TRIMME

-TAIL

\

B
Figure 149 .-Framing

for stairs: A,

POST
SUPPORT
HEADER
ArlD

length

of opening

160

FOR
TRIMMER

parallel

to joists.

JOIST

to joists; 8, length of opening

M 136 293
perpendicular

Stair Widths and Handrails

frame a stairway
openin g when its length is parallel
to the joists. For basement
stairlvays.
the rough openirlys mav be about 9 feet 6 inches long by 32 inches
wide ( lb 0 joist spaces 1. Openings
in the second floor
For thr main atair are u~uallv a minimum
of 10 feet
irIng. Width5 may be :3 feet or more. I.)rpen(lill;
(III
t1.v short hratler’ rerjuircrl
for one or both cnd5. tlic
~~Iv*l~ln; i, u*uilll>- frarnrtl a- +hoMn ir, fi~urc Ll’1.:1
u III~II joi.kts I~arallel the It~n~th of lhv ol)cning. Nailirlg
lhc~uld c.onform to that shown in figures 27 and 29.

-l”he width of the main stairs should be not less than
2 fett 8 inches clear of the handrail.
Ho\+evPr. man!
mai:; stairs are desiqed
with a rli.<tanc.e of 3 frr:i 6
.ic 1,‘inches
between
the , I rltel-line 0f the pni.loin;
‘n
a
itair\\a-;
\\ilh
a
r+irlth
of
walls. This will resu’,
ahoul; 3 feet. Split-levrl
entrnnre
.+tair+ arc= f’\ rn \i iclcr.
For- l)asemcnt
stairs. thr= InininlIln1
t,lt:;tr \\irltl~ i- 2
feet 6 inches.
4 continuous
handrail
should be wti
on at lrnst
one side of the stair!\ ax- when there are morr than
three risers. When stair!, are open I,;; t\\o .;iclri. thrrv
should be protective
railings
on racah Ficl,s.

WIPII the length of the stair opening
is perpendicular to the !rn;lth of the joists. a lonp doubled header
i5 required
! fig. I~$‘I.C 1. A header under these conditions ivithout
a supporting
wall beneath
is u5uall!
limited to a IO-foot length. A load-bearing
~a11 under
al/ or part of this opening
simplifies
the framing

Framing for Stairs
Opening.,
in the floor for stair\\avs.
filel)lnc.Ps. nncl
of thr
chimneys
are framed out durin, cr cGri+trurtiori
flljor sistern
( figs. 27 and 20 1. The l~,ng tlirnc~n~ion of
stairkvjy
op6viings mav he either parallel
or at ri;rht
angles to the joists. ir owev~r. it is murh ea+icr lo

irnrnr~n~rlv. as the joists will then bear on the top
l)late of thv \\ all rather than be supported
at the hen&r
1~1,joiclt hangers
or other means. Bailing
fc;rm to that shoivn in figures 27 and 20.

zhould

con-

-STUD

STUD

LFRAMING

NA

-BUILT-UP

1 STAIR
CARRIAGE

FOR

LANDING

POST

M 134 715

Figure 150.-Framing

for stair landing.
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The framing
for an L-shaped
stairway
is usualI!supported
in the basement
by a post at the corner of
the opening
or by a load-bearin;?\\a11 bentath.
Khen
a similar stair leads from the first to the cwond floc~r.
the landing
can be framed-out
I fi;. 1301. Thr platform frame i? nailed into the enclwiny
+tutl ~alli anti
provides
a nailin, (r area for the +ubfltror a+ ~~11 a~ ‘I
support
for the stair carriaFw.

Stairway
Basement

Perhaps
the simplest
s!-stem is one in which the
carriages
are not cut out for the treads and risers.
Rather. cleat+ are nailed to the side of the unnotched
c,arrin;e
anI-1 the trcaJs II&led to then]. This design.
IIO\\~‘LPI-. is likrl\.
not ai desirable
as the notched
c,arriaCze +\--tf*rn I\ hr:~ \\ all3 arc presrnl.
Carriages
can
AI-O lw sU~J[J~Jl.ttd lo\ 11alla located
below them.

Detuils

Stairs
Ilawmrnt
stair trea(ls (‘all con-ist of simple l$i,-inchtl1ic.k ~jlank treads without risers. However, from the
-tanrllwint
of alJp~aranc:r and maintenance.
the use of
I 1 ,.-inf.11 lini-hrd
tread material
and nominal
l-inch
I~f~artls for rist*r* i.5 u$uall\
justified.
Finishing
nails
fa..ten them to thv IJlank cnrriages.
.\ +r)nit~I\ hat more finisht-4
staircase
for a fully
f~m.lo-wl
stair.\\a\
miFtit be u~t’~j rrom the main floor
to the attic.. It combines
the rough notched carriage
11itll a finirtrillper
along each side ( fig. 152,A 1.
‘I’ht* lirli*h .\trinqr
is fal;tened ttr the wall. before carria;rr
;ire fa-tened.
Treads and risers ale cut to fit
:11up1\ Iwt\\crn
thp stringers
and fastened to the rough
f,arriage
nit11 finishing
nails ( fis. 152..4).
This may be

Stair rnrringcs
\\hic-lr c~arry the treads ant1 support
the toads on the stair are made in two \\ays. Rouph
stair carriages
coninic~nlv wed for IJairment Ftairs arf
made from 2- b\. !2-iwh
~~lanlci. The Pffwti\-v
tly~th
below the treads and ri:er notches
mu-t lw at lea-t
3;,? inc,llrs I fig. 1.5l..J I. Such carriay
are ux~all~
1Jlaced

only

at

each

side

of

the

stairc:

ho\vever.

varriage
is requir-wl at 11~ wiiter of
the lreacls are 11 ; ,; inches thivk ant1
stairs Ir itler than 2 feet 0 inches. Three carriages
also recluired
~11er1 treads ;ire IS8 inches thic,k
5lair+ arc \vicler lliaii :: frrt. The carriapes
are

iili
Ilir

intrrmriliale
stair+ \\heri

tlw

are
and

fajtenrd to the joist header at the top of the stairway
01
rest on a supportin;
1ec1~er nailed to the hex&r
( fin.
1.~1.11).
Firestop

shtruld

all stair3.

as sho\vn

b P wed at the top an(l twltcml
( fig. 1.51 ..,I I.

\.arietl somewhat

1)~ nailing

the rough

to 111~ u all ant1 notvhin, cr the
I Iis, 132.8 I. The treads and
pwviouslv
dtwribed.

of

carriage

directly

finished
striqer
to fit
risers are installed
as

,DER

RISER
USE
FIRESTOP
FOR
ALL
ENCLOSED
STAIRS
STAIR

SEMENT

FLOOR

:

Figure 15 1.-B

CARRIAGE

asement stairs: A, Carriage details;

B, ledger
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c’

1 :-...;I
. . :’
. . . . . . -. . ..-

for

carriage;

. . . ..
.

KICKER
PLATE
(ANCHOR
1

M 134 707
C, kicker plate.

STAIR

CA .RRfAGE

--+

TREAD

-

EASE

A

NOTCHED

STRINGER

TREAD.

Figure 152.-

Enclosed stairway details: A, With full stringer; 8, wifh notched stringer.
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1

BASE

MOLDING

NEDGE
HOUSED

FOR

STRINGER

Figure 153 .--Main

stair detail with:

A, Housed stringer; 8, combination of treads and risers.
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Main

Stairway

An

open

usters
and

main

ending

stairway

pleasing
again

The

main

which

the

from

because

replace

routed

bal-

decorative

interior.

It can

stairway

design

feature.

differs

described

and

be very

house

in a pleasing

stairway

previously
(bj

its railing

can

to a contemporary

result

stringers

post

in the traditional

also be translated
and

with

in a nmel

the

of:

the

other

(a j

rough

types

The

plank

housed
carriage;

grooved
treads
and
risers;
in open stair(c) the decorative
railin g and balusters
ways ; and cd j the wood species. IIIcJSt of which can
be given
The

and

a natural

finish.

- member

supportin,

way is the housed
on

each

side

of the finished

stringer

of the

(fig.

stairway

plastered

or finished

the tread

and riser. The stair

hardwood
driven

wedges

under

risers.

side

are

is usually

(fig.

and

glued

153,B j . When
into

able width

housed

is usually

notched

spread

done

from

is

of

glue

under

and
of the

and

nails

are

the
used

the ends of the

and risers

are wedged

the maximum

used

the

by means

with

between

stringers,

to

to fit both

and in back

In addition,
treads

stairis used

fastened

are routed

3 feet 6 inches.

carriage

One

is assembled

the riser to the tread

step

a

which

of the stairway.

to fasten

and

They

the ends of the treads

Assembly

rear

walls.

main

1534).

allow-

For wider

between

the

hl

stairs,

Figure

housed

154 .-Details

of open

main
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stairway.

sthngers.
stairs are open on one side,
are commonly
used. Balusters

When
balusters
ened

to the

return

(fig.

railing
may

of the treads

which

The balusters

have

which

is terminated
to form

doweled

ends,

holes

in the treads

and

the railing.

appropriate

stairway

at a newel

moldings

are

a finished

are also fastened

be turned

drilled
and

end
154).

a railing
and
may be fast-

used

post.

mon

to a

Balusters

which

size of folding

inch rough

opening.

out as described

for normal

Where

to complete

attics
space

are

for

used

primarily

a fixed

stairway

for

storage

is not

the

a 26

should

by 54

be framed

openings.

Exterior Stairs
of risers

or foldin g stairs are often used and may
purchased
ready to install.
They operate through
in the ceiling

space,
stairs

of a hall and swing

up into

for limited

floor loading.

or

Similar

riser-to-tread
used

good

be
an
the

-65

ratios

can

exterior

i inches

Where

step should

be concrete

members.

Where

disturbed

ground,

wood

be use;
steps

steps

are

the

foundation

ground.

out
be as

stairways.

however,

should

the

norm.ally

The need

for outside

for a

steps is often

used,

or supported

laying

should

of interior

the bottom

by treated

the steps are located

to undisturbed

in

in height.

or foundation

overlooked.

down

One com-

6 and

treads

to terraces

as the design

in principal

support

and

approaches

considered

be between

out of the way when not in use. Where
are to be installed,
the attic floor joists

be designed

steps

carefully
riser

and

available,

hinged

should

stair

only

trim.
porch

attic
such

openings

A stringer

Attic Folding Stairs

opening

requires

These

fit into

Proportioning

where

stairs

wood

over backfill

should

or

be carried

CHAPTER 24
FLASHING AND OTHER SHEET METAL WORK
ViiriOUS

In house construction,
the sheet-metal work normally
consists
of flashing.
gutters,
and downspouts,
and
sometimes
attic ventilators.
Flashing
is often
provided to prevent
wicking
action
by joints
between
moisture-absorbent
materials.
It might also be used
to
provide
protection
from wind-driven
rain or from
action of melting snows. For instance,
damage
from
ice dams is often the result of inadequate
flashing.
Thus,
proper
installation
of these materials
is important.
as well as their selection
and location.
Gutters are installed at the cornice line of a pitchedroof house to carry the rain or melted snow to the
downspouts
and away from the foundation
area. They
are especially
needed for houses with narrow
roof
rain disposal
cannot
be
overhangs.
Wh ere positive
assured.
downspouts
should be connected
with storm
sewer? or other drains. Poor drainage
away from the
wall is often the cause of wet basements
and other
moisture
problems.

hpcJrtant

to

pI’event

COrrOSiOn

Or

Flashing
should be used at the junction
of a roof
and a wood or masonry
wall, at chimneys,
over exposed doors and windows, at siding material changes,
in roof valleys, and other areas where rain or melted
snow may penetrate
ic+o the house.
Material

Changes

One wall area which requires flashing is at the intersection of two types of siding materials.
For example:
a stucco-finish
gable end and a wood-siding
lower wall
should be flashed (fig. 155,A). A wood molding
such
as a drip cap separates
the two materials
and is covered by the flashing which extends behind the stucco.
The flashing should extend at least 4 inches above the
intersection.
When sheathing
paper is used, it should
lap the flashing
(fig. 155,/I).
When a wood-siding
pattern
change occurs on the
same wall, the intersection
should also be flashed. A
vertical board-sided
upper wall with horizontal
siding
below usually
requires
some type of flashing
(fig.
155,B). A small space above the molding
provides
a
drip for rain. Th is will prevent
paint peeling which
could occur if the boards were in tight contact with
the molding.
A drip cap is sometimes
used as a terminating molding
(fig. 84). When the upper wall, such
as a gable end, projects slightly beyond the lower wall
(fig. 85 J , flashing is usually not required.

Materials
most commonly
used for sheet-metal
work
are galvanized
metal, terneplate,
aluminum,
copper,
and stainless
steel. Near the seacoast, where the salt
in the air may corrode galvanized
sheet metal, copper
or stainless
steel is preferred
for gutters, downspouts,
and flashings.
Molded wood gutters,
cut from solid
pieces of Douglas-fir
or redwood,
are also used in
coastal
areas because
they are not affected
by the
corrosive
atmosphere.
Wood gutters can be attractive
in appearance
and are preferred
by some builders.
Galvanized
(zinc-coated
1 sheet metal is used in two
weights of zinc coatings:
1.25 and 1.50 ounces per
square foot (t o t a 1 weight of coating on both sides).
When the lightly coated 1.25-ounce
sheet is used for
exposed flashin g and for gutters and downspouts,
26gage metal is required.
With the heavier
I.50-ounce
coating, a 2%page metal is satisfactory
for most metal
work, except that gutters should be 26-gage.
Aluminum
flashing should have a minimum
thickness of 0.019 inch, the same as for roof valleys. Gutters
should
be made
from
0.027-inch-thick
metal
and
downspouts
from 0.020-inch
thickness.
Copper
for
flashing
and similar
uses should
have a minimum
thickness
of 0.020 inch (16 oz.). Aluminum
is not
normally
used when it comes in contact with concrete
or stucco unless it is protected
with a coat of asphalturn or other protection
against
reaction
with the
alkali in the cement.
of metal fastenings,
such as nails
the hangers
and clips used with

are

Flashing

Materials

The types
screws,
and

met&,

deterioration
when unlike metals
are used together.
For aluminum.
only aluminum
or stainless steel fasteners should be used. For copper flashing,
use copper
nails and fittings. Galvanized
sheet metal or terneplate
should be fastened
with galvanized
or stainless-steel
fasteners.

Doors

and

Windows

The same type of flashing
shown in figure 155,A
should be used over door and window openings
exposed to driving
rain. However,
window and doorheads protected
by wide overhangs
in a single-story
house with a hip roof do not ordinarily
require such
flashing. When building
paper is used on the sidewalls,
it should lap the top edge of the flashing. To protect
the walls behind the window sill in a brick veneer exterior, flashing should extend under the masonry
sill
up to the underside
of the wood sill.
Flat Roof
Flashing
is also required
at the junctions
of an
exterior
wall and a flat or low-pitched
built-up
roof

and
the
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SHEATHING
SHEATHING

PAPER

-STUCCO

/”
. ’,

_A-

NAILERS

BEIIIND,‘~~~

,_rz.

1’
VERTICAL
SIDING

A

BOARDS

HORIZONTAL
SIDING

Figure 155.-

Flashing uf mukld
cisanges: A, Stucco above,
B, vertical siding obove, horizontal below,
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siding

below;

M
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(fig. 71:C). Wh en a metal roof is used. the metal is
turned
up on the wall and covered by the siding.
A
clearance
of 2 inches should be allowed at the bottom
of the siding
for protection
from melted snow and
water.
Ridge

and

Roof

Ridge flashing should he used under a Roston ridge
in wood shingle or shake roofs to prevent water entry
( fig. 72,B). The flashing should extend about 3 inches
on each side of the ridge and be nailed in place only
at the outer edges. The ridge shingles or shakes. Mhich
are 6 to 8 inches wide, cover the flashing.
Stack vents and roof ventilators
are provided
with
flashing
collars which are lapped bv the shingles
on
the upper side. The lower edge of the collar laps the
shingles.
Sides are nailed to the shingles and talked
with a rooting mastic.
Valley
The valley formed by two intersecting
rooflines
is
usually
covered
with metal flashing.
Some building
regulations
allow the use of two thicknesses
of mineralsurfaced
roll roofing in place of the metal flashing.
As an alternate,
one 36-inch-wide
strip of roll roofing
with closed or woven asphalt shingles is also allowed.
This type of valley is normally
used only on roofs with
a slope of 10 in 12 or steeper.
W-idths of sheet-metal
not be less than:
(a)

12 inches
over.

flashing

wide for roof

for

slopes

valleys

should

of 7 in 12 and

(b)

18 inches

wide for 4 in 12 to 7 in 12 roof slopes.

(c)

24 inches

wide for slopes

The width of the
increase from the top
minimum
open width
be increased
at the
These widths can be
shingles are applied.

less than 4 in 12.

valley between
shingles
should
to the bottom (fig. 156,A). The
at the top is 4 inches and should
rate of about r/H inch per foot.
chalklined
on the flashing before

When
adjacent
roof slopes vary, such as a lowslope porch roof intersecting
a steeper main roof. a
l-inch
crimped
standing
seam should be used (fig.
156,B).
This will keep heavy
rains on the steeper
slopes from overrunning
the valley and being forced
under the shingles
on the adjoining
slope. Kails for
the shingles
should be kept back as far as possible to
eliminate
holes in the flashing.
A ribbon
of asphaltroofing
mastic is often used under the edge of the
shingles.
It is wise to use the wider valley flashings
supplemented
by a width of 15- or 30-pound
asphalt
felt where snow and ice dams may cause melting snow
water to back under shingles,

Roof-Wall

Intersections

When shingles
a):~ a roof intersect
a vertical
wall,
shingle flashing
is used at the junction.
These tin or
galvanized-metal
shingles are bent at a 90’ angle and
extend up the side of the wall over the sheathing
a
minimum
of 4 inches (fig. 157J).
When roofing felt
is used under the shingle. it is turned up on the wall
and covered by the flashing. One piece of flashing is
used at each shingle course. The siding is then applied
over the flashing.
allowing
about a 2-inch space between the bevel edge of the siding and the roof.
If the roof intersects
a brick vvall or chimney,
the
same type of metal shingle flashing is used at the end
of each shingle course as described
for the wood-sided
wall. In acldition.
counterflashing
or brick flashing is
used to cover the shingle flashing
(fig. 157,B). This
counterflashing
is often preformed
in sections and is
inserted
in open
mortar
joints.
Unless
soldered
toget.her. each section should overlap the next a minimum of 3 inches with the joint calkecl. In laying up
the chimneys or the brick wall, the mortar is usually
raked out for a clepth of about
1 inch at flashing
locations.
Lead wedges clriven into the joint above the
flashing hold it in place. The joint is then talked to
provide
a watertight
connection.
In chimneys,
this
counterflashing
is often preformed
to cover one entire
side.
Around
small
chimneys,
chimney
flashing
often
consists
of simple counterflashing
on each side. For
single-flue
chimneys,
the shingle flashing on the high
side should be carried up under the shingles. The vertical distance
at top of the flashing
and the upturned
edge should be about 4 inches above the roof boards
(fig. 158,A ) .
A wood satlrlla
usually constructed
on the high side
of wide chimneys
for better drainage,
is made of a
ridgeboard
and post and sheathed
with plywood
or
boards
(fig. 158,B I. It is then covered
with metal,
which extends up on the brick and under the shingles.
Counter-flashing
ai the chimney
is then used (as previously
described)
by lead plugging
and calking.
A
very wide chimney
may contain
a partial gable on the
high side and be shingled in the same manner
as the
main roof.
Roof

Edge

The cornice
and the rake section
of the roof are
sometimes
protected
by a metal edging. This edging
forms a desirable
drip edge at the rake and prevents
rain from entering
behind the shingles
(fig. 70,B).
At the eave iine, a similar metal edging may be used
to advantage
(fig. 159,A). This edging, with the addition of a roll roof flashing
(fig. 68,B,) will aid in
resisting
water entry from ice dams. Variations
of it
are shown in figure 159,B and C. They form a good
drip edge and prevent or minimize
the chance of rain
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standing seam.
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Figure 157 .-Roof

M

being
blown back under
the shingles.
This
drip edge is desirable
whether or not a gutter

type of
is used.

Gutters and Dorvnspouts
Types
Several types of gutters
are available
to guide the
rainwater
to the downspouts
and away from the foundation.
Some houses have built-in
gutters in the cornice. These are lined with sheet metal and connected
to the downspouts.
On flat roofs, water is often drained
from one or more locations
and carried
through
an
insidt
wall to an underground
drain. All downspouts
connected
to an underground
drain should contain basket strainers
at the junction
of the gutter.

134

780

160,A

and wall intersection: A, Wood siding wall; B, brick wall.

Perhaps
the most commonly
used gutter is the type
hung from the edge of the roof or fastened to the edge
of the cornice
facia. Metal gutters may be the halfround
(fig.
or the formed type (fig. 160,B)
and may be galvanized
metal, copper, or aluminum.
Some have a factory-applied
enamel finish.

Downspouts
are round or rectangular
(fig. 160, C
and D), the round type being used for the half-round
gutters. They are usually corrugated
to provide extra
stiffness
and strength.
Corrugated
patterns
are less
likely to burst when plugged with ice.
Wood gutters have a pleasing
appearance
and are
fastened to the facia board rather than being carried
by hangers as are most metal gutters. The wood should
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Figure 158 .-Chimney

flashing:

A, Flashing without saddle; 13, chimney saddle.
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ROOFING
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1

T

SHINGLES

EDGIl
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Figure

P
159 .-Cornice

flashing:

A, Formed ftashing;

6,
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flashing without wood blocking; C, flashing with wood blocking.
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Size
The size of gutters
should be determined
by the
size and spacinc 2 of the downspouts
used. One square
incrh of downspout
is required for each 100 square feet
of roof. When downspouts
are .-paced up to 40 feet
apart. the gutter shoultl have the same area as the
downspout.
For Freater spac,inp. the \I itlth of the gutter shoul(l he inrrea.4.
lnatallation
On lorq runs of gutters. such as required
around a
house. at least four downspouts
are desirable.
Gutters should be installed with a slight pitch toward
the downspouts.
hIeta
putters
are often suspended
from the edge of the roof ~tith hangers
ifi~. 1614).
Hangers should he spaced ,$:I inc*hr.s apart \$hen made
of galvanized
steel and .?O ir3r.h~~ ap:rr! :,.+,*I made of
fYJ]Jper or illUllliIlUI?l.
Formed revUtk!r5 may 1Je ItI~JU~lted
011 furrin:
Strips.
but th Futtrr dicJUld Ike reinforced
I$ it11 \vrap;lrfJUnd
l1angel-S at 4%inc,h
intrrbals.
Gutter .5plic*rs. do\~ r~spout c:onnrc*tions.
and c*orner joints
should be ScJldertd or [JrCJL idetl Mith \\ atrrtiFht
joints.
Wood gutters are l~lfJUritf?,{ oil the fac~ia using furring blocks spaf:ed 2 1- inches al)srt ( tin. 161 .I: I. Rustproof screws are CoInIIl!)ri!:,
us131 to fastran the gutters
to the blocks and facia backing.
The edge shingle
should be located so that the drip is near the center of
the putter.
Downspouts
arc fastrned
to the wall by straps or
hooks (fig. 16&A ‘I. Several patterns of these fasteners
allow a space between the \+all and dow.nspout.
One
common tvpe consists of a galvanized
metal strap with

hip-roof

M 134
Figure

160.-Gutters

formed

gutter;

and
C,

round

downspouts:
downspout;

A,
D,

Half-round

rectangular

700

gutter;

B,

downspout.

IN* f.lf*at- alltl

icf>c of knclts alltl [)rf’fri.ablp
treated.
unInade of all IieCirtwood from 5uch species as redgood. \~rstcrn rrd:~~~tlar. and cvpress. Continuous
seclions sl10~1d l)fl used wherever
possible. Wherl splices
are nwessary.
they should
he square-cut
butt joints
fastenecl \vith don-e15 or a spline. Joints should be set
in white lead or similar
material.
When untreated
LVoocl gutters
are used. it is good practice
to brush
several generous
coats of water-repellent
preservative
on the interior.
Ifsis
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An elbow should be used at the bottd,p of .:he downspout, as well as a splash block. to c&ry the water
away from the wall. However,
a vitrifiec++tile line is
sometimes
used to carry the water hJ a st&ym sewer.
In such installations.
the splash block is not required
I fig. 162,B) .

a spike and spacer collar. After the spike is driven
through
the collar and into the siding and backing
stud, the strap is fastened
around
the pipe. Downspouts should be fastened
at the top and bottom.
In
addition,
for long dowcspouts
a strap or hook should
be used for every 6 feet of length.

CHAPTER 25
PORCHES AND GARAGES
foundations,
piers, or slabs are added, they should
also be structurally
correct.
Footings
should
be of
sufficient
size, the bottoms
located
below the frostline, and the foundation
wall anchored
to the house
foundation
when possible.

An attached
porch or garage
which is in keeping
with the house design usually
adds to overall pleasing appearance.
Thus, any similar attachments
to the
house after it has been built should also be in keeping structurally
and architecturally
with the basic
d esign.
In such additions,
the connections
of the
porch
or garage
to the main
houst
should
be by
means of the framing
members
and roof sheathing.
Rafters,
ceiling joists, and studs should be securely
attached
by nailin g to the house framing.
When
additions
are made to an existing
house,
the siding
or other finish is removed
so that framing members
can be easily and correctly
fastened
to
the house. In many instances,
the siding can be cut
with a skill saw to the outline
of the addition
and
concrete
removed
only
where
necessary.
When

Porches
There are many types and designs of porches, some
with roof slopes continuous
with the roof of the house
itself. Other porch roofs may have just enough pitch
The fundamental
construction
to provide
drainage.
however,
are somewhat
alike no matter
principles,
what
type
is built.
Thus,
a general
descriptionl
together
with several construction
details. can apply
to several types.
details
of a
Figure
16$3 shows the construction
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END,’
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,

‘VU

WNSPUUT
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BLOCK

details of the cei!ing and roof framing
are covered
in Chapter
7, “Ceiling
and Roof Framing.”
Porch
floors,
whether
wood
or concrete,
should
have sufficient
slope away from the house to provide good drainage.
Weep holes or drains
should
be provided
in any solid or fully sheathed
perimeter
wall. Open wood balusters
with top and bottom railings should
be constructed
so that the bottom
rail
is free of the floor surface.
Floor framing
for wood floor construction
should
be at least 10 inches above the soil. The use of a
soil cover of polyethylene
or similar
material
under
a partially
open or a closed porch is good practice.

typical
flat-roofed
porch with a concrete
slab floor.
An attached
porrh ran be open or fully enclosed;
or
it can be constructed
with a concrete
slab floor, insulated
or uninsulated.
A porch
can also be constructed
using wood floor framing
over a crawl space
(fig. 164). Most details of such a unit should comply
with those previously
outlined
for various
parts of
the house itself.
Porch

Framing

and

Floors

Structural
framing
for the floors and walls should
comply
with the details given in Chapter
5, “Floor
and Chapter
6. “Wall Framing.”
General
Framing,”
175
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of porch construction for concrete slab.

Porch

Slats or grillwork
used around
an open
crawl
space should be made with a removable
section
for
entry in areas where termites
may be present.
(See
Chapter
29: “Protection
Against
Decay
and
Termites.“)
A fully
enclosed
crawl-space
foundation
should be vented or have an opening to the basement.

Column8

Supports
for enclosed
porches
usually
consist
of
full)- framed
stud walls. The studs are doubled
at
openings
and 3t corners.
Because both interior
and
exterior
finish coverings
are used, the walls are constructed
much like the walls of the house. In open
or partially
open porches, however,
solid or built-up
posts or columns
are used. A more finished or cased
column is often made up of doubled
2 by 4’s which
are covered with l- by A-inch casing on two opposite
sides and l- by @inch finish casing on the other sides
(fig. 165,A 1. Solid posts, normally
4 by 4 inches in

Wood species used for finish porch floor should
have good decay and wear resistance,
be nonsplintering, and be free from warping.
Species commonly
used are cypress, Douglas-fir,
western larch, southern
pine, and redwood.
Only treated
material
should
be
used where moisture
conditions
are severe.
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Porch floor with wood

size. are used mainly for open porrhes.
An open railing may be used between posts.
A formal
design of a large house entrance
often
includes
the use of round
built-up
columns
topped
by Ihric
or Zonic capitals. These columns are factorymade and ready for installation
at the building
site.
The base of posts or columns
in open porches
should
be designed
so that no pockets
are formed
to retain
moisture
and encourage
decay. In single
posts. a steel pin may be used to lorate the post and
a large galvanized
washer or similar
spacer used to
keep the bottom
of the post above the concrete
or
wood floor
Ifi?. 165.B I. The bottom
of the post
should be treated
to minimize
moisture
penetration.
Often single
posts of this I! pc are made from a
decay-resistant
wood species.
A cased post can be
flashed
under
the base molding
(fig. 165,C).
Post
anchors
lchich provide
connections
to the floor and
to the post are available
commercially,
as are post
caps.
Balustrade
A porch balustrade
railings
with halusters

usually consists
hetween
them.

of one or two
They are de-

134
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framing.

signed for an open porch to provide
protection
and
to inllmJve
the appearance.
There
are innumerable
combinations
and arrangements
of them. A closed
balustrade
may be used Mith s(‘recns or r:ombination
with drcwindows
above ( fip. 166.J I. A balwtrarle
orative

railings

may

l,e

USed

for

iin

upen

purch

16G.R 1. This type can also he used with fullheight removablr
screens.
All balustrade
menlbers
that are expose(l to water
and 511lJw should he tlesiqierl
to shed water. The top
of the railing ~houltl he tapered and ccwnel,tions
tvith
halusters
proterxte(l as much a5 I,c4ble
: fig:. 167:A 1.
floor but
Railings
should
not c,cjntact ;I cwncrete
should be blocked
to i)rovide a small
sp:lh:e beneath.
When hood must be in contact with the concrete,
it
should be treared to resist decav.
Connection
of the railin=
with a pnst should
he
made in a wn~ that preventa mtrintllrtrfrom being
trapped.
Chic: ‘I.it.thotl provides
a r;mall space between the l)tJd and tl.: end of the railing
( fig. 167,R).
When
the railing
is treated
I\ ith paint
or w-aterrepellent
preser=.,ati\-e.
this t! pi cwnncction
should
provide
gO(Jd
wrvi(:e.
Exposed
members,
such as
posts. balusters.
nnrl
railings.
-h~,ultl
he all-heartI tip.
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details: A, Cased post; 6, pin anchor and spacer; C, tlarhing at base.

treated

wood

to

Garages
Garages
can be classified
as attached,
detached,
basement,
or carport. The selection
of a garage type
is often determined
by limitations
of the site and the
size of the lot. Where space is not a limitation,
the
attached
garage has much in its favor. It may give
better architectural
lines to the house, it is warmer
during
cold weather, and it provides
covered protection to passengers.
convenient
space for storage,
and

a short, direct entrance
to the house.
Building
regulations
often require
that detached
garages be located away from the house toward the
rear of the lot. Where there is considerable
slope to
a lot, basement
garages may be desirable,
and generally such garages
will cost less than those above
grade.
Carports
are car-storage
spaces, generally
attached
to the house. that have roofs and often no sidewalls.
To improve
the appearance
and utility
of this type
of structure.
storage
cabinets
are often used on a
side and at the end oi the carport.
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therefore,
would be 14 by 22 feet. A double garage
should
be not less than 22 by 22 feet in outside
dimensions
to provide reasonable
clearance
and use.
The addition
of a shop or storage
area would increase these minimum
sizes.
?G’/lI

I +---

BALUSTER

-BOTTOM

F?A”-

--BLOCK

SMALL

LEAVE

For an attached garage, the foundation
wall should
extend below the frostline
and about 8 inches above
the finish-floor
level. It should
be not less than G
inches thick, but is usually more because of the difficulty of trenching
this width. The sill plate should
be anchored
to the foundation
wall with anchor bolts
spaced about 2 feet apart, at least two bolts in each
sill piece. Extra anchors may be required
at the sides
of the main door. The framing
of the sidewalls
and
roof and the application
of the exterior
covering
material
of an attached
garage should be similar
to
that of the house.
The interior
finish of the garage is often a matter
of choice. The studs may be left exposed or covered
with some type of sheet material
or they may be
plastered.
Some building
codes require
that the wall
between the house and the attached
garage be made
of fire-resistant
material.
Local building
regulations
and fire codes should be consulted
before construction is begun.

SPACE..

If fill is required
below the floor, it should preferably be sand or gravel well-compacted
and tamped.
If other types of soil fill are used, it should be wet
down so that it wilt be well compacted
and can then
be well-tamped
and time allowed before pouring.
Unless these precautions
are taken, the concrete floor will
likely settle and crack.
The floor should be of concrete not less than 4 inches
thick and laid with a pitch of about 2 inches from the
back to the front of the garage. The use of wire reinforcing
mesh is often advisabte.
The garage
floor
should be set about 1 inch above the drive or apron
level. It is desirable
at this point to have an expansion
joint between
the garage floor and the driveway
or
apron.

B
M

Figure

167.-

134
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Roiling details: A, Balustrade assembly;
6, rail-to-post

connection.

Size
It is a mistake to design the garage too small for
convenient
use. Cars vary in size from the small
import
models
to the large
foreign
and domestic
Many popular
models
are now up to 215
sedans.
inches long, and the larger and more expensive models
are usually over 230 inches-almost
20 feet in length.
Thus, while the garage
need not necessarily
be designed to take all sizes with adequate
room around
the car. it is wise to provide
a minimum
distance
of
21 to 22 feet between
the inside face of the front
and rear walls. If additional
storage or work space is
greater
depth is required.
required
at the back, a
The inside
be less than
factory.
The

width of a single garage should
11 feet with 13 feet much more

minimum

outside

size

for

a single

Garage

Doors

The two overhead
garage
doors most commonly
used are the sectional
and the single-section
swing
types. The swing door (fig. 168,A) is hung with side
and overhead
brackets
and an overhead
track, and
must be moved outward slightly at the bottom as it is
opened.
The sectional
type (fig. 168,R),
in four or
five horizontal
hinged
sections,
has a similar
trac:k
extending
along the sides and under the ceiling framing, with a roller for the side of each section.
It is
to automatic
elecopened by liftin g and is adaptable
tric opening with remote control devices. The standard
desirable
size for a single door is 9 feet in wirith by
6ji
or 7 feet in height.
Double
doors are tisually
14 by 61/z or 7 feet in size.

never
satisgarage,
180
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Figure 16B.---Garage

dsers: A, One-section swing; B, sectional.

siped for thp snow load which might he imposed on
the roof ahove. In Lvide openings,
this may be a steel
I-beam or a built-up wood section. For spans of 8 or 9
feet. two doubled
2 by 10’s of high-grade
Douglas-fir
or similar species are commonly
used when only snow
loads must be considered.
If floor loads are also imposed on the header,
a steel l-beam
or wide-flange
beam is usually selected.

Doors vary in design? but those most often used are
the panel type with solid stiles and rails and panel
fillers. A glazed panel section is often included.
Clearance above the top of the door required
for overhead
doors is usually about 12 inches. However, low-headroom hrac.kets are available
when such clearance
is
not possible.
The header heam over garage doors should be de-

CHAPTER 26
CHIMNEYS AND FIREPLACES
Chimneys

Chimneys
are generally constructed
of masonry units
supported
on a suitable
foundation.
A chimney
must
be structurally
safe, capatle
of producing
sufficient
draft for the fireplace, and capable of carrying
away
harmful
gases from the fuel-burning
equipment
and
other
utilities.
Lightweight,
prefabricated
chimneys
that do not require
masonry
protection
or concrete
foundations
are now accepted for certain uses by fire
underwriters.
Make certain,
however,
they are approved and listed by Underwriters’
Laboratories,
Inc.
Fireplaces
should not only be safe and durable
hut
should be so constructed
that they provide
sufficient
draft and are suitable for their intended use. From the
standpoint
of heat-production
efficiency,
which
is
estimated
to be only 10 percent,
they might be considered a luxury. However, they add a decorative
note
to a room and a cheerful atmosphere.
1mI:roved heating efficiency and the assurance
of a correctfy proportioned fireplace can usually be obtained
by the installation of a factory-made
circulating
fireplace. This metal
unit, enclosed by the masonry.
allows air to be heated
and circulated
throughout
the room in a systern separate from the direct heat of the fire.

The chimney
should be built on a concrete footing
of sufficient area. depth, and strength
for the imposed
load. The footing should be below the frostline.
For
houses with a basement,
the footings for the walls and
fireplace are usually poured together
and at the same
elevation.
The size of the chimney
depends on the number
of
flues, the presence of a fireplace, and the design of the
house. The house design may include
a room-wide
wall which extends through
brick or stone fireplace
the roof. While only two or three flues may be required
for heating
units and fireplaces.
several “false” flues
may be added
at the top for appearance.
The flue
sizes are made to conform to the width and length of
a brick so that full-length
bricks can be used to enclose the flue lining. Th us an 8- by 8-inch flue lining
(about ljlL bv, 8!$_ in. in outside
dimensions)
with
the minimum
‘l--inch thickness of surrounding
masonry
will use six standard
bricks
for each course
(fig.
1694).
An 8- by 12-inch flue lining
(81/z by 13 in.
in outside
dimensions)
will be enclosed
by seven
181

bricks at each course (fig. 169,B),
and a 12. by 12.
inch flue (13 by 13 in. in outside dimension)
by eight
bricks (fig. 169,C), and so on. Each fireplace should
have a separate
flue and, for best performance,
flues
should
be separated
by a 4..inch-wide
brick
spacer
(withe)
between them (fig. 170,A).
The greater
the difference
in temperature
between
chimney
gases and outside atmosphere,
the better the
draft. Thus, an interior chimney
will have better draft
because the masonry will retain heat longer. The height
of the chimney
as well as the size of the flue are important
factors in providing
sufficient draft.
The height of a chimney
above the roofline usually
depends upon its location in relation to the ridge. The
top of the extending
flue liners should not be less than
2 feet above the ridge or a wall that is within 10 feet
(fig. 170,B). For flat or low-pitched
roofs, the chimney
should extend at least 3 feet above the highest point of
the roof. To prevent moisture
from entering
between
the brick and flue lining,
a concrete
cap is usually
poured over the top course of brick (fig. 170,C). Precast or stone caps with a cement wash are also used.
Flashing
for chimneys
is illustrated
in figure 158.
Masonry
chimneys
should
be separated
from wood
and other combustible
materials.
framing,
subfloor,
Framing
members should have at least a 2.inch clearance and should be firestopped
at each floor with asbestos or other types of noncombustible
material
(fig.
171).
Subfloor,
roof sheathing,
and wall sheathing
should have a s/A-inch clearance.
A cleanout door is included in the bottom of the chimney
where there are
fireplaces
or other solid fuel-burning
equipment
as
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Figure 170.--Chimney
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details: A, Spacer between flues;

g, height of chimneys; C, chimney cap.

well as at the bottom of other flues. The cleanout door
for the furnace
flue is usually
located just below the
smokepipe thimble with enough room for a soot pocket.

Flue Linings

M

Figure 169.4rick
lining;

6,

g-

and Auo combinations:
by

12.inch

flue lining;

C,

A,

g-

12.

134

by g-inch
by

If-inch

Rectangular
fire-clay
flue linings
( previously
described)
or round vitrified
tile are normally
used in
all chimneys.
Vitrified
(glazed)
tile or a :jtainlesssteel lining is usually required
for gas-burning
equipment. Local codes outline these specific requirements.
A fireplace chimney
with at least an 8.inch-thick
masonry wall ordinarily
does not require
a flue lining.
However,
the cost of the extra brick or masonry
and
the labor involved
are most likely greater than the

686

flue
flue

lining.
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and are enclosed
functioning
when

CHIMNEY

with brick, are designed
for proper
flues are the correct size.

One rule which is often recommended
is that the
depth of the fireplace
should be about two-thirds
the
height of the opening.
Thus,
a 30.inch-high
fireplace
would be 20 inches deep from the face to the rear of
the opening.

hl
Figure

17 1 _-

134

The flue area should be at least one-tenth
of the
open area of the fireplace
(width times height I when
the chimney
is 15 feet or more in height. When less
than IS feet. the flue area in square inches should be
one-eighth
of the openin g of the fireplace. This height
is measured
from the throat to the top of the chimney.
Thus, a fireplace
with a 30.inch
width and P&inch
height f 720 sq. in. I would require
an 8. by 12.inch
flue, which has an inside area of about 80 square
inches. A 12. by 12.inch flue liner has an area of
about
125 square
inches, and this would be large
enough for a 36. by 30.inch opening when the chimne!
height is 15 feet or over.

709

Clearances for wood construction.

nest of flur Iuiin;.
Furthfsrmore,
a well-installed
lirlifl;: will rrsuit in a safer chimney.

The back width of the fireplace
is usually 6 to 8
inches narrower
than the front. This helps to guide
the smoke and fumes toward the rear. A vertical hackwall of about a 14.inch height then tapers toward the
upper section or “throat”
of the fireplace
(fig. 172).
The area of the throat should be about ll,h to ll$:.;
times the area of the flue to promote
better draft. An
adjustable
damper
is used at this area for easy control of the opening.

flue

Flue linrr5 should be installed
enough ahead of the
t)rir 1, or mnznnry
work. as it is carried
up, so that
c.arrful ht~dt1ir.g of the mortar
will result in a tight
and smrjoth joint. When diagonal
offsets are necessary,
the flue liners should be beveled at the direction change
in order to have a tight joint. It is also good practice
to stagger the joints in adjacent tile.

The smoke shelf (top of the throat)
is necessary to
prevent
back drafts.
The height of the smoke shelf
should
be 8 inches
above the top of the fireplace
opening
(fig. 1721. The smoke shelf is concave
Lo
retain any slight amount of rain that may enter.

Flue lining is supported
by masonry
and begins at
least 8 inches below the thimble for a connecting
smoke
or vent pipe from the furnace.
In fireplaces,
the flue
liner rhould start at the top of the throat and extend
to the top of the rhimney.

Steel angle iron is used to support
the brick OI
masonry over the fireplace opening. The bottom of the
inner hearth,
the sides, and the back are built of a
heat-resistant
material
such as firebrick.
The outer
hearth should extend at least 16 inches out from the
face of the fireplace and be supported
by a reinforced
concrete
slab (fig. 172). This outer hearth is a pre9 arks and is made of noncomcaution against flyin, n .p
bustible
materials
such as glazed tile. Other fireplace
details of clearance,
framing of the wall, and cleanout
oppning
and ash dump are also shown. Hangers
and
brackets
for fireplace screens are often built into the
face of the fireplace.

Kertangular
flue lining
is made in 2.foot lengths
and in sizes of 8 by 8. 8 hy 12. 12 by 12, 12 by 16,
311 d up to 20 bv 20 inches.
Wall thicknesses
of the flue
iining vary with the size of the flue. The smaller sizes
have a ?A-inch-thick
wail, and the larger sizes vary
from S:j to 1?i inches in thickness.
Vitrified
tiles.
8 inches in diameter.
are most commonly
used for the
flues of the heating unit. although
larger sizes are also
avai’iahk. This tile has a bell joint.

Fireplaces

Fireplaces
with two or more openings
(fig. 173)
require
much larger flues than the conventional
fireplace. For example, a fireplace with two open adjacent

A fireplare
adds to the attractiveness
of the house
interior,
but one that does not “draw”
properly
is a
detriment.
not an asset. 13~ following
several rules on
the relation
of the fireplace opening
size to flue area,
and other measurements,
satisdepth of the opening.

faces (fig. 173,Aj
would require
a 12. by 16.inch
flue for a 34- by 20. by 30.inch
(width, depth. and
height, respectively)
opening.
Local building
regulations usually cover the proper sizes for these types of

factory performance
can be assured. Metal circulating
fireplaces.
I\ hi& form the main outline of the opening

fireplaces.
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fireplace.

M

Figure 173.-Dual-opening
fireplace: A,
B, through firepk!ce.
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CHAPTER 27
DRIVEWAYS,

WALKS,

AND BASEMENT

FLOORS

A new home is not complete
until driveways
and
walks have been installed
so that landscaping
can be
started. Landscaping
includes
final grading,
planting
of shrubs and trees, and seeding
or sodding of lawn
areas. Because the automobile
is an important
element
in American
life, the garage
is usually
a prominent
the locapart ;I house design. This in turn establishes
tion of driveways
and walks.

DOUBLE

Concrete
and bituminous
pavement
are most commonly used in the construction
of walks and drives,
especially
in areas where snow removal is important.
In some arcas of the country,
a gravel driveway
and
a flagstone walk may be satisfactory
and would reduce
the cost of improvements.

PAVED

GARAGE

OR

PAVING
DOUBLE

GRAVEL
FOR
GARAGE

Rasements
are normally
finished
with a concrete
floor of some type, whether or not the area is to contain habitable
rooms. These floors are poured
after
all improvements
such as sewer and waterlines
have
been connected.
Concrete slabs should not be poured
on recently filled areas.

Driveways
The grade. width, and radius of curves in a driveway are important
factors in establishing
a safe entry
to the garage. Driveways
for attached
garages, which
are located near the street on relatively
!evel property,
need only be sufficiently
wide to be adequate.
Driveways that have a grade more than 7 percent (7-ft. rise
in 100 ft.) should have some type of pavement
to
prevent
wash. Driveways
that are long and require
an area for a turnaround
should be designed carefully.
Figure 174 shows a drive way and turnaround
which
allow the driver to back out of a single or double
garage into the turn and proceed to the street or highway in a forward
direction.
This, in areas of heavy
traffic, is much safer than having
to back into the
street or roadway.
A double garage should be serviced
by a wider entry and turnaround.
Driveways
that are of necessity
have a near-level
area in front
safety. from 12 to 16 feet long.

hl
Figure

174

.-Driveway
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turnaround.

also used as a walk, it should be at least 10 feet wide
to allow for a parked car as well as a walkway. The
width should be increased
by at least 1 foot at curves.
The radius of the drive at the curb should be at least
5 feet (fig. 175,A).
Relatively
short double driveways
should be at least 18 feet wide, and 2 feet wider when
they are also to be used as a walk from the street.
The concrete strips in a ribbon driveway
should be
at least 2 feet in width and, located so that they are 5
feet on center
(fig. 175,B). When the ribbon is also
used as a walk, the width of strips should be increased
to at least 3 feet. This type of driveway
is not practical if there is a curve or turn involved
or the driveway is long.
Pouring
a concrete
driveway
over an area that
has been recently
filled is poor practice
unless the
gravel, has settled and is well tamped.
fill: preferably
A gravel base is not ordinarily
required
on sandy
undisturbed
soil but should be used under all other
conditions.
Concrete
should be about S inches thick.
A 2 by 6 is often used for a side form. These members establish
the elevation
and alinement
of the
driveway
and are used for striking
off the concrete.
Under most conditions,
the use of steel reinforcing
Steel mesh, 6 by 6 inches in size,
is good practice.

quite steep should
of the garage
for

Two types of paved driveways
may be used, (a)
the more common slab or Ml-width
type and (b) the
ribbon type. When driveways
are fairly long or steep,
the full-width
type is the most practical.
The ribbon
driveway
is cheaper and perhaps less conspicuous.
because of the grass strip between the concrete runners.
However.
it is not always practical
for all locations.
The width of the single-slab
type drive should be
9 feet for the modern car, although
8 feet is often considered minimum
(fig. 1754,).
When the driveway
is
185
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driveway.

Sidewalks

will normally
prevent
or minimize
cracking
of the
concrete.
Expansion
joints should be used I a) at the
junction
of the driveway
with the public
walk or
curb,
(b) at the garage
slab: and Ic) about every
40 feet on long driveways.
A 5or 5+$-bag
commercial
mix is ordinarily
used for driveways.
However, a 51//z- to 6bag mix containing
an air-entraining
mixture
should be used in areas having severe winter
climates.
Contraction
joints
should
be provided
at lo- to
12.foot
intervals.
These crosswise
grooves:
cut into
the partially
set concrete.
will allow the concrete
to
open
along
these lines
during
the cold
weather
rather
than in irregular
cracks in other areas.
Blacktop
driveways,
normally
constructed
by paving contractors,
should also have a well-tamped
gravel
or crushed
rock base. Top shorrld be slightly crowned
for drainage.

Main sidewalks
should extend from the front entry
to the street or front walk or to a driveway leading to
maximum
the street. A 5 percent grade is considered
for sidewalks;
any greater slope usually requires steps.
Walks should be at least 3 feet wide.
Concrete
sidewalks
should
be constructed
in the
same general
manner
as outlined
for concrete
driveways. They should not be poured over filled areas unless they have settled and are very well tamped. This
is especially
true of the areas near the house after
basement
excavation
backfill has been completed.
The minimum
thickness of the concrete over normal
undisturbed
soil is usually 4 inches. As described
for
concrete
driveways,
contraction
joints shouId be used
aca spaced on 4-foot centers.
When
186

slopes

to the house

are greater

than

a 5 per-

cent grade, stairs or steps should be used. This may be
accomplished
with a ramp sidewalk,
a flight of stairs
or a continuing
sidewalk
(fig. 176,A ) .
at a terrace,
These stairs have II-inch treads and 7-inch risers when
the stair is 30 inches or less in height. When the rise
is more than 30 inches, the tread is 12 inches and
the riser 6 inches. For a moderately
uniform
slope, a
stepped ramp may be satisfactory
i fig. 176,R). Generally, the rise should be about 6 to 6r,b inches and the
length between risers sufficient for two or three normal
paces.
Walks can also be made of brick, flagstone, or other
types of stone. Brick and stone are often placed directly
over a well-tamped
sand base. However, this system is
not completely
satisfactory
where freezing of the soil
is possible. For a more durable walk in cold climates,
in a freshly
the brick or stone toppin, m is embedded
laid reinforced
concrete base (fig.
As in all concrete sidewalks and
tlriveways,
a slight crown should
walk for drainage.
Joints between
be filled with a cement mortar mix

c

BASE

CONCRETE

177).
curbed or uncurbed
be included
in the
brick or stone may
or with sand.

Figure

.-Masonry

177

paved

walks:

A,

Brick;

B,

flagstone.

MAXIMUM
SLOPE

M
Figure

176.-Sidewalks

on

slopes:
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A,

Stairs;

B,

stepped

ramp.
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Basement Floors
Basement
inches

thick

floor

slabs

and

sloped

2 by 4 (3112 in. wide)
work. At least
for large floor
should

should

be no

toward

is often

the

less
floor

than 3*/~
drains.

one floor drain
should be used,
areas, two are more satisfactory.

be located

near

For a dry basement

the laundry
floor.

A

used on edge for form
and
One

areas.

the use of a polyethylene

film or similar
vapor barrier
under the concrete slab
is usually justified.
However. basement
areas or multilevel floors used only for utility
or storage do not
require a vapor barrier
unless soil conditions
are adverse. When finished rooms have concrete floors, the
use of a vapor barrier is normally
required.
Details of
basement
floor or concrete-slab
construction
are outlined in Chapter 4, “Concrete
Floor Slabs on Ground,”
and in Chapter
18. “Basement
Rooms.”

CHAPTER 28
PAINTING

AND FINISHING

in a variety of species.
Wood and wood products
grain patterns, texture, and colors are available
for use
as exterior
and interior surfaces. These wood surfaces
(‘an be Iinished
quite effectively
by several different
\+hich totally
obscures
the wood
methods.
Paintinp.
is used to achieve
a particular
color decor.
grain,
Penetrating-type
preservatives
and pigmented
stains
permit some or all of the wood grain and texture to
ShcJN’
and provide a special color effect as well as a
natural
or rustic
appearance.
The type of finish,
painted
or natural.
often depends on the wood to be
finished.

more care and attention
than the species in Group I.
Resinous
species should be thoroughly
kiln dried at
temperatures
that will effectively
set the pitch.
The properties
of wood that detract from its paintability do not necessarily
affect the finishing
of such
boards
naturally
with penetrating
preservatives
and
stains.
These
finishes
penetrate
into hood
without
forming
a continuous
film on the surface. Therefore,
they will not blister, crack, or peel even if excessive
moisture
penetrates
into wood. One way to further
improve
the performance
of penetrating
finishes is to
leave the wood surface rough sawn. Allowing the highdensity, flatgained
wood surfaces of lumber and plywood to weather
several months
also roughens
the
surface and improves
it for staining.
Rough-textured
surfaces
absorb
more of the preservative
and stain,
insuring
a more durable finish.

Effect of Wood Properties
Wood surfaces that shrink
and swell the least are
For this reason, verticalor edgebest for painting.
grained
surfaces
are far better than flat-prained
surfaces of any species. Also, because
the swelling
of
wood is directly
proportional
to density,
low-density
species are preferred
over high-density
species. However, even high-swelling
and dense wood surfaces with
flat grain have been stabilized with a resin-treated
paper
overlay,
such as overlaid
exterior
plyhood
and lumber, to make them excellent
for painting.

Natural Finishes for Exterior Wood
Weathered

Wood

The simplest of natural finishes for wood is natural
weathering.
Without
paint or treatment
of any kind,
wood surfaces
change in color and texture in a few
months or J-ears, and then may stay almost unaltered
for a long time if the wood does not decay. Generally,
the dark-colored
woods become lighter and the lightcolored
woods become darker.
As weathering
continues, all woods become gray, accompanied
by depradation
of the wood cells at the surface.
Unfinished
wood will wear away at the rate of about l/i inch in
100 years.
The appearance
of weathered
wood is affected by
dark-colored
spores and mycelia
of fungi or mildew
on the surface,
which give the wood a dark gray,
blotc.hy,
and
unsightly
appearance.
Highly-colored
wood extractives
in such species as western redcedar
and redwood
also influence
the color of weathered
wood. The dark brown color may persist for a long
time in areas not exposed to the sun and where the

Medium-density
fiberboard
products fabricated
with
a uniform,
low-density
surface
for exterior
use are
often painted. The most widely used species for exterior
siding to be painted are vertical-grained
western redcedar and redwood.
These species are classified
in
Group I, those woods easiest to keep painted (table 10).
Other species in Group I are excellent for painting
but
are not generally
available
in all parts of the country.
Species that are not normally
cut as vertical-grained
lumber, are high in density I swelling 1. or have defects
such as knots or pitch are classified
in Groups
II
through V, dependin g upon their general paint-holding
characteristics.
Many species in Groups II through
IV
are commonly
painted, particularly
the pines. Douglasfir, and spruce;
but these species generally
require
188

TABLE

lO.-Characteri.&s
of woods for painting and finishing (omission in the table
indicate inudeqzuzte data for clussification)
Weathering
Eaee of
keeping
well-painted
I-easiest
V-most
exacting 1

Appearance

Conspicuouaneas of
checking
1-leaat
2-mosr

Resistance
to cupping
l-heat
4--worst

Color of
heartwood
(sapwood
ia always
light)

Degree of
figure on
flat-grained
surface

SOFTWOODS
Cedar:
Alaska._.---..-.-~---~~.-.~.~~~------.
Californiaincense....
___. -__-- .._._ -...
Port-Orford- . . .._ -. __. _ _. . _. _ _ _ _ . _. -- _
Westernredcedar..----.~~--..~-.-.-.--White_....---..----~~~-_---_..__---Cypreea..-.-.-...~~
.~.--..__....__-_..-~Redwood.-~~...~-.-.~--..-~...~--.-.-.---Pine:
Easternwhite
__.._...
-_..-_--_____ -_-Sugar-cd-..--.
.-..._.~...__---.._-_...
Western white-. ..__ -~-~.__--____. --_Ponderosa--..~..-. . . . ..__ ---_..
_..~.
Yir,rommercial
white-...
--~...-~___-__--.tIemlo&-----.
..
-~--- _._....
-_-._.-.Sprure.-..-.-..
.-__...~....-.---_.______
I)ouglas-lir (lumber and plywood).
__ _
_
Larch..---.-..
_-. ~.- . . . .._._ - _._.. Pine:
Norway ._._...
-._~--_-__-_._._
. .._. Southern (lumber and plywood)_ - _ - _Tamarack-...
_...
_.._. -.- ._._..._.
- _...._

Yellow..
. . _ __
Brown. _ _ . . _
Cream..
. _ ._
Brown..
-. . _
__. Light brown-.--.-do
____.__
Dark brown. _

I
~.
1
1

Faint

I._....._-.-I ._._._
..__ - _......_
I. _.
_. . . __ _.
I......
. . ..__
I._.--.-.--..
I......~.....
l._.~....--..

I

Il...
_..__.__
II.._..--..-.
II ___~.......
III . . . . . . . . .
111.....~....
III..._
- ._.. III.-.....-.IV... - _ _ _. . _
IV__.----.---

2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Cream-. . . . .
.___. do.. ._..
.-.-do---.._ _ _ -do-.
White-_--.-.
Pale brown. _.
White _.._._ ._
Pale red.. . . .

IV-...
..__. -IV-...
_. . . _ _ .
IV----.-..---

2
2
2

2
2
2

Light brown. _ Distinct
.----do----.-.
Strong
Do.
Brown. _ . . _. _

2
2
4
2
2

1
2
2

4

2
2
2
2

-_- __._.._..
I
I
1
I

-_..

1
I

Brown _ _ _ _

Do.
Do.
Distinct
Do.
Strong
Distinct
Faint

Do.
Do.
Distinct
Faint
Do.
Do.
Strong
_
Do.

HARDWOODS
Alder.._..._....-.-..----~.-.~~~----.....Aspen......-~~-.....-.~~.~..~...---..--~.~
Basswood . . ..__.__ - ..___ -_--_~ ..___ -- _...._
Cottonwood.-.----~-~-.--~.._..___..._
--.
Magnolia.._...
_._.-....__.-._---._.---...
Poplar _.__..._..
--__.-_---_.._.._
-- ._.__ Beech....-.--.--..--.......-...-.-..----..
Birch .____._.__.
- . . . . -__-._____.._...._._
Gum _._.___ - ___._ --.-- . ..__ - . . ..__ --___--_
Maple . .._._....._.
---- ___. -___-- _....__
--

III....~~......
III........~III.....
_.___
III _._..._.
-_
III..-_.---_.
PI1 _.__..__
-IV..._._..-.IV......
. ..__
IV . .._..._
_-.
IV....
. .._...
_--

Cherry--~-~~~--~.-~-..~~~~..-.~~--~~~~..
Ash .._......_
~.__~--.-_..___.
--_..-_-_..
Butternut..-.-....--~.~~....~.....~.---..~
Chestnut--.--_~.~.--.
_.._.....___-_..-.-.
Walnut ._._
._..._.__..__...
~-- .._._...___
Elm . .._.._._..__._
-...~ ..__ --- ..___ ---.._
Mickory...-----~..---.-....-...~---~.~-.-.
Oak, white ..__._.__
-_.-_~ -... -- __.._..__
-Oak,red __._......_..
___....__
--.-__---__

IV------~----~--~
VorIII
. . ..__
V or III..~~.--.--.
Vor III-..--.
VorIII
.____Vor IV _..___
Vor IV--.-._
Vor IV . . . . . .
Vor IV.....-

Pale brown..
--...do.-.e.-.

..

__.-

Cream _ _ _.

__

White . . _ . . - - - . - Pale brown _ . _
---.-do ..__ --.
.----do
.___...
Light brown..
Brown..
_ _. . .
Light brown..
_ . Pale brown..
_
_..
Brown.-__.._
Light brown..
_. .-do- _. . _ _
Light brown..
Dark brown..
Brown..
... _
Light brown. _
Brown..
. __ _
_.._. do ______.

1

4
4
4

_ Faint
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Distinct
Faint
Distinct
Do.
Do.
Do.
DO.

Do.

* Woods ranked in group V for ease of keeping u&-painted
are hardwoods with large pores that need filling with wood filler for
durable painting. When BO filled before painting, the second classification recorded in the table applies.

extractives
are not removed
With naturally
weathered
avoid the unsightly
effect of
rust rapidly
and produce
a
discoloration.
Because of this,
less steel nails should be used

Water-Repellent

by rain.
wood, it is important
to
rusting
nails. Iron nails
severe brown or black
only aluminum
or stainfor natural finishes.

‘I he natural
by treatment

weathering
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of wood

with water-repellent

a preservative
amount

Preeervativee

of resin,

(usually

may

be modified

finishes

that contain

pentachlorophenol),

and a very small

amount

a small
of a water

repellent
which ir-equently is wax or waxlike in nature.
The treatment,
which penetrates
the wood surface,
retards the growth of mildew, nrevents water staining
of the ends of boards, reduces warping,
and protects
species that have a low natural
resistance
to decay.
A clear, golden tan color can be achieved
on such
popular sidings as smooth or rough-sawn
western redcedar and redwood.
The preservative
solution
can he easily applied by
dipping, brushing.
or spraying.
All lap and butt joints,
edges, and ends of boards should be liberally
treated.
Rough
surfaces
will
absorb
more
solution
than
smoothly
planed surfaces and be more durable.
The initial application
to smooth surfaces is usua!ly
short-lived.
When the surfaces start to show a blotchy
discoloration
due to extractives
or mildew, clean them
with detergent solution and re-treat following thorough
drying.
During the first 2 to 3 years, the finish may
have to be applied every year or so. After weathering
to uniform
color, the treatments
are more durable and
need refinishing
only when the surface becomes
unevenly colored.
Pigmented
colors can also be added to the waterrepellent -preservative
solutions
to provide special color
effects. Two to six fluid ounces of colors-in-oil
or tinting colors can be added to each gallon of treating solution. Light-brown
colors which match the natural color
of the wood and extractives
are preferred. The addition
of pigment to the finish helps to stabilize the color and
increases
the durability
of the finish. In applying
pigmented
systems, a complete
course of siding
should
be finished at one time to prevent lapping.
Pigmented

Penetrating

Stains

The pigmented
penetrating
stains
are semitransparent, permitting
much of the grain pattern to show
through,
and penetrate
into the wood without forming
a continuous
film on the surface. Therefore,
they will
not blister,
crack, or peel even if excessive moisture
enters the wood.
Penetrating
stains are suitable for both smooth and
rough-textured
surfaces;
however, their performance
is
markedly
improved
if applied
to rough-sawn,
weathered, or rough-textured
wood. They are especially
effective on lumber and plywood
that does not hold
paint well: such as flat-grained
surfaces of dense species. One coat of penetrating
stains applied to smooth
surfaces
may last only 2 to 4 years, but the second
application,
after the surface has roughened
by weathering, will last 8 to 10 years. A finish life of close to
10 years can be achieved
initially
by applying
two
coats of stain to rough-sawn
surfaces. Two-coat staining is usually
best for the highly adsorptive
roughsawn or weathered
surfaces
to reduce lapping
or uneven stain application.
The second coat should always

be applied
the same da:, as the first
first dries so both coats ca? penetrate.

and

before

the

An effective stain of this type is the Forest Products
Laboratory
natural
finish
(13).
This finish has a
linseed
oil vehicle;
a fungicide,
pentachlorophenol,
that protects the oil from mildew;
and a water repellent, paraffin wax, that protects the wood from excessive penetration
of water. Durable red and brown iron
oxide pigments
simulate the natural colors of redwood
and ceda.r. A variety of colors can be achieved
with
this finish, but the more durable
ones are considered
to be the red and brown iron oxide stains.

Paints for Exterior ;Nood
Of all the finishes, paints provide
the most protection for wood against weathering
and offer the widest
selection
of colors. A nonporous
paint film retards
penetration
of moisture
and reduces discoloration
by
wood extractives,
paint peeling,
and checking
and
warping of the wood. Paint, however, is not a preservative; it will not prevent decay if conditions
are favorable for fungal
growth.
Original
and maintenance
costs are usually higher for a paint finish than for a
water-repellent
preservative
or penetrating
stain finish.
The durability
is affected both
type of paint.

of paint coatings
on exterior
wood
by variables
in the wood surface and

Application
Exterior
wood surfaces
can be very effectively
painted by following a simple 3-step procedure:
Step 1. Water-repellent
preservative
treatmcnt.make sure wood siding and trim have been treated
with
water-repellent
preservative
to protect
them
against the entrance
of rain and heavy dew at joints.
If treated exterior
woodwork
was not installed,
treat
it by brushing
or spraying
in place. Care should be
taken to brush well into lap and butt joints, especially
retreating
cut ends. Allow 2 warm: sunny days for
before painting.
adequate
dryin g of the treatment
Step 2. Primer.-New
wood should be given three
coats of paint. The first, or prime, coat is the most
important
and should be applied soon after the woodwork is erected;
topcoats should be applied within 2
days to 2 weeks. Use a nonporous
oil-base primer that
resists extractive
staining.
Apply enough primer to obscure the wood grain, Many painters
tend to spread
primer too thinly. For best results, follow the spreading
rates recommended
by the manufacturer,
or approximately 400 to 450 square feet per gallon for a paint
that is about 85 percent solids by weight. A properly
applied coat of a nonporous
house paint primer will
greatly reduce moisture blistering,
peeling, and staining
of paint by wood extractives.
Woods free of colored extractives, such as pine and fir, can be painted, without
priming,
with acrylic latex paint.
The wood primer
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is not suitable

for galvanized

iron.

is the likely cause. Peeling high in the sidewalls near
gutters suggests that the wall has been wet by water
from ice dams. Paint failures
at gable ends, for example, would mean that moisture from the inside of the
house is condensing
in the attic. Paint failure around
windows means that the interior
of the house is too
highly humidified.
House construction
features that will minimize water
damage of outside paint arp: (a I Wide roof overhang,
I b) wide flashing
under shingles
at roof edges. (c)
effective vapor barrier, E in side walls and ceilings:
(d)
adequate eave troughs and properly
hung downspotits,
and (ej adequate
ventilation
of the attic. If these features are lacking in a new house, persistent
blistering
and peeling may occur.

Allow such surfaces
to weather
for several months
and then prime with an appropriate
primer,
such as
a linseed oil or resin vehicle pigmented
with metallic
zinc dust
(about
80 pet.‘) and zinc oxide
(about
20 pet.).
Step 3. Finish Coats.-Keep
mind when applpin g topcoats
wood and galvar,ized
iron:
(1)

the following points in
over the primer on new

Use two coats of a good-q&it-:

latex. alkvd.

or

oil-base house paint over the nonpor~~ $A5primer. This
is particularly
important
for areas that are fully exposed to the weather: such as the south side of a house.
(2) To avoid future separation
between coats of
paint,
or intercoat
peeling,
apply the first topcoat
within 2 weeks after the primer and the second within
2 weeks of the first.

Discoloration

(3) To avoid temperature
blistering.
do not apply
oil-base
paints on a cool surface that will be heated
by the sun within a few hours. Follow the sun around
the house.
Temperature
blistering
is most common
with thickly applied paints of dark colors. The blisters
usually show up in the last coat of paint and occur
within a few hours to 1 or 2 days after painting.
They
do not contain water.

Water-soluble
color extractives
occur naturally
in
western redcedar and redwood. It is to these subs’mces
that the heartwood
of these two species owes its
attractive
color : good stability,
and natural
decay resistance. Discoloration
occurs when the extractives
are
dissolved and ieached from the wood by water. When
the solution of extractives
reaches the painted surface,
the water evaporates,
leaving
the extractives
as a
reddish-brown
stain. The water that gets behind the
paint and causes moisture
blisters
also causes migration of extractives.
The discoloration
produced
by
water wetting the siding from the back side frequentl)
forms a rundown
or streaked
pattern.

(41 To avoid the wrinkling,
fading, or loss of gloss
of oil-base paint, and streaking
of latex paints, do not
paint in the evenings
of cool spring
and fall days
when heavy dews are frequent before the surface of the
paint has dried. Apply 1ntex paints above .iO”F and oilbase paints above 40°F.

The emulsion
paints and the so-called “breather”
or
low-luster
oil paints
are more porous
than conventional oil paints. If these are used on new wood without a good oil primer. or if any paint is applied too
thinly
on new wood (a skimpy
two-coat paint job,
for example),
rain or even heavy dew can penetrate
the coating and reach the wood. When the water dries
from the wood, the extractives
are brought
to the
surface
of the paint. Discoloration
of paint by this
process forms a diffused pattern.

Repainting
(l\
Repaint only when the old paint has worn thin
and no longer protects the wood. Faded or dirty paint
can often be freshened
by washing.
Where w-ood surfaces are exposed, spot prime with a zinc-free oil-base
primer
before applying
the finish coat. Too-frequent
repainting
with an oil-base paint produces
an excessively thick film that is more sensitive to the weather
and also likely to crack abnormally
across the grain
of the paint. Latex paints do not fail this way.
(2 j Heavily chalked surfaces should be cleaned well
before repainting
with latex paint.
(3) To avoid intercoat
peeling
of oil-base paints
when repaintin g sheltered areas, use latex paint.
Blistering

by Extractives

such as shingles,
machineOn rough
surfaces,
grooved
shakes,
and rough-sawn
lumber
sidings,
it
is difficult to obtain
an adequately
thick coating
on
the high points. Therefore,
extractive
staining is more
likely to occur on such surfaces by water penetrating
through the coating. But the reddish-brown
extractives
will be less conspicuous
if dark-colored
paints are used.

and Peeling

Effect of Impregnated
on Painting

When too much water gets into paint or wood, the
paint may blister or peel. Modern paints based on vinyl
or acrylic latex and flat, low-luster
oil paints usually
do not blister,
but may peel because
of their high
porosity.
The pattern of paint failure on the house indicates the source of moisture,
which is the cause of
peeling.
Peeling
on all sides of a house in areas wet
only by rain or dew would indicate that rain and dew

Preservatives

Wood treated
with the water-soluble
preservatives
in common use can be painted satisfactorily
after it is
redried. The coating may not last quite as long as it
would have on untreated
wood, but there is no vast
difference.
Certainly,
a slight loss in durability
is not
enough to offer any practical objection
to using treated
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special primin g paints
may be used. Knots in the
white pines, ponderosa
pine, or southern
vellow pine
should be shellacked
or sealed with a special knot
sealer after the primin g coat is drv. A coat of knot
sealer is also sometimes
necessary
over wood of white
pines and ponde,:osa
pine to reduce pitch exudation
and discoloratio
I of light-colored
enamels by colored
matter apparently
present in the resin of the heartwood
of the species.

wood where preservation
against
decay is nesessary,
protection
against weathering
desired. and appearance
of painted
wood important.
When such treated wood
is used indoors in textile or pulpmills.
or other places
where the relative humidity
may be above ?O percent
for long periods.
paint may discolor
or preservative
solution
esude. Coal-tar
creosote
or other dark oily
preservatives
tend 10 stain through
paint unless the
treated wood has heen exposed to the weather for many
months before it is painted.

One or two CO?QS of enamel
undercoat
are next
applied;
this should completely
hide the wood and
also present a surface that can easily be sandpapered
smooth. For bes! results, the surface should be sandpapered
befor? applying
the finishing
enamel;
however, this operation
is sometimes
omitted.
After the
finishing
enamel has been applied, it may be left with
its natural gloss, or rubbed to a dull finish. When wood
trim and panelin g are finished
with a flat paint, the
surface preparation
is not nearly as exacting.

Wood
treated
with oilborne,
chlorinated
phenols
can be painted only when the solvent oils have evaporated completely
from the treated
wood. If voiatile
solvents that evaporate
rapidly
are used for the treating solution,
such as in 1%ater-repellent
preservatives,
painting
can be done only after the treated wood has
dried.

Finishes fc:- Interior Woodwork
lnterinr
finishing
differs from exterior
chiefly in
that interior
u nodwork usually requires much less protec&tioll against
moiyture.
more exacting
standards
of
appearance.
and a greater
variety
of effects. Good
irltrrior
finishes used indoors should last much longer
than paint coatings
on exterior
surfaces.
Veneered
panel3 and plywood. however. present special finishing
problems
because of the tendency
of these wood conltr.uctions to surface check.
Opaque

Transparent

Finishes

Transpsrent
finishes are used on most hardwood and
some soitwood
trim and paneling,
according
to perMost finishing
consists
of some
sonal
preference.
combination
of the fundamental
operations
of staining, filling. sealing, surface coating, or waxing. Before
planer
marks and other blemishes
of the
finishing,
wood surface that would be accentuated
by the finish
must be removed.

Finishes

Both softwoods
and hardwoods
are often finished
without staining,
especially
if the wood is one with a
pleasing and characteristic
color. When used, however,
stain often provides
much more than color alone because it is absorbed
unequally
by different parts of
the wood; therefore,
it accentuates
the natural variations in grain. With hardwoods,
such emphasis of the
grain is usually desirable;
the best stains for the purpose are dyes dissolved either in water or in oil. The
water stains give the most pleasing
results, but raise
the grain of the wood and require
an extra sanding
operation
after the stain is dry.

Ialtcrior surfaces may be painted with the materials
and by the procedures
recommended
for exterior surfaces. As a rule. however,
smoother
surfaces,
better
color. and a more lasting
sheen are demanded
for
interior
woodwork.
especially
the wood trim;
therefore. enamels or semigloss enamels rather than paints
are used.
Before
enameling.
the wood surface
should
be
extremely smooth. Imperfections,
such as planer marks,
hammer
marks, and raised i-rain, are accentuated
by
enamel finish. Raised grain is especially
troublesome
on flat-grained
surfaces of the heavier softwoods
because the hard bands of summerwood
are sometimes
crushed in,3 the soft springwood
in planing, and later
are pushed up again when the wood changes in moisture content.
It is helpful to sponge softwoods
with
water: alTow them to dry thoroughly,
and then sandpaper
tnem
lightly
with
sharp
*andpaper
before
enameling.
In new buildings,
woodwork
should
be
allowed adequate time to come to its equilibrium
moisture content before finishing.

The most commonly
used stains are the “non-grainones which dry quickly,
and often approach
raising”
the water stains in ciearness
and uniformity
of color.
Stains
on softwoods
color
the springwood
more
strongly
than the summerwood,
reversing
the natural
gradation
in color in a manner
that is often garish.
Pigment-oil
stains, which are essentially
thin paints,
are less subject
to this objection,
and are therefore
more suitable
for softwoods.
Alternatively,
the softwood may be coated with clear sealer before applying
the pigment-oil
stain to give more nearly
uniform
coloring.

For hardwoods
with large pores, such as oak and
ash. the pores must be filled with wood filler before
the priming
coat is applied. The priming
coat for all
woods
mav be the same as for exterior woodwork,
or

In hardwoods
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with

large

pores,

the pores

must

be

Rirch has pnres large enough
to take wood filler
etfectively
when desired. but small enough as a rule
to be finished
satisfactorily
without
fillin;.

filled before varnish or lacquer is applied if zr smooth
coating
is desired. The filler may be transparent
and
without
effect on the color of the finish. or it ma,
be colored to conirast
with the surrounding
wood.

Hard\voodM.ith small pnres mai- br fir~ishc~tl \vith
paints.
enamels.
ant1 f-arnishes
ir! eunc:tlv the same
manner as softwoods.
Hardwoods
with large porps require \\ood filler heftrrr they 1~ar1hr. c~)\erec-l smoc,tl1l)
1%ith a filrri-forrnirig
finish. K’ithorrl filler. the: pnres
not onlv appear as tleljres51,m:. in t!yy cuatin;r. hut also
becorne centers
of surface
imperfections
and early
failure.

(thinned
out varnish
or lacquer I is used to
prevent ah~orption
of subnequent.zurface
coatings
and
of some stains and filler* in110
prevent
the bleeding
surface coatings.
especGall>- lacquer roating5.
Lacquer
sealers have the advantage
of being very fa>t drying.
Sealer

Transparent
surface
coatings
over the sealer ma)
be of gloss varnish,
semigloss
varnish,
nitrocellulose
lacquer.
or wax. Wax provides
a characteristic
sheen
without forming
a thick coating
and without greatly
enhancing
the natural luster of the wood. Coatings
of
a more resinous nature. especially lacquer and varnish.
accentuate
the natural
luster of some hardtvoods
and
seem to permit the observer to luok down in the wood.
Shellac
applied
bv the laborious
process
of Frrnch
polishing
probabli.
achieves
this impression
of depth
mo$t fully. but the coating
is expensive
and easilv
nrarretl by irater. Rubbin g varmshes
made with resins
of hi,$ refractive
index for light are nearly as effective as shellac. Lacquers have the advantages
of drying
rapidlv and forming a hard surface, but require more
applications
than varnish to build up a lustrous coating.

Finishes for Floors
Interior

The natural
color and grain of Mood floors make
them inhererrtiy
attractive and beautiful.
It is the function of floor finishes to enhance the natural beauty of
wood, protect it from excessive wear and abrasion,
and
make the floors ea&r
to clean. A complete finishing
process may consist of four steps: Sanding the surface,
applying
a filler for certain
woods, applying
a stain
to achieve a desired cnlnr effect, and applying a finish.
Detailed
procedures
and specified
materials
depend
largely on the species of wood used and individual
preference
in type of finish.

Varnish and lacquer usually dry with a hi,nhl;r gloss)
surfze.
To reduce the gloss. the surfaces
may 11~
rubbed with pumice stone and water or po!ishing
oil.
Waterprc>& JU
c-lrJ.lrpaper and water may be used instead
of pumice stone. The final sheen varies with the fineness of the powdered
pumice
stone, coarse powders
making a dull surface and fine powders a bright sheen.
For very smooth surfaces
with high polish, the final
rubbing
is done with rotten-stone
and oil. Varnish and
lacqizr made to dry to semigloss are also available.

Careful sanding to provide a smooth surface is essential for a good finish because
any irregularities
or
roughness
in the base surface will be magnified by the
finish. The production
of a satisfactory
surface
requires sanding
in several steps with progressively
finer
sandpaper,
usually with a machine,
unless the area is
small. The final sanding
is usually
done with a 2/O
grade paper. When sanding is complete, all dust must
be removed
by vacuum
cleaner
cr tack rag. Steel
wool should
not be used on floors unprotected
by
finish because minute steel particles
left in the wood
may later cause staining
or discoioration.
A filler is required
for wood with large pores, such
as oak and walnut, if a smooth, glossv, varnish finish
is desired. A filler may be paste or liquid, natural
or
colored. It is appiied by brushing
first across the grain
and then by brushing
with the grain. Surplus
filler
must be removed
immediately
after the glossy wet
appearance
disappears.
Wipe first across the grain
to pack the filler into the pores:
then complete
the
wiping with a few light strokes with the grain. Filler
should be allowed to dry thoroughly
before the finish
coats are applied.

Flat oil finishes are currently
very popular.
This
type of finish penetrates the wood and forms no noticeable film on the surface. Two coats of oil are usually
applied,
which may be followed
with a paste wax.
Such finishes
are easily applied
and maintained
but
are more subj e c t to soiling than a film-forming
type
of finish.
Filling

Poroua

Hardwoods

For finishing
purposes.
sified as follows:
Hardwoods with large pores
Ash
Bulternut
Chestnut
Ehll
Ha&berry
Hi&or>Khaya-(African
Mahoganv

Oak

.

Sugarberry
Walnut

mahogany)

Before

the hardwoods

Floors

Wood possesses
a variety of properties
that make it
a high!\. desirable
floorin g material
for hnmc. industrial. and public structures.
A variety of ivood flooring
products
permit
a wide selection
of attractive
and
serviceable
wood floors. Se15ction is available not only
from a variety
of different
wood species and grain
characteristic-s.
but also from a considerable
numbe1
of distinctive
flooring types and patterns.

Painting
may be clas-

Hardwoods with small pores
Alder, red
Aspen
Basswood
Beech
Chury
Cottonwood
GUIII
M agnolia
Maple
Poplar
Sycamore
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Porches

Stains are sometimes
used to obtain a more nearly
uniform
color when individual
boards vary too much
in their natural
color. Stains
may also be used to
If the natural
color of the
accent the grain pattern.
wood is acceptable,
staining
is omitted.
The stain
should
be an oil-base
or a non-grain-raising
stain.
Stains
penetrate
wood only slightly;
therefore,
the
finish should be carefuliy
maintainzd
to prevent wearing through
the stained layer. It is difficult to renew
the stain at worn spots in a way that wiii match the
color of the surrounding
area.

and

Decks

Exposed
flooring
on Forches
and decks is commonlj- painted.
The recommended
procedure
of treating with water-repellent
preservative
and prirner
is
the same as for wood siding.
After the primer,
an
undercoat
and matching coat of porch and deck enamel
should be applied.
Many fully exposed rustic-type
decks are effectively
finished
with only water-repellent
preservative
or a
Because
these
peneiraiing-iype
pigmented
stain.
finishes penetrate
and form no film on the surface,
they do not crack and peel. They may need more frequent refinishing
than painted
surfaces,
but this is
easily done because
there is no need for laborious
surface preparation
as when painted
surfaces start to
peel.

Finishes
commonly
used for wood floors are classified either as sealers or varnishes.
Sealers, which are
usually thinned
out varnishes,
are widely used in resithe wood just enough
dential flooring. Th ey penetrate
to avoid formation
of a surface coating of appreciable
thickness. Wax is Esually applied over the sealer; however, if greater gloss is desired, the sealed floor makes
an excellent
base for varnish.
The thin surface
coat
of sealer and wax needs more frequent
attention
than
varnished
surfaces.
However,
rewaxing
or resea!ing
and waxing of high traffic areas is a relatively
simple
maintenance
procedure.

Moisture-excluding

Effectiveness of Coatings

The protection
afforded
by coatings
in excluding
moisture
vapor from wood depends
on a number
of
variables.
Among them are film thickness,
absence of
defects and voids in the film, type of pigment,
type
of vehicle, volume ratio of pigment
to vehicle, vapor
pressure
gradient
across the film, and length of exposure period.
The relative effectiveness
of several typical treating
and finishing
systems for wood in retarding
adsorption of water vapor at 97 percent relative humidity
is
compared
in table 11. Perfect protection,
or no adsorption of water, would be represented
Ly IO0 percent
effectiveness ; complete
lack of protection
(as with
unhuished
wood) by 0 percent.
Paints which are porous, such as the latex paints and
low-luster
or breather-type
oil-base paints formulated
at a pigment
volume concentration
above 40 percent,
afford little protection
against moisture
vapor. These
porous paints also permit rapid entry of water and so
provide little protection
against
dew and rain unless
applied over a nonporous
primer.

Varnish may be based on phenolic, alkyd, epoxy, or
polyurethane
resins. They form a distinct coating over
the wood and give a lustrous finish. The kind of service expected
usually determines
the type of varnish.
Varnishes
especially designed for homes, schools, gymnasiums,
and other public buildings
are available.
Information
on types of floor finishes can be obtained
from the flooring associations
or the individual
flooring manufacturers.
Durability
of floor finishes
can be improved
by
keeping
them waxed. Paste waxes generally
give the
best appearance
and durability.
Two coats are recommended and, if a liquid wax is used, additional
coats
may be necessary
to get an adequate
film for good
performance.

CHAPTER 29
PROTECTION

AGAINST

DECAY AND TERMITES
products
in construction
use are susceptible
to decay
if kept wet for long periods under temperature
conditions favorable
to the growth of decay organisms.
Most

Wood used under conditions
where it will always
be dry, or even where it is wetted briefly and rapidly
redried,
will not decay. However,
all wood and wood
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TABLE

initially

Il.--Some
typical values 01 moisture-excluding
effectiveness oj coatings after 2 weeks’ exposure of wood
conditioned from 80’ F. and 65 percent relutive humidity to 80” F. and 97 percent relative humidity
Coatings

-___
Number

of
coata

I’ype
_._.

_ - ~~. - ~.

..-

cnst;p..ti
““I- ‘6”

Effectiveness

Type
-.--.___

. . ~...

Nurnbvr
of
coats

Pd.

Pd.
INTEKIOH

COATINGS

Uncoated
wood .__...
~~~
~.
.~ .._.....
Latexpaint
___._
~~.~~.~~.
~.
Flooraeal-_-----.
_
~.~
~~
Floor seal plus wax---. . .
Linseedoil--_-.
~~~.
Do ..__ __..~
Do ._____
~.~.
.~.
Furniture
wax- _.
.
Phenolic varnish-.
~.
Do . ..__
~.. _~...
..~
Do ._____.
~~~~.~-~..
.~~
Semigloss ecamel_ - _ . _ _ _
Cellulose lacquer..
Lacquer enamel...
~.
~.
Shellac ____._...
~.---~.~~
~~ .~_~ . . . .
___.__~_~~
-.
1 PVC

(pigment

volume

concentration)

ESTELZIC)I<
2

0
0

2

0

2
1
2
3
3
I
2
3
2
3
3
3

10
1
.i
21
8
.i
49
73
r,2
73
76
87

--__

ia the volume

Effectiveneon

COATISGS

Waler-repclient
preservative--.
_
FPL natural finish (stain-.
~.
_.
I.:xlerior latex paint- _ _ _
House paint printer:
Plus latex pain--~.
.~ ~. .__.
. .
Plus titanium-zinc
oil paint
(low-luster
oil basej (30 pet. PVCj 1___.
_._.___.
Titaniunl-alkyd
oil:
3Opct.PVC’-._.. .
.__~ _.._____..
40 pet. PVC ‘__-.
50 pci. PVC I___-.._. _. . ____ _ _
.Aluminum powder in long oil phenolic
varnifih _ _ Do .____ . ..~...
.r-.
.
Do ..---..
~~ ~.~
~.~~~.~~
---.-~-~-

of pigment,

in percent,

in the nonvolatile

portion

1
1
2
1
2

0
0
3
20
22

1

b5

1
1

45
3
Y

1
2
3

39
88
95

1

of the paint.

use of new building
materials,
it becomes pertinent
to
restate the basic safeguards
to protect buildings
against
both decay and termites.

of the wood as used in a house is not subjected
to such
conditions.
There are places where water can work
into the structure.
but such places can be protected.
Protection
is accomplished
by methods of design and
construction.
by use of suitable materials,
and in some
cases by using treated material.
Wood is also subject to attack by termites and some
other insects. Termites
can be grouped into two main
classes-subterranean
and
dry-wood.
Subterranean
termites
are important
in the northernmost
States
where serious damage is confined
to scattered.
localized areas of infestation
(fig. 178). Buildings
may be
fully protected
against
subterranean
termites
by ininexpensive
protection
corporating
comparatively
measures
during construction.
The Formosan
subterranean termite has recently
(1966‘) been discovered
in
several locations
in the South. It is a serious pest because its colonies contain large numbers
of the worker
caste and cause damage rapidly.
Though presently
in
localized
areas, it could spread to other areas. Controls are similar to those for other subterranean
species. Dry-wood termites are found principally
in Florida southern
California,
and the Gulf Coast States.
They are more difficult to control, but the damage is
less serious than that caused by subterranean
termites.
Wood has proved itself through the years to be desirable and satisfactory
as a building
material.
Damage
from decay and termites has been small in proportion
to the total value of wood in residential
structures,
but
it has been a troublesome
problem
to many
homeawners. With changes in building-design
features
and

Decay
Wood decay is caused by certain
fungi that can
utilize wood for food. These fungi, like the higher
plants,
require
air, warmth,
food, and moisture
for
growth.
Early stages of decay caused by these fungi
may be accompanied
by a discoloration
of the wood.
Paint also may become discolored
where the underlying wood is rotting. Advanced
decay is easily recognized because the wood has then undergone
definite
changes
in properties
and appearance.
In advanced
stages of building
decay, the affected wood generally
is brown
and crumbly,
and sometimes
may be comparatively
white and spongy. These changes may not
be apparent
on the surface, but the loss of sound wood
inside often is reflected by sunken
areas on the surface or by a “hollow” sound when the wood is tapped
with a hammer.
Where the surrounding
atmosphere
is
very damp, the decay fungus
may grow out on the
surface-appearin,
v as white or brownish
growths
in
patches
or strands
or in special
cases as vine-like
structures.
Fungi grow most rapidly
at temperatures
of about
$0’ to 85” F. Elevated temperatures
such as those used
in kiln-drying
of lumber kill fungi, but low temperatures, even far below zero, merely cause them to remain dormant.
Moisture
requirements
of fungi are within definite
195
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Figure

178 -The

northern

limit of damage

by dry-wood

in the United

or nonsubterranean

limitations.
Wood-destroying
fungi
will not become
established
in dry wood. A moisture content of 20 percent
(vthich
can be determined
with an electrical
moisture
meter j is safe. Moisture contents greater than
this are practically
never reached
in wood sheltered
against rain and protected, if necessary, against wetting
by condensation
or fog. Decay can be permanently
arrested
by simply takin g measures
to dry out the infected wood and to keep it dry. Brown crumbly
decay,
in the dry condition,
is sometimes
called “dry rot,”
but this is a misnomer.
Such wood must necessarily
be damp if rotting is to occur.
The presence of mold or stain fungi should serve as
a warning
that conditions
are or have been suitable
for decay fungi. Heavily
molded
or stained
lumber,
therefore,
should be examined
for evidence of decay.
Furthermore,
such discolored
wood is not entirely
satisfactory
for exterior millwork because it has greater
water absorptiveness
than bright wood.
The natural
decay resistance
of all common
native
species of wood lies in the heartwood.
When untreated,
the sapwood of all species has low resistance
to decay
and usually
has a short life under decay-producing
conditions.
Of the species of wood commonly
used in
house construction,
the heartwood
of baldcypress,
red-

States by subterranean
termites,

termites,

line

666

A;

line 6.

wood, and the cedars is classified
as being highest in
decay
resistance.
All-heartwood,
quality
lumber
is
becoming
more and more dificult
to obtain, however,
as increasing
amounts
of timber
are cut from the
smaller trees of second-growth
stands. In general, when
substantial
decay resistance
is needed in load-bearing
members that are difficult and expensive to replace, appropriate
preservative-treated
wood is recommended.

Subterranean

Termites

Subterranean
termites
are the most destructive
of
the insects that infest wood in houses. The chance of
infestation
is great enough to justify preventive
measures in the design and construction
of buildings
in
areas where termites are common.
Subterranean
termites
are common
throughout
the
southern
two-thirds
of the United
States except in
mountainous
and extremely
dry areas.
One of the requirements
for subterranean-termite
life is ihe moisiule
available in the soil. These termites
become most numerous
in moist, warm soil containing an abundant
supply of food in the form of wood
or other cellulosic
material.
In their search for additional food (wood),
they build earthlike
shelter tubes
over foundation
walls or in cracks in the walls, or on
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of 18 inches or more from the bottom of the joists to
the ground
in basementless
spaces. The foundation
should
be accessible
at all points
for inspeciion.
Porches that prevent
access should be isolated from
the soil by concrete
or from the building
proper by
metal barriers
or aprons
(fig. 179).

pipes or supports
leadin, u from the soil to the house.
These tubes are from ?b to ?h inch or more in width
and flattened, and serve to protect the termites in their
travels between food and shelter.
Since subterranean
termites
eat the interior
nf the
wood, they may cause much damage before they are
discovered.
Thev honeycomb
the wood with definite
tunnels
that ale separated
by thin layers of sound
wood. Decay fungi. on the other hand. soften the ivood
and eventually
cause it to shrink.
crack, and crumble
without producing
anything
like these continuous
tunnels. When both decay fungi and subterranean
termites
are present in the same wood, even the layers between
the termite tunnels will be softened.

Dry-wood

Steps and stair carriages.
posts. wallplates.
and siils
should be insulated
irom the grwwl
-with concrete or
masonry-. Sill plates and other wood in contact with
concrete
near the ground
should be protected
by a
moistureproof
membrane,
such as heavy roll roofing
or 6mil polyethylene.
Girder and joists openings
in
masonry
\valls should be big enough to assure an air
space around the ends of these members.

Termites

Design

Details

Dry-wood
termites fly directly to and bore into the
wood instead of building
tunnels
from the ground
as
do the subterranean
termites.
Dry-wood
termites
are
common :n the tropics. and damage has been recorded
in the United States in a narrow strip along the Atlantic Coast from Cape Henry, Va., to the Florida Keys,
and westward along the coast of the Gulf of Mexico to
the Pacific Coast as far as northern
California
(fig.
178). Serious damage has heen noted in southern California
and in localities
around
Tampa,
Miami,
and
Key West, Fla. Infestations
may be found in structural
timber and other woodwork
in buildings,
and also in
furniture.
particularly
where the surface is not adequately protected
by paint or other finishes.

Surfaces
like steps. porches,
door
and window
frames. roofs. and other protections
should be sloped
to promote
runoff of water (Ch. 25, “Porches
and
Garages” 1. Noncorroding
flashing
should
be used
around
chimneys,
windows,
doors,
or other places
where water might seep in iCh. 24 “Flashing
and
Sheet Metal”) I Roofs with considerable
overhang
give
added protection
to the siding and other parts of the
house. Gutters
and downspouts
should be placed and
maintained
to divert water away from the buildings.
Porch columns
and screen rails should be shimmed
above the floor to allow quick drying,
or posts should
slightly
overhang
raised
concrete
bases
(Ch. 25,
“Porches
and Garages”).

Dry-wood
termites cut across the grain of the wood
and excavate broad pockets, or chambers, connected
by
tunnels about the diameter of the termite’s body. They
destroy both springwood
and the usually harder summerwood,
whereas
subterranean
termites
principally
attaclc springwood.
Dry-wood
termites
remain hidden
in the wood and are seldom seen, except when they
make dispersal
flights.

Exterior
steps, rails, and porch floors exposed to
rain need protection
from decay, particularly
in warm,
damp parts of the country.
Pressure
treatment
of the
wood in accordance
with the recommendation
of Federal Specification
TT-W-571
provides
a high degree
of protection
against
decay
and
termite
attack.
Where the likelihood
of decay is relatively
small or
where pressure-treated
wood is not readily obtainable,
on-the-job
application
of water-repellent
preservatives
by dipping
or soaking
has been found to be worthwhile. The wood should by dry, cut to final dimensions,
and then dipped or soaked in the preservative
soluis the best
of these
nonpressure
tion.
Soaking
methods, and the ends of the boards should be soaked
for a minimum
of 3 minutes. It is important
to protect
the end grain of wood at joints, for this area absorbs
water easily and is the most common
infection
point.
The edges of porch flooring
should
be coated with
thick white lead or other durable coating as it is laid.

Safeguards

Against

Decay

Except for special cases of wetting by condensation
or fog, a dry piece of wood, when placed off the
ground
under a tight roof with wide overhang,
will
stay dry and never decay. This principle
of “umbrella
protection,”
when applied to houses of proper design
and construction,
is a good precaution.
The use of dry
lumber in designs that will keep the wood dry is the
simplest way to avoid decay in buildings.
Most of the details regarding
wood decay have been
included
in earlier chapters,
but they are given here
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Untreated
wood should not come in contact with the
soil. It is desirable
that the foundation
walls have a
clearance
of at least 8 inches above the exterior finish
grade, and that the floor construction
have a clearance

should
io tht?
decay.

against

possible

Green

or Partially

Construction
lumber
soned may be infected
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shield

used io protect wood

ing, molding
or decay fungi and shouid be avoided.
Such wood may contribute
to serious decay in both
the substructure
and exterior
parts of buildings.
If
wet lumber must be used, or if wetting occurs during
construction,
the wood should not be fully enclosed
or painted
until thoroughly
dried.
Water

Vapor

from
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697

at porch slab.

ethylene
over the soil to keep the vapor from getting
into the crawl space would prevent
such decay. This
might be recommended
for all sites where, during the
cold months,
the soil is wet enough to be compressed
in the hand.
If the floor is uninsulated,
there is an advantage
in
closing the foundation
vents during the coldest months
from the standpoint
of fuel savings.
However, unless
the crawl space is used as a heat plenum chamber,
insulation
is usually
located between
floor joists. The
vents could then remain open. Crawl-space
vents can
be very small when soil covers are used; only 10 percent of the area recprired without covers (Ch, 16, “Ven.
tilatron” j .

the Soil

Crawl
spaces
of houses
built
on poorly-drained
sites may be subjected
to high humidity.
During
the
winter when the sills and outer joists are cold, moisture
condenses
on them and, in time, the wood absorbs so
much moisture
that it is susceptible
to attack by fungi.
Unless
this moisture
dries out before
temperatures
favorable
for fungus growth are reached, considerable
decay may result. However,
this decay may progress
so slowly that no weakening
of the wood becomes
apparent
for a few years. Placing a layer of 45 pound
or heavier
roll roofing
or a 6-mil sheet of

Water

Vapor

from

Household

Activities

Water vapor is also given off durmg cooking, washing, and other household
activities.
This vapor can
pass through
walls and ceilings
during
very cold

PO!)‘-
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In regions
where
following
measures
d amage :

weather and condense on sheathing,
studs, and rafters,
causing
condensation
problems.
A vapor barrier
of
an approved
type is needed on the warm side of walls.
(See section on “Vapor Barriers:”
Ch. 15.) It is also
important
that the attic space be ventilated
(77)) as
previously
discussed
in Chapter
16, “Ventilation.”
Water

Supplied

hy the Fungus

Against

occur,
the
to prevent

1. All lumber.
particularly
secondhand
material,
should be carefully
inspected
before use. lf infected.
discard the piece.
2. All doors, windows
(especially
attic windows):
and other venti!atiun
openings should be screened with
metal wire with not less than 20 ineshes to the inch.
3. Preservative
treatment in accordance
with Federal
Stjecification
TT-W-571
(“Wood
Preservatives:
Treating
Practices,”
available
through
GSA Regional
Offices) can be used to prevent
attack in construction
timber and lumber.
4. Several
coats of house paint
will provide
considerable
protection
to exterior
woodwork
in buildings. All cracks, crevices, an? joints between exterior
wood members
should be filled with a mastic calking
or plastic wood before painting.
5. The heartwood
of foundation-grade
redwood,
particularly
when painted,
is more resistant
to attack
than most other native commercial
species.
Pesticides
used improperly
can be injurious
to man,
animals, and plants. Follow the directions
and heed all
precautions
on the labels.
Store pesticides
in original containers-out
of reach
of children and pets-and
away from foodstuff.
Apply pesticides
selectively
and carefully.
Do not
apply a pesticide when there is danger of drift to other
areas. Avoid prolonged
inhalation
of a pesticide spray
or dust. When applying
a pesticide
it is advisable
that
you be fully clothed.
After handling
a pesticide,
do not eat, drink
or
smoke until you have washed.
In case a pesticide
is
swallowed
or gets in the eyes, follow the first aid
treatment
given on the label, and get prompt medical
attention.
If the pesticide
is spilled on your skin or
clothing,
remove clothin g immediately
and wash skin
thoroughly.
Dispose of empty pesticide
containers
by wrapping
them in several layers of newspaper
and placing them
in your trash can.
It is difficult to remove all traces of a herbicide
(weed killer)
from equipment.
Therefore,
to prevent
injury
to desirable
plants do not use the same equipment for insecticides
and fungicides
that you use for
a herbicide.
NOTE:
Registrations
of pesticides
are under constant rev!ew by the U. S. Departrnent
of Agriculture.
Use only pesticides
that bear the USDA registration
number and carry directions
for home and garden use.

Itself

In the warmer coastal areas principally.
some sub.
structure
decay is caused by- a fungus that provides its
own needed moisture by conducting
it through a vinelike structure
from moist ground
to the wood. The
total damage caused by this water-conducting
fungus
is not large, but in individual
instances
it tends to be
and remedial
measures
unusually
severe. Preventive
depend on getting the soil dry and avoiding
untreated
wood “bridges”
such as posts between
ground
and
sil!s or beams.

Safeguards

dry-wood
termites
should
be taken

Termites

The best time to provide protection
against termites
of the buildis during
the plannin, v and construction
ing. The first requirement
is to remove all woody
debris
like stumps and discarded
form boards
from
the soil at the building
site before and after construction. Steps should also be taken to keep the soil under
the house as dry as possible.
Next, the foundation
should be made impervious
to
subterranean
termites
to prevent
them from crawling
up through hidden cracks to the wood in the building
above. Properly
reinforced
concrete
makes the best
foundation,
but unit-construction
walls or piers capped
with at least 4 inches of reinforced
concrete are also
satisfactory,
No wood member
of the structural
part
of the house should be in contact with the soil.
The best protection
against subterranean
termites is
by treating
the soil near the foundation
or under an
entire
slab foundation.
The effective soil treatments
are water emulsions
of aldrin
(0.5 pet.) : chlordane
( 1.0 pet. ) ) d’re Id rin (0.5 pet.),
and heptachlor
(0.5
pet.) . The rate of application
is 4 gallons per 10 linear
feet at the edge and along expansion
joints of slabs or
along a foundation.
For brick or hollow-block
foundations, the rate is 4 gallon c per 10 linear feet for each
foot of depth to the footing.
One to l?/z gallons
of
emulsion
per 10 square feet of surface area is recommended for overall treatment
before pouring
concrete
siab foundations.
Any wood used in secondary
appendages,
such as wall extensions,
decorative
fences,
and gates, should
be pressure-treated
with a good
preservative.
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CHAPTER
PROTECTION
Fire hazards
exist to some extent in nearly
all
houses. Even though the dwelling
is of the best fireresistant
construction,
hazards
can result from OCCUof combustible
furnishings
panty
and the presence
and other contents.
The following
tabulation
showing
the main causes
of fires in one- and two-family
dwellings
is based on
an analysis
made of 500 fires by the National
Fire
Protection
Association.
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AGAINST

should be used on shafts. such as clothes chutes.
When cola-air
return
ducts are installed
between
studs or floor joists, the portions
used for this purpose should be cut off from all unused portions
by
tight-fitting
stops of sheet metal or wood not less than
2 inches in nominal
thickness.
These ducts should be
constructed
of sheet metal or other materials
no more
flammable
than l-inch
! nominal)
boards.
Fire stops should also be piaced vertically
and horizontally
behind
any wainscoting
or paneling
applied
over furring,
to limit the formed
areas to less than
10 feet in either dimension.

Pvrwnt of Total

Cause ojJir6,
Heating equipment
Smoking materialn
Electrical
Children and matches
Mishandling of flammable
Cooking equipment
Natural gas leaks
Clothing ignition
Combustibles
near heater
Other miscellaneoun

liquids

FIRE

23.8
17.7
13.8
a.7
9.2
4 .o
1.4
.%.2
3 .h
8.7

With suspended
ceilings, vertical panels of noncombustible
materials
from lumber
of 2-inch
nominal
thickness
or the equivalent,
should be used to subdivide
the enclosed
space into areas of less than
1,000 square
feet. Attic spaces should be similarly
divided into areas of less than 3,000 square feet.

Chimney

IX.0

Fire-protection
engineers
generally
recognize
that
a majority
of fires begin in the contents, rather than
in the building
structure
itself. Proper housekeeping
and care with smoking,
matches,
and heating
devices
can reduce the possibility
of fires. Other precautions
to reduce the hazards
of fires in dwellings-such
as
fire stops, spacin, u around heating units and fireplaces,
and protection
over furnaces-are
recommended
elsewhere in this handbook.

and Fireplace

Construction

The fire hazards
within home construction
can be
reduced by insurin g that chimney
and fireplace constructions
are placed in proper foundations
and properly framed
and enclosed.
(See Ch. 26, “Chimneys
and Fireplaces.“)
In addition,
care should be taken
that combustibles
are not placed too close to the areas
of high temperature.
Combustible
framing
should be
no closer than 2 inches to chimney
construction;
however, when required,
this distance
can be reduced
to
l/z inch, provided
the wood is faced with a IA-inchthick asbestos sheeting.

Fire Stops
Fire stops are intended
to prevent drafts that foster
movement
of hot combustible
gases from one area of
the building
to another
during
a fire. Exterior
walls
of wood-frame
construction
should be fire-stopped
at
each floor level (figs. 26. 35, and 38)) at the top-story
ceiling level, and at the foot of the rafters.

For fireplace
construction,
wood should
not be
placed closer than 4 inches from the backwall
nor
within 8 inches of either side or top cf the fireplace
opening.
When used, wood mantels
should be located
at least 12 inches from the fireplace
opening.

Heating

Fire StGpS
should be of noncombustible
material?
or wood not less than 2 inches in nominal
thickness.
The fire stops should be placed horizontally
and be
well fitted to completely
fill the width and depth of
This applies
primarily
to balloon-type
the spacing.
frame
conslruction.
Platform
walls are constructed
with top and bottom plates for each story (fig. 31).
Similar
fire stops should
be used at the floor and
ceiling Gf interior
stud partitions,
and headers should
be used at the top and bottom of stair carriages
(fig.
151).

Systems

Almost 25 percent of fires are attributed
to faulty
construction
or to improper
use of heating equipment,
and the greater proportion
of these fires originate
in
the basement.
Combustible
products
should not generally be located nearer than 24 inches from a hot
air, hot water. or steam heating furnace;
however, this
distance
can be reduced
in the case of properly
insulated
furnaces
or w-hen the combustible
materiais
are protected
by gypsum
board,
plaster,
or other
materials
with low flame spread. Most fire-protection
agencies
limit to 170’ F. the temperature
to which
combustible
wood products
should
be exposed
for
long periods of time, although experimentally,
ignition

Noncombustible
fillings should also be placed in any
spacings
around
vertical
ducts
and pipes
passing
through
floors and ceilings,
and self-clo?.ng
doors
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cantly influenced
by either comhnstible
or noncombustible
wall linings.
In the time necessary
to reach
these critical
temperatures
(usually
less +han 1G minutes) the room would aireacly be unsafe for human
occupancy.
Similar
recent
tests in a long corridor,
part:Aly
ventilated.
showed that the “flashover”
condition
would
develop for 60 to 70 feet along a corridor
ceiling
within 5 to ‘7 minutes
from the burning
of a small
amount of combustible
contents. This “flashover”
condition
developed
in approximately
the same time,
whether
combustible
or noncombustible
wall linings
were used, and before any appreciable
flame spread
along wall surfaces.
Wood paneling,
treated with fire-retardant
chemicals
or fire-resistant
coatings as listed by the Underwriters’
Laboratory,
Inc. or other recognized
testing laboratories, can also be used in areas where flame-spread
resistance
is especially
critical.
Such treatments,
however, are not considered
necessary
in dwellings,
nor
can the extra cost of treatment
be justified.

does not occur until much higher temperatures
have
been reached.
In confining
a fire to the basement
of a home, added
protection
can be obtained
with gypsum board,
asbestos board, or plaster constrllction
on the hasernent
either as the exterior
b:urface or as backings
ceiling,
for decorative
materials.
These ceiling
surfaces
are
frequently
omitted to reduce costs. but particular
attention
should
be givers to protection
of the wood
members
directly
above and near the furnace.

Flame Spread and Interior

Finish

In some areas of a building,
flame-spread
ratings
are assigned to limit spread of fire on wall and ceiling
surfaces.
Usually, these requirements
do not apply to
private dwellings
hecause of their highly combustible
content, particularly
in furnishings
and drapes usually
found in this type of structure.
To determine
the effect of the flammability
of wall
linings on the fire hazards
within small rooms, burnout tests have been made at the Forest Products
Laboratory
in Madison,
Wis. For this purpose, an 8- by
12- by S-foot high room was furnished
with an average
amount
of furniture
and combustible
contents.
This
room was lined with various
wall panel products,
plywood,
fiber insulation
board: plaster on fiberboard
lath, and gypsum wallboard.
When a fire was started
in the center
of this room, the time to reach t; e
criticnl temperature
(when temperature
rise became
very rapid)
or the flashover temperature
(whel everything combustible
burst into flames)
was not signifi-

Fire-resistant

Whenever
it is desirable
to construct
fire-resistant
walls and partitions
in attached
garages
and heating
rooms? information
on fire resistance
ratings
using
wood and other materials
is readily available
through
local code authorities.
Wood construction
assemblies
can provide
l/z hour to 2 hour fire resistance
under
recognized
testing methods: depending
on the covering
material.

CHAPTER
METHODS

Walls
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OF REDUCING

The average homebuilder
is interested
in reducing
the overall cost of his house but not at the expense of
its livability
or resale value. This is often somewhat
difficult to do for a single custom-built
house.
Operators
of large housin g developments
often build
hundreds
of houses each year. Because of their need
for huge volumes of materials,
they buy direct from
the manufacturer.
They also clevelop the building
sites
from large sections of land. Much of the work, such
as installation
of the roofing
appiicalion
of gypsum
board interiors,
and painting,
is done by suhcontractors. Their own crews are specialists,
each crew bccoming proficient
in its own phase of the work. Central
shops are established
where all material is cut to length
and often preassembled
before
being trucked
to the
site. These methods reduce the cost of the individual
house in a large buiiding
project, but few of them can
be applied to an individual
house built by the owner.

BUlLDING

COSTS

If a home builder pays attention
tion details and to the choice of
this information
fill usually aid in
following
suggestions
are intended
for the owner to lower the cost of

to various construcmaterials,
however,
reducing costs. The
as possible
ways
his house.

Design
The first area where costs of the house may he
reduced
somewhat
is during
the design stages. However, such details should not affect the Architectural
lines or appearance
of the-house,
but rather the room
arrangement
and other factors. The following
design
elements
might be considered
before final plans are
chosen :
1. The size of the house, width and length, should
he such that standard-length
joists
1,id rafters
and
standard
spacings
can be used without
wasting material. The architect or contractor
will have this informa201

tion available.
Also reflected in the house size is the
use of standard.width
sheets of sheathing
materials
on the exterior
as well as in the interior.
Any waste
or rippinrequired
adds to both the labor and materi;i!

C’JLFtS.

The rooms should he arranged
so that the plumbing.
\vater: and heating lines are short and risers ten serve
more than one room. An “expandable”
house ma!
mean the ut;e of a steeper pitched roof to provide space
for future rooms in the attic area. It might also be
desirable
to include second-floor
dormers in the origiAclditional
rooms can thus be provided
nal design.
at a much lower cost than by adding to the side or
rear of the house at a future date. Roughing
in plumhlines to the second floor will also
in; anti heating
reduce
future
costs when the second floor is completed. yet not add appreciably
to the original
construction
cost:.
While a rectangular
plan is the most economical
it should not always govern
from many standpoints.
final design.
A rectangular
plan of the house proper,
\viih a full !jasement, can be made more desirable by a
size or alinemcnt.
garage or porch wing o f a different
Suc,h attacbhments require only shallow footings,
withc~ut the excavation
necessary
for basement
areas.

adapted
tc, two-story
houses, roof shingles
serve also
as siding over the steep-pitched
portions.
Furthermore?
a roof of this type provides a greater amount of headroom lperhaps
the original
purpose
of this design)
than the common
gable type.

Choice of Materials
The type and grade of materials
used in a house
can varv greatly and savings can be effected in their
choice. It is poor practice to use a low grade or an
inferior
material
which could later result in excessive
mairrtenanc*e costs. On the other hand, it is not economical
to use a material
of too high a grade when
not needed for strength or appearance.
Several points might be considered
1s a means of
reducing
costs.
(Your
contractor
or lumber
dealer
who is familiar
with these costs wilt aid you in your
final selection.)
1. Consider
the use of concrete
blocks for foundation \valls as opposed to the use of poured concrete.
It is less costly to provide a good water-resistant
surface on a poured wall than on a block wall. On the
other hand, a common hollow concrete block has better
insulatin g properties
than a poured
concrete
wall of
equal thickness.
Costs often vary by areas.
2. If precast blocks are available,
consider
them
for chimnevs.
These blocks are made to take flue linings of varied sizes and are laid up more rapidly than
brick. Concrete block units are also used in laying up
the base for a first-floor fireplace,
rather than bricks.
Prefabricated,
lightweight
chimneys
that require
no
masonry may also save money.

2. The type of foundation
to be used, such as slab,
c*ravvl space. or basement.
is an important
consideration. Base this se!ection
on climatic
conditions
and
r~&
of thz family for storage,
hobby, or recreation
space. While space in the basement
is not so desirable
as in areas above grade, its cubic-foot
cost is a great
deal lower. The design of a slab-type
house usually
includes
some additional
space for heating,
laundry,
and storage.
This extra area may often cost as much
as a full basement.
Many multilevel
houses include
habitable
rooms over concrete
slabs as well as a fullbasement.
Consult local architects
or contractors
for
their opinions
on the most desirable
type of home in
your area from the cost standpoint.

3. Dimension
material
varies somewhat
in cost by
species and grades.
Use the better grades for joists
and rafters
and the lower cost grades for studs. Do
not use better
grades of lumber
than are actually
needed. Conversely,
bmrades that involve excessive cutting and selection
would dissipate
the saving by increased
labor
costs. Proper
moisture
content
is an
important
factor.

3. Many contemporary
house designs include a flat
or low-pitched
roof which allows one type of member
to serve as both ceiling joists and rafters. This generally reduces the cost compared
to that of a pitched
roof, both in materials
and labor. However, all styles
of houses are not adaptable
to such a roof. Many contractors
incur
savings
by using
preassembled
roof
trusses for pitched
roofs. Dealers
who handle
large
quantities
of lumber are usually
equipped
to furnish
trusses of this type.

4. Conventional
items such as cabinets,
moldings,
windows,
and other millwork,
which are carried
as
stock or can be easily ordered, also reduce costs. Any
nonstandard
materials
which
require
extra
special,
machine
setups will be much more expensive.
This
need not restrict the homebuilder
in his design, however, as there are numerous
choices of millwork components from many manufacturers.
for wall and Soor
5. The use of a single matcria!
covering will provide a substantial
saving. A combination subfloor
underlayment
of 5/a- or 3!-inch tongued
and grooved plywood will serve both as subfloor and
as a base for resilient
tile or similar material,
as well
Panel siding consisting
of &foot-wide
as for carpeting.
full-height
sheets of plywood or similar material serves
both as sheathing
and a finish siding.
For example,

Pitched
roofs are of gable or hip design, with the
gambrel roof a variation
of each, While the hip roof
is somewhat
more difficult to frame than the gable
roof, it usually requires less trim and siding. Furthermore, painting
is much simpler in the hip roof because
of less wall area by elimination
of the gable and because of accessibility.
In the gambrel
roof, which is
202

finish
lower

exterior particleboard
with a painted finish and corner
bracing
on the stud wall may also qualify as a panel
siding. Plywood may be obtained
with a paper overlay.
as well as rough sawn, striated,
reverse board
and
batten, brushed,
and other finishes.

or are lightly
stained.
The softwoods,
though
in cost. are less resistant
to blows and impacts.

Another consideration
is the selection
of panel and
flush doors. Flush doors can be obtained
in a number
of species and grades. Unselected
gum, for example,
might have a paint finish while the more costly woods
are best finished with a varnish or sealer. Hollow-core
llush doors are lower in cost and are satisfactory
for
interior
use. but exterior
flush doors should bc solid
core to better, resist warping.
The standard
exterior
panel door can be selected for many styles of architecture.

6. In planning
a truly low-cost house where each
dollar is important,
a crawl space design with the use
of a treated wood post foundation
is worth investigating. This construction
utilizes
treated
wood foundafootings. The post suption posts bearin g on concrete
port floor beams upon which the floor joists rest. A
variation
of this design includes spacing of the beams
on 48.inch centers and the use of lr,&-inch-thick
tongue
and groove plywood eliminating
the need for joists as
such.

Construction
Methods of reducing construction
costs are primarily
based on reducing
on-site labor time. The progressive
contractor
often accomplishes
this in several ways, but
the size of the operation
generally
governs the method
of construction.
A contractor
might use two carpenter
crew-s-one
for framing
and one for interior
finishing.
Close cooperation
with the subcontractors-such
as
plumbers.
plasterers,
and electricians-avoids
wasting
time. Delivery
of items when needed so that storage
is not a problem
also reduces on-site costs. Larger
operators
may preassemble
components
at a central
shop to permit rapid on-site erection.
While the small
contractor
building
individual
houses cannot
always
use the same cost-saving
methods,
he follows certain
practices :

7. Costs of exterior siding or other finish materials
often vary a great deal. Many factory-primed
sidings
are available
which require
only finish coats after
they- are applied.
A rough-sawn,
low-grade
cedar or
similar
species in board
and batten
pattern
with a
stained finish will often reduce the overall cost of exterior coverings.
Many species and textures of plywood
are available
for the exterior.
When these sheet materials are of the proper thickness
and application,
they
might also serve as sheathing.
Paintabilitv
of species
is also important.
Edge-grained
boards or paper-overlaid plywood provide good bases for paint.
In applying
all exterior siding and trim, galvanized
or other rust-resistant
nails reduce the need for frequent treatment
or refinishing.
Stainless steel or aluminl;m nails on siding having
a naturai
finish are a
must. Corrosion-resistant
nails will add slightly to the
cost but will save many dollars
in reduced
mainteante costs.

1. Power
equipment,
such as a radial-arm
saw,
skill saw, or an automatic
nailer,
aids in reducing
the time required
for framing
and is used by most
progressive
contractors.
Such
equipment
not only
reduces assembly
time for floor, wall, and roof framing and sheathing,
but is helpful
in applying
siding
and exterior
and interior
trim. For example,
with a
radial-arm
saw on the job, studs can be cut to length,
headers
and framing
members
prepared,
and entire
wall sections
assembled
on the floor and raised in
place. Square cuts, equal lengths, and accurate layouts
result in better nailing and more rigid joints.

8. Interior
coverage
also deserves
consideration.
While gypsum
board dry-wall
construction
may be
lower in cost per square foot, it requires
decorating
before it can be considered
complete;
plaster walls do
not require immediaie
decorating.
These costs vary by
largely
on the availability
of the
areas, depending
various
trades. However,
prefinished
or plastic-faced
in a number
of patterns)
gypsum
board
( available
with a simple “V” joint or with a joint flap of the
same covering,
and the use of adhesive for application,
will result in an economical
wall and ceiling finish.

2. Where a gypsum-board
dry-wall
finish is used,
many contractors
employ
the horizontal
method
of
application.
This b rings the taped
joint below eye
level. and large room-size sheets may be used. Vertical
joints may be made at window or door openings. This
reduces the number
of joints to be treated and results
in a better-looking
wall.

9. There
are many
cost-related
considerations
in
the choice of flooring, trim, and other interior
finish.
Areas which will be fully carpeted
do not require
a
finish floor. However,
there is a trend to provide
a
finish floor under the carpeting.
The replacement
cost
of the carpetin g may be substantially
greater than the
cost of the original
finish floor.

3. Staining
and paintin, m of the exterior and interior
surfaces
and trim are important.
For example,
one
cost study of interior
painting
indicated
that prestaining of jambs,
stops, casing,
and other trim before
application
would result in a substantial
saving. These
are normally
stained
or sealed after they have been
fitted and nailed.

Species of trim, j;;mbs, and other interior
moldings
vary from a relatively
low-cost softwood to the higher
cost hardwoods
such as oak or birch. Softwoods
are
ordinarily
painted, while the hardwoods
have a natural

3. During
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construction,

the advantages

of a simple

and rafters.
and erection will be more rapid than
a house where intricate
construction
is involved.

plan and the selection
of an uncomplicated
oof will
be obvious.
There will be less waste by cut!mp joists

CHAPTER
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AT THE

BMILDING

SITE

Lumber
should not be stored in tight piles without
some type of protection.
Rather. if lumber is not to be
used for several days or a week. it should be unloaded
on skids icith a 6-inch clearance
above the soil. The
pile should then be covered
\vith lyaterproof
paper.
canvas. or ~~~~l~ethvler~e so that it sheds eater.
However, the cover should allow air to circulate
and not
enclose the pile to the groundline.
In a tight enclosure,
moisture
from the pround
may affect the moisture
content
of lumber.
The use of a polyethylene
cover
over the rIFround before lurlber
is l)iled will reduce
moisture
rise. The same type of protection
should be
~‘I\rn to eheathing
grade plywood.
After the framing
and the wall and roof sheathing
have been completed,
the exterior
roof trim, such as
the cornice
and rake finish, is installed.
During this
period. the shingles may have been delivered.
Asphalt
shingles sl~oultl be stored so that bundles lie flat without brndinp:
curved or buckled shingles
often result
in a poor lookin, w roof. Wood shingles can be stored
with only moderate protection
from rain.

Requirements

Unfortunately.
the builder
of a single house may
not be able to have delivery
coincide
with constructicIn needs. Thus. some type of protection
may be retrue for
quired at the buildin g site. This is especially
such millwork
items as window
and door frames.
(loors: and moldings.
Finished
cabinets.
floor underlayment. flooring, and other more critical items should
be delivered
only after the house is enclosed and can
provide complete protection
from the weather.
During fall. winter, and spring months. the interior
of the house should be heated so thnt finished
wood
materials
will not be affected. Exposure
to damp and
(~~1~1conditions
will change
the dimensions
of such
materials
as flooring and cause problems
if they are
installed
at too high a moisture
content.
Thus, care
of the materials
after they arrive at the site and the
conditions
to which they are exposed are important
to
most materials
used in house construction.

Protection of Framing
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CARE OF MATERIALS

%Tan,- buildin,n c.ontrartors
arrange
for the materials
nerrled for a hous? to be delivered
just before conPerhaps
the first load, after
the
struction
begins.
foundation
nas heen completed.
would include
all
materials
required
fol, the wood-floor system. A second
load. several days later. would provide the materials
for
framing
and &athin;:
the walls. and a third load
for roc,f and ceiling framing
and roof sheathing.
In
this Itranner. storage of framing
and sheathing
material5 on the site would not be as critical as when all materials \vere delivered at once. On the other hand, materi;ils for fac*tor!--built or preassembled
houses ma)- be
tllLli\ CI~~VIin one lal-gr truckload.
because a crew erects
the IIOURC’ in a matter of hours. This practically
elimirl;\tr+ thr need for protection
of materials
on the site.

Protection

on

Window

and Door Frames

Window
and exterior
door frames
should not be
delivered
until they can be installed.
In normal construction
procedures.
these frames are installed
after
the roof is completed
and roofing installed.
Generally.
window units are ready for installation
with sash and
bveatherstrip
in place, and all wood protected by a dip
treatment
with a water-repellent
preservative.
Such
units are premium
items and, even though so treated,
should be protected
against
moisture
or mechanical
d amage.
If it not possible
to install
frames
when
they arrive.
place them on a dry base in an upright
position
and cover them.

Materials

Siding

and lath

Siding materials
can be protected
by storing temporarily
in the house or garage. Place them so they
will not be stepped on and split. Wood bevel siding is
usually bundled
with the pieces face to face to protect
the surfaces
fom mechanical
damage
and soiling.
Some manufacturers
treat their siding
with a waterrepellent material
and pack in bundles
with an outer
protective
wrap. All siding materials
that cannot
be
installed immediately
should be protected
against expo-

In normal
construction
procedures.
after excavation is complete,
some dimension
lumber and sheathing materials
are delivered
on the job. After delivery.
it is the builder’s
responsibility
to protect these materials against wetting and other damage. Structural
and
framing
materials
in place on a house before
it is
enclosed may become wet during a storm, but exposed
surfaces can dry out quickly in subsequent
dry weather
without rausing
damage.
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sure to conditions
that
moisture
content.
Insulation
and rock
house. These materials
the electrical.
heating.
pleted the roughin,- m in

Plastering

could

appreciably

change

their

lath should be stored inside the
are generally
not installed
until
and plumbing
trades have comphases of their work.

in SoM

Weather

During
\\inter
months.
and in u~lder
spring
ant1
fall \vrather in northern
arras of the crountrv. the heatbe in operaiion
before
ing unit of a house &uld
plasterin*? is started. In fad. if the I%~OOcl-framing
members are much above 15 percent moisture
content.
it
wotl practice to let them rlr\- out some\\hat
before
is P
rock lath is applied. This normally
presents no probthe plumlwr
ant1 electrician
do
the rough-in
lem.
as
\\ork shortI!
aftrr thr house is closrd in. H\rat will
more readill-.
but because
&\\.
thr
~J1a~tt.l.
tu tlr!
winmuch moidure
i:. driven off durin?
tl;is period.
(IO\\B
5tlvultl lw CJlJ”lld
sliyhtlv.

interior

Finish

\Iill\\ ark. tloor
untlerla\ ment. floorin?. and interior
Irirn manufa~turetl
1~~ reputable
companies
are normull\ shiplJet1 at a nioi>ture
content
satiafactor>for
imnitdiatr
use. Ho\\-ever. if storage conditions
at the
lumber (‘OUllJan\~
or in an unheated
howe during the
inclement
was0113
are not sati>factory.
\\ ootl
parts
Results may not lye apparent
will pick up moisture.
immediately.
moisture
ings

If material
wntent.

will

show

matched

joints

out and

shrunk.

In floorin?.
content
damp

localities.
cracks

up heti\een
in the trim

States

In esaminin=
between

flooring

the

vxies

too
and

poorI!-

strips

h;,,ve dried
moisture

IO percent
7’ percent

wood floors
it has

\tith
heen

a

open-

members

frwn

high

season

the recommenclecl

to G and
boards.

at

heating

because

f 01. IIlstance.

at installation
southern

is irdalled

the following

in the

for

other

objectionable
found

that

in most cases the material
had picked
up moisture
offer manufacture
and h/ore it ~3s installed.
As such
material
redries during the heating
season. it shrinks
ant1 the hoards separate. Some of the moisture
pickup
may occur before the flooring is delixerecl to the building. but often kuch pickup occurs after delivery
and
hefore laving.
In an unheated
building
under
IXJUstrUctiOU.
the
relative humidity
\vill average mwh higher than that
in an oc~c~upietl houpe. Thus. the flooring
and finish
tend to abwrb
moisture.
To prevent
moisture
pickup
at the building
ad
to drv out any excess moisture
picked up between time of manufacture
and delivery.
the humidity
must be rduced
below that consider&l
normal
in an unheated
house. This ma\- be arcomplishetl b! maintaining
a temperature
above the out(lwr temperature
even tlurin;
the 11arnier seasons.
Refore any floor untlerlavnient.
floorin;
or interior
fin&
is delivered.
the outside
doors ant1 windows
should
be hung and the hratiny
plant iwtalled
to
supply
heat. For lvarm-\\eather
control.
when the
\\orkrnen
leave at night. the thermwtat
should be set
to maintain
a temp~raturr
of 15‘F. above the average
outdoor temperature.
III thr Itlornin,g when the workmen return. thv thermo::tat
can l~r *:rt back PO that the
burner
\I ill not operate. During
the winter. fall. and
zpriny. the temperature
should be kept at about 60” F.
Several tla!s before flooring
is to be laid. hunclles
rhould
be olwnetl and the boards
spread
about so
that their surfaces can dr!~ out P\ en]!.. This \\ill permit
the tlr! irig of moisture
picked
up before delivery.
WVoOCl
I\ all paneling
ar,cl floor unclerlavment
should
d-o be exposed to the heated conditions
of the house
so the material
\\ill approadi
the moisturr
content it
renrhes in ser\.iw.
i\dually.
exposure
of all interior
linish to this period of moisture
adjustment
is good
practice.
SuppI\ _ illg some heat 1~) the house ii1 damp
weather.
ewn
cluritig the summer
IliOnthsl
1%ill
be
jwtitid
bv improved
alyarance
and owner satisfaction.
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etitly unimportant
details. For example.
an extra $10
spent on corrosion-resistant
nails for sicliny and trim
may save $100 or more annually
because of the need
for less frequent
painting.
The use of edge-grained
rather than flat-gained
siding
lvill provide
a longer
paint life. and the additional
cost of the edgegained
hoards then seems justified.
The following
sentinns
will nutline
some factors

A well constructed
house will require comparatively
little maintenance
if adequate
attention
was paid to
details
and to choice of material?.
as presented
in
previous
chapters.
A house may have an outstanding
appearance,
but if construction
details have not been
correct:
the additional
maintenance
that might
be
required
would certainly be discouraging
to the owner.
This may mean only a little attention
to some appar205

relating to maintenance
of the house and how to reduce
or eliminate
conditions
that may be harmful as well as
costly. These suggestions
can apply to both new and
old houses.

Basement
of a poured
block wall may be
The basement
damp for some time after a new house has been completed. However, after the heating season begins, most
of this dampness
from walls and floors will gradually
disappear
if construction
has been correct.
If dampness or wet walls and floors persist, the owner should
check various
areas to eliminate
any possibilities
for
water entry.
Possible
sources of trouble:
1. Drainage
at the downspouts.
The final grade
are-und the house should be away from the building
and a splash block or other means provided
to drain
water away from the foundation
wall.

the basement
will cool the incoming
air and frequently
cause condensation
to collect and drip from cold-water
pipes and also collect on colder parts of the masonry
walls and floors. To air out the basement,
open the
windows during the night.
Perhaps
the most convenient
method
of reducing
humidity
in basement
areas is with dehumidifiers. A
mechanical
dehumidifier
is moderate
in price and does
a satisfactory
job of removing
moisture
from the air
during
periods
of high humidity.
Basements
containing livin g quarters
and without
air conditioners
may
require
more than one dehumidifier
unit. When they
are in operation,
all basement
windows
should
be
d0d.

Crawl-space
Crawl-space

areas

should

Area

be checked

as follows:

1. Inspect the crawl-space
area annually.
for termite
activity.
Termite
tubes on the walls or piers are an
indication
of this. In termite areas, soil in the crawl
space or under the concrete
slab is normally
treated
with some type of chemical to prevent termite damage.
A house should
contain
a termite
shield under
the
wood sill with a 2-inch extension
on the interior.
It must be well installed
to be effective. Examine
the
shield for proper
projection,
and also any cracks in
the foundation
walls, as such cracks form good channels for termites to enter (Ch. 29, “Protection
Against
Decay and Termites”).

2. Soil settling at the foundation
wall and forming
pockets in which water may collect. These areas should
be fillecl and tamped so that surface water can drain
away.
3. Leaking in a poured concrete wall at the form tie
rods. These leaks usually
seal themselves,
but larger
holes should be filled with a cement mortar
or other
sealer. Clean and slightly
dampen
the area first for
FGOCI
adhesion.
4. Concrete-block
or other masonry
walls exposed
above grade often show dampness
on the interior
after
a prolonged
rainy spell. A number
of waterproofing
materials
on the market will provide good resistance
to moisture
penetration
when applied to the inner face
of the Easement
wall. If the outside of below-grade
basement
walls is treated
correctly
during
construction, waterproofin g the interior
walls is normally
not
required.
(See Ch. 3, “Foundation
Walls and Piers.“)

2. While in the crawl space, check exposed wood
joists and beams for indications
of excessive moisture.
In older houses where soil covers had not been used in
the past, signs of staining
or decay may be present.
Use a penknife
to test questionable
areas.
3. Soil covers should be used to protect wood members from ground
moisture
(Ch. 16, “Ventilation”).
These may consist
of plastic films, roll roofing,
or
other suitable
materials . A small amount
of ventilation is desirable
to provide some air movement.
If the
crawl space is not presently
covered, install a barrier
for greater
protection.

5. There should be at least a 6.inch clearance
between the bottom of the siding
and the grass. This
means that at least 8 inches should be allowed above
the finish grade before sod is laid or foundation
plantings made. This will minimize
the chance of moisture
absorption
by siding, sill plates, or other adjacent wood
parts. Shrubs and foundation
plantings
should also be
kept away from the wall to improve air circulation
and
drying. In lawn sprinkling,
it is poor practice to allow
water to spray against the walls of the house.

Roof and Attic
The roof and the attic area of both new and older
houses
might
be inspected
with
attention
to the
following :
1. Humps
which occur on an asphalt-shingle
roof
are often caused by movement
of roofing nails which
have been driven into knots, splits, or unsound
wood.
Remove
such nails, seal the holes, and replace
the
nails with others driven into sound wood. Blind-nail
such replacements
so that the upper shingle tab covers
the nailhead.

6. Check areas between the foundation
wall and the
sill plate. Any openings should be filled with a cement
mixture
or a calking compound.
This filling will decrease heat loss and also prevent entry of insects into
the basement,
as well as reduce air infiltration.
7. Dampness
in the basement
in the early summer
-months is often augmented
by opening
the windows
for ventilation
during the day to allow warm, moistureladen outside
air to enter. The lower temperature
of

A line of buckled shingles across the roof of a relatively new house is often caused by shrinkage
of wide
roof boards.
It is important
to use sheathing
boards
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not over 8 inches wide and at a moisture
content not
exceeding
12 to 1S percent. When moisture
content is
greater. boards should be allowed to dry out for several
days before shingles are applied. Time and hot weather
tend to reduce
buckling.
Plywood
sheathing
would
tsliminate
this problem
altogether.
2. A dirt streak dew-n the gable end of a house with
a close rake section can often be attributed
to rain
entering
and runninp
under the edge of the shingles.
Thi5 results
from insufJic*ient
shingle
overhang
or
the lack of a metal roof edge. such as show-n in figure
7O.B. The addition
of a flashing strip to form a drip
edge will usually minimize
this problem.
3 . In winters with heavy snows. ice dams may form
at the raves- often resultin?
in water enterinp
the
cornice and walls of the house. The immediate
remedyis to renlcJ\‘e
the snow on the roof for a short distance
above the gutter5 and. if necessary.
in the valleys.
:\tlditional
insulation
between heated rooms and roof
>pl”P. ant1 increased
ventilation
in the overhanging
ra\ t’q to lower the general attic temperature,
will help
tcj tlrccrrasr the mrltin g of snow on the roof and thus
rninimizr
ic.ca formation.
Deep snow in valleys
also
lometimr~s form+ ice dams that cause water to back up
under +hin~les and valley flashing
I fig. 684 and B) .
I. Roof leaks are often caused by improper
flashing
at the valley. ridge. or around
the chimney.
Observe
these areas durin? a rainy spell to discover the source.
Water may travel many feet from the point of entry
before it drips off the roof members.
.5. The attic vent.ilators
are valuable year round;
in
summer.
to lower the attic temperature
and improve
comfort conditions
in the rooms below: in winter, to
remove water vapor that may work through
the ceiling and condense
in the attic space and to minimize
ice dam problems.
The ventilators
should be open both
in winter and summer.

reasons.
Another
factor involves
the species of wood
and the direction
of grain. Some species retain paint
better than others. and edge prain Jjrovicles a iJetter
surface for paint tharl flat grain. Chapter 28. “Paintin? and Finishing.”
covers correct methods of applica
tion. types of paint. and other recommendations
for a
good finish. Other phases of the exterior maintenance
that the owner may enc~ounter with his house are as
follows :
1. In applying
the siding. if bright stec-1 nails have
been used rather than galvanized,
aluminum.
stainless
steel. or other noncorrosive
nails. rust SpcJtS may occur
atthe
nailhead.
These apots are quite common where
nails are driven
flush with the heads exposed.
The
spotting
may be remedied
somewhat.
in the case of
flush nailing.
by setting the nailhead
below the surface
and puttyin?.
The puttying
should be preceded
by a
priming
coat.
2. Brick and other ty-1)es of masonry
are not always
waterproof.
and continued
rains may result in moisture
penetration.
M asonrv , veneer
lvalls o\.er a sheathed
wood frame are normally
backed
with a waterproof
<heathin
paper to prevent moisture
entr!. When walls
;I o not have
m
such protection
and the moisture problem
persists.
use a w-aterproof
coating
over the exposed
masonry
surfaces.
Transparent
waterproof
materials
can be obtained
for this purpose.
3. Calking
is usually
required
where a change
in
materials
occurs on a vertical
‘:ne. such as that of
wood siding abutting
against brick chimneys
or walls.
The wood shou!:! norma!ly
have a prime coating
of
paint for proper
adhesion
of the calking
compound.
Calking
guns with cartridges
are the best means of
waterproofing
these joints. Many permanent-type
calking materials
with a neoprene.
elastomer
or other type
base are available.
4. Rainwater
may
work
behind
wood
siding
through
butt and end joints and sometimes
up under
the butt edge by capillarity
when joints are not tight.
Setting the butt and end joints in white lead is an oldtime custom that is very effective in preventing
water
from entering.
Painting
under the butt edges at the
lap adds mechanical
resistance
to water ingress. However, moisture
changes in the siding cause some swelling and shrinking
that may break
the paint
film.
Treating
the siding with a water repellent before it is
applied is effective in reducing
capillary
action. For
houses
already
built,
the water
repellent
could be
applied under the butt edges of bevel siding or along
the joints of drop sidin g and at all vertical joints. Such
water repellents
are often combined
with a preservative and can be purchased
at your local paint dealers
as a water-repellent
preservative.
In-place application
is often done with a plunger-type
oil can. Excess repellent on the face of painted surfaces should be wiped

To check
for sufficient
ventilation
during
cold
weather.
examine
the attic after a prolonged
cold
period.
If nails protruding
from the roof into the
attic space are heavily coated with frost, ventilation
is usually- insufficient.
Frost may also collect on the
roof sheathing.
first appearing
near the eaves on the
north side of the roof. Increase the size of the ventilators or place additional
ones in the soffit area of the
cornice . This L ivil] I---t- -I:lovelrlent
__.^urlplorc_.- all
and clrcu!ation.
(See Ch. 16. “Ventilation,”
and figs. 99, 100,
and 101 for proper size and location.)

Exterior

Walls

One of the maintenance
problems
which sometimes
occurs with a wood-sided
house involves the exterior
paint
finish. Several reasons
are known for peeling
and poor adherence
of paint. One of the major
ones
perhaps can be traced to moisture
in its various forms.
Paint
quality
and methods
of application
are other

off.
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relative humidity
in the living quarters,
or
bination
of both. Generally,
the condensation
sash does not create a maintenance
problem,
be a nuisance.
Weather-stripping
the inner
resistance
to moisture
flow and may prevent
d ensa-t’ 1011. Lowtr relative humidities
in the
also helpful.

Interior
Plaster
The

maintenance

of plastered

interior

surfaces

nor-

mally is no problem in a properly
constructed
house.
However, the following points are worthy of attention:
1. Because of the curing
(aging)
period ordinarily
required
for plastered
walls. it is not advisable
to
apply oil-base paints until at least 60 days after plastering is comp!eted.
Water-mix
or resin-base
paints may
be applied without the necessity
of an aging period.

Problems

Openings

in Flooring

Laying
finish-strip
flooring
at too high a moisture
content
or laying
individual
boards
with varying
moisture
contents
may be a source of trouble to the
homeoMner.
As the flooring
dries out and reaches
rnoisture
equilibrium,
spaces will form between
the
boards. These openings
are often very difficult to correct. If the floor has a few large cracks, one expedient
is to lit matching
strips of wood between the flooring
strips and glue them in place. In severe cases, it may
be necessary
to replace sections of the floor or to refloor the entire house.

:<. Large l!!:-tster cracks in houses, new or old. often
indicate
a structural
weakness
in the framing
or
c~~lurnrl
footings. This may be due to excessive defIection or to settling of beam supports.
Common
areas
for such defects might be along the center beam or
around the basement stairway.
In such cases, the use of
an additional
post and pedestal may be required.
(See
for recommended
methods
Ch. 5: “Floor
Framing.”
of framing. )

Another method would be to cover the existing flooring with a thin flooring
T;)<e or “k inch thick. This
would require
removal
of the base shoe, fitting the
thin flooring
around door jambs, and perhaps sawing
off the door bottoms.
(For proper methods of laying
floors to prevent
open joints in new houses, see Ch.
20. “Floor Coverings.”
)

on Windows

Moisture
on inside surfaces
of windows may often
occur during the colder periods of the heating season.
The following
precautions
and corrections
should be
observed
during this time:
1. During
cold weather,
condensation
and, in cold
climates,
frost will collect OJI the inner face of singleglazed windows. Water from the condensation
or melting frost runs down the glass and soaks into the wood
sash to cause stain, decay, and paint failure. The water
may rust steel sash. To prevent such condensation,
the
window should be provided
with a storm sash. Double
glazing
will also minimize
this condensation.
If it
still presists on double-glazed
windows. it usually indicates that the humidity
is too high. If a 5..
1 timidifier
is used, it should be turned off for a while or the setting lowered.
Other moisture
sources should also be
reduced
enough
to remedy
the problem.
Increasing
the inside
temperature
will ah
reduce surface
condensation.
2. Occasionally,
in very cold weather,
frost
form on the inner surfaces of the storm windows.
may be caused by (a I loose-fitting
window sash
allows moisture
vapor from the house to enter
space between the window and storm sash, (b)

Doors

Condensation
may occur on the glass or even on the
interior
surface
of exterior
doors during
periods
of
severe cold. Furthermore,
warping
may result. The
addition
of a tight-fitting
storm or combination
door
will usually remedy both problems.
A solid-core
flush
door or a panel door with solid stiles and rails is
preferred
ov:r a hollow-core
door to prevent or minimize this warping
problem.

2. In a newly- constructed
house, small plaster cracks
season.
may develop durin, (r or after the first heating
Such cracks are ordinarily
caused by the drying
of
framing members that had too high a moisture content
when the plaster was applied. The cracks usually occur
at interior
corners and also above windows and doors
because of shrinkage
of the headers. For this reason,
it is usually advisable to wait for a part of the heating
S;('LIWII
before painting
plaster so that such cracks can
br filled first.

Moisture

with Exterior

(c) a comon storm
but it may
sash offers
this conhouse are

Unheated

Rooms

To lower fuel consumption
and for personal reasons,
sorne homeowners
Jose off unused
rooms and leave
them unheated
duririg the winter months. These factors
of low temperatures
and lack of heat, unfortunately,
are conducive
to trouble
from condensation.
Certain
corrective
or protective
measures
can be taken to prevent damage and subsequent
maintenance
expense, as
follows :
1. Do not operate humidifiers
or otherwise
intentionally increase humidity
in heated parts of the house.
2. Open the windows
of unheated
rooms during
bright sunny
day-s for several hours for ventilation.
Ventilation
will help draw moisture
out of the rooms.

may
This
that
the
high

3. Install storm sash on all windows, including
those
in unheated
rooms. This will materially
reduce heat
loss from both heated and unheated
rooms and will
minimize
the condensation
on the inner glass surfaces.
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GLOSSARY
Air-dried

OF HOUSING

lumber.

sheds for
a whole,
air-dried
somewhat
no lower

Beam.

Lumber that has been piled in yards or
any length of time. For the United States as
the minimum moisture content of thoroughly
lumber is 12 to 15 percent and the average is
higher. In the South, air-dried lumber may be
than 19 percent.

Airway.

A space between
movement of air.

roof insulation

and roof hoards

A strurtural

Bearing
Beariug
lh1

for

moiding.

hanging
walls.

Blue

stain.

A bluish or grayish discoloration
of the sapwood
caused by the growth of certain moldlike fungi on the
surface and in the interior of a piece, made possible by
the same conditions that favor the growth of other fungi.

Boiled

A simple molding sometimes used around the outer
edge of plain rectangular
casing as a decorative feature.

Backfill,

The replacement
of excavated earth into a trench
around and against a basement foundation.

Balusters.

Usually small vertical members in a railing used
between a top rail and the stair treads or a bottom rail.

Batten.

Narrow
decorative
boards.

Batter

An inclined piece of framing lumber applied to wall or
floor to stiffen the structure.
Often used on walls as
temporary bracing until framing has been completed.
A facing of brick laid against and fastened
of a frame wall or tile wall construction.

Small
a diagonal
to act both
purpose of
loads.

Buck.

A board placed agaiust the wall around
a room next to the floor to finish properly hetween floor
and plaster.

base-

Brace.

Bridging.

Base or baseboard.

Molding used next to the floor on interior
Sometimes called a carpet strip.

ridge. A method of applying asphalt or wood shingles
at the ridge or at the hips of a roof as a finish.

sheathing

A railing made up of balusters,
top rail, and
sometimes bottom rail, used on the edge of stairs. halconies, and porches.
Barge board.
A decorative
board covering the projecting
rafter (fly rafter) of the gahle end. At the cornice, this
member is a facia board.

board.

Boston

Brick veneer.

Balustrade.

shoe.

linseed oil. Linseed oil in which enough lead, manganese, or cobalt salts have been incorporated
to make
the oil harden
more rapidly
when spread in thin
coatings.

,4 short horiz.ontal timber or steel beam on top of a
column to support and decrease the span of beams or
girders.

Backband.

Base

been thickened in
heat or chemicals.
range in viscosit)
oil to just short of

Bolster.

Louver. )

of in-

12 molding in an angle, as between the overcornice, or eaves, of a building and the side-

linseed oil. Linseed oil that has
viscosity by suitable processing with
Bodied oils are obtainable in a great
from a little greater than that of raw
;I jellied condition.

In houses, screened openings provided to
ventilate an a;tic space. They arc located in the soffit
area as inlet ventilators and in the gable end or along
the ridge as outlet ventilators. They can also consist of
power-driven
fans used as an exhaust systeia. t&e also

edge

load in adu,

stop. A rectangular
molding. usually *Y, by 1-s inches
or more in width, used in the assembly of a window
frame. Serves as a stop for storm and screen or combination windows and to resist air infiltration.

ventilators,

to trim the upper

any vertical l,,ad

any vertical

Bodied

A molding, attached to one of a pair of swinging
doors, against which the other door strikes.

used

A partition that supports
to its own weight.

a load.

Blind

Astragal.

Molding
baseboard.

supporting

Nailing in such a way that the nailheads are
not visible on the face of the work --usually
at the
tongue of matched boards.

Jlost native asphalt is a residue from evaporat-d
petroleum.
It is insoluble in water but soluble in gasoline and melts when heated. Used widely in building for
watrrproofing
roof coverings of many types, exterior well
coverings, flooring tile, and the like.

terior

transversely

Blind-nailing.

Asphalt.

molding.

member

wall. A wall that supports
tion to its own weight.

Coarse checking pattern characterized
by a slipping of the new paint coating over the old coating to
the extent that the old coating can he seen through the
fissures.
Anchor bolts. Bolts to secure a wooden pill plate to conrr,?ca
or masonry floor or wall.
Apron. The flat member of the inside trim of a window placed
against the wall immediately
beneath the stool.
A I.--n
c..L,.w.C~n., U~..CC
en.,~~ adjacent t0 ;i l...:tci:....
r,u,‘uLrr~
“yc” aY...,“I...cI
ArCKway* 1...
used to admit light or air or as a means of access to a
basement.

Base

partition.

in addition

Alligatoring.

Attic

TERMS

to

wood or metal members that are inserted in
position between the floor joists at midspan
as tension and compression members for the
bracing the joists and spreading the action of

Often used in reference to rough
bers. Door bucks used in reference

frame opening memto metal door frame.

Built-up

roof. A roofing composed of three to five layers of
asphalt felt laminated with coal tar, pitch, or asphalt.
The top is finished with crushed slag or gravel. Generally
used on flat or low-pitched roofs.

Butt joint.

other

bil.,a of wood used to cnver joints or as
vertical
members
over plywood
or wide

The junction where the ends
members meet in a square-cut

of two timbers
joint.

or

Cant strip.

A triangular-shaped
piece of lumber used at the
junction of a Rat deck and a wall to prevent cracking of
the roofing which is applied over it.

board. One of a pair of horizontal
boards nailed to
posts set at the corners of an excavation, used to indicate
the desired level, also as a fastening for stretched strings
to indicate outlines of foundation
walls.

Cap.

The upper member of a column,
molding, and the like.

Casement

pilaster,

door cornice,

frames and sash. Frames of wood or metal enclosing part or all of the sash, which may be opened by
means of hinges affixed to the vertical edges.

Bay window.

Any window space projecting
outward from the
walls of a building, either square or polygonal in plan.
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Casing.

Molding of various widths and thicknesses
trim door and window openings at the jambs.

used

to

Let-in

brace.

Cement,

Keene’s.
A white finish plaster that produces an
extremely durable wall. Because of its density, it excels
for use in bathroom:
and kitchens
and is also used
extensively
for the finish coat in auditoriums,
public
buildings,
and other places where walls may be subjected to unusually hard wear or abuse.

Checking.

Fissures
that appear with age in many exterior
paint coatings, at first superficial, but which in time may
penetrate entircbly through the coating.

Cut-in

Meeting rails sufficiently thicker than a window
to fill the opening between the top and bottom sash
made by the parting stop in the frame of double-hung
windows. They are usually beveled.
leo~n.
opposite
structure.

l- o*- 2-in&-thick
members connecting
rafters. They serve to stiffen the roof

~~Criiiiiki~

roof

plain.

Overhang of a pitched roof at the eave line, usually
consisting of a facia board, a soffit for a closed cornice,
and appropriate
moldings.

Cornice

return. That portion of the cornice
the gable end of a house.

ConcrlAtr* either
only for shrinkage

electrical.

Cove molding.

Cricket.

A small drainage-diverting
roof structure
of single
or double slope placed al the junction of larger surfaces
that meet at an angle, such as above a chimney.

without reinforcement,
or temperature changes.

Cross-bridging.

Diagonal
bracing
between
adjacent
floor
joists, placed near the renter of the joist span to prevent
joists from twisting.

Crown molding.

interior

A pipe,

usually

metal,

in which

an

Dado.

A rectangular
groove across the width of a board or
plank. In interior decoration, a special type of wall treatment.

Decay.

Disintegration
action of fungi.

Deck

paint. An enamel with a high degree of resistance
mechanical
wear, designed for use on such surfaces
porch floors.

of wood or other

substance

through

the
to
as

Density.

The mass of substance in a unit voltime. When expressed in the metric system, it is numerically equal to
the specific gravity of the same substance.

wire is

Dew;)oifit.

Temperature
a liquid. Applies

Dimension.
Direct

A type of construction
in which the
are wood or depend upon a wood frame
codes, if masonry veneer is applied to the
the classification
of this type of construcunchanged.

at which a vapor begins to deposit as
esperi?lly to water in the atmosphere.

See Luniher

dimension.

nailing.

To nail perpendicular
to the initial surface
or to the junction of the pieces joined. Also termed
face nailing.

Doorjamb,

interior.
The surrounding
case into which and
out of which a door closes and opens. It consists of two
upright pieces, called side jambs, and a horizontal head
jamb.

See Scribing.

Dormer.

An opening in a sloping roof, the framing of which
projects out to form a vertical wall suitable for windows
or other openings.

Downspout.

A pipe, usually
from roof gutters.

of metal,

for carrying

rainwater

Dressed

and matched (tongued
and grooved).
Boards or
planks machined in such a maner that there is a groove
on one edge and a corresponding
tongue on the other.

Corner

boards. Used as trim for the external
corners of a
house or other frame structure
against which the ends
of the siding are finished.
braces. Diagonal braces at the corners
ture to stiffen and strengthen
the wall.

or wherever

d. See Penny.

head. A strip of formed sheet metal, sometimes combined with a strip of metal lath, placed on corners before
plastering
to reinforce
them. Also, a strip of wood
finish three-quarters-round
or angular placed over a
plastered corner for protection.

Corner

A molding used on cornice
angle is to be covered.

or

To build out one or more courses of brick or
stone from the faor -If a wall, to form a support for
timbers.

Corner

face used as trim or

A shallow space below the living quarters of a
basementlrss
house, normally enclosed by the foundation
wall.

frame.

structural parts
for support. In
exterior walls,
tion is usually
ont.

A moiding with a concave
intrrior corners.

to finish

dry-wall. A type of construction
in which the
interior wall finish is applied in a dry condition,
generally in the form of sheet materials or wood paneling,
as contrasted to plaster.

joint.

on

A flashing usually used on chimneys at the
roofline to cover shingle flashing and to prevent moisture
entry.

Construction

Coped

that returns

Counterflashing.

installed.

Corbel

2 by

Cornice.

Beads or drops of water (and
Condensation.
In rl building:
frrquenlly
frost in extrrmcaly cold weather) that accunlulate on the inside of the exterior covering of a building
when warm: moisture-laden
air from the interior reqches
a point wir<,re thr temperature
no longer permits the air
to sustain the moisture it holds. Use of louvers or attic
ventilators
will reduce moisture condensation
in attics.
A vapor barrier under the gypsum lath or dry wall on
exposed walls will reduce condrnsation
in them.

Construction,

Nominal 2-inch-thick
members,
usually
4’s, cut in between each stud diagonally.

Metal-mesh lath cut into strips and bent to a right
angle. Used in interior corners of walls and ceilings on
lath to prevent cracks in plastering.

Combination
doors or windows. Combination
doors or windnws Llstd over rrgular openings. They provide winter
inaJation
and summrr protection
al.4 often have selfstoring or r~.rno\abl~~ glass and screen inserts. This eliminaies tlrc lll.ed for h~tldling a different unit each season.

Conduit,

into

Crawl space.

In architecture:
A perpendicular
supporting member,
cirr:o!ar !!r rcclangular in section, usually consisting of a
trase, shnfr. and capital. In engineering:
A vertical structural compression
member which supports loads acting
in the directiun of its longitudinal
axis.

rcinforccd

applied

Cornerite.

Column.

Concrete

boards

brace.

Cheekrails.

Coiiar

Nominal
l-inch-thick
studs diagonally.

notched

Drier

of frame strur-
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paint. Usually oil-soluble soaps of such metals as lead,
manganese, or cobalt, which, in small proportions, hasten
the oxidation
and hardening
(drying)
of the drying
oils in paints.

Drip.

Footing.

A masonry section, usually concrete, in a rectangular
form wider than the bottom of the foundation wall or
pier it supports.

Caj A member of a cornice or other horizontal exteriorfinish course that has a projection
beyond the other
parts for throwing off water. (b) A groove in the underside of a sill or drip cap to cause water to drop off on
the outer edge instead of drawing back and running
down the fare of the building.

Drip

Foundation.

first-floor
footings.

cap.

Interior
or plywood,

balloon.
A system of framing a building in which
all vertical structural elements of the bearing walls and
partitions consist of single pieces extending from the top
of the foundation sill plate to the roofplate and to which
all floor joists are fastened.

covering material,
such as gypsum board
which is applied in large sheets or panels.

Ducts.

In a house, usucllly round or rectangular metal pipes for
distributing
warm air from the heating plant to rooms,
or air from a conditioning
device or as cold air returns.
Ducts are also made of asbestos and composition
materials.

Eaves.

The margin
wall.

or lower part of a roof projecting

Framing,

platform.
A system of framing a building in which
fioor joists of each story rest on the top plates of the
story below or on the foundation
sill for the first story,
and the bearing walls and partitions rest on the subfloor
of each story.

Frieze.

In house construction,
a horizontal member connecting
the top of the siding with the soffit of the cornice.
Frostline. The depth of frost penetration
in soil. This depth
varle: in different parts of ihe country. Footings shouid
be placed below this depth to prevent movement.
Fungi, wood. Microscopic
plants that live in damp wood and
cause mold, stain, and decay.

over the

Expansion

joint. A bituminous
fiber strip used to separate
blocks or units of concrete to prevent cracking due to
expansion as a result of temperature
changes. Also used
on concrete slabs.

Fungicide.
Facia or fascia.

A flat board, band, or face, used sometimes by
itself but usually in combination
with moldings, often
located at the outer face of the cornice.

Filler

(wood).
A heavily pigmented
filling and leveling off the pores

chemical.

preparation
used for
in open-pored
woods.

-4 chemical or preparation
flammability
or to retard

Gable.

of chemispread of

Gloss

or

flags).

Grain.

The direction, size, arrangement,
appearance,
or quality of the fibers in wood.
Grain, edge (vertical).
Edge-grain
lumber has been sawed
parallel to the pith of the log and approximately
at
right angles to the growth rings; i.e., the rings form an
angle of 45” or more with the surface of the piece.
Grain,

Sheet metal or other material
construction
to protect a building

used in roof and wall
from water seepage.

Flat paint.

An interior paint that contains a high proportion
of pigment and dries to a flat or lusterless finish.

Flue.

The space or passage in a chimney through which smoke,
gas, or fumes ascend. Each passage is called a flue,
which together with any others and the surrounding
masonry make up the chimney.

Flue

lining.

Fly

Fire clay
usually made in
lengths, used for
brick or masonry
in chimneys runs
nection to the top

rafters.

overhang

supported

flat. Flat-grain
lumber has been sawed parallel to the
pith of the log and approximately
tangent to the growth
.
.
rings, i.e., the rings form an angle of less than 45” with
the surface of the piece.

Grain,

quartersawn.

Another

term for edge grain.

Grounds.

Guides used around openings and at the floorline to
strike off plaster. They can consist of narrow strips of
wood or of wide subjambs at interior doorways. They
provide a level plaster line for installation of casing and
other trim.

or terra-cotta
pipe, round or square,
all ordinary
flue sizes and in 2-foot
the inner lining of chimneys with the
work around the outside. Flue lining
from about a foot below the flue conof the chimney.

End rafters of the gable
roof sheathing and lookouts.

(paint or enamel).
A paint or enamel that contains a
relatively
low proportion
of pigment
and dries to a
sheen or luster.

A large or principal beam of wood or steel used to
support concentrated
loads at isolated points along its
length.

Flat stones, from 1 to 4
walks, steps, floors, and the

Flashing.

An end wall having a gable.

Girder.

-4 wood or plywood piece used to fasten the ends of
two members together at a butt joint with nails or bolts.
Sometimes used at the junction of opposite rafters near
the ridge line.
thick, used for rustic

of the roof above the

A finishing material made of varnish and sufficient pigments to provide opacity and color, but little or
no pigment of low opacity. Such an enamel forms a
hard coating with maximum smoothness of surface and
a high degree of gloss.

Fishplate.

(flagging

to fungi.

Gloss enamel.

A solid, tight closure of a concealed space, placed
to prevent the spread of fire and smoke through such a
space. In a fram ti wall, this will usually consist of 2 by 4
cross blocking between studs.

inches
like.

In house construction, the portion
eave line of a double-sloped
roof.

Gable end.

Fire stop.

Flagstone

that is poisonous

Strips of wood or metal applied to a wall or other
surface to even it and normally to serve as a fastening
base for finish material.

In the absence
of a specific ruling by the
authority
having jurisdiction,
applies to materials
for
construction
not combustible
in the temperatures
of
ordinary fires and that will withstand such fires without
serious impairment of their usefulness for at least 1 hour.
cals used to reduce
flame.

A chemical

Furring.

Fire-resistive.

Fire-retardant

portion of a structure below the
or below grade, including
the

Framing,

A mo!ding placed on the exterior top side of a
door or window frame to cause water to drip beyond the
outside of the frame.

Dry-wall.

The supporting
construction,

Grout.

Mortar made of such consistency
that it will just flow into the joints
masonry work and fill them solid.

Gusset.

(by adding water)
and cavities of the

A flat wood, plywood, or similar type member used to
provide a connection
at intersection
of wood members.
Most commonly used at joints of wood trusses. They are
fastened by nails, screws, bolts, or adhesives.

by
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Gutter

Landing.

or eave trough.
A shallow channel or conduit of
metal or wood set below and along the eaves of a house
to catch and carry off rainwater from the roof.

Gypsum

A platform between flights
nation of a flight of stairs.

Lath.

plaster,

Gypsum formulated to be used with the adof sand and water for base-coat plaster.

dition
Header.

(a) A beam placed perpendicular
to joists and to
which joists are nailed in framing for chimne),
stairway, or other Ilprning. (b) A wood lintel.

Hearth.

The inner or outcbr floor of a fireplace,
of brick, tile, or stone.

usually

made

Hip.

The external angle formed
sides of a roof.

Hip

roof.

A roof that rises
sides of a building.

by the meeting

by inciined

A framework

Leader.

See Downspout.

strip. A strip of lumb~~r n~iilrd along
the side of a girder ,111whirh joists rest.

Light.

Spare in a window sash for a single
a pane of glass.

Lintel.

-4 horizontal structural member that supports
over an oprning 5~~11as a door or window.

PIP-.--, from all four

.4 new system utilized
tration recommended
tion.

INR

(Impact Noise Rating). A single figure rating which provides an estimate of the impact sound-insulatmg
performance of a floor-ceiling assembly.

pane of glass. Also,
the load

Lumber.

Lumber is the product of the sawmill and planing
mill not further manufactured
other than by sawing,
resaaing.
and passmg lengthwise
through a standard
planing machine, crosscutting
to length, and matching.

Lumber,

boards. Yard lulnber
2 or more inches wide.

less than 2 inches

thick

anti

Jumber,

dimension.
Yard lumber from 2 inches to, but not
including,
5 inches thick and 2 or more inches wide.
includes joists, rafters, studs, plank, and small timbers.

in the F.-&;.P~ Housing Adminiscriteria :;- in’nact sound insula-

Lumber,

dressed size. The dimension of lumber after shrinking from green dimension and after machining to size or
pattern.

Lumber,

matched.
Lumber that is dressed and shaped on
one edge in a grooved pattern and on the other in a
tongued pattern.

rigid. A structural

Lumber,

thermal. Any material high in resistance
to heat
transmission
that, when placed in the walls, ceiling, or
floors of a structure, will reduce the rate of heat flow.

Interior

finish. Material
used to cover the interior
areas, or materials of walls and ceilings.

a

Lumber,

yard. Lumber of those grades, sizes, and patterns
which are generally intended for ordinnry construction.
such as framework and rough coverage of houses.

framed

A rafter that spans the distance from the wallplate to a hip, or from a valley to a ridge.

Mantel.

Jamb.

The s,rle and head
other opening.

Masonry.

Joint.

The space between the adjacent surfaces of two members or components joined and held together by nails,
glue, cement, mortar. or other means.

window,

to make

timbers. Yard lumber 5 cr more inches in least dimension. Includes
beams, stringers,
posts, caps, sills,
girders, and purlins.

rafter.

of a doorway.

Lumber that is edge-dressed
or lapped joint.

Lumber,

Jack

lining

shiplap.

close rabbeted

Insulation,

The shelf above a fireplace. Also used in referring
the decorative trim around a fireplace opening.

or

to

Stone, brick, concrete,
hollow-tile,
concrete block,
gypsum-block,
or other similar building units or materials or a combination
of ti.e same, bonded together
with mortar to form a wall, pier, buttress, or simila:
mass.

Joint cement.

A powder that is usually mixed with water and
used for joint. treatment
in gypsum-wallboard
finish.
Often called “spackle.”

Knot.

of

An opening with a series of horizuntzl slats SO arranged as to permit ventilation but to exclude rain, sunlight, or vision. Sre a!so Attic ventilators.

building board made of
coarse wood or cane fiber in ?4- and z?&inch
thicknesses. It can be obtained in various size sheets, in various densities, and with several treatments.

Kiln

the bottom

Louver.

IIC.

Joist.

strips.

‘4 short wood bracket or cantilever to support an
overhang portion of a roof or the like, usually CC:. ealed
from view.

.4 steel lIeam with a cross section resembling
the letter I. It is usrd fur long spans as basement beams or
over wide wall openings, such as a double garage door.
when wall and roof loads are imposed on the opening.

board,

wood or metal

Lookout.

of two s!oping

.?. device designed
to increase
the humidity
within a room or a house by means of the discharge of
water vapor. They may conFist of individual room-size
units or larger units attached
to the heating piant to
condition the entire house.

Insulation

of crosst,d

Ledger

Humidifier.

I-beam.

A building material of wood, metal, gypsum. or insulating board that is fastened to the frame of a building to
act as a plastcsr bL;e.

Lattice.

Heartwood.

The wof,d extending
from the pith to the sapwood, the cells of which no longer participate in the life
pr cesses of the tree.

of stairs or at the termi-

Mastic.

A pasty material
tile) or a protective
or waterproofing).

One of a series of parallel beams, usually 2 inches in
thickness,
used to support floor and ceiling lnads, and
supported in turn by larger beams, girders, or bearing
wall-.

Metal

used as a cement (as for setting
coating (as for thermal insulation

lath. Sheets of metal that are slit and drawn out to
form openings. Used as a plaster base for walls and ceilings and as reinforcing over other forms of plaster base.

Millwork,

Generally all building materials made of finished
wood and manufactured
ir. millwork plants and planing
mills -re included under the term “millwork.”
It includes such items as inside and outside doors, window
and doorframes,
blinds, porchwork, mantels, panelwork,
stairways, moldings, and interior trim. Tt normally does
not include flooring, ceiiing, or siding.

dried lumber.

Lumber that has been kiln dried often to
a moisture c0nter.t Gf 6 to 12 percent. Common varieties
of softwood lumber, such as framing lumber are dried to
a somewhat higher moisture content.

In lumber, the portion of a branch or limb of a tree
that appears on the edge or face of the piece.
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Miter

Pier.

joint. The joint of two pieces at an angle that bisects
the joining angle. For example, the miter joint at the
side and head casing at a door opening is made at a 45”
angle.

Moisture

content of wood. Weight
the wood, usually expressed
weight of the ovendry wood.

A column of masonry, usually rectangular
in horizontal
cross section, used to support other structural members.

Pigment.

A powdered solid in suitable
for use in paint or enamel.

of the water contained in
as a percentage
of the

slope of a roof or the ratio of the total rise
to the total width of a house, i.e., an 8-foot rise and
24,foot width is a onr-third
pitch roof. Roof slope is
expressed in the inches of rise per foot of run.

A wood strip having a curved or projecting surface
used for decorative purposes.
Mortise. A slot cut into a hoard, plank, or timber, usually
edgewise, to receive tenon of another board, plank, or
timber to form a joint.
A vertical bar or divider in the frame b.-tween
dows, doors, or other openings.

Muntin.

A small member
of sash or doors.

which divides

win-

A wall supporting

no load other

than

its

C., on center.

0.

G., or ogee. A molding with a profile in the form of a
letter S; having the outline of a reversed curve.

To cut a lengthwise

Plumb.

Exactly

vertical.

Wood cells of comparatively
large
open ends and are set one above the
tinuous tubes. The openings of the
face of a piece of wood are referred

diameter that have
other to form convessels on the surto as pores.

Any substance that, for a reasonable length of
time, will prevent the action of wood-destroying
fungi,
borers of various kinds, and similar destructive agent.s
when the wood has been properly coated or impregnated
with it.

An extension of a rafter beyond the wall line.
Usually a smaller member nailed to a larger rafter to
form a cornice or roof overhang.

Primer.

Paint.

A combination
of pigments with suitable thinners
oils to provide decorative and protective coatings.

Panel.

In house construction,
a thin flat piece of wood, plywood, c)r similar material, framed by stiles and rails as
in a door or fitted into grooves of thicker material with
molded edges for decorative wall treatment.

Paper,

building. A general term for papers, felts, and similar
sheet materials used in buildings without reference
to
their properties or uses.

The first coat of paint in a paint job that consists of
two or more coats; also the paint used for such a first
coat.

or
Putty.

A small molding
circle.

Rabbet.

A rectangular
longitudinal
edge of a board or plank.

that has the cross section

groove

of

cut in the corner

Radiant

heating, A method of heating,
usually consisting of
a forced hot water system with pipes placed in the floor,
wall, or ceiling; or with electrically heated panels.

stop or strip.

A wall that subdivides
building.

round.

a quarter

A small wood piece used in the side
and head jambs of double-hung
windows to separate
upper and lower sash.

Partition.

A type of cement usually made of whiting and boiled
linseed oil, beaten or kneaded
to the consistency
of
dough, and used in sealing glass in sash, filling small
holes and crevices in wood, and for similar purposes.

Quarter

sheathing.
A building material, generally paper or
felt, used in wall and roof construction
as a protection
against the passage of air and sometimes moisture.

Parting

Perm.

groove in a board or plank.

Preservative.

Outrigger.

Penny.

perpendicular;

A term to denote the number of thicknesses or layers of
roofing felt, veneer in plywood, or layers in built-up
materials, in any finished piece of such materiai.

Porea.

The measurement
of spacing for studs, rafters, joists, and the like in a building from the center of
one member to the center of the next.

Paper,

Sill plate: a horizontal member anchored to a masonry
wall. Sole plate: bottom horizontal member of a frame
wall. Top plate: top horizontal member of a frame wall
supporting ceiling joists, rafters, or other members.

Plough.

at the end of a board.

0.

Strips of wood used as guides or strike-off
window and door openings and at base of

A piece of wood made of three or more layers of
veneer joined with glue, and usually laid with the grain
of adjoining plies at right angles. Almost always an odd
number of plies are used to provide balanced construction.

The projecting edge of a molding or drip. Usually applied to the projecting
molding on the edge of a stair
tread.
rabbet

of a tree

Plywood.

Nosing.

A crosswise

The small, soft core at the original center
around which wood formation takes place.

Ply.

own weight.

Notch.

Pith.

Plate.

A post to which the end of a stair railing or balustrade
is fastened. Also, any post to which a railing or balustrade is fastened.
wall.

pocket.
An opening extending
parallel to the annual
rings of growth, that usually contains, or has contained,
either solid or liquid pitch.

edges around
walls.

finish. A transparent
finish which does not seriously
alter the original color or grain of the natural wood.
Natural finishes aim usually provided hy sealers, oils,
varnishes, water-repellent
preservatives,
and other similar materials.

Nonhearing

Pitch

Plaieter grounds.

the glass or openings

Natural

Newel.

of subdivision

Pitch. The incline

Molding.

Mullion.

degree

spaces within any story of a

As applied to nails, it originally indicated the price
per hundred. The term now serves as a measure of nail
length and is abbreviated by the letter d.
A measure of water vapor movement through a material (grains per square foot per hour per inch of mercury difference in vapor pressure).
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Rafter,

One of a series of structural
members
signed to support roof loads. The rafters
are sometimes called roof joists.

Rafter,

hip. A rafter
nal roof angle.

Rafter,

valley. A rafter that forms the intersection
of an internal roof angle. The valley rafter is normally made of
double 2.inch-thick members.

that forms the intersection

of a roof deof a flat roof
of an exter-

Rail.

Cross members of panel doors or of a sash. Also the upper and lower members of a balustrade or staircase extending from one vertical support, such as a popt, to
another.

Saturated

Trim members
form the finish
tension.

Screed.

Rake.

Raw linseed

Sealer.

Semiglrrss

Shake.

glue.

Ridge

Riser.
Roll

Roof

of the top edges of

height

the spaces

sheathing.

Shiplap.

The boards or sheet material fastened to the
on which the shingle or other roof covering

Two sloping surfaces meeting in a horizontal ridge,
used between the back side of a chimney, or other vertical surface, and a sloping roof.

Siding,

in a tex-

Sapwood.

The outer zone of wood, next to the bark. In the
living tree it contains some living cells (the heartwood
contains none), as well as dead and dying cells. In most
species, it is lighter colored than the heartwood. In all
species, it is lacking in decay resistance.

Sash

A single
glass.

light

frame

containing

one or more lights

of asphalt, asbestos, wood, tile, slate,
cut to stock lengths,
widths, and

See Lumber,

shiplap.

bevel (lap siding).
Wedge-shaped
boards used as
horizontal siding in a lapped pattern. This siding varies
in butt thickness
from 1/ to *% inch and in widths
up to 12 inches. Normally used over some type of
sheathing.

tured finish.

Sash.

metal,

The finish covering of the outside wall of a frame
building,
whether
made of horizontal
weatherboards,
vertical boards with battens, shingles, or other material.

Saddle.

with sand, resulting

sheathing.

Ail components
of a house employing
such as flashing, gutters, and downspouts.

Usually lightweight
louvered or flush wood or nonwood frames in the form of doors located at each side
of a window. Some are made to close over the window
for protection ; others are fastened
to the wall as a
decorative device.

Siding.

Lime mixed

two

Shutter.

paint. Paint, the vehicle of which consists
or synthetic rubber dispersed in fine droplets

finish.

form

siding. Various kinds of shingles,
such as wood
shingles or shakes and nonwood shingles, that are used
over sheathing for exterior sidewall covering of a structure.

dis-

Sand float

See Paper,

Roof covering
or other material
thicknesses.

Shingles,

In stairs, the net width of a step or the horizontal
tance covered by a flight of stairs.

to

work.

Shingles.

between

Roofing material, composed of fiber and saturated with asphalt, that is supplied in 36-inch wide rolls
with 108 square feet of material. Weights are generally
45 to 90 pounds per roll.

of rubber
in water.

resawed

A transparent
coating made by dissolving lac, a
resinous secretion of the lac bug (a scale insect that
thrives
in tropical
countries,
especially
India),
in
alcohol.

roofing.

Rubber-emulsion

to

Shellac.

of a step or flight of stairs.
closing

paper.

metal

sheet

The board placed on edge at the ridge of the
roof into which the upper ends of the rafters
are
fastened.

roof rafters
is laid.

Run.

Sbeathing

board.

the vertical

wood in order

or enamel. A paint or enamel made with
insufficiency of nonvolatile
vehicle so that its
when dry, has some lust-r
but is not very

A thick handsplit
shingle,
shakes; usually edge-grained.

Sheet

Each of the vertical boards
the treads of stairways.

from green

The structural
covering, usually wood boards or
plywcod,
used over studs or rafters
of a structure.
Structural
building
board is normally
used only as
wall sheathing.

Normally a I- by 4-inch board let into the
horizontally
to support
ceiling or second-floor

Rise. In stairs,

of the

Sheathing.

(Girt).

The horizontal line at the junction
two sloping roof surfaces.

is scratched

paint

a slight
coating,
glossy.

A glue that is high in both wet and dry
strength and resistant to high temperatures.
It is used
for gluing lumber or assembly joints that must withstand severe service conditions.

Ridge.

or

A finishing material, either clear or pigmented,
that
is usually applied directly over uncoated wood for the
purpose of sealing the surface.
Removing moisture
improve its serviceability.

humidity,
The amount of water vapor in the atmosphere, expressed as a percentage
of the maximum quantity that could be present at a given temperature.
(The
actual amount of water vapor that can be held in space
increases with the temperature.)

studs
joists.

which

strip of wood, usually thr thickness
coat, used as a guide for plastrring.

Seasoning.

placed in concrete
their strength.

Relative

Ribbon

tar

Fitting
woodwork
to an irregular
surface.
In
muldings, cutting thy vnd of one piece to fit the molded
face of the other at an interior
angle to replace a
miter joint.

insulation.
Sheet material with one or both surfaces of comparatively
low heat emissivity,
such as
aluminum foil. When used in building construction
the
surfaces face air spaces, reducing the radiation across
the air space.

Resorcinol

with

Scribing.

Reflective

Steel rods or metal fabric
slabs, beams, or columns to increase

is impregnated

,4 small

plaster

product processed from flaxseed
much subsequent
treatment.

Reinforcing.

which

coat. The first coat of plaster,
to form a bond for the =econd coat.

that run parallel to the roof slope and
between the wall and a gable roof ex-

without

A felt

Scratch

oil. The crude

and usually

felt.

asphalt.

Siding,

Dolly Varden.
Beveled
beted on the bottom edge.

Siding,

drop.
IJsually % inch thick and 6 and 8 inches
wide with tongued-and-grooved
or shiplap edges. Often
used as siding without sheathing in secondary buildings.

of
Sill.

balance

A device, usually operated
by a spring oc
weatherstripping
designed to counterbalance
tertsionl
double-..,mg
window sash.
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wood

siding

which

is rab-

The lowest member of the frame of a structure, resting
on the foundation and supporting
the floor joists or the
uprights of the wall. The member forming the lower side
of an opening, as a door sill, window sill, etc.

Termites.

Sleeper.

Insects
that superficially
resemble
ants in size,
general appearance,
and habit of living in colonies;
h enctz, they are frequently
called “white ants.” Subterranean
termites establish themselves in buildings not
by being carried in with lumber, but by entering from
ground nests after the building has heen constructed.
If unmolrsted,
they rat out the woodwork, leaving a
shell of sound wood to conceal their activities,
and
damag:cs may proceed so far as to cause cullapse of parts
of a structure
hefore discovery.
There are about 56
spet,irs of termites known in the United States;
but
the two major ones, classified by the manner in which
they attack wood, are ground-inhabiting
or subterranean
trrmites
(the most common)
and dry-wood termites.
whit,h are found almost cxclusivtrly along the extreme
southern horder and the Gulf of Mexico in the United
States.

Usually, a wood member emhedded in concrete, as
in a floor, that serve.5 to support and to fastrn subfloor
or flooring.

Sofit.

Usually

Soil

cover

Soil

stack.

the underside

of an overhanging

cornice.

12 light covering of plastic
(ground
cover).
film, roll roofing. or similar material used over the soil
in crawl spaces of building+ to minimize moisture permeation of thtb arra.

A gcncaral trrrn for the krrtical
of soil, waste, or vrnt piping.

main of a system

Sole or sole plate. SW Plate.
Solid

bridging.
A solid mrm1,t.r placed between adjucrnt
floor joists near thl* cvnter of the span to prrvent joists
from twisting.

Span.

The
walls,

Splash

distance
columns.

betwc*en structural
supports
such
pirrs. IWB~S, girdcare. and trusses.

an

Termite

shield.
A shield, usually of noncorrodible
metal,
placed in or on a foundation
wall or other mass of
masonry
or around pipes to prevent passage of termitrbs.

block.

A small masonry block laid with the top close
to the ground surfarra to rl>ceivr ro~~f drainage
from
downspouts
and to carry it away frc.n the building.
A unit of mrasurr--100
square feet-u? lally applied
to roofing material. Sidewall coverings are sometimes
packed to cover 100 square feet and art’ sold on that
basis.

Terneplate,

Stnin,

shingle. A
intended
for
as shingles,
thirkneps or

Toenailing.

Stair

carriage.

Sheet
and tin.

Square,

A strip of wood or metal with beveled
used over the finish fluor and the till of exterior

form of oil paint, very thin in consistency,
c,oloring wood with rough surfaces,
such
without forming a coating of significant
glows.

Tongued

See Landing.

(Sound

Transmission

stopping

of ordinary

Class).

A measurr

A flat molding fitted
jambs and contacting
sash.

Storm

sash or storm window.
An extra window usually
placed on the outside of an existing one as additional
protection against cold weather.

door.

That part of a building
floor or roof next above.

Strip

flooring.

between

any floor

and

of narrow,

Most commonly refers to an outside plaster
Portland cement as its base.

Suspended

ceiling.

it from
Tail

beam.

A beam or joist to which
for a chimney, stairway.

on which the foot

a header is nailed
or other opening.

in

A volatile oil used as a thinner in paints and
as a solvent in varnishes. Chemically.
it is a mixture
of terpenes.

the

A coating applied prior to the finishing or top
coats of a paint job. It may be the first of two or the
second of three coats. In some usage of the word it may
become synonymous with priming coat.

matched

laid

on joibts

A ceiling system supported
the overhead structural
framing.

Under

layment.
A material placed under finish coverings,
such as flooring, or shingles, to provide a smooth, even
surface for applying the finish.

Valley.

The internal angle formed
sloping sides of a roof.

Vapor

barrier.
Material used to retard the movement
of
water vapor into walls and prevent condensation
in
them. Usually considered as having a prrm value of less
than 1.0. Applied separately over the warm side of exposed walls or as a part of batt or blanket insulation.

made with

One of a series of slender wood or metal vertical structural members placed as supporting
elements in walls
and partitions.
(Plural:
studs or studding.)
Boards or plywood
finish floor is to be laid.

in a stairway

Turpentine.

stringer. A timber or other suppclrt for (‘rubs rnembers in floors or ceilings. Ir. stairs, the support on which
the stair treads rest;
also stringboard.

Subfloor.

board

Undercoat.

consisting

Stucco.
Stud.

matched.

A frame or jointed structure
designed to act as a
Ilearn of long span, while each member is usually subjected
to longitudinal
stress only, either tension
or
compresslon.

strips.
String,

and

The finish materials in a building, such as moldings.
applied around openings
(window trim, door trim) or
at the floor and ceiling of rooms ! baseboard, cornice,
and other moldingsi.

Truss.

over the window sill between
the bottom rail of the lower

Story.

Wood flooring

in a panel

See Dressed

Trim.

framing

Stool.

member

grooved.

The horizontal
is placed.

Trimmer.

An upright

framing

and

Tread.

of sound

noise.

Stile.

edges
doors.

To drive a nail at a slant with the initial surface in order to permit it to penetrate
into a second
member.

Stair rise. See Rise.
STC.

with an alloy of lead

Threshold.

Supporting
member for stair trt’ads. Usually
a 2-inch plank notched to receive the tryads; sometimes
called a “rough horse.”

Stair landing.

iron or steel coated

over

which

a

hy hanging

A relatively short beam or joist supported
wall on ane end and hy a header at the other.

Varnish.

by the junction

of two

A thickened
preparation
of drying oil or drying
oil and resin suitable for spreading on surfaces to form
continuous,
transparent
coatings,
or for mixing with
pigments to make enamels.

in a
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Vehicle.

sists
Veneer.

Thin sheets
slicing of 3 log.

Vent.

Wane.

The liquid portion of a finishing material;
it conof the hinder (nonvolatile)
and volatile thinners.
of wood

made

A pipe or d!lct whic:h allows
or outlet.

by rotary

cutting

Bark. or lack of wood from
corner of a pictc of wood.

Water-repellent

any

presel-vative.
A liquid
trate into wood and impart
watl*r
mt~drrate presrrvative
protection.
It
work, such as sash and frames, and
by dipping.

or

flow of air as an inlet

Vermiculite.

Weatherstrip.

Volatile

Wood

A mimral
closely related
to mica, with thr
on heating
to form lighrweight
fac.ulty of t-xpanding
mattarlal with insulation quality. Used as bulk insulation
and also as aggrtgatr
in insulating and acoustical plaster and in insulating concrete floors.

cause,

on edge

or

designed to penerepellency
and a
is u5f.d for millis usually applied

Narrow or jamb-width
src.ticJns of thin metal
or uth~r matrridl
111 prc.\rant infiltration
of air and
moirturc~ around
window5
and
doors.
Coropression
wtrathc-r stripping
prvvc.nts air infiltration,
prtrvidl9
tension, and acts a.3 a counter balance.

thinner.
A liquid that evaporates
readily and is
used to thin or reduce
the consistency
of fini.shes
withclut altering the relative volumes of pigments and
nonvolatile rrhiclrs.
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rays. Strips of cells ~xtr~nding radially
within a tree
and varying in h(bight from a few ~11s in some: species
to 4 inches or more in oak. The rays st’rve primarily
IO store focld and to transport it horizontally in the tree.
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207
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141
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143
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207
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61
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walls. See Foundation walls.
5
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5
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rage
Condensation
__----_----___104,206
Construction
costs,
methods
of
reducing
-----------------201
C opwr,
weight
recommended
for
flashing
-_-------------___166
Corner bead, plaster
reinforcement
126
Corner boards, use with siding ---92
Corner intersections,
details -----34
Cornerites,
plaster reinforcement
-- 126
Cornice, types -- _-__ -- ____ ----63
box -------------_--___----64
close -----__----_---___----65
open --_---_--__-__-___--___
64
Cornice returns, types ________ -__ 67
Corridor-type
kitchen layout -_____ 152
Counterflashing,
at chimneys ---__
168
Cove, for concrete-block
walls -____
10
Crawl space:
inspection
_-----______-_____
206
maintenance
---__---________ 206
ventilation
_---- -______--_____
113
Cross-bridging
_--------___----29
Decay ------------------------195
Decay safeguards :
attic ventilation
--_---____---207
crawl-space
ventilation
_____--__
113
designing
for -_- ________ - ____ 197
inspection
---- __-__________-206
insulation of pipes ______-___-199
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soil cover -----__-_______ 113,206
treatment of wood __-___--__--199
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Decks, roof sheathing
-- ___-_____
59
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use -_- ___-_-____206
Desiccant,
use for basement
damp206
ness _--____--__-_____--___
Diagonal sheathing, use _________54
for square
Diagonals,
as check
_____-__-----_---~~
corners
3
Dimension lumber, cost __---_--- 202
Disappearing
stairs __-- ____-__--165
Door areas, insulation - __--- - ----107
Door clearances
-_-_- ___.-------1%
Door frames, exterior -- ____-____ 82-84
Door frames,
interror,
installation,
parts --_-- ___-___-------- 143
special _____ -_-__-____-_---143
storage
_____ --__-- ___-_----204
Door hardware, installation
------146
Door headers, size, spacing -- -----34
Door knob, standard height ------1%
Doors, exterior:
framing, sizes, types __--- -----84
Doors, interior ---_-___---_--- 142
Doorstops, installation
- ___--__--149
Dormers
---_---______----_---45
Double-formed
walls __---------8
Double-hung
windows - ____-__--78
Downspout,
installation
___--_--- 173
Drainage:
finish grade ____ -_-----____-4
outer wall ____ -__---_____--7
Draintile, installation,
location ---7

Page
Driveways, construction,
planning -Drop siding ---_--_-_-----_---_
Dry-wall construction:
advantages,
disadvantages
-_---painting
-- ____-_ --- __-_ - ____
Dry-wall finish:
application
-----------------decorative treatment _____-----fiberboard : ____ -- ____________
_____----------application
. .
mintmum &i:-l.LnIL;hness --------_gypsum board _______________
-moisture content --__-------___
plywood :
application
-_----_---------minmum thickness -_-------__
types _______ ----_----------Dry-wood termites:
damage caused by --------_____
where common -------_______
Ducts :
cause of paint failure -----..____
heating systems -------_-----unlined
---------_----------Elertrirdi
outlets:
installation
----.---_-___-----insulation
------___-___----Electric wiring ___-_-----------End-wall framing:
at sill and ceiline --_------~-_
for balloon and $atform construction --------__~~~_~-_--Enamel, types, use _----------_-_
Excavation
-_- ____ -----_---_--Expanded-metal
lath:
as plaster base --- _______-_--use around tub recess _______-_Exposed beams ___--~~~---~~~--~
Exterior stairs, construction
------Exterior trim _____ -__-_------_Extractives, effect on paint ~~-~~--Facia board, in open cornice ___-_Fiberboard
dry-wall finish:
application
------___-_------thickness
_____-_-____________
Fiberboard
sheathing
__-__--_--Fill insulation :
placement of _-__----______
-_use ---- ___- ---- -_______ -__Finish, ridge _-__--_____
-_-_--Finish flooring __-_--___-__
-___Finish grade __-_- _____ --_----Finishes, properties
_____________
Fireplace :
construction,
design __________ efficiency _____ - ______________
millwork
___-__--_
--_________
Fire protection :
causes of fires _-_- _______ -_--construction
safeguards
_____-_control of hazards ____-----_-use of fire-retarding
treatments --Fire-retardant
roatings ___------_Fire-retardant
insulation board __-_

185
90
124
108
128
131
131
131
128
132
131
131
128
195

195
99
99
49

100
107
100
36
37
1Y2
4
125
125
42
165
03
188
65
131
128
53
102
102
74
133
3
189
183
181
153
200
200
201
201
201
201

Page
Fires, causes -----------------200
critical temperature
in -------_200
Flange beam __----------------22
Flash-over temperature
in fires ---201
Flashing
--------_-_______ -___ 166
Flat paint __-_-_---_---------193
Flat roofs:
construction
and design - _______
45
ventilation
required
----------110
Flexible insulation,
types -_--_--101
Floor coverings:
carpetin- _ --.-------------_____
141
ceramic tile ----------------141
wood and particleboard
tile flooring _-__ -_--_-_---------138
wood strip flooring ---------_-134
Floor framing:
design factors ---------------19
girders
- ______ -------------20.23
nailing
--------------------19
notched for pipes ---_-_------98
posts ----------------------20
quality, seasoning requirements
__ 19
types -__--____-------------19
Flooring :
care of after delivery --_--136,205
cause of open joints _---- -_-___
205
cost considerations
-__-- -----__
134
defects, remedy for -----------136
method of nailing first strips ____ 136
moisture rontent recommended-136,
20.5
nails, types -----__-_________
136
wood and particleboard
tile flooring ---------------------138
wood block flooring --------___
134
wood strip _--_-_-_____ - ____ 134
Floor joists. See Joists.
Floors, painting of -_- ___________
193
F!oor slabs. See Concrete-slab
floors.
Floor squeaks, cause, remedy _____ 134
Flue lining __-_------__-_-_-_-182
Flush doors :
construction
-_----_--__---_
84,143
facings, species -----_________
143
Flv rafter -----_______________
47
Footings ------------_-_--_-___
5
Formwork for concrete walls _---8
Foundation :
concrete
-- __________-------5
drainage
---_---____________
4
excavation
-- _______________-_
4
laying _--------_______ -_--5
selection --------___-__-_---202
Foundation
frames, painting _____11
Foundation
walls :
concrete-block
___--- _______-9
concrete work ---___--------__
8
drainage
- _------_----------7
footings
-----___-_-________
5
formwork
--_--___--_---____
5
height ------_--____ -___---3
masonry piers -___-------_---20
masonry veneer ___----------_
l&l4
poured concrete -- ________ ---8
protection against termites ---___
12
reinforcing
__-___-__-__-____
11
sill anchors -----_________ --11
thickness
------____________
11
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Page
Framing for:
air ducts __-___ -_--_-_______
99
bav windows -__-_--_________
31
ceiling
--------____________
40
chimneys
-__--------------_28
dormers ----_--------------__
48
end-wall -------____________
36
fireplaces
--------_-________
28
floor furnace ____-__ -_-------99
floor joists __-------__-_____
23
floor openings ------------_--_
28
floors ______ -_-___- ________ 23) !75
heating systems ---_--_--__-__
97
overhangs __-----------_____
48
post and beam -------_______
42
plumbing
_-----------------97
roofs ___----------______ -__
43
siffs ___-------------__-_____
36
stairwells
-------__--_----_--161
valleys ___---------__------48
ventpipe
_-_-----_----------98
wall furnace -------_-----_-_99
walls ----------------------31
Framing lumber, seasoning
requirements --------------_---_--19
Framing materials,
protection of -- 204
Framing members, dry wall ------128
French polishing
finish _-------193
Frieze board -----------------63,65
Fungi, decay, description
-_--____
195
Furnace framing ------------__99
Gable roofs --_-------_-------109
Galvanized metal
flashing -_-----166
Gambrel roof -----------_-----_
202
Garages --_------------------178
Girders :
bolster for -__---__-________
23
built-up --------------------22
floor framing for ___---_-__-_20
joist installation
---_-_--_-_-_
23
solid _______ -___-_- ________22
spaced -__--_--_----_---____
23
steel, wood _----------------20
Glass fibers with plastic binder --_ 102
Grades, sloped for drainage _----3
Green lumber, leads to decay _____ 197
Gutters, installation,
types ---_ 166,170
Gypsum board:
applied with undercourse
_____ 128
dry-wall finish __-_--------___
128
finishing operation for _________
128
installation
_____------------_
128
joints, cementing
and taping of-- 128
Gypsum-board
lath:
applicntion
_____ ---_-_-_--___
125
nailing
______ -_---_________ 125
perforated ____ --__- _________125
125
plaster base --__------------sizes ____ -_--------________ 124
with foil back _-_--------___-125
Gypsum
lath-aluminum
foil vapor
barrier
---------_____-----107
Gypsum sheathing,
application,
nailing, sizes --_--_____-_-----54-57
Hanging gutters, installation
Hardwood flooring, patterns

---______-

173
134

Page

Page
Heat flashing, extent of - _---__-_I66
Headers :
door ________________
-- __--34
joists __________ ---_____---23
nailing
________ -----_-___-26
stair framing ______ --_--____ 161
trussed
__________ --__-- _____
33
window ---- ____ -- __________34
Hearth ________ --___-.
_------_
183
Heartwood,
decay resistance _-____
I96
Heating systems, framing for _--___
200
Hinges, door, installation,
sizes --_ 146
Hip roof:
air inlets, minimum areas ____-110
construction
________ -- _____ -47
Hollow-backed
flooring, description134
Horizontal lath nailers, installation39
Horizontal sheathing, installation
_54
Horizontal sliding window units --81,82
Hot-water heating, framing for __-99
Humidifier,
precautions
for use --- 208
22
I-beam -- ____ ---__-__--------Ice dams:
at gutters -_-------__-_-----108
in roof valleys ___- ____ ------_
108
protection
from --_____------71
reduced
by ventilation
-------108
remedy for -___--__-__-__--__
207
Impact noise ratings __-----_____
117
Incense-cedar,
paintability
--_--_189
Insulating board sheathing, types -53
Insulating boards -_---_------___
intermediate
density --__------53
nail-base --__-_------_____ -53
regular density ___-----_-----53
Insulating
fiberboard lath, as plaster
base -__--___-_-____ -----125
Insulating lath, application, nailing _ 125
Insulating plaster, as wall finish _-_ 127
Insulation :
as cooling device __----_-----104
classes
----_--______ -----__
100
coefficient of transmission -----__
101
flexible __-- _______ ---__----101
for concrete slabs ----___----__
18
for door and window areas ----104
installment
____-------_-----104
loose fill _-- ________ --___---_
102
precautions
for use --__---_-_107
reflective ________ ----_------103
rigid _____ - ____ -----_------103
sound absorption
---___--____ 114
thermal properties
----------__
101
types ------_-------_----____
100
U-value __--______---------__
101
where needed _____ -__---__-__
104
Interior doors, installation, types ___ I43
Interior finish:
cost considerations
----_------_
203
dry-wall
construction
--___124,128
moisture c,ontent recommended
__ 143
principal types _____--------__
124
protection of during construction
_ 205
Interior
trim ___-- _____.____ -- 142-151
Jack rafters ____ -- ____ --------Jambs ______-----____--__-----

48
78

Joists:
blocking for heat ducts -_-_---doubled as bathtub supports --__
doubled under bearing walls _-_drilled for pipes -_-___- ____-installation
_---__---_---____
notched for pipes _- __--____--quality requirements
___-_----.sizes, spans _ __________ ------spaced for air ducts -____--- ____
spaced for heat ducts _-_____- thickness
of -__- ______ - __-_--

26
98
26
98
23
98
19
23
98
23
20

11
Keyways, use with reinforcing
---Kitchen cabinets, arrangements,
sizes 152
126
Keene’s cement, for use in bathrooms
Knotty pine, as decorative wall finish 131
Leader straps, fasteners
for down___________---___---spouts
Ledger strips, use %h girders _-Lintels:
doors, windows ___-__-_---_-_-----__--reinforced-concrete
size and spacing -- __--__---Linoleum :
laying ____________ -_-----_-on plywood --_-- _____ -- ___-on wood __--- _____ ------___
---- ____ --__- ______
thickness
Locks, doors, installation of -_-___
Lookouts:
cornice ____ ----_------_--_-nailing of __-----___--_---_-overhanging
roof -___-__-_---_
Loose fill insulation
-_- ____ ----Louvers
______ -------------108,109
L-type kitchen layout __---_--__Lumber, piling storage - ____ - ____

173
23

Maintenance :
attic ________ ---___----_---_
basement
_------_----_---__calking at joints ___---------_
crawl space _________ --- _.___
_.__
doors
- ____ ----_-----_---_-masonry
__------_-_--__---__
plaster
- _____ -__-----___--_roof ________ ---__------_-_unheated
rooms --____---__--walls, exterior
--_-----------Mansard
_______ -___---__----_
Mantel __-_ _____ -___----____Materials:
protection
of on site ---__---_
_----_----_-------selection
Masonry piers, height above grade,
sizes _--___----____
spacing,
Masonry veneer, installation
__---Metal covers, for dormer roofs, entry
hoods, porch roofs ___-------Metal-foil vapor barrier _---___-Metal lath _------__-------_-Metal ridge roll, as substitute
for
Boston ridge ---- ______-- -___
Metal roofs __________ ---_----_
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34
11
34
141
141
141
148
63
63
45
102
152
204

206
206
207
206
208
208
208
206
208
207
45
152
204
202
20
12
166
107
125
168
71

Metal shields,
use as decay safeguard _________ - ____ -------206
Millwork
______ ------_____ 63.151
Moisture condensation :
moisture on doors and windows,
208
prevention
nf _____ --- _--___
moisture pickup, defects caused by 208
moisture vapor, concentrations
of _ 108
Moisture-excluding
effectiveness
of
coatings
- ____ -----_________ 194
Mold fungi, as decay war;:ing -___ 195
Moldings:
base, installation,
types -- ______ 151
151
ceiling, installation,
types ---___
crown, at rake and frieze boards _ 63
78
Muntins - ________ ---___-_____
Nailing methods for:
74
asphalt
shingles
__--_---____
89
bevel siding -- _____--___----42
ceiling framing
-----__---__-41
ceiling joists ____ ---__- ______
drop siding ___--__-____ ---90
end studs __---__-______-__47
fiberboard
sheathing
__---_--__
54
fireplace framing -__----__---28
floor framing _----------_--__
28
gypsum sheathing
_____---_--56
headers
_______ -_-------_--28
48
jack rafters __--- _____ ------_
plywood roof sheathing
-___---59
plywood subfloor -___-----_--29
48
rafters
_____ ---- _____ ------_
roof boards, closed -- ____-____
59
roof framing
- __________-_-_47
stair-well
framing
____ --_---__
28
28
---------_-_-_----trimmers
wood shingles _---___---___-__
71
Nailing
strips,
for sheathing
and
______ --___- ____ --__
59
shingles
Nailing surface, provision for at ceil39
ing line _____ --- _____ -- _____
Nails :
annularly threaded
shank ______
89
8
concrete forms --- ____ -___-___
corrosion-resistant
_----___--__
53
finish flooring _-__------__-__136
helically threaded
_---- _______
89
ring-shank
(threaded)
--_ 56,73,136
rust-resistant
-----------_---203
89
siding ______ ---- ____ - ____ -__
steel, as cause of rust spots -_ 89,207
Natural finishes:
for siding and trim ---_____
188,190
number of coats recommended
__ 189
------190
-------____---types
wood species preferred
for _-___ I43
Newel post ______ --- ____ --_--165
Oak, paintability
__--_--____-_ - 192
Oil finishes, use __-------------191
Oil stains, for hardwoods
and softwoods _______________
-_----191
Open cornice, construction
----_-64
Overhangs, construction
and framing
48

Page

Page
Paint :
as vapor barrier -___--_-_----blistering of during construction
failure, major cause _-_-----improved service - _____--_--thinning
_____ -___---____--tinting
_c----_-__-__------use on dry-wall construction
_--Paintability
of various woods ----Painting:
characteristics
of woods for ---_
floors -__------_____-----interior
walls -__-_-_-----___
number of coats -__----_----__
plywood _-___---____---_--primer coats, application __- ____
rate of coverage _-----____--wallboards
-_---_-_-_____--Paints :
aluminum paint, as priming coat
enamels, types of _-___----___
gloss enamel, types -_-- __-__-moisture-excluding
effectiveness
of
------------------194
coatings
natural finishes, types -- ____-__
oil finishes, use _- _________--properties
----_--_-__-___-___
seAgloss
enamel, use ---__-___
shingle stains, durability -__-___
_- ____ -----varnish, durability
wood-sealers,
use -_-_--___-___
Panel doors :
parts-stiles,
rails, filler panels -___---__--_--___---~__
types
Paper sheathing, use ___--__--___
Pecky cypress,
as decorative
wall
finish ------_--__------_-___
Piers,
masonry,
capping,
height,
spacing and sizes _-__- ____ -___
Piers, poured concrete, height, sizes
--.-----------------spacing
Pilasters,
placement
----_-----__
Pipe notches, depth in joists _---Pitched roofs:
gable ---__--_-_---------___
hip ___-__---___---_----____
materials for covering ---_--_-Planning,
economy -_----_--_--Platform
construction, end-wall framing ----__-__-_____________
Plaster:
application
--_--__--______ -_
brown coat -_--______ - _____
final coat _-__---_________ -insulating,
as wall finish _____-maintenance
-_--__--_
________
materials
_-----__--_-_-____
protectjon of in cold weather ___
putty finish --__-----__
----reinforcement
_____ - __________
sand-flont finish ______________
scratch coat __-- _____________
thickness
_- _________________
Plaster base ----__
--__--_-_-_-Plaster
grounds,
definition,
types,
use --_-___________________

108
108
207
188
190
192
108
189
189
193
193
191
192
190
190
192
108
192
192

188
133
188
192
190
194
192
84
84
57
131
5
6
9
98
45
47
71
202
36
127
127
127
127
208
126
205
127
125
127
127
127
124
126

Plastic, foamed --_--____-__
18,103
Plumb
-__--_______--------3
Plumbing,
framing for ____----97
Plywood:
dry.wall finish, application
---__
131
roof sheathing, installation
_---__
59
53-56
sheathing,
application
----__
siding, application
-- ____-___-_
87
subfloor, installation
____-_-_ -29
Polystyrene
plastic foam insulation
103
Port-Orford-cedar,
paintability
of -- 189
Porches :
columns for --_---_---____-_ 176
construction
principles
_--___-174
framing for ---_-____ - ____-_ 175
Posts :
basement, size, spacing ___----19
floor framing for __---_____-19
girder supports
---_--_-_____
20
H-section
_-___---__________
20
round _-------_---_--____-20
Poured-concrete
walls -___- ______
8
Preservative
treatment:
before painting
----_--______ 190
decay, methods, specification
_-__ 197
siding ------_----_____ - ____
90
termites, methods, specification
_- 199
with natural finishes __________
189
Projected windows, installation
____
78
Pullman kitchen layout _--_____152
Purlins
__-_----___-__--___-__
49
Radiant heating:
concrete floor slabs -__- _______
15
Rafters :
flat roof --__--_----_-_____45
jark, nailing
--__--__-__---__
48
overhanging
roof ---___-__--__
45
Rainwater
back of siding, remedy
for -_-_-_----_-_-_---_-____
207
Rake board, at siding ends _----_
65
Random-width
plank flooring _____ 134
Redwood, paintability
-_----_____
188
Reflective insulation
-__--_-_--__
103
Reinforcing
rods for concrete walls
Reinforcing
ties for garage or porch
walls
--__---_---_--_-_---__
11
Resin, effect on paint ____ - ______ 188
Resorcinol-type
glue ---__-_--__52
Ridge board _-__---_----_-_-__
45
Ridge flashing, use on wood-shingled
houses
_-_----_--_--___----168
Rigid insulation,
application
----103
Riser, ratio to tread ---__--_--__
155
Rod ties, placement
___--_---__11
Rods, reinforcing
in concrete walls
11
Roofs :
Boston ridge for __--_--__---_74
built-up __----_---._____ --__74
cost ---------------~~-~_202
covering materials
--c----_-__71
dormers for --- ___-____-_ --_47
flashing for ----------------168
flat -----------____-___-____
4S
framing for __-__---_-------_
45
gable ______ --_---_---L-45,59
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Page
Roofs (Continued)
hip _--___- ____I___---_--___
47
insulation
._-----_--_________ 103
leaking, causes -. _--__- ___- -- 207
lumber seasoning: re,,:;rements
-45
maintenance
ins;lec :I.: _--_---207
metal ---------__-___-__71,168
metal ridge for -_--_----___
71, 168
____ -_-.----_---_48
overhanging
pitched _-------_--____--__45
sheathing for:
closed, spaced installation
__-59
grades _-_-___-___----.____ 58
nailed to rafters diagonally ___ 58
plywood, application
______ --58
species of wood used ______ -_ 58
wood board, laying -_-- _____58
trusses for _----___-________ 49
45-48
types 6f ---_------------valleys _--------____-- - _____ 48
ventilation
of ---_______-_ 109,110
Roof trusses, lightweight
___---__
49
Room sizes, planning
--__--__--201
Rust-resistant
nails, economy ---203,205
Rust on siding, cause and remedy -_ 207
Rubber-tile
floor:
base for, laying of __- ---_----139
Saddle flashing, use on roof slope Sand float finish __--_- _____----Sapwood :
decay resistance
-_-----------Saturated felt, use in built-up roofs
Scabs, reinforcement
for stock-vent
wall ------_-____________ --Scratch coat, on plaster wall __--_Sealer --_---_--____ -__- ___- -Seasoning:
of roof lumber --_-__-_---__--of sheathing
used with asphalt
shingles --__-__--______ --_
wall-framing lumber _-_---_-_-_
Setback, minimum required -_----_
Shakes, wood _-___----------___
Sheathing paper:
application
-_-_--_--_--_--___
where required -_-___-------__
Sheathing, roof:
chimneys ----___----_--_____
closed installation
---__--__-___
grades __----___-_-_____ -___
plywood,
application,
thickness,
nailing __-__-_--_-___-_-___
sparrd installation
-_-----_--__
valleys ____ -_-__- _-__ --_---__
wood, grades, installation
_-----Sheathing.
wall:
fiberboard, sizes, thickness, installation --- _______ -__- _______
gypsum
board.
sizes, thickness,
installation ----_--__-----___
plywood,
sizes, thickness,
installation _----____ ------____
types of ---__--_---__--_--___
wood, installation,
patterns --_--Shed roofs, description
_-__--_----

168
127
196
74
98
127
193
45
58
31
3
88
57
57
61
58
58
59
59
61
58

53
53
53
53
54
45

Page

Page
Sheet-metal
work, types, weights of
materials -- ____ --_---------__
166
Shellac ____________ ---_-----__
193
Shinglrs:
asbestos-cement,
application
.__--95
asphalt:
laying? nailing, weight _._--___
74
with wood sheathing --__---__
58
exposure
distance
--_-------__
74
flashing for ___---------___-- 168
wood:
double-coursed
--- __-_ -- ____93
exposure recommended
------_
71
grades __-__------__---___
41
laying, nailing
-- --__ ----___
93
single-coursed
_____ -- _____ -93
species ---__--_____ ----_-71
square feet per bundle ----___
71
staggered
patterns
___- __--- - 73
types, widths ---------___-71
Shingle stain _________ -___--___
192
Shiplap sheathing ____ ---_--____ 53
Sidewalk construction
--__- -____186
Sidewall kitchen layout _- _____-152
Sideyard requirements
--_-----___
3
Siding:
89
installation
_------------___-89
c?ils
____________ ---_--____
plywood:
--____-----__--____;’
.
.
apphcatton
__----_________stud spacing for _----_----__
92
thickness
____ ----___----__87
87
spacing, maximum __---__---_204
storage
_---_____-----_-----_
85.90
treated ___-- ____ ---- ____ -_
types ___--_-___----___--_--85
wood : --_---_------__--__-...e
85
finishing at corners _---__--__
92
grades, species, types ------___
85
moisture content -__--______
85
properties
required __---_---85
Sill anchors, depth, spacing, sizes -11
Sill flashing, extent of -___----__166
Sill plate:
balloon-frame
construction,
use in23
leveling of __- __________ -_--11
Sills _-_____-___________-_____
23
Site, condition of _----__---__--1
Smoke shelf, fireplace --_---___--183
Snow dams, protection from ----_-71
Sod, removal and storage ---___-4
Soffit __-______---__------_____
63
Soil cover ______ - ________ -__--112
Soil stack _____ --- _____ -------_
98
Solid-bridging
----_____ --_..--__
29
Sound absorption
________ --_---119
Sound materials ---__----______ 119
Sound transmission
class ratings --- 114
Spaced sheathing, installation
----59
Splash block __--- ____ --__---__
174
Stack vent, framing for -----__--98
Stain fungi, decay warning ----___
195
Stairs:
___-___-_______ --_---155
165
attic foldinv ~ ---________-----basement, construction
_---_---162
carriages
____________ --_----162

Stairs (Continued)
--- ..-_____ -- _____ 165
disappearing
exterior, construction
-__------165
parts ___--___--_____ ------155
ratio of riser to tread --_------155
types ___--__-------- ------155
Stairways:
design, installation
-----_-----_
155
Stationary
windows ----_---____78
Stiles
____. - _______ -----__----__
143
Stone veneer application
_---__
?2,96
Stops, interior door frames -___ 146,149
Storage closets, types ____-------_
152
Storm sash - ____ -_--___-78,104,208
Strike plate, door, installation
--___
148
Stringer, installation
in stairways -_ 165
Strip flooring installation
_----___
134
Strongback,
for dry-wall finish --__ 128
Stucco plaster
_--------__---__95
Stucco side-wall finish __- _____ --_
95
Studs:
end-wall
_________ -----_----36
grades of _______ -----_-----__
31
34
-----I------------__
multiple
--31
species
_---------Subfloor:
29
sizes ___ __ _--boards, patterns,
29
laying __-- _____ ----__-_____
parts ___________ ----_------_
29
joist
spacing,
nailing,
plywood,
thickness
_____-----__--_23
quality requirements
--------___
29
Subterranean
termites -------_
196,199
Subsoil, condition
----------___1
Suspended
ceiling ---------__--122
requirements
during
Temperature,
construction
_-__ --___-_____ 205
Temperature
zones, map of __----101
Termites:
classes _________ -----_-____- 195
dry-wood, where common ---___195
inspection of crawl space for -__- 206
protection from ----------___-12
____ --__----___- 1%
subterranean
Termite shields:
installation
-----_____ --- ____ 14
Thermal
properties,
building
materials ___-- _________ -_-_---101
Thickened-edge
slab ----_______16
Ties, reinforcing
______ --__----__
11
Tile floor, ceramic. installation
____ 141
Tin, weight recommended
for flashing 166
Topsoil, removal and storage ______
4
Trim :
63
___--____-_______-__
exterior:
decay resistance
__--- _____ -63
63
---_----------wefastenings
moistnre
content -----__--___
63
---------_..._-----.-interior:
installation
_____ ----_---___
149
parts for doors __----__-_____
84
properties
desired _- ___- - ______ 143
window, installation
-___-----__
149
Trimmers
-- ____ --_--__---__.__ 28
34
Trussed headers _--- ____ --- ___--
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Trusses -_-_----_---__________
anchoring
----_---_-__---____
gluing __-_--__--_-_..-----___
handling and storage -_-----__king-post __- _______ - _________
lightweight
roof __--- _________
scissors _____ -___--_____ -___
simple -_-----------_----__-Wetype _----___---___. ---__.-

52
52
52
51
49
51
49
51

Underlayment
for shingles _------71
Unheated rooms, maintenance,
ventilation _______________
-_- _____208
Uvalues -__----------_-__-__-104
Urethane plastic foam insulation -__ 103
U-type kitchen layout ---_------152
Valley :
flashing ------__---_---___--_
166
framing __________ -----------48
sheathing
_---_-_.-_ -----_-__
61
V,dor barriers: __--_----__-__-_
106
at joist ends in two-story houses-107
effective materials
for - _-_--___
107
in basement rooms __-_---__
107,119
in blanket insulation _- _____ -__ 107
in concrete-slab
floor _-------__
17
near windows -__----__---_--_
108
paint coatings
_____ - _____-_--108
why needed _-- ____ -----___-__
107
Varnish ________ - ____ -------_-193
Ventilation:
_____ -__-__--_____ 108
attic __________.
_-- _____--_ 108,112
cold-weather,
need for __-.
-___ 207
crawl spaces, area and vents required
___-__---_-______ 113
ice dams reduced by --- __.____- 108
moisture removed by _____--_-108
roofs __________ ---_-----_-.108
unheated
rooms __---_--_____ 208
Ventilators,
location, types _--- --- 109
Ventpipe, framing for --_- ___--__
98
Vertical-grain
flooring, durability-134
Vertical siding, types, use --_87,91
Wal! coverings:
interior
___-_-__-_-____ --__123
shingles, types of ----__---_--_
71
Wall footings, installation,
use sizes
5
Wall framing, grades, requirements31
Wall sections,
horizontal,
assembly
for economy -_-_---__--___-_
202
Wall sheathing _--------_----_-53
11
Wall ties, reinforcinm ~ --_--___--_9
Walls, concrete block ----_______
8
Walls, poured concrete --_--_____
Waterproof
coatings
----127,197,207
Water-repellent
preservative,
for
____ -------_____-__ 190
siding
Waler vapor:
damage caused by ----______198
---_____107
--------generation
compression
---78
Weatherstripping,
Weep holes, for brick vener ___-12
Western redcedar,
paintability
___- 188
White-pocket
fir, as decorative wall
finish -__---___--_______-131
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Window:
areas, insulation
_----________ 104
frames, storage _______-------204
headers, sizes, spacing -____---34
sills, drainage --_----__-_--_78
stool --_--------_--------- 149
trim, installation
---. -- ____ -___ 149

Windows:
awning __-----_______-__ -__
81
casement _________ -----__36, 78
double-hung
_____ ------__35,78
horizontal-sliding
window units -81
maintenance
- ____-____ -__---_
78
insulated glass ---____--__---208
metal-sash
---- ____--___--____
78
minimum area _--- ______--____
77

Page
Windows (Continued)
projected ___-_--___-______ -stationary
__-----_-_______ -types of __-_________
---- _____
weatherstripping
for ----_-_____
Wiring, electrical,
installation
_--Woods, decay resistance
of --_____
Woods, painting characteristics
____
Wormy
chestnut,
decorative
wall
finish __--__ -_- _____ - ______
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